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^ ^ • FOREWORD 

(\p> <^' 1̂1̂^ present essay is a study of the poetry of 

Richard Aldington, an Englishman remembered by many of 

those who know his name at all only as a member of the 

"Imagist" movement of 1912-1917 or as a World War I poet. 

The basis of the study, generally, is Aldington's collected 

poems (published in 1934, under the title The Poems of 

Richard Aldington), but the inquiry—in order to include 

the whole range of his verse—considers as well the two 

later volumes. Life Quest (1935) and The Crystal World 

(1937), and numerous instances of as yet uncollected 

magazine verse. 

Part I introduces the poet's literary career and 

examines his poetic theory, particularly against the back

grounds constituted by the Imagist movement. In addition, 

each individual volume of his verse is examined in suffi

cient detail to exhibit its specific content and general 

characteristics. For the longer works brief summaries 

are furnished. A few interpretive comments are also pro

vided in this section to aid in understanding the nature 

of each work. Part II of the study constitutes a critical 

analysis of Aldington's themes, forms, and techniques. 

Finally, Part III traces the critical reception of 

Aldington's work, beginning with the reputation which 

• • 
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centered around his contributions to the annual lii.agist 

anthologies from 1914 to 1917, and attempts in conclusion 

to assess his significance as a twentieth-century poet. 

Critical histories generally list Aldington as a 

minor poet—yet as one whose influence as an individual and 

as an Imagist has not been negligible. The present study, 

in its fuller exploration of specific subjects, forms, 

motifs, images, and techniques which characterize his 

poetry, will, hopefully, furnish the basis for a clearer 

and more adequate view of Aldington's stature as poet and 

theorist. 

I wish to thank Professor Everett A. Gillis Tor 

directing this study; Professors James V7. Gulp and Floyd E. 

Eddleman for serving on my committee; and Mrs. Mary George 

for translations of foreign language passages within the 

poems; and my husband, Leo Galloway, who, with a zeal for 

"all scientific phenomena" akin to Aldington's own, 

greatly increased my appreciation for the many Aldiiigton 

poems using biological motifs. 

Richard Aldington, Life for Life's Sake (New 
York: The Viking Press, 1941), p. 43. 
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FART ONE: INTRODUCTION 



CHAPTER I 

THE PRACTICING POET 

Richard Aldington was born at Portsmouth, Hampshire, 

in 1892, the son of a solicitor, from whom he acquired a 

love of the English classics. Young Aldington spent his 

childhood in and around Dover, attending preparatory school 

at Walmar and St. Margaret's Bay. Later, he studied four 

years at Dover College, and one at the University of London. 

Throughout his formal education, he studied Latin and Greek; 

by the time he was sixteen, he had also learned French and, 

at iiiiieteen, acquired a knowledge of Italian during a visit 

to Italy.^ 

He began writing poems as a school boy and, before 

he was twenty, had become associated v/ith Ezra Pound and 

the Imagist movement.^ When his own first volume of verse 

(Images Old and New, 1916) was published, he had already 

contributed poems, reviews, and articles on poetic theory 

Glenn Hughes, Imaqism and the Imagists; A Study 
in Modern Poetry (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, 1931), 
p. 85. 

This phase of the poet's career is treated in 
some detail later in this chapter. 

•̂ For bibliographies of his works, see C. P. Snow, 
Richard Aldington: An Appreciation (London: Heinemann, 
1938) and Alister Kershaw, ed., A Bibliography of the Works 
of Richard Aldington from 1915 to 1948 (London: Quadrant 
Press, 1950). 



Lo periodicals in England and America, and had several 

published Greek and Latin translations to his credit. He 

was assistant (literary) editor of The Egoist from its 

inception on January 1, 1914, until the summer of 1917, 

when military duties forced him to resign. He wrote, too, 

for New Age, a socialist organ, despite his feeling that 

he was "a fish in the wrong tank" there.^ With others, he 

planned The Poets' Translation Series, a succession of 

inexpensive translc t-: ons of minor Greek and Latin authors; 

but, interrupted by the war, he never completed the project. 

Still other events and duties occupied the poet during the 

pre-war years. Together with "H. D." (Hilda Doolittle, the 

American poet whom he married in 1913), he wrote children's 

verse for Walter Morse Rummell, American composer.^ He 

worked part time with the Garton Peace Foundation, serving 
c. 

on a committee to investigate problems of war and peace, 

and he acted temporarily as Ford Madox Hueffer's secretary.' 

In 1916, at the age of twenty-four. Aldington 

enlisted in the infantry, was recommended for officer's 

training, and served as a lieutenant with the Royal Sussex 

^Richard Aldington, Life for Life's Sake (New York: 
The Viking Press, 1941), p. 147. 

^Ibid., pp. 117-18. 

^Ibid., p. 120. 

"7Ibid., p. 154. 
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Regiment. His military career lasted two and a half years; 

of this time, fifteen months were spent at the front.^ After 

the Armistice, Aldington's poetry, written both before and 

during the war, was well received, and three small volumes 

(Images of Desire, Images of War, and V7ar and Love) were 

published in the year 1919 alone. The effects of the war 

experiences, however, dictated a change in the course of 

his career. Whether because of shell-shock,-^^ gas,-̂ -̂  or 

other war-related reasons. Aldington found creative activity 

impossible in the years immediately following his discharge. 

The need for regular work to provide an income led to his 

association with the Times Literary Supplement as a j.eviewer, 

a position he held for ten years; there were predictions 

that he would eventually become its editor. Meanwhile, he 

also wrote signed reviews for The Nation, the opposition 

Liberal weekly, and served as assistant editor of The 

Criterion, begun by T. S. Eliot in 1921.-̂ '̂  Beginning about 

1922, he prepared for Routledge, a publishing house, a total 

o 
Miriam J. Benkovitz, "Nine for Reeves: Letters from 

Richard Aldington," New York Public Library Bulletin, LXIX 
(June, 1965), 354n. 

Hughes, p. 93. 

• '•Frank N. M a g i l l , e d . . Cyclopedia of World Authors 
(New York: Harper & B r o t h e r s , 1958) , pp . 19 -20 . 

•^•'•Brian Gardner , Up t h e Line t o Death: The War P o e t s 
1914-1918 (London: Methuen & C o . , L t d . , 1964) , p . 1 6 1 . 

^^Ald ing ton , p . 265. 



of ten books, mainly French translations with accompanying 

critical biographies, and edited a series of other transla

tions from eighteenth-century French authors. Further 

work in translation led him to produce Boccaccio's Decameron 

and a two-volume selection of the best works of Remy de 

Gourmont. 

Thus, the period of 1920-1928 was a productive one 

for Aldington, even though he wrote comparatively little 

poetry: Exile and Other Poems appeared in .1913; A Fool i' 

the Forest in 1924. Poems in The Love of Myrrhine and 

Konallis and Other Prose Poems (1926) had all been written 

by 1919, some of them as early as 1913. He also published, 

during this time, two volumes of literary essays. Literary 

Studies (1924) and French Studies (1926), and taught himself 

to read Old French of the langue d'oil and langue d'oc. 

Most of this decade he lived in relative isolation in the 

valley of the Kennet River, the inspiration for his poem 

"The Berkshire Kennet" ana for some of the detail used in 

16 

the novel The Colonel's Daughter (1931). Thereafter, he 

lived either on the continent or in Connecticut, in America, 

for the remainder of his life. 

•̂ -̂ Ibid., pp. 266-67. 

•̂ "̂ Hughes, p. 96. 

•'•^Aldington, p. 264. 

^^Ibid., pp. 252-53. 



Aldington, who had long desired to write ^ novel 

about the war, had, in fact, written and destroyed parts of 

such a book in 1919, 1925, and 1927.^'^ The delay (Death 

of a Hero was completed and published in 1929) seemed 

fortuituous to Aldington, since his novel then came out 

during the "boom" in war books though Thomas McGreevy 

once insisted that Aldington's work was responsible for the 

unleashing of the "sudden torrent" of work by war generation 

19 writers. With proceeds from the successful Death of a 

Hero, the novelist established the annual Richard Aldington 

Poetry Prize for the American poet who had published the 

best poetry in This Quarter, a Paris review. Only ĉ .e award 

was made, however; in 1931, the prize was divided between 

20 

E. E. Cummings and Walter Lowenfels. Besides the novel. 

Aldington's Collected Poems appeared in 1929; the same year, 

he arranged with publishers and with poets who had contributed 

to the original Imagist anthologies to bring out a final 

joint volume, which appeared in 1930. 

Also in 1930, while Aldington was at work on his 

second novel, his long poem A Dream in the Luxembourg, 

"̂̂ Ibid., pp. 331-32. 

^^Ibid., p. 332. 

-'-̂ Thomas McGreevy, Richard Aldington: An Englishman 
(London: Chatto and Windus, 1931), pp. 8-9. 

20 Benkovitz, pp. 360-61n. 
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written two years earlier, was published. Then for the next 

several years, the output of novels—The Colonel's Daughter 

(1^31), All Men Are Enemies (1933), Women Must Work (1934), 

Very Heaven (1937), and Rejected Guest (1939)—strengthened 

the public's conception of Aldington as a prose writer. 

Three volumes of verse, however, appeared during the same 

period: another collection called The Poems of Richard 

Aldington (1934) and two long poems. Life Quest (1935) 

and The Crystal World (1937). It was in 1937, too, that 

Aldington and H. D., separated since World War I days, 

were divorced, and Aldington married Netta McCulloch. 

Except for one novel. The Romance of Casanova (1946), 

and various translations and anthologies. Aldington's book-

length works for the next two decades were biographies— 

though for the brief three-year sojourn, 1944 through 1946, 

he was, according to Lawrence Clark Powell, librarian at 

the University of California during that time, in Los 

21 

Angeles writing Hollywood scripts. For the first bio

graphy, the life of the Duke of Wellington (Wellington, 1946), 

Aldington received the James Tait Black Memorial Prize in 

1947. The Strange Life of Charles Waterton followed in 1949. 

The next work. Portrait of a Genius, But . . . (1950), 

-̂'•Lawrence Clark Powell in Richard Aldington: An 
Intimate Portrait, ed. by Alister Kershaw and Frederick-
Jacques Temple (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Univ. Press, 
1970), p. 107. 
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irritated many D. H. Lawrence admirers, according to 

22 

Harry T. Moore. Further unpopularity came the next year 

with Pinorman, the double biography of Norman Douglas and 

"Pino" Orioli. The two friends. Aldington has explained, 

were inseparable during the years he knew them in Florence. ̂"̂  

It was with the 1955 publication of Lawrence of Arabia: A 

Biographical Incfuiry, exposing certain failings of T. E. 

Lawrence, a national hero, that Aldington invoked the wrath 

of critics and public alike. ̂"̂  The Prix de Gratitude 

Mistralienne Award (1:̂ 59) for his Introduction to Mistral 

(1956) gratified Aldington but did not, of course, restore 

.the regard in which he had earlier been held. 

Throughout his career. Aldington continued his 

critical studies. In the later years of his life, according 

to Moore, Aldington's principal literary activity, outside 

an increasingly large correspondence, was work on a volume 

of world poetry for which he was under contract to 

Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. Sir Alec Randall urged 

him to write another novel or a history of English litera

ture of the period just before World War I, but Aldington 

22 
Harry T. Moore, preface to Richard Aldington: 

Selected Critical Writings, 1928-1960, ed. by Alister Kershaw 
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois Univ. Press, 1970), p. vii. 

^"^Aldington, pp. 365-66. 

24», • • 
Moore, p. vii. 

^^Harry T. Moore in Kershaw and Temple, p. 96. 



replied, a few months before his death, that he felt he 

could write no more.^^ During the last year of his life, 

on the poet's seventieth birthday. Aldington was honored 

by the Soviet Writers' Union, whose guests he and his 

daughter were for several weeks. He had lived to see his 

books translated into the languages of many countries 

(as early as 1938, C. P. Snow had listed France, Germany, 

Italy, Russia, Spain, Argentina, Hungary, Norway, Sweden, 

Denmark, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Portugal'^') and to 

feel that they were ruad as "possible contributions to 

literature." Aldington died from a heart attack at his 

home at Sury-en-Vaux in the South of France, July 27, 

1962. 

Although Aldington was writing poems earlier than 

29 1909, the date of his first published poems, and later 

than 1937, the year of his final volume of verse, only those 

works produced in between may be considered in relation to 

his poetic career since he destroyed both his juvenilia 

^^Alec Randall in Kershaw and Temple, p. 112. 

27 
Snow, p. 26. 

28 Aldington, p. 403. 

^^Louis Untermeyer, ed.. Modern British Poetry 
(New York: Harcourn, Brace, & Howe, 1930), p. 216. 
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written prior to 1909^° and poetry written after the date 

of The Crystal World.-^^ 

The Imagist Period 

Aldington's association with the Imagists, perhaps 

his best-known public activity as a poet, began in 

November, 1912, when his "Choricos" appeared in Poetry, 

with an accompanying note to the effect that he belonged 

to a group who called themselves Imagistes. "It was," said 

Harriet Monroe, the originator and first editor of the 

magazine, "the first time that epoch-making word had 

32 received the dignity of print." The term—and the young 

English and American poets associated with it—gained 

international, if limited, recognition v/ith the publication 

in 1914 of Des Imagistes, an anthology, and its three sub

sequent volumes, all titled Some Imagist Poets, in 1915, 

1916, and 1917. 

For inclusion in Des Imagistes, edited by Ezra 

Pound, then the acknowledged leader of the group, ten of 

Aldington's poems were selected: "Choricos," "To a Greek 

Marble," "Au Vieux Jardin" ("In the Old Garden"), "Lesbia," 

"^^Kershaw, Richard Aldington: Selected Critical 
Writings, p. xv. 

•̂ -'•Snow, p. 16. 

^^Harriet Monroe, "An Imagist at War," Poetry, 
XXXIV (April, 1929), 42. 
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"Beauty, Thou Hast Hurt Me Overmuch," "Argyria," "In the 

Via Sestina," "The River," "Bromios," and "To Atthis."^^ 

It was then Aldington's privilege, or duty, as assistant 

editor of The Egoist to review the anthology and to explain, 

in his words, "the aims and common sympathies which have 

bound us together between two violent green covers. "̂ '̂  

It is this review that contains Aldington's oft-quoted 

statement about the name Imagists: "Well, I think it is a 

very good and descriptive title, and it serve2 to enunciate 

some of the principles we most firmly believe in. It cuts 

us away from the 'cosmic' crowd and it equally bars us 

from the 'abstract art' gang, and it annoys quite a lot of 

fools. "-̂ ^ Though the more famous Imagist "credo" was not 

to appear until the publication of the 1915 anthology. 

Aldington does list in his review of Des Imagistes several 

"fundamental doctrines" of the group: direcu treatment of 

3 3 
The first nine ot these poems appear in The Poems 

of Richard Aldington (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, Doran, 
1934), pages 3, 6, 17, 11, 16, 7, 19, 14, and 21 (the last-
named poem was not reprinted). Throughout the present 
study, unless otherwise indicated, subsequent references 
to Aldington's poems will be by page numbers in this edition 
of the collected works, its title abbreviated to simply 
Poems. References to uncollected poems will include the 
name of the periodical in which they appeared, followed 
by the volume and page numbers. 

•̂ R̂ichard Aldington, "Modern Poetry and the Imagists," 
The Egoist, I (June 1, 1914), 202. 

^^Ibid. 
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the subject ("We convey an emotion by presenting the object 

and circumstance of that emotion without comment"); as 

few a number of adjectives as possible; a hardness, "as 

of cut stone"; individuality of rhythm; and use of the exact 

36 

word. After Pound's dissociation of himself from the 

small group of poets. Amy Lowell, newly arrived in London, 

assumed its leadership, relying frequently on Aldington's 

'advice,^7 ^^d the "school" stabilized with a balance of 

three Americans—Miss Lowell, H. D., and John Gould 

Fletcher—and three Englishmen—Richard Aldington, F. S. 

Flint, and D. H. Lawrence—as the contributors to the 

remaining anthologies. 

The first of the latter vol̂ ames. Some Imagist Poets, 

1915, included in its introduction the now-famous Imagist 

credo, the six tenets upon which the contributing poets 

agreed: 
1. "To use the language of common speech, and to 

employ always the exact word. 

2. To create new rhythms as an expression of 
new moods. 

3. To allow abolute freedom in the choice of 
subject. 

4. To present an image. 

^^Ibid. 

"̂̂ Stanley K. Coffman, Imagism; A Chapter for the 
History of Modern Poetry (Norman: Univ. of Okla. Press, 
1951), p. 163. 
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.5. To present poetry that is hard and clear, 
never blurred or indefinite. 

6. Concentration is the very essence of poetry.-^^ 

The introduction, though unsigned, is generally conceded 

to be the work of Aldington, whose poems "Childhood," 

"The Poplar," "Round-Pond," "Daisy," "Epigrams" ("New 

Love"), "The Faun Sees Snow for the First Time," and 

39 

"Lemures"-"^ appeared in this year's particular collection. 

"Childhood" received from Harold Monro, reviewing the book 

in The Egoist, the accolade of being "one of the most 

auspicious poems" in the volume. Similar praise of the 

same poem came from George Lane, writing for The Little 

Review, who declared that its detail was well managed and 

its descriptions "properly subordinated" to the theme of 

the child's loneliness. Other poems cited for special 

mention by the reviewers were "The Faun Sees Snow for the 

First Time," which Monro characterized as "a delightful 
42 conceit," and "The Poplar," designated by Lane as an 

almost perfect poem of its kind, presenting a complete image 

^[Richard Aldington, ed.], Some Imagist Poets 
(New York: Houghton-Mifflin, 1915), pp. vi-vii. 

^^Poems, pp. 48, 30, 55, 54, 15, 25, 12. 

"̂ Ĥarold Monro, "The Imagists Discussed," The 
Egoist, II (May 1, 1915), 79. 

"^^George Lane, "Some Imagist Poets," The Little 
Review, II (May, 1915), 29. 

^^Monro, p. 79. 
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and exemplifying "that fine, poetic imagination which is 

the hall-mark of Mr. Aldington's best work.""̂ "̂  Lane noted, 

in addition, a sloughing off of much of "the Greek mannerism 

which marred his work in the first anthology."^^ 

The 1916 issue of Some Imagist Poets also included 

an introduction, usually attributed to Aldington, and 

Aldington's poems, "Eros and Psyche," "After Two Years," 

"1915" (later called "Fantasy"), "Whitechapel," "Sunsets," 

"People" (elsewhere titled "Civilians" or "Resentment"), 

and "Reflections."^^ His efforts again received praise 

from the reviewers, O. W. Firkins in The Nation awarding 
AC 

Aldington the "palm for delicacy and indelicacy alike," ° 

and Mary Aldis in The Little Review citing "After Two Years" 

as "a short Elizabethan lyric" of excellent quality. ' Miss 

Aldis also liked the beauty and distinction of "Eros and 

Psyche," but felt that none of the poems corupared with 

43 Lane, p. 29. 

44ibid. 

45 Poems, pp. 45, 32, 60, 56, 64, 127, 26. 

^^O. W. Firkins, "Meteorites in Verse," The Nation, 
CIV (January 11, 1917), 44. 

"̂̂ Mary Aldis, "Some Imagist Poets, 1916," The Little 
Review, III (June-July, 1916), 28. Elsewhere, Amy Lowell— 
"Two Imagist Poets," The Poetry Review, I (June, 1916), 1 2 — 
had called the poem a beautiful little Elizabethan song, and 
John Gould Fletcher—"Three Imagist Poets," The Little 
Review, III (May, 1916), 35—had noted in it "a touch of 
fourteenth-century poetry. •• 
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"Choricos" in the previous anthology, Des Imagistes."^^ 

Several war poems were included in Aldington's selections 

^or Some Imagist Poets, 1917: "Vicarious Atonement," 

"Bondage," "A Moment's Interlude," "Field Manoeuvres," 

"Dawn," "Inarticulate Grief," "Images," "Captive," "R. V. 
_ ^ 4g 

and Another," and "Prayer." Of this volume, one reviewer, 

Virgil G. Michel of Catholic World, characterized the 

Imagist philosophy as "a cross between despondency or 

complete surrender to morbid sentimentality and the meanness 

of life."^° 
The 1917 volume concluded the yearly anthologies 

and the joint appearance of the Imagists except for ouc 

51 
later work, the "nostalgic" Imagist Anthology of 1930, 

for which Aldington included his incomplete work, "The 

Eaten Heart," "Passages Toward a Long Poem" (the chief 

features of this work appeared later in The Poems of Richard 

Aldington under the heading "Short Poems"), and another 

52 
lyric, "Sepads: A Modern Poem." The 1930 volume v̂ras 

"^^Aldis, p. 28. 

^^Poems, pp. 70, 72, 79, 75, 77, 59, 57, 63, 61, 62. 

^^Virgil G. Michel, "Whither Does Imagism Tend?" 
Catholic World, CVII (August, 1918), 626. 

Edward G. Fletcher, "Imagism—Some Notes and 
Documents," Studies in English, Univ. of Texas (1947), p. 187 

^^Poems, pp. 317, 355; "Sepads" was not reprinted 
in the later collection. 
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greeted by reviewers as a swan song. Harriet Monroe, 

writing in Poetry, conjectured that something—perhaps the 

war—had come between the 1913 Imagists and the Muse: 

"Mr. Aldington has nothing in.the same class with 'Choricos,' 

53 'Lesbia,' and his other early poems." Thomas McGreevy, 

however, found no diminishing power, citing the fourth 

section of "Passages Toward a Long Poem" (beginning "Be 

not too eager") as demonstrating the "quality of humility 

before the benedictior.s of existence, love, art, the beauty 

54 of nature," evident trrough all Aldington's work. 

Volumes in the Lyric Tradition 

The first of Aldington's separate volumes of verse. 

Images Old and New (1916), shows clearly his early interest 

in Greek themes. It contains some forty-six poems, many 

of which explore Greek ideas or express the love of beauty— 

including, though not exclusively, the beauty of nature. 

There are a few love poems (e.g., "Epigrams," "Images," 

"After Two Years," "At Nights") and some rather bitter poems 

critical of the British people ("In the Tube," "Cinema Exit") 

or of a dull, mechanized, materialistic society ("Eros and 

Psyche," "Childhood," "Whitechapel"). One poem, "London 

•̂̂ Harriet Monroe, "Imagism Today and Yesterday," 
Poetry, XXXVI (July, 1930), 217. 

^McGreevy, p. 65. 
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(May 1915)," ^ reflects almost a prophetic apprehension of 

the imminence of the first World War. 

World War I is in full progress in Aldington's 

second volume. Images of VJar (1919), which contains forty-" 

four poems, including an appropriately titled "Proem"—an 

invocation in which the speaker asks for intuition relative 

to war's oppressive problem—and "Epilogue," in which 

he concludes that the soldiers for whom he speaks have 

passed through circles far more desperate f-̂ an Dante's. 

Many of the phenomena associated with the Wĉ r are reflected 

in the volume: the trenches and the minnies ("Barrage" and 

"Bombardment"); the descriprions of the dead ("Trench 

Idyll," "Soliloquy—I," "Soliloquy—II," "Concert"); the 

suffering from cold and inexpressible weariness ("Dawn," 

"Picket"); the courage and comradeship of the soldiers ("Two 

Epitaphs"). In war. Aldington implies, valor includes a 

code of conduct (e.g., "Machine Guns"); in this sense, men 

are at their best in battle. At the same time, however, war 

also destroys something in the soul of man ("In the Trenches") 

Among other features, there is emphasis on the wastefulness 

of war ("A Young Tree," "The Blood of the Young Men") and 

5^Poems, pp. 15, 23, 32, 34, 39, 41, 45, 48, 56, 44 

Poems, pp. 69, 135. 

^'^Poems, pp. Ill, 114, 91, 103, 104, 117, 77, 90, 
115. 
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war.'s ravishment of the earth ("Taintignies, " "Battlefield," 

"An Earth Goddess").^^ 

The theme of war practically disappears in Aldington's 

next volume. Images of Desire (1919), a collection of twenty-

three poems. Like Images of War, it also has a prefatory 

poem, called, in this case, "Prelude," and a final poem 

called "Epilogue."^^ In addition, this volume has a prose 

dedication, though it is not addressed to any named indi

vidual, of four short paragraphs, ending witli the two 

sentences: "To be loved is nothing; to reĉ iive is nothing. 

If you seek happiness, love and give." Despite the hint 

in the dedication of unrequited love, only one poem in the 

volume, "Odelette," suggests an unhappy relationship, 

although several others, such as "Meditation,"°^ are con

cerned with the possibility of losing love. For the most 

part, the selections simply praise a woman's beauty and 

include both poems (such as "Epigrams," "Her Mouth," 

"Portrait," "Images of Desire") made up of short, imagistic 

verses, and others that are more thematically sustained: 

61 "An Old Song," "Ella," and "Cynthia.""-^ 

58poems, pp. 99, 83, 105, 132, 118, 100, 112. 

^^Poems, pp. 139, 168. 

60 
Poems, pp. 166, 164. 

61 Poems, pp. 141, 145, 147, 152, 140, 144, 162. 
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Many of the themes of Aldington's earlier volumes 

also occur in the twenty-three poems of Exile and Other 

P'̂ ĝ ŝ (1923)—e.g., war, love, the cursed man waiting for 

death, England's dullness, dissatisfaction with self. This 

volume also contains a rather long poem, "The Berkshire 

Kennet," which, with its epigraph from Drayton's 

Polyolbion (" . . . clear Kennet overtakes / His lord, the 

stately Thames"), is at once a leisurely description of the 

river and a paean of praise for the solitude and peace found 

there—ending with an invocation to the river god to grant 

more happy days and an enduring solitude. 

Book-Length Poems; The Collected Works 

fi3 

A Fool i' the Forest: A Phantasmagoria, 

Aldington's chief effort for 1924, contains on its title 

page the legend, "A Fooli A fooll I met a fool i' the 

forest," and an explanatory note, apparently the only one 

Aldington wrote for any poem, identifying the three 

characters. According to Aldington, the "I" in the poem 

is a typical modern man, who is, however, unsuited for life 

in a scientific world. The phantasmagoria of the poem is 

"the mirror of his mind's turmoil as he struggles to attain 

a harmony between himself and the exterior world." The 

^^Poems, pp. 212-16. 

^^Poems, pp. 221-77. 
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second figure in the poem, Mezzetin, a Commedia dell'arte 

character, is the imaginative side of the man—"art, 

youth, satire, irresponsible gaiety, liberty"; and the 

third, the Conjuror, his intellectual side—"age, science,• 

righteous cant, solemnity, authority." Glenn Hughes, in 

The New Republic, sees an "astonishing synthesis" in the 

Conjuror, Mezzetin, and the "I." "Like all good trinities," 

he remarks, "this one, which began as one in three, ends by 

being three in one"^"^—a point on which othet critics also 

agree. 

A Fool is unusual also in having a lengthy table 

of contents, which lists hezid̂ i.ngs for the thirty-six 

numbered sections of the narrative poem, one of v/hich 

(No. XVIII) is in French. The story'begins as the persona, 

unable to hire (i.e., find outside of himself) a fool to 

persuade him that the world is only a jest, decides to be 

his own zany. This new side of his personality, which is 

henceforth treated as a separate character, he names 

Mezzetin. The Conjuror, an intellectual aspect already 

present in the central character's personality, is introduced 

without comment in Section III. Complementing the narrative 

"̂̂ Glenn Hughes, "A Fool i' the Forest,'^ The New 
Republic, XLII (July, 1925), 161. 

^^See Richard Church, "A Satire of Today," Saturday 
Review, II (January 2, 1926), 464-65; and George F. Whicher, 
"Intellectual Vapors," Ne\; York Herald Tribune Books, 
July 12, 1925, p. 3. 
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throughout are stream-of-consciousness passages, such as 

those induced (in Section II) by hearing snatches of Italian 

street singers' music, which allow the persona his philo

sophic or satiric comments on contemporary life. The first 

main episode, however, begins in Sections III and IV as 

the comrades travel to Greece, arrive in Athens, and reach 

the Acropolis. Amid the symbols of the classical world, 

the Conjuror's (intellect's) pompous rantings assume 

proportions which distress the central character, whose own 

propensity is toward the simplicity and decorum of the 

ancient world. Nevertheless, the three characters co-exist 

for a time, behaving much as any tourists might, visiting 

the grave of Byron, picnicking on the Parthenon steps, and 

watching the moon rise as Mezzetin plays his mandoline. 

The setting prompts the narrator to contrast the civiliza

tion—inharmonious, mechanical, hypocritical--he has known 

in modern Britain with the order and beauty of ancient 

Greece. Much of the narrarive, including events of this 

episode, merges almost imperceptibly from something akin, 

at least, to reality, into fantasy, and back again. Both 

time and place are distorted, as (in Section XXII) the 

central character engages in a century-long nightmarish 

journey, led now by Mezzetin and now by the Conjuror. With 

the first companion, he seems to hear distant singing; 

white-veiled women walk beside him; and he knows a feeling 

"compact of resignation, hushed desire, / And eager hope 
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for some unknown good." With the second, he knows only 

misery and confusion; the sounds are "contending voices / 

And the clash of steel." 

The symbolic journey leads the "I" of the poem to ' 

realize the impossibility, for him, of reconciling the 

"Mezzetin" and the "Conjuror" sides of his personality. 

Yet he refuses to choose between them or to send them both 

away, knowing that if he loses one, he will be incomplete; 

if both, mentally dead. When another train of thought 

ends with the resigned expression, "So carry en, Sergeant-

Major, carry on," the scene of the phantasmagoria changes 

abruptly (in Section XXVI) Lo a World War I battlefield, 

where the Conjuror, as Sergeant-Major, commands the others, 

both of whom are privates. When Mezzetin is killed, 

ostensibly by a bullet, the Conjuror rejoices and determines 

to "make a man" of the central character. The two survivors 

return to London (Section XXIX), where the narrator, unable 

to bear his companion's advice and cant, rids himself of 

that part of his personality by "murdering" the Conjuror 

(Section XXXII). Subsequently, he marries and has a 

family, lives in the suburbs, and goes to an office each 

day, disturbed only now and then by "memories . . . of a 

life once vowed to truth and beauty." 

As its title indicates. The Love of Myrrhine and 

Konallis and Other Prose Poems (1926) is limited to poems 

written in prose. The first section of the volume is a 
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series of separately titled poems, all dealing with the 

two Greek girls; when read together, they form a narrative 

sequence, beginning with the meeting of the lovers and 

ending with the death of Konallis. In addition, there are 

nineteen other poems, most of them on the topics of war and 

heterosexual love. 

In his autobiography. Life for Life's Sake, Aldington 

relates how while in Piris during the spring of 1928 he 

wrote a long poem which he liked but which his friends who 

were "supposed to know about these things" advised him not 

to publish: 

If I wished to retain any slight reputation I had, 
they said, I ought to destroy it at once. Much 
abashed, I hid it av/ay; and then a couple of years 
later happened to turn it up . . . and I fired it 
off to Chatto's and Pat Covici. It was called 
"A Dream in the Luxembourg."66 

Published in 1930, A Dream in the Luxembourg recreates in 

a long dream sequence the love affair of the persona. The 

narrator, "a sort of poet," sits in the Luxembourg gardens 

dreaming that a beloved woman has summoned him from his 

English workroom to her retreat near a French seaside 

village. There, until the dream fades, they spend happy 

days and nights as lovers. The fact that they are "no 

longer young" provides a knowledge and experience that are 

beneficial rather than detrimental to their idealistic 

^^Aldington, Life for Life's Sake, p. 321. 
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union. Throughout, the narrator pauses to remind himself 

and his reader that the story did not really happen; yet 

the illusion is so strong that both might well expect the 

dream to become reality. The poem, like A Fool i' the 

Forest, is composed of numbered sections—fourteen, in this 

case. The speaker confesses in the first line that he is 

a dreamer of daydreams. In Section IV, he sets the scene 

in the Luxembourg garden, with the fountain, which is to be 

a recurring motif, in the distance. Section V begins the 

dream; but in the next section, the narrator interrupts 

his story, at the point where he has arrived at the woman's 

cot;_a«̂ e, to mention again the dream. Section VIII once 

more constitutes an interruption and a reminder that he is 

simply "re-dreaming a dream." Section X, in which he 

states bluntly, "She does not love me," serves a similar 

purpose. Section XIII, though it continues the narrative, 

contains the reminder of unreality in the lines "Once I 

meont to tell her—the real her— / How in the dream she 

was so beautiful." The awakening from the dream is 

accompanied by the fading light and chilling breeze in the 

garden, which, at the dream's beginning, had seemed so 

pleasant. "The bitterness and the drabness of the real" is 

symbolized by the bitter taste of the pinch of dust which 

the lover puts to his lips. 

The title poem of The Eaten Heart (1933) is based 

on two legends: the Greek story of Philoctetes and an old 
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Proven9al tale, bearing the same title, "The Eaten Heart." 

Briefly, Philoctetes, suffering unbearably from the bite 

of a snake, is abandoned on an island by his comrades of 

the Trojan War; later, when their victory depends on his 

presence, Odysseus or Neoptolemus (this poem uses the 

latter version) goes to him, becomes reconciled, and per

suades him to return to Troy. This legend, then, forms 

the basis for the importance of suffering in the Aldington 

poem—though Douglas Bush, an ardent classi-^i^c, sees 

little aptness in the equating of Philoctetes' plight with 

the loneliness of the soul: "There is an unbridgeable 

gulf between the heroic masculine sufferer on the Lemnian 

67 isle and the modern lover's 'weak squabble with despair.'" 

In the Provencal story, Guilhem de Cabestanh, the 

son of a poor knight, having offered himself as a servant 

to Sir Raimon, eventually becomes the page aiid then the 

lover of his master's wife. Lady Margarida. Eventually 

Sir Raimon learns the truth, kills the knight, and serves 

to Lady Margarida her lover's roasted heart. When she 

discovers what has happened, the lady insists that the heart 

is sweetest flesh she has ever tasted. As her husband draws 

his sword, she flees, throwing herself to her death from a 

'̂'̂ Douglas Bush, Mythology and the Romantic Tradition 
in English Poetry (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1937), 
p. 470. 
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balcony. The people then unite against Sir Raimon, praising 

the lovers as saints and martyrs. 

In addition to the two legends, there is through

out the poem as appropriate background the allusion to 

Euripides' statement that love enters through the eyes. 

All of this seems a strange foundation for a work critical 

of modern society which is, at the same time, a poem about 

love—yet, despite this fact, the poem is successful. The 

nine sections provide the poem's structure. The poet begins 

by asking (with a negative answer implied) what the 

"children of despair," modern men "trembling between two 

worlds," know of love. He reasons that the love of which 

Euripides spoke is more than physical desire. Man is 

essentially lonely; then suddently desire comes, but such 

desire is a "complex thing / Both civilized and primitive." 

Love beyond desire alleviates man's isolation. Aldington 

is, as he says, re-interpreting a Greek tragedy, taking it 

"as an expression of human loneliness, / The dreadful 

inevitable loneliness of the human soul." In Philoctetes, 

he sees the tragedy "stated, / Dramatised, sublimated." 

Like Philoctetes, modern man has only pride and despair 

remaining; through love, he may be released from his prison 

of inner loneliness, just as Philoctetes was redeemed by 

friendship. 

In Part V, midway through the poem, the poet pauses 

to regret briefly the death of the .old Europe and says that 
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in turning from it and facing the world of machines, we 

have hardened ourselves, have made it impossible to "break 

out of our self-prisons." There is, he concludes, one 

thing worth achieving, a love that one would gladly die 

for. It is at this point that he is reminded of the Eaten 

Heart tale, profound in its meaning because it exemplifies 

that complete love. 

The idealism of the speaker then seems to collide, 

in Section VIII, with the hardness of modern practical man, 

and the speaker's role shifts to someone liK.e the knight 

in the myth of the eaten heart. The experience is "one 

of those mortal dreams which come to dead men under the 

paving." 

As indicated earlier, most of the eleven selections 

collectively titled "Short Poems" in The Eaten Heart volume 

had already appeared in the 1930 Imagist Anthology as 

"Passages Toward a Long Poem." This group here capi

talizes on an unusual unifying device—namely, the use of 

thought fragments which, in their conjunction, yield an 

impression, rather than making a formal direct statement. 

An example of this particular style is "They Say the Lion": 

They say the lion and 
but here lizards life-flashes 
over stormy rocks why 

^^Poems, pp. 335-54. For convenience, since the 
poems are not named, they will be referred to in this study 
by their first lines. 
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do the english hate life 
but so does raucous Italy 
fingering centre lire 

but 
that oleander mouth is 
diverse spirit wavering 

in agate eyes 
the inner fire consumes 

and life renews 

That is, the old symbols for nobility disappear in the 

unhappy, materialistic world; nevertheless, the beauty of 

nature retains the power to quicken an appreciation for 

life. The poetic style of these poems, new for Aldington, 

enables the persona to move from depression to affirmation 

in the twelve lines of this particular poem. The Eaten 
70 ,Heart ends with "In Memory of Wilfred Owen," though the 

poem is not a tribute merely to one man, but to all war 

dead. The poem concludes that death, by merging memory 

and forgetfulness, is a blessed state. 

Aldington published two collected editions of his 

work: in 1929 Collected Poems re-issued all poems up to 

ana including A Fool i' the Forest. Five years later. 

The Poems of Richard Aldington added A Dream in the 

Luxembourg, The Eaten Heart, and a few previously uncollected 

short poems, some of which had previously appeared in 

periodicals. The latter, collectively entitled "New Poems, "'̂•̂  

^^Poems, p. 349. 

70 
Poems, p. 355. 

^Ipoems, pp. 223, 279, 317, 357-72. 
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treat various topics and themes. One, an ironic poem 

entitled "Death of Another Hero," alludes to Aldington's 

war novel Death of a Hero. Here, however, it is not the 

young soldier who is dead, but the man who has "sold life 

and his fellow men" for wealth. The group of poems also 

includes "1933: For Eric Remarque," honoring the novelist 

and urging those with noble spirits to "close the ranks, / 

Fight on." The final poem in the volume, "Life Goes On,""^^ 

is an encouragement to "break away from the ruins" of an 

old way of life and live the new life, "however bitter 

and however cruel." 

Following The Poems of Richard Aldington, Aldington 

published two final volumes. Life Quest in 1935 and The 

Crystal World in 1937. Life Quest is a thirty-seven page 

poem, made up of numbered sections. In the first half of 

the poem the persona satirizes the modern quest for life 

which places its faith in modern science and religion to 

the detriment of man himself. At Section 19, however, the 

speaker strikes an affirmative note: in life, as in art, 

real success comes from working well rather than much. 

Reconciliation to his fate comes unexpectedly at the sight 

of a dead snake, which reminds the speaker somehow of the 

lifelessness of dead soldiers and finally of himself. He 

sees that they—snake, comrades, himself—will all dissolve. 

'72poems, pp. 367, 369, 371. 
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drift, and finally "return as rain or cloud or air." Near 

the end of the poem he returns to an earlier idea that the 

"old sacred places" are fading, and finds peace at last in 

a mystic experience wherein he knows his body to be 

accepted by "Earth Sun and Sea." Life Quest ends with a 

plea to "draw back from greed and destruction," to seek 

patiently "deep and delicate life." 

Life Quest, C. P. Snow has remarked, embodies a 

73 

statement of Aldington's credo. This judgment is con

firmed by the author's own discussion in Life for Life's 

Sake: "In its unsystematic way this poem expressed my 

views—I will not try to dignify them with the term 

'philosophy—on the subject of life for life's sake." 

He continues: 

Far from considering this life as a painful test 
of worthiness for future lives, we should look 
on it as a short holiday from nothingness, a 
unique opportunity to enjoy the singular preroga
tive of consciousness. Freed from old superstitious 
terrors and from hopes which are the result of 
extravagant wishful thinking, we cannot do better 
than employ our few minutes of existence in poking 
about our nook of the universe and taking an 
intelligent interest in all its functionings and 
productions.7^ 

Aldington's final volume. The Crystal World, is 

unusual in having a personal dedication, to the poet's 

second wife, "For Netta." The main portion of the book is 

73 
'Snow, p. 18. 

'^"^Aldington, Life for Life's Sake, p. 399. 
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constituted of twenty-one love lyrics, loosely linked in 

a narrative about a love affair which, for unexplained 

reasons, society refuses to sanction. The main episodes 

revolve around the decision of the lovers to separate and 

their subsequent reunion upon the realization that only 

love is truly important. The term "Crystal World," 

recurring throughout, refers to a microcosm of happiness 

fashioned by the lovers: an ideal world which is actually 

"only the common world made vivid; / The deep peace of 

being at one." The opening mood of the poen, reflecting 

the pressures of society, is pessimistic. The man presents 

his beloved with the two most costly gifts, "absence and 

silence." Finally, however, the mood changes to joy. In 

an effort to forget, the man has sailed far away; but the 

woman, immediately regretting that she has sent him from 

her, has recalled him with a Western Union cable. Appro

priately, the message arrives on New Year's Day, bringing 

back the lovers' Crystal World. The closing lines are 

somewhat moralistic. The Crystal World is not a gift but 

must be built—from both passion and pain. 

A number of Aldington's fugitive poems are still 

uncollected.^ These include several prose poems: "Evil 

Malady," "Memory: A Poem in Prose," "Prayers and Fantasies," 

"̂ F̂or a complete listing, see Bibliography under 
heading "Fugitive Poems." 
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and "The Road"; a character study, "A Life," praising a 

young sculptor killed in battle; a ballade, "A Piayntyve 

Ballade," complaining of the ways of literary critics; and 

two parodies, "Synthetic Sonnets" and "Penultimate Poetry: 

Xenophilometropolitania." In this group, also, is 

Aldington's poem "Stream," which he entered in The Little 

Review's vers libre contest in 1917 but which failed to 

7 fi 

elicit a single vote. The periodicals themselves reflect 

a cross section of important magazines of his time: The 

Little Review, Poetry, Living Age, Yale Review, The Egoist 

(and its predecessor, The Nev/ Freewoman) , English Review, 

Today, Queens Quarterly, The Forum, and The North American 

Review. 

Of his poetic career Aldington has remarked: 
The trail has been long and devious, with many 
unexpected turns and some checks and misfortunes, 
but it has been interesting, and, I should say, 
upon the whole both fortunate and happy. I have 
not yet succeeded in writing either a poem or a 
prose book which has satisfied me completely, but 
it is fun to go on trying.^'^ 

'̂ T̂he Egoist IV:70; The Egoist 111:50; Poetry XIII 
67-71; The Egoist V:97-8; The Egoist 111:69; The Egoist 
11:161-62; The Egoist 11:23; The Egoist 1:36. 

"̂ '̂ Aldington, Life for Life's Sake, pp. 8-9. 



CHAPTER II 

THE POET AS THEORIST 

A poet, according to Aldington, is "one who produces 

poems, not one who holds sound or original views about how 

poetry should be written. "•'• Nevertheless, for twenty years 

prior to the 1934 Introduction to his Poems, perhaps his 

most important formal critical statement, and for nearly 

thirty years afterward, this poet frequently expressed 

ideas—both sound and original—regarding the writing of 

poetry. Aldington defined a poet as "an artist whose 

mediurii is words, who expresses in words thoughts, emotions, 

and sensations as a painter expresses them in colour and 
2 

a musician in sound." Poetry, "this most difficult and 
o 

rare art," is the most "durable, valuable, and pleasure-

giving" part -of literature, and "he who is insensible to 

poetry is defective in taste and incapable of experiencing 

the greatest.pleasures which literature can give."^ 

•'•Richard Aldington, Poems of Richard Aldington 
(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, Doran, 1934), p. xviii. 

^Richard Aldington, "The Art of Poetry," The Dial, 
LXIX (August, 1920), 168. 

•^Aldington, Poems, p. xviii. 

^Richard Aldington, "The Poet and His Age," in 
Literary Studies and Reviews (London: George Allen & 
Unwin, 1924), p. 221. 
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Aldington further agreed with the thought expressed by 

Matthew Arnold in the 1853 Preface that the business of 

poets is "not to praise their age but to afford to the men 

who live in it the highest pleasure they are capable of 
5 

feeling." 

The Creative Process 

Mikhail Urnov relates that once, in a conversation. 

Aldington defined the underlying idea of h: F. creative work 

as "to live here and now." His belief in thî  role of his 

own experience in poetic creativity, as he explained further 

in an essay on the works of Roy Campbell, is that to write 

well on the great themes (love, war, God, and nature) the 

poet must have not only the gift of words but also expe

rience: "Of course the imagination has its rights, and 

poetry is the expression of imagination; but even more it 

is the expression of genuine emotion, and how can that 

7 

exist without real experience?" 

But there are important negative aspects to 

Aldington's thought as well. In an article called "The 

^Ibid., p. 216. 

Mikhail Urnov, in Richard Aldington: An Intimate 
Portrait, ed. by Alister Kershaw and Frederick-Jacques 
Temple (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Univ. Press, 1965), 
p. 159. 

"̂ Richard Aldington, "Roy Campbell," in Richard 
Aldington: Selected Critical Writings, 1928-1960, ed. by 
Alister Kershaw (London: Quadrant Press, 1970), p. 118. 
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Art of Poetry," he insisted that poetry is not didactic, 

not a means of ethical instruction: "The old cant of a 

poet's 'message' is now completely discredited, and the 

theory of 'uplift' may be left to the unimportant provinces 

where it still flourishes." Nor is poetry simply a matter 
g 

of verbal harmony. He argued, on the other hand, that the 

one art of literature is the art of good writing; that 

poetry is the finest form of creative writing; and that, 

therefore, "all good creative writing is poetry, though 

this poetry has many forms." 

Poetry, in Aldington's opinion, is clearly associated 

with inspiration—an art foj. -./hich the creator must be 

chosen, inspired. Thus, in one sense, poetry occurs 

spontaneously and mysteriously: "There i.s a sensation that 

somebody else's voice has spoken. That is the moment of 

poetic ecstasy, which almost invariably occurs in a mood 

of what Wordsworth called 'wise passivity.'" He recalls, 

in Life for Life's Sake, how his first line of poetry came 

to him, then a "fifteen-year-old bourgeois schoolboy" 

resting from the exertions of insect hunting: "I wasn't 

thinking of poetry or conscious of anything in particular 

^Aldington, "The Art of Poetry," p. 166. 

^Ibid., p. 167. 

^Qlbid., pp. 167-68. 

•'••'•Aldington, Poems, p. xvi. 
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except a feeling of passive contentment, when a line of 

iambic pentameter suddenly presented itself, followed by 

another which continued the sense and rhymed with the 

first."^2 Thirty or forty lines in all were quickly 

recorded in his field notebook. 

Associated in Aldington's mind with this convic

tion of poetic inspiration are two further elements, 

reverence and a sense of mystery, about which he confesses 

a diffidence in speaxing: 

By "reverence" I understand no false or affected 
humility, but an intimate and spontaneous convic
tion that what is not me, what is outside me, is 
far greater and more interesting than I am, 
although the only account I can give of it is 
how it appears to me and through me. By the 
sense of mystery i understand the experience of 
certain places and times when one's whole nature 
seems to be ."in touch with a presence, a genius 
loci, a potency. •'̂  

Later, more prosaically, he attributed part of the "inspira

tion" to giving the subconscious life a chance to express 

itself: "There is a sensation, which many writers have 

experienced, that what is written comes from the dictation 

of an inner voice. This impulsive writing distinguishes 

itself from the deliberate setting of oneself to write, say. 

l^Richard Aldington, Life for Life's Sake (New 
York: The Viking Press, 1941), p. 43. 

•'•̂ Aldington, Poems, p. xvii. 
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an essay or biography." •'•'* The experience, he concluded, is 

fatiguing, but almost always pleasurable. 

Finally, to Aldington, there is the compulsion to 

write, even if the poem seems unlikely to be read. The 

experience, recorded in poems like "Insouciance" and "Living 

Sepulchres," of writing verse in the trenches is sub

stantiated by the autobiography. The poems which he had 

jotted down in a small pocket notebook (carried with him 

"through gas attacks, two battles, and many months of 

15 

trench warfare") sold surprisingly well after the war. 

Yet, on the other hand, as Dilyara Zhantieva paraphrases 

the poet in Richard Aldington; An Intimate Portrait, "a 

work of art can be created only when one feels one must 

write." This was Aldington's reply, during his visit to 

the Soviet Union, to a reader's query, presumably regarding 

his diminished output. "He said," Miss Zhantieva points 

out, "that the Second World War had brought about great 

changes in the world and in Britain in particular; he could 

not write about the new problems and motives of behavior 

of people if he did not feel he could penetrate to the 

heart of things. ""'•̂  

•'•̂ Aldington, Life for Life's Sake, p. 295. 

l^Ibid., p. 209. 

•'•^Dilyara Zhan t ieva i n Kershaw and Temple, p . 1 7 1 . 
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Having established the reality of the moment of 

poetic inspiration. Aldington repeatedly stressed the hard 

conscious work involved in writing poetry. Technique— 

though in itself it does not and can not make a poet— 

must nevertheless be mastered. Recounting the writing of 

that first boyish poem. Aldington recalled that the feeling 

of creative exaltation quickly changed to despair when he 

reread it: "From the fountain of creative bliss rose up 

that horrid spectre of self-criticism which haunts the 

artist all his life. Dimly and reluctantly, I began to 

17 

see that genius is not enough; one must also work." 

"Tlî  triumph of technical skill," however, as he stressed 

in his Introduction to The Poems of Richard Aldington, "is 

that it should be unobtrusive—which does not mean that I 

defend sloppy, careless, or ignorant writing. But there is 

a cant about, 'style' and 'technique' that I find of fensive." •'•° 

And though poetry is not governed by rules, the poet must 

kixow how previous artists achieved their admirable results 

and effects: "There was, of course, that indefinable thing 

we call 'genius' to begin with; but there was also the 
19 conscious work, the conception of poetry as an art." 

Aldington, Life for Life's Sake, p. 44. 

-'•̂ Aldington, Poems, p. xiv. 

•'•^Richard A ld ing ton , "The P o e t r y of t h e F u t u r e , " 
P u e t r y , XIV (August , 1919) , 267-68 . 
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To a letter submitted to the editor of The Egoist by a 

reader named Huntley Carter saying that poetry needs "free 

poets, not free verse" and disparaging the Imagists (by 

implication, at least) as "literary technicians," Aldington, 

as "the nearest available Imagist," replied by admitting 

that the writer who lacks aptitude will not benefit by 

training but insisting that the poet with even the finest 

aptitude will improve with training. He concluded: 

We /̂ the free verse advocates] take it for granted 
that we have the essentials of poetry in us or 
we should not attempt to write it. We are now 
after clarity of form, precision of expression 
. . . which we find in every work of art which is 
beautiful and permanently interesting; hence our 
anxiety to attain by practice that precision 
which practice alone can give.20 

The Poet and His Audience 

Ideally, according to Aldington, when a poet 

finishes his poem "he is, or should be, indifferent to its 

fate."21 If, however, any poets have achieved that indif

ference. Aldington is not among them. The two recurring 

themes in his essays—namely, the facts of public indif

ference and of poor taste—reflected not just a fretfulness 

over the reception of his own work, but a conviction that 

20ĵ ĵ l̂̂ ĵ-̂ j Aldington, "Free Poets and Free Verse," 
The Egoist, II (June 1, 1915), 99. 

2lRichard Aldington, "The Poetry of Amy Lowell," 
The Egoist, II (July 1, 1915), 110. 
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lack of public response had induced a failure of poetic 

output in the age. Two types of response, however—poetry 

as an after-dinner amusement (a "pleasant little hobby") 

and as a form of snobbery or affectation—he deplored as 

22 much as total neglect. Though he later, according to 

Lawrence Durrell, began to attribute the "collapse of his 

career" as much to the critics as to the public,23 he 

blamed the general tendency of the arts to become stereo

typed in content chiefly on the public. SJnee readers 

hate to think, they automatically oppose originality, new 

24 principles, and technical innovations. Thus, in "The 

Poet and His Age," Aldington'j "quarrel" with poetry 

readers, to whom the artist necessarily looks for approval 

or censure, is in part their tendency to applaud in new 

25 poetry "vices of imitation and em.ptiness." To the 

frequent advice to disregard the public or to write for 

one hypothetical intelligent reader. Aldington turns a 

deaf ear: "I cannot escapci from the certainty that poetry 

is to give pleasure; and if it is giving pleasure to nobody. 

22Aldington, "The Art of Poetry," pp. 166-67. 

2^Lawrence Durrell in Kershaw and Temple, p. 22. 

^^Richard Aldington, "Free Verse in England," 
The Egoist, I (September 15, 1914), 351. 

25Aldingtoii, "The Poet and His Age," p. 217. 
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or to one hypothetical reader only, I can see no reason 

for making it public."26 

The other side of the poet-public relationship is 

the artist's responsibility to his reader, a responsibility 

felt keenly by Aldington. He wrote to Sir Herbert Read • 

in 1925, "In answer to the question: For whom am I writing? 

As many people as will read me. Hence the necessity for 

as much energy and clarity and essential simplicity as one 

27 can compass." Ori this same topic Dilyara Zhantieva 

speaks of Aldington's condemnation of aloof modernistic 

artists and their contempt for the masses of people. The 

poel- had written to her: "Les beaux arts are partly of 

expression and partly of communication. The artist has no 

right to put himself above society." He adds, "The claim 

that 'the artist' works only 'to express himself' and has 

no responsibility to society is sheer insolence."28 

In an at least partial explanation of public apathy 

tovv̂ ard, and lack of support for, poetry. Aldington hypothe

sized that the existent quantity of unnatural, unemotional, 

and uninteresting poetry might account for "the terrible 

2^Ibid., p. 219. 

'̂̂ Herbert Read in Kershaw and Temple, p. 126. 

28zhantieva, pp. 171-72. 
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indifference" of many educated people.^^ And in such 

writing, the missing element may well be that of style: 

"Poetry with style may, in rare cases, be unreadable, but 

poetry without style is always, inevitably and deservedly, 

unread and bad."-^^ On this same point, in "The Art of 

Poetry" he expands a statement attributed to F. S. Flint 

that the qualities of a poet are sincerity, personality, 

and style. The first of these means, says Aldington, that 

the poet must tell himself the truth: "Before the writer 

can give his thoughts, his vision of the world, he must 

discover them for himself, he must be sincere with himself." 

Sincerity is thus related to the second quality in that the 

discovery that he has something worth saying is also the 

discovery that he has personality; and to the third, in that 

style is the external mark of personality: "Style is 

thinking, perceiving, and expressing oneself precisely 

and individually. Without sincerity (fundamental brain-

work) there is no personality; without personality there 

is no style. "•̂•'• 

The first criterion to be applied to poetry then, 

is, in Aldington's opinion, style, which he defines as that 

^^Richard Aldington, '̂ Modern Poetry and the Imagists," 
The Egoist, I (June 1, 1914), 201. 

^Qlbid., p. 202. 

'̂ •'•Aldington, "The Art of Poetry," pp. 168-69. 
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"precise expression of sincere thoughts, emotions, and 

perceptions"; the phrases which illuminate, which truly 

"evoke an object or convey a sensation"; the metaphors. 

Aldington advised: "If you find a writer's thought approxi

mate, his phrases stereotyped, his metaphors dead, then you 

may conclude he is not a poet, he is not one of the few 

who are privileged to make the world live for us with a 
o o 

life of their giving." "̂  

Elsewhere Aldington elucidated his conception of 

style by listing as bad stylists such writers as Milton, 

Shelley, and Tennyson, citing their use of "pretty" or 

polysyllabic words instead of the exact word; their 

"impossible" sentences; their inaccurate detail, generali

ties, and rhetorical phrases; their pedagogy. His point, 

of course, was that both earlier and modern poets must be 

considered intelligently and critically on the basis of 

style. He felt the greatest influence on his own writing 

to be that of Shakespeare, whose style he admired: "Like 

most English writers, I have found the one overwhelming 

influence to be Shakespeare. To escape it I fled to the 

French and to the Greeks, but to small avail. I find him 

33 
in everything I write." 

^^Ibid., p. 170. 

^^Read, p. 126. 
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The Imagistic Principles 

Aldington's chief concern as a theorist for the 

Imagist movement was style, as he himself declares in his 

prefatory statement to the six Imagist principles: "You 

will see that they are all practically stylistic."^^ 

The first of the six "essentials" outlined in the introduc

tion to Some Imagist Poets, 1915,"̂ ^ as will be recalled, 

involves the language of common speech and the exact word. 

Several years earlier, he had explained that the Imagists 

laid "quite a heavy stress" on exactness: "It is most 

36 important. All great poetry is exact." The same notion 

is reflected in "The Art of Poetry." If the poet's style 

is bad, 

if it is made up of conventional expressions, 
approximate phrases, dead or mixed metaphors; 
if we find he is using his medium, words, merely 
for their sound . . . , for their prettiness 
. . . , for any quality first of all but their 
essential meaning, then he is not a poet. He has 
broken the ground rule for all writers: use 
words according to their meaning.^'7 

The second Imagist principle concerns the need for 

the creation of new rhythms, principally free verse. 

Aldington, "Modern Poetry and the Imagists," p. 202, 

•^^LRichard Aldington, ed.] , Some Imagist Poets 
(New York: Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1915), pp. v-viii. 

^^Aldington, "Modern Poetry and the Imagists," p. 202 

^^Aldington, "The Art of Poetry," p. 169. 
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Aldington once recalled that he began to write vers libre 

about the early part of 1911, "partly because I was fatigued 

with the rhyme and partly because of the interest I had in 

poetic experiment. I never suspected the existence of the' 

French vers librists. I got the idea from a chorus in the 

Hippolytus of Euripides."^^ But Aldington does not com

pletely object to traditional verse forms—only to con

ventional imitations of them: "If our poetry is to be 

anything but a pastiche of masterpieces we nriust get back 

to the essential qualities of poetry which m.â  develop new 

39 methods of expression." He merely sees vers libre as a 

possible move in the right aiiection: 

It forces the writer to concentrate on meaning; 
it compels, or rather incites toward, concision, 
exactness, sincerity. It has the admirable 
result of reducing output. It forces a man to 
create his own rhythms instead of imitating 
other people's. The absence of the accepted 
rhetorical devices, and the discounting of 
virtuosity, force both writer and reader to look 
for more essential qualities. 

Even the best English poets, he feels, have been "stunted 

by their medieval versification," issuing as poetry, 

phrases "which no one would dream of including in any 

decent piece of prose." Free verse, in contrast, liberates 

the poet: 

^^Aldington, Life for Life's Sake, p. 135. 

•^^Aldington, "The Art of Poetry," p. 170. 

40ibid. 
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The old accented verse forced the poet to abandon 
some of his individuality, most of his accuracy 
and all his style in order to wedge his emotions 
into some preconceived and sometimes childish 
formality; free verse permits the poet all his 
individuality because he creates his cadence 
instead of copying other people's, all his 
accuracy because v;ith his cadence flowing naturally 
he tends to v.̂ rite naturally and therefore with 
precision, and all his style because style consists 
in concentration, and exactness which could only 
be obtained rarely in the old forms.^^ 

His final argument for free verse is essentially a personal 

one—namely, "that in the majority of cases I find it more 

interesting, more stimulating and more original than any 

form of modern English literature." 

Aldington's "A Note on Free Verse," which appeared 

i^ Chapbook in 1925, examines the "new" poetic form his

torically, from the Greek polyschematista to the modern 

free verse "movement," which was then some ten or twelve 

years old and which had spread throughout Europe and the 

Americas. In this article Aldington repeats the idea that 

"those v/ho fought the first battles for free verse" 

claimed, not that free verse would supersede all other 

poetic measures, but that it would provide "an additional 

'vehicle' which had great possibilities for poets who cared 

42 for style and modernity." 

-'•Aldington, "Free Verse in England," p. 351 

49 
^ ' 'R ichard A l d i n g t o n , "A Note on Free V e r s e , " 

Chapbook: A Yea r ly M i s c e l l a n y , XL (1925) , 4 1 . 
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The complexity of the third Imagist principle, 

absolute freedom in the choice of subject, derives from 

controversy, itself ancient, over the relative merits of 

ancient and modern topics. Aldington notes, in Life for 

Life's Sake, the almost unanimous belief among writers of 

the days following World War I that the art of the past 

must be discarded. Aldington himself does not totally 

share this feeling but is convinced that, for a time, at 

least, writers must -steep" themselves in the work of the 

masters. He credit.s 'J. S. Eliot with the special service 

to English literature of insisting that writers can not 

43 afford to ignore their traditional European heritage. 

"Anti-Hellenism: A Note on Some Modern Art" (1914) con

stitutes an even earlier plea for the "unfashionable and 

unstudied Hellenic ideal of art." In it, Aldington asks 

recognition for the kind of art "which seeks to create 

those things which the time has not" as well as for the 

art which seeks consciously to express the life of the times 

Among the lost possessions of the age, he suggests, are the 

very commodities prized by the Greeks: "health and beauty 

and youth in the midst of friends." For himself. Aldington 

43 Aldington, Life for Life's Sake, p. 218. 
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concludes, "I should like to see the art of today, if there 

is to be an art of today, growing out of those things. ""̂ ^ 

"The Poet and His Age," Aldington's most extensive 

treatment of this particular element of the Imagist beliefs, 

appeared in The Chapbook: A Monthly Miscellany in September, 

1922, and later (1924) in the collection of essays Literary 

Studies and Reviews: 

The poet, then, does not constitute himself the 
"interpreter of his age"; he will draw his themes 
and perhaps his form from remoter times, but since 
he cannot escape, and ought not to wish to escape, 
the "spirit of his time," his work will be an 
expression of that spirit, according to his pov/ers 
of intelligent comprehension and digestion. He 
will not to-day set out to versify as much as he 
can understand of Einstein, he will not compose 
"poems of Relativity," but the mere fact that he 
possesses this new knowledge will make him 
different from predecessors who had it not, and 
to that extent, but to no more, will he "inter
pret his age."'*^ 

He pursues the same topic in The Egoist (1914), posing 

the question, "Should artists confine themselves entirely 

to modern life and to the modern world for their detail as 

well as for the 'spirit' of their works?" His answer is 

to deplore the then "wide-spread mania for modernity in 

detail." Aldington criticizes, on three grounds, the poet 

who insists on contemporary detail: first, his detail, if 

not interesting in itself, quickly becomes tedious and 

^^Richard Aldington, "Anti-Hellenism: A Note on 
Some Modern Art," The Egoist, I (January 15, 1914), 35-36. 

^^Aldington, "The Poet and His Age," pp. 208-09. 
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outdated; second, every artist has the right to use any 

subject he pleases if he uses it well; and third, the kind 

of poet he is discussing is frequently a very bad artist. 

He adds, "To draw smells of petrol, refrigerators, ocean 

greyhounds. President Wilson and analine dyes into a work 

of art will not compensate for lack of talent and of 

technique." Insistence on this type of up-to-date detail, 

'he feels, has led poets to overlook material (like that to 

be found, for example, in a village on the south coast of 

England which Aldington had recently visited) for a real 

work of modern art. On the other hand, as he points out 

in another article, though he does not sever all connection 

with the past, the poet who lives in "the great centre of 

Anglo-Saxon civilisation" naturally acts, thinks, and writes 

accordingly. 

The fourth Imagist goal was the presentation of an 

image, or direct treatment of the subject. "We convey an 

emotion," explains Aldington in "Modern Poetry and the 

Imagists" (1914), "by presenting the object and circum-
48 

stances of that emotion without comment." Allied to this 

dictum is the decision to use as few adjectives as 

"^^Richard Aldington, "Parochialism in Art," The 
Egoist, I (December 1, 1914), 443. 

"̂ "7Richard Aldington, "Reviews," The Egoist, I 
(July 1, 1914), 247-48. 

"^^Aldington, "Modern Poetry and the Imagists," p. 202 
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possible. Finally, on this point. Aldington suggests in 

"Free Verse in England" (1914) that even good prose, in 

order to lead up to an effect, must give a great quantity 

of detailed observation: "good poetry gives the same effect 

in a stronger degree by picking out essentials and rendering 

them vividly and exactly."^^ 

The fifth of the six Imagist aims was to produce 

hard, clear poetry. Elsewhere, Aldington characterizes 

it as a demand for "a hardness, as of cut store. No slop, 

no sentimentality. "̂•'̂  And he adds that when the public 

declared that the Imagists' poems were too hard or marble

like, they knew they had produced something good. 

Aldington seems finally to have come to disagree 

with the sixth Imagist tenet, which declares concentration 

to be of the essence of poetry. Herbert Read in Richard 

Aldington: An Intimate Portrait reproduced part of a letter 

which Aldington sent him in answer to some "friendly 

criticisms" of A Fool i' the Forest: 

If the Fool strikes you as loose in structure, 
texture, and idea, I reply that you call "loose" 
what I call ease, fluidity, clarity . . . . 
Ten years, five years ago, I should have said 
Amen to your denunciation. Now I take it as a 
compliment! I abandon, cast off, utterly deny 
the virtue of "extreme compression and essential 

49ibid. 

^^Aldington, "Free Verse in England," p. 352. 

-̂'•Aldington, "Modern Poetry and the Imagists," p. 202 
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- significance of every word." I say that is the 
narrow path that leadeth to sterility.^2 

Another letter to Herbert Read contains the exclamation, 

"I say pox on your intensities and essences; know what you 

know, feel what you feel, think what you think, and put it 

53 down, write, write, write!" 

Originality and the Poetic Sensibilities 

A further hallmark of the poet, in Aldington's 

opinion, is originality, the capability not only of con

ceiving new ideas but of ignoring established ones. He 

regrets the usual critic's preoccupation with a poet's 

"message," calling instead for a revelation of the poet's 

personality: "We easily grow weary of genei^alities, but 

there can never be in the world too many curious or 

interesting or fantastic personalities." Amy Lowell, he 

declares, is a good example of originality in the modern 

poet, characterizing her in "The Poetry of Amy Lowell" 

(1915) as "a poet of personality, a poet recording moods, 

54 not maxims; impressions, not philosophies." Originality, 

however, is not to be equated with mere novelty. He warns 

against the tyranny of novelty as well as the tyranny of 

^2Read, p. 125. 

^^Ibid., p. 126. 

^"^Aldington, "The poetry of Amy Lowell," p. 109. 
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antiquity: "In art, the important thing is the indi-
55 

vidual." Nor must originality be calculated or a pose. 

He disclaims, in his Introduction to Poems of Richard 

Aldington, any share in the poetic "revolution" of 1912: 

"I am not ambitious to be known as the introducer or part 

introducer of some novelty in writing."^^ He further 

condemns what he calls "conscious originality," as the 

mere accomplishment of something no one else has thought 

of doing but which anyone can imitate—as opposed to the 

praiseworthy "unconscious sort," the attainment of some

thing that is inimitable. 

A poet, he concludes, must give something thdt no 

one else can give, and he quotes Sainte-Beuve: "The end 

and object of every original writer is to express what 

nobody has yet expressed, to render what nobody else is 
C O 

able to render." ° This means, he explains, not a content 

that is wholly original, but a personal vision. Elsewhere, 

he shows, using quotations from medieval and modern poetry, 

that the material of poetry from age to age remains the 

same and, consequently, that the attitude of the poet, and 

^^Aldington, "Free Verse in England," p. 351. 

56 . . . . . 
Aldington, Poems, pp. xiii-xiv. 

^'Ibid., p. xiv. 

^^Aldington, "The Art of Poetry," p. 168. 
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therefore his treatment of his material, must change, be 

59 original. He takes pains to explain in this context 

that, except for the infrequent device of the unacknowl

edged quotation, all the work in his own verse is original 

and, at any rate, "not consciously derived or paraphrased 

from other writers."^^ "No one," he declares, "can be a 

good poet whose brain is not teeming with new ideas and 

61 

forms." Reviewing North of Boston, he praises Robert 

Frost somewhat indj rertly by saying that the American poet 

probably chose an English, rather than a United States 

publisher, for four reasons: "He is not cosmic and he is 

not sentim.ental and not patriotic and—great virtue—not 
62 

imitative." 

One characteristic derives, in fact, from the 

special qiiality of the poet's sensibilities. The relation

ship of the senses, the emotions, and the intellect in 

poetry fascinated Aldington. Although himself an intel

lectual, he nonetheless mistrusted the term and generally 

disliked "intellectualist cant" and pretentiousness, which 

^^Aldington, "The Poet and His Age," pp. 214-15. 

Aldington, Poems, p. xviii. 

^•^Richard Aldington, "Two Poets," The Egoist, I 
(November 16, 1914), 423. 

^2Aldington, "Reviews," p. 248. 
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he termed the "'highbrow' fallacy in poetry."^^ Any 

"parade of erudition," he declared, was hateful to him. 

He explains in his Introduction to The Poems of Richard 

Aldington that poetry, though it has intellectual elements, 

is not solely intellectual; that there must be, in addition 

to qualities of mind, personal feelings and sensory percep

tion, "though I don't for a moment," he remarks on this 

point, "believe there is any fixed ratio."^^ Because of 

such sensual and en.otional qualities, poetry can conse

quently never be wholly philosophical, "though there may 

be, perhaps must be, some philosophy in it." 

Aldington praises the art of Hueffer's "On Heaven," 

remarking that because the mind of the poet is absolutely 

calm, the intense, almost frenzied emotions are conveyed 

clearly and without confusion. A similar idea, that a 

function of intellect is to restrain great emotion, he 

67 

illustrates with H. D.'s "The Shrine." ' In Amy Lowell's 

work, he finds the '̂ hard edges" and precision of the 

Hellenic tradition as a controlling force; and he praises 

her as a "logical and commonsensical" poet in her possession 

° Aldington, Poems, p. xiv. 

64 

Ibid., p. XV. 

^^Ibid., p. xvi. 

^^Aldington, "Reviews," p. 247. 

^'7Aldington, "The Art of Poetry," pp. 176-77. 
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of "a natural gift of eloquence, a sense of rhythm, a 

sensitive appreciation of beauty, irony, and a facility 

in coining new images." 

Despite his predilection for the classic. Aldington 

sometimes referred to himself as a Romantic and called, 

upon one occasion, at least, for a "romantic or a classic 

or a romantic-classic movement, or all three together," 

69 

m England. C. P. Snow expands on Aldington's self-

characterization as a romantic idealist as follows: "He 

knows that he expect^j more of life than the mixture and 

contradiction of living can give. He believes in 'integrity 

and comradeship,' in a generation that 'hoped much, strove 

honestly and suffered deeply' and most of all in his own 
70 

romantic ideal of love, 'the finer fuller life.'" 

•Writing in Poetry in 1916, Aldington expressed six 

wishes for the future of poetry. First, he wanted poetry 

to be, in the basic sense of the word, aristocratic, "the 

expression of distinguished minds in a distinguished manner.' 

Second, he desired poetry to be the expression of human 

nature, without affectations, prejudices, or narrow-

mindedness. Third, he wished it to be competent; poetry, 

"the most difficult thing in the world to create," cannot 

^^Aldington, "Two Poets," p. 423. 

^^Aldington, "Parochialism in Art," p. 443. 

"^^C. P. Snow in Kershaw and Temple, pp. 137-38. 
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be written without knowing how. Fourth, he had hopes of 

an "individual" poetry, whose "feel and music" would reveal 

the poet behind it. Fifth, he wished to see poetry pro

gressing along lines then emerging, including the develop

ment of vers libre into a varied medium, "as lovely as the 

old poetry was lovely, but more virile, more essentially 

artistic." And sixth, he desired an interested, apprecia-

71 tive, and liberal reading public. Though expressed in 

1916, only shortly after h-s own career had begun, these 

wishes might be tak^n. in many respects, as his own poetic 

creed, controlling his poetic output through twenty-five 

years or more of creative activity. 

"^^Aldington, "The Poetry of the Future,'^ 
pp. 266-69. 



PART TWO: SUBJECT, FORM, TECHNIQUE 



CHAPTER III 

ALDINGTON'S POETIC WORLD: THE RANGE OF 

HIS SUBJECT MATTER 

"The eternal and inexhaustible themes for the poet 

since the beginning of poetry have been Love, War, and God; 

and to these the English Poets added Nature." So Aldington 

wrote in an essay praising Roy Campbell as a poet who "at 

first hand had experienced War, Love, and Religion, and the 

wild living things of Nature." And from the same vast 

storehouse of such universal materials, "the vat / from 
2 

which all poets dip and quaff," Aldington, too, drew 

substance for his work. As a theorist, it will be remembered, 

he had insisted on experience as a complement to inspiration 

in the making of poetry, and his practice coincided with his 

theory. And-like Campbell, his friend and fellow poet. 

Aldington also knew, first hand, the subject matter of which 

he wrote. 

As the poet's own comments lead us to expect, a 

survey of Aldington's subject matter reveals that, rather 

than limiting his poetic subjects to war and love—as some 

^Alister Kershaw, ed., Richard Aldington; Selected 
Critical Writings, 1928-1960 (Carbondale: Southern Illinois 
Univ. Press, 1970), p. 118. 

^"Heliodora" by H. D., in Collected Poems (New York: 
Horace Liveright, 1929), p. 224. 

58 
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critics have charged—he treated at some time, and in vary

ing degrees of depth, virtually all of the great universal 

themes. In addition to those listed in his appreciative 

essay on Campbell, Aldington was drawn to the subjects of 

death, mutability and mortality, beauty (beyond the beauty 

of nature), the ills of society, religion, and the nature 

of poetry. In many cases—as, for example, the poem 

"Meditation" about the death of a beloved woman—two or 

more themes co-exist. 

As a very young poet. Aldington was strongly drawn 

to classical themes. The first four titles in the 1916 

Images Old and New—"Choricos," "To a Greek Marble," 

"Argyria, " and "At Mitylene""*—are typical of that early 

period. Two other broad areas of subject matter which 

appear early are love and beauty; both are treated in Images 

Old and New. Finally, in his earliest work—as in poems 

such as "Childhood," "Church Walk," "In the Tube," and 

"Cinema Exit"^—there appears already a concern for the 

ugliness of certain aspects of British life. 

It is, of course, impossible to know the direction 

Aldington's poetry might have taken, had World War I not 

intervened. But war did come, bringing its own subject 

o 

Poems, p. 181. 

Poems, pp. 3, 6, 7, 8. 

^Poems, pp. 48, 36, 39, 41. 
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matter for the young poet, who was also a soldier: e.g., 

details of military life and battle, an intense concern 

with mutability, an increasingly passionate response to 

the earlier themes of love and beauty. But Aldington's 

return to civilian life signalled a divergent direction in 

his use of basic materials. For example, he came to treat 

the subject of war chiefly in fiction; and, consequently, 

v/rote relatively few war poems after the publication of 

Images of War and War and Love in 1919. The disillusion

ment connected with peace-time England he gave expression 

in poems, like those in Exile (1923) and the long narrative 

poem A Fool i' the Forest (1924), written during the decade 

immediately following the war. It is love, however, that 

ultimately emerged as Aldington's dominant lasting theme— 

for which the poet found utterance in both short lyrics and 

longer poems such as A Dream in the Luxembourg, "The Eaten 

Heart," Life Quest, and The Crystal World. Two other 

subject areas which may be cited are religion—either pagan 

or Christian—and the nature of poetic art. These, though 

recurring themes in many works, do not appear as the sole 

subject matter of individual poems. 

War, Love, Death 

Many of the early poems—especially, as one might 

expect, those in the 1919 volume Images of War—treat in 

some way the universal subject of war. Indeed, Aldington's 
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reputation as a war poet rests largely upon his individual 

efforts in this volume. "Proem,"^ the opening piece, is, 

as it were, a thematic preface to the remaining poems. It 

reads: 

Out of this turmoil and passion. 
This implacable contest. 
This vast sea of effort, 
I would gather something of repose. 
Some intuition of the inalterable gods. 

Each day I grow more restless. 
See the austere shape elude me. 
Gaze impotently upon a thousand miseries 
And still am dumb. 

Behind the persona who thus speaks is the poet himself as 

well as the artist who, through the poems that follow, both 

'speaks of, and interprets, the turmoil and passion imbued. 

Some of Aldington's war poems, including a number 

of those collected in Images of War, simply record a 

soldier's varied duties, ranging from those that require 

only physical stamina to those which also demand a personal 

fortitude. In "Fatigues," for example, the men carry 

bundles of hay, shipped from England, "from barge to truck, 

and from truck to train." One soldier, engaged in another 

army duty, the inevitable hike ("On the March"), lets his 

admiration of the red berries along the road begin a fantasy 

of beauty, terminated by the abrupt command, "Party—HALTl" 

^Poems, p. 69. 
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Another poem, "Field Manoeuvres (Outpost Duty),""̂  records 

the experience of a similar dreamer, this one ordered to 

fire at the enemy column. Enraptured by the autumn beauty, 

he does not touch his rifle—an obsolete model, incidentally, 

loaded with blank shells. For the most part, the ordinary 

hardships of war are understated; There are the "chilly 

dug-out" of "Compensation," the damp cellar of "April 

Leider," and the mornings in old French barns when one's 

breath froze to the blankets ("Dawns" ).^ F-Jt the poet also 

presents the grimmer aspects of military life as well. 

"Picket," for example, portrays the bleak, if routine, 

guard duty. Three soldiers ĥ uddle around a fire; a fourth, 

the sentry, "stands apart / watching the cold rainy dawn," 

muttering "Peace." Like the sentry,"many of Aldington's 

other soldiers are plagued by a great weariness. "Two 

Impressions" notes the bodies "angry for more sleep," while 

"Bombardment" tells of a long siege, during which the men 

have not slept for three nights, but in which, on the fourth 

night, the men, "nerve-tortured, racked to exhaustion," 

sleep, even while shells crash overhead. In "Dawn" the 

soldiers "trudge along wearily, / Heavy with lack of sleep, 

/ Spiritless," praying silently that God will end "this 

'̂ Images of War (London: George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., 
1919), p. 13. Poems, pp. 80, 75. 

^Poetry XIV:176; Poems, p. 110; The Egoist V:121. 
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black and aching anguish." '«Soliloquy—l"^ reminds us 

of two additional assignments: there must be soldiers to 

bear stretchers carrying the "vacillating corpses" and 

others to forward reports of the dead "through the usual 

channels." 

During wartime, the proximity to danger sharpens 

man's awareness, as the speaker in "A Village'^ points out: 

"When you've pondered / Hour upon chilly hour in those 

damned trenches / You get at the significance of things." 

Thus, the village, so commonplace six months earlier, now 

seems as beautiful to them "as the prince city of Tuscany 

/ Or the crown of Asia, Damascus." But a different, almost 

opposite effect is also possible. As an example of this, 

there is the reference, in "Eumenides," to the murdered 

self, the self with a passion for beauty. "In the Trenches" 

has a similar concern: the very noise of battle wounds the 

soldiers, severing and rending the fabric of the wings of 

their souls.. 

A few poems, including "Soliloquy—I," with its 

"wobbling carrion on a cart," and the companion piece 

"Soliloquy—II," which portrays a dead soldier lying on 

the fire-step of a trench, may be cited to illustrate 

^Poems, p. 90; Poetry XIV:175; Poems, pp. 114, 77, 
103. 

10 Poems, pp. 94, 173, 83. 
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Aldington's always realistic portrayal of the war casualties 

In the ironically titled "Trench Idyll," as another example, 

an officer tells a subordinate about the only man he has 

seen killed: 

"The bullet hit him in the throat; 
He fell in a heap on the fire-step. 
And called out 'My Godi dead!'" 

The realism of this related episode is matched by the 

officer's further description of how, v/hen identification 

discs were taken from men long dead, the bodies fell to 

pieces: "'Thank God we couldn't see their faces; / They 

had gas helmets on.'" In another poem, "Prayers and 

Fantasies," the speaker remembers a battlefield "where the 

flesh had not quite fallen from the shattered bones" and 

prays that the soul may escape from "this insanity, . . . 

the stench of dead bodies and living bodies." But though 

war ends, its memories, like these from "Eumenides," 

remain: 

That boot I kicked 
(It had a mouldy foot in it) 
The night K's head was smashed 
Like a rotten pear by a mortar. 
The other night I trod on the dead man 
And all the officers were hit. 

Images of death, like the furies of old, haunt the speaker 

long after the war is.over. In "Apathy," too, we see the 

man home from war, the vision of a corpse coming between 

11 Poems, pp. 103, 104, 91, 173, 129. 
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himself and the beauty he contemplates; he "falls back 

on" apathy. 

Other of Aldington's war poems express the poi

gnancy of love in war time. One of these, "Before Parting," 

is a plea for love that will "shut out for a space the 

world's harsh horror" before the lover returns to battle, 

perhaps to be killed. "Leave-Taking," which has a similar 

setting, is composed of a series of questions, all asking, 

when the soldier has left, whether the world will seem the 

same to the beloved. In several additional poems Aldington 

uses as persona a soldier thinking of the woman he loves. 

For example, in "Meditation" the speaker, alone in a small 

Belgian house, is "remembering harsh years past, / Plotting 

gold years to come, / Trusting so blithely in a v/oman's 

faith." He knows, however, a bitter jealousy: "Is any 

woman both beautiful and loyal?" he asks. "Loss" records 

another soldier's thoughts of losing the girl whom he loves. 

In "A Soldier's Song," still another speaker contemplates 

the alternatives if he should die: either his beloved's 

grief will pierce his heart in the afterworld, or she will 

forget him and find a new love, and thereby wound him; he 

ends by praying for an "utter death," complete oblivion. 

A contrasting serenity is achieved by the soldier-speaker 

of "Reverie." During his few moments away from the trench, 

he lies in a little shed thinking of his beloved; she seems 

to be near him, even there, and he is happy in the thought 
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that "in the fair land hp has built up / From the dreams 

of his love," they will always be together. In contrast 

with this ideal. Aldington elsewhere records that, after 

the experience of war, the soldier's normal response of 

romantic love or sexual desire may be negated by the vision 

of dead comrades. In "Concert," for example, the speaker 

is unmoved by the sight of nude girls on a stage; instead, 

he seems to see war casualties, "dead men / With sullen, 

dark-red gashes / Luminous in a foul trench. •• A much 

different situation is presented in "Reserve' r yet this 

speaker, also thinking of the dead, is unresponsive, even 

to the presence of the woman v̂ hom he loves. In another 

12 poem, "In the Palace Garden," a happy "golden" mood of 

love fades as the speaker accuses himself: "This happiness 

is not yours; / It is stolen from other men." As expressed 

by this final speaker, the feeling persists -i-hat the sur

vivors have somehow "shirked" their fate. 

Like the soldier's concept of love. Aldington sees 

in him also an ideal of honor. Aldington's verse contains 

no cowardly soldiers as such. The three groups of soldiers--

for example, the war-weary battalions, the fresh battalions, 

and the ghosts of the dead armies—who pass over the road 

in the prose poem by that name ("The Road") are all heroic. 

12poems, pp. 154, 71, 164, 158, 159, 106, 117, 151, 
183. 
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Even so, some men stand out. In "Machine-Guns," tor 

instance, men are lying on the ground for safety, but two 

stand upright, bound by "one foolish tie of caste / That," 

as the speaker says, "will not let us shrink." For them, 

honor supersedes safety, even logic. Several other poems 

pay tribute to specific, though unnamed, valiant soldiers. 

One, "A Life," tells of a peasant boy (identified by a 

similar description of him in Life for Life's Sake as Henri 

Gaudier-Brzeska-'̂ -̂ ) talented in sketching and sculptoring. 

The speaker quotes Anacreon: "War spares the bad, not the 

good." A pair of poems, "Two Epitaphs," are for "H. S. R. , 

Killed April, 1917" and "E. T., Killed May, 1917." The 

first, an officer whom the speaker has loved from the ranks, 

seems the typical hero—kind, courteous, brave. "E. T."— 

coarse, ignorant, cruel, evil-tongued—also dies coura

geously, "without a moan or whimper." Both, to the speaker, 

are his brothers. The exclusive fraternity of those who 

have fought together is also emphasized by the reference 

to "my dead" in "Reserve." Similarly, the "The Blood of the 

Young Men" those who survive are desolate, "Crying out 

for our brothers, the men we fought with, / Crying out, 

mourning them, alone with our dead ones." 

•̂̂ Richard Aldington, Life for Life's Sake (New York: 
The Viking Press, 1941), pp. 165-68. 

l^The poems in this paragraph may be found in The 
Egoist V:97; Poems, p. 99; The Egoist 111:69, Poems, 
pp. 115, 151, 132. 
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Wartime waste, however, is not limited to the young 

men who must die. "A Ruined House" selects homely details— 

the trampled clothes, the marriage bed, the broken toy— 

to relate the old idea that war affects the innocent, as 

well. The same point is made in "Three Little Girls" by 

the speaker's question as to where the children are, the 

little girls with no parents, who wore broken shoes, 

coughed sharply, and sold sweets too near the front line. 

Even the land is wasted: in "Battlefield," the poet 

pictures a "fruitless land" where crosses flourish. 

"Taintignies (Belgium) " and "An Earth Goddess (Â fter the 

Advance, 1917)" describe the barrenness of the land and 

the absence of beauty after men have defiled it v/ith war. 

15 As the "Epilogue" to Images of War suggests, war is a 

fierce hell. Aldington presents the many aspects of its 

"desperate circles." 

Just as Images of War collected many of the poems 

on the subject of war. Images of Desire (1919) gathered a 

great number of Aldington's love poems. Other love poems 

exist, too, both in the later volumes and among the fugi

tive poems. It is impossible, of course, to reduce to one 

all-inclusive statement the nature of love in Aldington's 

poetry. He does not, however, ever deny the declaration 

made in "Solemn Meditation": 

l^Poems, pp. 102, 101, 100, 118, 112, 135. 
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For if I love woman 
It must be as the frail stars 
And the light of crystal waters. 
Not as two rabbits 
In a domestic den. 

That is, to deserve its name, love, whatever its form, 

must be exalted, never become commonplace. A further 

statement of this conviction occurs in "Prayers and 

Fantasies," wherein the speaker prays that Dionysus will 

show him the mystery of love: "And grant that nothing 

ignoble may render me base to myself; let desire always 

be fresh and keen; let me never love or be loved through 

ennui, through pity or through lassitude." Indeed, the 

power of this emotion, as the "Epilogue" to Images of v;ar 

has said, is such that, in wartime, it is love alone that 

keeps men glad. The achievement of such love, of course, 

is far from facile. Life Quest indicates that the lover 

must live the whole of life greatly, fervently; and "The 

Eaten Heart" insists that love, "whereby life becomes 

positive and immeasurably enriched," is life's great success, 

For such a love, the poem says, one is willing to kill or 

to die, to respond totally. A love like that must grow, 

yet as in "Not to Define nor Plan Too Far," must not be 

grasped too eagerly. An element of possessiveness, however, 

16 seems inevitable and even, as in "Possession, "•̂ ^ desirable. 

-'•̂ Poems, p. 421; Poetry XIII: 67; Poems, pp. 135, 
317, 352, 142. 
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For several reasons, despite the possibilities for 

fulfillment, the relationship between lovers is often 

not ideal. Occasionally, the beloved fails to respond to 

the preferred love. "Odelette," for example, ends: 

And you are unhappy 

And I cannot gladden you. 

Misery of lovers. 

In "A Lover," the speaker's soul is "inert and bored, 

masculine, / With a sick horror of eternal disgusts." 

Another poem, "And I Shall Wait," presents an occasion in 

which the lover is awaiting an "inevitable heartbreak," 

while the speaker in "To You O Poet" waits for a telegram 

telling him his now uncertain fate in love. Although none 

of these poems reveals the underlying cause of the un-

happiness, in another poem, "Ananke," fright (occasioned 

by her lover's statement that his offerings have failed to 

please the gods, that "no man born / Tricks the wide-

opened eyes of Fate") causes the girl to flee. Thoughts 

of the dead and the feeling that the lover has stolen his 

happiness from other men—perhaps now dead—account for 

the lover's withdrawal in, respectively, "Reserve" and 

"In the Palace Garden." Much different, though still 
17 presenting a painful time in love, is "Meditation,'̂ •̂ ' a 

^"^Poems, p. 166; The Egoist 1:2; Poems, pp. 348, 
353, 85, 151, 183, 181. 
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soliloquy by a lover who, knowing his beloved is near 

death, refuses to "cheat" her with false prom.ises. 

As the section on war just examined reveals. 

Aldington wrote several poems about the pain caused by 

separation of lovers in wartime. "Before Parting" and 

"Leave-Taking," two examples, are based on similar situa

tions. According to the first poem, the moment of love at 

parting will sustain the speaker as he returns to battle, 

whereas "Leave-Tak.-'ng' implies that parting is almost 

equivalent to death: "Will the world die for you / As it 

dies for me?" the speaker asks the woman he loves. Other 

poeiiis, in which the lovers are already parted by war, 

unveil a range of attitudes on the part of the soldier-

speakers. "Cynthia," for example, is spoken by a lonely 

boy who sorrows to think of his wasted youth far from the 

girl named Cynthia. The speaker in "Absence" is bitter and 

grief-stricken, desiring either the beloved's nearness or 

death; "A Soldier's Song" also asks for the oblivion of 

death, but for a different reason—the speaker does not 

wish to know his beloved's response, either of grief or 

of unfaithfulness, should he be killed. In a similar 

situation, in "Meditation," the speaker wonders whether, 

even if the beloved woman remains true, he himself is not 

too restless to adjust to the former life; he thus realizes 

that his present moments of memory and of planning future 

"golden years" may actually be the happiest he will know. 
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In contrast to many of the preceding poems, "Reverie"•'•̂  

presents a belief that love "does not die with lovers / 

But lives on" even after the lovers are dead; despite this 

acceptance, though, the speaker comes finally to wish that 

he and the beloved might be together in a "land of quiet / 

Inviolable behind the walls of death." In these last few 

poems of musing reverie, there may be seen a dream-like 

element of fancy, which finds its fullest expression in 

A Dream in the Luxembourg—though the latter, unlike most 

of the others just mentioned, is not a war poem. In this 

poem the narrator "dreams," while visiting the Luxembourg 

Gardens, of an invitation to be with the woman he loves 

but who, he fears, does not love him. Eventually, of 

course, he awakens from his dream to bitter truth. A 

happier ending awaits the lovers in A Crystal World, who 

defy the conventions of society to make their crystal 

1 Q 

world of love a reality.-^^ 

Still other poems in the love group deal with 

happiness and fulfillment in love. "Meditation," for 

example, pictures an approaching carriage, then a figure 

pausing in the doorway; the speaker concludes that happiness 

is living in the same world, at the same time, as the 

18 Poems, pp. 154, 71, 162, 160, 159, 164, 106. 

^^Poems, pp. 281-316; The Crystal World (London: 
William Heinemann, 1937), p. 32. 
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beloved. Another poem, "At Nights," recounts the happiness 

that the speaker has regained after a period of humilia

tion, poverty, and bitterness—the happiness that he thinks 

about "at nights" as he secretly watches the woman beside 

him. The speaker in "Sleep" muses that, since sleep is 

fair and sleep beside the loved one sv/eet, to die "warm 

in a golden swoon of love" must, then, be pleasing. A 

lighter-hearted poem, "Delia's Faith," invites the listener 

to make any sort of preposterous claim—except to claim 

that Delia is false .1.1 love. Love, somehow, invests man 

not only with happiness but also with a god-like quality. 

The persona in "Gain" declares that the gods need not mock 

the lovers who, like the gods themselves, have known bliss 

and delight. "When we kiss with life-blood in our lips," 

concludes the "Epilogue" to Images of Desire,20 "Then we 

are nearest to the dreamed-of gods." 

Indeed, the devotion of the lover may approach the 

status of religious fervor, as three of Aldington's love 

poems attest. In the first, "An Old Song," the speaker, 

who pays no homage to the Virgin Mary, has only a desire 

to serve the "mortal lady." In "After Two Years," the 

speaker prays for "grace" that he might have the love of 

the girl whom he regards almost religiously. In still 

2QLiving Age CCCVI:493; Poems, pp. 34, 150; Living 
Age CCCXVI:670; Poems, pp. 161, 168. 
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another poem, the lover in "Prelude," though he can not 

give the gods' gift of immortality, bestows a greater love 

than any god. Finally, in "Ella,"^^ the girl is charac

terized as the sum of "all virtue / Of every fair thing 

worthy of loving." 

A few of Aldington's erotic poems deal, tastefully 

and at an artistic distance, with a love between two women. 

Except for its title, "Lesbia" might equally well be about 

heterosexual love, as a Greek girl is apostrophized: 

"Tenderness / Makes me eager as a little child to love 

you, / You morsel left half-cold on Caesar's plate." The 

remaining poems have been either collected as The Love of 

Myrrhine and Konallis or published separately in The 

Little Review. Among the most memorable of these indi

vidually titled works are those which anticipate death. 

In "Thanatos," for example, the speaker has glimpsed the 

reality of death, as opposed to its romanticized presenta

tion in art, and now counts "all time lost that is not 

22 golden with love." "Hermes-of-the-Dead" is a dramatic 

monologue in which the dying Konallis, having begged 

Myrrhine to live and experience love even more intensely 

2^Poems, pp. 140, 32, 139, 144. 

22poems, p. 11; The Little Review 111:10; The 
Little Review 111:11. 
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in the future, concludes, "Now loose my hand, for Hermes-

of-the-Dead clasps the other." 

The remaining love poems in Aldington's collections 

are of a rather miscellaneous nature. "Daisy," for instance, 

shows a meeting in Oxford Street of a man and woman who, 

as children, played together and who, as adolescents, 

loved shyly; the woman, "she who touches my arm and talks 

with me," is now a prostitute. Another, "Papillons (Ballet 

Russe)," is the only poem in which the speaker advises 

someone else in matt̂ r̂s of love. The man enamoured of the 

dancer is so meek, so "white," that he invites her 

treachery; the speaker urges firmness: 

Be red, be blood-red, brother. 
And she'll not dare 

To dance to other, colder lips than yoursi 

As in other Aldington poems, such helpless, passive love 

receives no sympathetic treatment. In addition to the 

poems just mentioned, there are, in Images of Desire and 

elsewhere, several series of vignettes praising the beauty 

of a beloved woman. These include "Images of Desire" 

(the nine-part title poem), "Epigram," "Epigrams," the 
23 

two named simply "Images," and the poem called "Portrait," 

and deal with little more than the power of the images of 

beauty. 

2^Poems, pp. 54, 197, 152; The Little Review 111:29; 
Poems, pp. 141, 23, 57, 147. 
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A separate theme, but one related especially to 

war and frequently to love, is death. Among Aldington's 

poems, as noted earlier, are several valedictions to the 

dead, including the "Two Epitaphs," addressed to soldiers 

killed in battle in the early months of 1917. Again, in 

"To One Dead," the speaker waves "a last, but never 

indifferent farewell" to someone whom he, in this case, 

does not particularly mourn. in another poem, "In Memory 

of Wilfred Owen," the speaker has, he says, forgotten 

many things. 

But I have never quite forgotten, never forgotten 
All of you who lie there so lonely, and never stir 
When the hired b-aglers call unheeded to you, 
V7hom the sun shall never warm nor the frost chill. 

Thus, the poem honors, not just Owen, but all \-ar dead as 

well. In a final valedictory poem, "A Grave," the speaker 

pauses beside a burial site where an emblem, but not a 

name, appears on the stone. Though hurt by the suffering 

inflicted on him who is dead, the speaker feels "the 

high triumph" of the man v/ho lived and died "humble and 

noble and august and poor." He envisions thousands of 

future visitors, led by the memory of the dead man's 

"glowing spirit," paying tribute at this grave. "The Road" 

is a further tribute to the dead, whose ghosts march "down 

the road past the silent sentry by the ruined house, march 

back, march home." Additional pictures of death in battle 

are presented in the two "Soliloquy" poems and in "rrench 
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Idyll," all discussed in the section on war poetry. That 

those who have seen death in wartime must live with its 

memories is an idea common to "Eumenides," "Reserve," and 

"Apathy. "̂ "̂  

The poem "Death of Another Hero" is something of 

an ironic companion piece to Aldington's war novel Death 

of a Hero, in which a young middle-class Britain is killed 

in battle, in that here the dead "hero" is a rich man who 

has gained success at the expense of others. The last stanza 

parodies the service due a true hero: 

Ring out, base bugles! Sound, ye empty drums! 
Stand to attention, low Servility, 
Lick-spittle Flattery, wnining Parasites! 
Your hero passes. Stand with palms reversed 
And pockets inside out. 
And you, gaunt legions of the too-honoured slain. 
Rise from your geometric lines of graves. 
Kindle in empty sockets the fierce fires 
Of your avenging eyes, stare from your shrouds. 
There goes your general to his last unrest. 
There trails one corpse which made you corpses, too. 

Indirectly, the poem honors the true heroes v/ho have died 

as much as it castigates fue false one. In "The Blood of 

the Young Men" there is a similar bitterness toward the 

old men whose "meat and drink" have been the flesh and the 

blood of the young men who have gone to war; the "cruel 

exquisite women" who have given themselves to the old, the 

crippled, the weak; and those who "escape the torture / And 

2^Poems, pp. 115, 362, 355, 361; The Egoist V:7-8; 
Poems, pp. 103, 104, 91, 173, 151, 129. 
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buy their blood from the pools with weight of gold." 

The survivors of war, alone, will weep for the blood of 

their dead brothers. Again, the sad waste and loss of war 

are presented in "A Young Tree," in which the youths who 

are killed cry out, "'We are so few, so very few, / 

Could not our fate have been more merciful?'" "A Life" 

tells of the witty, generous peasant boy, a sculptor, a 

"wholesome artist," his life and promise quenched by a 

shot in the head. -'Lc. Rochelle"25 apostrophizes the dead 

men, "men of iron, " tVxe remnant of 136 sturdy men who, in 

an earlier era, held their town for eight months, "trusting 

in a God who betrayed them, / Trusting in the pledged word 

of the English lords," and finally "with rage and tears" 

having had to su.rrender. The speaker, including himself in 

the guilt, asks the dead men to forgive "our cowardice, / 

. . . our treachery." Too often, though, as the poet seems 

to say in "St. Mary's, Kensington," the dead are simply 

forgotten; though the trees, as their colorful leaves fall 

on the grey stones, seem to honor the dead, those who pass 

by the city churchyard do not remember. That the living 

cease to care for the dead is borne out in "The Eaten 

Heart," wherein a dead man speaks, only to be told by the 

living to "act a dead man's part / And leave to the living 

the life you lost." Death is as final as it is inevitable. 

25poems, pp. 367, 132, 105; The Egoist 111:69; 
Poetry XXXVIII:80. 
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as "Be Not Too Eager"^^ again assures us; all speech, 

movement, hope, and tears are pov/erless against it. 

As suggested at the end of "In Memory of Wilfred 

Owen," there is a sense in which death may be welcomed. 

The speaker there exclaims, "Oh, blessed, blessed be Death! 

They can no more vex you, / You for whom memory and forget

fulness are one." The dying may be comforted by the hand 

of the god clasping theirs ("Hermes-of-the-Dead"); or, 

as in "Hermes, Leader of the Dead," even pray for the god's 

coming. Several other poems, including "The Lover," 

personify a death v/hose coming the speaker gladly 

anticipates: 

But though she will hurt me at first 
In her strong gladness. 
She will soon soothe me gently 
And cast upon me an unbreakable sleep 

Softly forever. 

Like the preceding poem, "Choricos" is a song celebrating 

death, here personified as a woman garbed in purple robe 

and red sandals who comes "brushing the fields . . . / 

Searing the grass as with a sudden flame." As the initiates 

approach her. Death's "illimitable quietude" comes gently 

upon them. Again, the speaker in "The Berkshire Kennet" 

calmly looks forward to an "enduring quietude" which will 

replace the solitude he has loved on earth. The persona 

in "Deaths of Common Men" goes even further to reason that 

26poems, pp. 37, 317, 344. 
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in the great cycle the living, who are made of the "infinite 

dead," in turn shall die to make the "infinite living" of 

another time. Thus, the simple folk whom he addresses 

should not fear. "Sleep" argues that it would be sweet 

and good for lovers to sleep forever, "divinely dead." 

On the other hand, death may be feared and dreaded. " In 

"Meditation,"27 it is declared that the death of the beloved 

is more difficult to contemplate than the lover's o\m: 

. . . my ov/n end, the sudden departure 
From the virile earth I love so eagerly. 
Once such a sombre matter, now appears nothing 
Beside this weightier, more torturing bereavement. 

But one's own death may also bring panic. "My veins shrank 

in terror and I feared through all my trembling limbs," 

says the speaker of "Thanatos" about the moment when she 

encountered the reality of death; yet afterwards in the 

poem, because she too is mortal, she wishes a moment not to 

be lost which might be devoted to love. A similar sense 

of the shortness of the day of life and the bitterness of 

28 its night, death, is the basis for "The Last Song."^ 

Indeed, though a few exceptions from the poetry might be 

cited, an almost universal dread of death haunts Aldington's 

verse. 

27poems, p. 355; The Little Review 111:11; Poems, 
pp. 13, 78, 3, 212; The Egoist V:131; Poems, pp. 150, 181. 

2QThe Little Review 111:10; The Little Review 
111:5. 
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Mutability, Beauty, Poetry 

Aldington's verse seems haunted also by a sense 

of transcience, mutability. "Because it passes, it is 

beautiful" is the conclusion reached in "Morning in the 

South." Having asked why the part of nature that he loves 

can not stay as it is on the morning he describes, the 

speaker realizes that its beauty is due—in part, at least— 

to its transcience. But it is the mutability of human 

life that most concerns Aldington, and he explores the 

subject in situation after situation. Change affects both 

self and circumstance, the poems say. Though the speaker 

in "Madrigal" asks what charms shall fade the cheeks, there 

is no doubt implied that some charm will fade them. In "A 

Garden Homily," a girl shrinks away when reminded that 

the earth, "life's very womb," is also her grave; like the 

flowers which she resembles, her flesh will return to the 

dust from v/hich it was made. The lover of A Dream in the 

Luxembourg, having asked what there is that endures, answers 

that only today is certain. Thus, the persona refuses to 

say he will love always. We can not know how we will feel, 

he argues, even next year: "For time passes, taking all 

good things." Therefore, to speak for tomorrow would be 

dishonest. The same speaker, who has recently found two 

29 Poems, pp* 366, 212, 210. 
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grey hairs, exclaims, "Memento mori. Yet a few more years 

/ And V7hat remains of me and . . . of her [the woman he 

loves]?" He interprets the woman's look as a wistful 

remembrance of past lovers: "I suppose she was thinking 

. . . / how it was all dead and how this too would die. / 

How the months and the years slip away from us.""^^ His 

comments illustrate the heightened awareness of the lover 

as he considers the brevity of life in relationship to his 

love. 

The numerous personae of Aldington's poems portray 

various aspects of this concern, from the light-hearted 

statement of "The Days Pass" that a thousand years of youth 

would not be enough to love all the beautiful women there 

are, to the somber reflection of the speaker in the poem 

"Inscriptions": 

I had thought of immortality 
With indifference and cool skepticism. 
Until I gazed long 
Into your shining eyes 
As you loved me. 

Another speaker, also in love, asks that the gods "fix 

bright youth for ever," not in his limbs, but in the body 

of the beloved."̂ •'̂  Because of his belief in the immortality 

of love, the soldier-speaker of "Reverie" argues against 

•^^Poems, pp. 283, 303. 

-̂ T̂he Egoist 111:169; Yale Review, n.s. XIX: 489; 
'Prelude," Poems, p. 139. 
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Reason and Despair, both of which tell him that men die 

and vanish. He brushes away the thoughts which come as he 

sees the dead in battle ("This is the end, there is no 

escape"). To others, including the speaker in "Time's 

Changes," war and its aftermath bring a keener realization 

of mutability and mortality. Four years ago, he declares, 

he and a girl gathered flowers in Italy; today he gathers 

the remains of shells and shrapnel on the battlefield. 

What, then, will he gcither four years hence? In "The Wine 

Cup," a wartime speal-ier, probably a soldier, comments that, 

earlier, the thought that the cup of life would soon be 

.emptied "did but give a gentle melancholy, / Making our 

present joy more keen and clear." Now, "cold, terrible, 

unseen hands / Have dragged the cup" from them, and he and 

his comrades hurry towards death. The soldier of "Eumen-

32 ides" does-not need the ticking of his watch to tell him 

he is mortal: "I have lived with, fed upon death." He 

realizes that millions of others are haunted, as he is, by 

these furies: 

Millions may feel, as I feel, in the darkness. 
Their flesh dripping into corruption. 
Their youth and love and gaiety 
Dissolved, violently slain, annihilated. 

Thus, in the death of others, we know our own mortality and 

perhaps, like the speaker in "Eumenides," feel that the 

^^Poems, pp. 106, 93, 97, 173. 
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self that has known, through beauty, a "moment's touch with 

immortality" has been slain. The experience of the persona 

of "Thanatos" illustrates a different insight: Death, 

portrayed in song, literature, and sculpture, has seemed 

quiet and lovely, but the face of her dead friend causes 

her to tremble as she thinks of her ov/n mortality. In one 

poem ("Hermes-of-the Dead") it is the dying lover who 

urges the beloved to seize life, to "live for yourself, 

but for me also." "The Last Song" uses the metaphor of 

the setting sun to comment on the brevity of the day of 

life: "So was my life and even so brief; night comes; I 

rise from the glad feast." In contrast of tone, a whiiLisical 

view is portrayed in "Bones," where the speaker asks what 

adventures await his skeleton, once both flesh and soul 

shall have departed. Though various fates are possible, 

he realizes that no one loves a skeleton. But even bones 

decay and thus become part of a plant or even of someone 

else's flesh or bones. Life as a cycle is also the basis 

33 of Part XXIV of A Fool i' the Forest. Here, however, 

humanity comes from nothing, goes into nothing. We start 

from and return to ourselves: "Each inhabits a narrow 

chrysalis / He calls reality because it fits his logic." 

^^The Little Review 111:10; The Little Review 
111:11; The Little Review 111:5; Poems, pp. 178, 261. 
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Youth is followed by old age, then death, and man becomes 

a ghost "herding miserably with other ghosts." 

Immortality achieved through an after-life is 

seldom proposed in Aldington's poems. The only ways of 

attaining immortality mentioned—and these concepts appear 

in only one poem, "A Sophistry of Duration"—are through 

children and through poetry. The persona in "Meditation" 

longs to believe that the woman whom he loves and who is 

near death will live on in some way, vowing.. '•'1 would kiss 

the feet of man or woman / Who would prove to ine your 

immortality." But he fears that such a hope is legendary 

and refuses to "cheat" the woruan by suggesting eternal life 

When a life after death is contemplated, it is most often 

the Greek concept, "a scentless land where there is no 

change of light." Another example is Section VI of A Fool 

i' the Forest, in which Telemachus desires to meet the 

ghost of Odysseus, his father, "to learn the state of the 

dead, if at last the soul be at peace." In his quest, he 

journeys to the land of the dead, builds altars, sacrifices 

animals, and calls his father's name: "B̂ at there came no 

hungry ghosts to lap up the blood from the ditches, / 

There came no sight and no sound, only infinite darkness 

and silence." One exception to this general concept, 

however, is the fancy of the soldier of "Reverie, "-̂ ^ who 

34poems, pp. 21, 181; "Hermes-of-the-Dead," The 
Little Review 111:11; Poems, pp. 235, 106. 
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likes to think that if lovers must die, they will be to

gether in a land of flowers, sunlight, and shade. 

Another of Aldington's favorite themes is beauty— 

including the beauty of women, praised in love poems such 

as "Images," "After Two Years," "Epigrams," "Her Mouth," 

"Portrait," "Sleep," "Images of Desire," "Before Parting," 

and A Dream in the Luxembourg. These are all very much 

alike in the praise they offer of woman's charms. Among 

these, only one poesm f.uggests that the beauty of a beloved 

woman compensates for all other lovely things, such as 

nature, art, and literature. But in that poem, "Ella,""^^ 

the speaker insists that if he should be "dead to all things 

lovely" except her loveliness, "to all beauty but her 

body's glory," then he would be content. 

A more frequently recurring aspect of the subject 

of beauty, however, is the appreciation of natural beauty, 

as may be seen in the following examples, Vvhiich reflect an 

iiicense response to the natural environment: "Beauty, Thou 

Hast Hurt Me Overmuch," "In the Old Garden," and "London 

(May, 1915)." Quite often Aldington's nature poems—e.g., 

"Summer," "Exile," "Morning in the South," "Epigram"— 

simply catalogue the scenic detail of the natural environ

ment: water, sky, trees, flowers. Others more specifically 

^^Poems, pp. 23, 57, 32, 141, 145, 147, 150, 152, 
lb4, 281, 144. 
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^.elebrate beauty associated with phenomena of particular 

objects—e.g., water in "Stream," "Round-Pond," "The 

River," and "The Berkshire Kennet"; sky in "Blue (A 

Conceit)" and "July Sunday (From a Back V7indow) "; and moon 

in "Evening." The loveliness of trees is praised in "The 

Poplar" and "A Place of Young Pines"; and of gardens in 

"Prayer" and "A Garden Homily." White and yellow jonquils 

are the inspiration for "Scents"; "January Aconites" draws 

an analogy between the small struggling flowers which form 

scattered patches of beauty and life itself where, amid 

the days which are stunted, there are others as golden as 

the star-like flowers. "A Place of Young Pines," mentioned 

above, is one of the few works which suggest that man may 

learn from nature: the pines are still, they live con

tentedly, and they do not argue or talk of success. Though 

36 there are many bird references, "Nightingale" is the only 

poem devoted to one bird and its song. In all of these 

puems, the poet shares with the reader his artist's 

av^reness of the loveliness to be found in nature. 

In a few poems. Aldington juxtaposes nature with 

something which is out of harmony with it. For example, 

"July Sunday" devotes two stanzas to the beauty, seen from 

36poems, pp. 16, 17, 44, 28, 171, 366; The Little 
Review 111:29; The Little Review 111:12; Poems, pp. 55, 14, 
212- The Little Review 11:4; The Egoist 11:45; Poems, 
pp.'38, 39, 359, 62, 210, 29, 359, 195. 
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a back window, of the sky and the rain, the last btanza 

shifting attention abruptly to the other side of the court

yard, "the queer darkness of the basement kitchen, / With 

its smell of food and dishes," where an old man sings 

dolefully to the children. Another poem which presents a 

similar striking contrast is "Bloomsbury Square," which 

describes first a pretty picture of sky, fluttering leaves, 

and bright materials used by larvae in spinning cocoons. 

But the tone changes abruptly with the comparison of the 

other moths, who simply wander along the iron fence, with 

the residents of Bloomsbury Square, "spending their fine 

useless golden silk / And at last dropping dead from 

weariness." A third such poem is "Sunsets," an imagistic 

presentation of the setting sun, followed by the three 

lines; "And the wind / Blowing over London from Flanders / 

Has a bitter taste." "Church Walk" is the reverse of 

these other poems in that the sordid part—cripples, 

crutches, peaked mean faces, withered legs, stupid eyes— 

is presented before the description of fall beauty created 

by the god September. "At the British Museum," too, is 

different from the preceding poems in that it begins with 

the speaker surrounded by '̂ the heavy musty air, the black 

desks, / The bent heads and the rustling noises," only to 

be transported, via the book he is reading, to a lovely 

Italian scene which the words have created in his mind. 
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"Dilemma,"37 however, suggests that beauty is present for 

the sensitive beholder, wherever he is. In this poem, 

someone has asked whether he should go adventuring for more 

beauty or settle down with his memories, "letting each day 

pass . . . / Without one blood-beat of discovery or pain." 

The speaker replies silently by drawing him to the window, 

which frames a microcosm of all the beauties to be found 

in the larger world. There need be no dilemma, he implies; 

beauty is present everywhere. 

Even on the field of battle, the war roems suggest, 

the soldier may experience beauty. Poems like "Field 

Manoeuvres (Outpost Duty)," ''Dawns," "On the March," "A 

Moment's Interlude," "April Lieder," "A Village," 

"Happiness," "Tv;o Impressions," "Prayers and Fantasies," 

and "Fatigues" demonstrate the statement of "Sorcery of 

Words" that "one can be hungry, sore, unshaven, dirty, eyes 

and head aching, limbs shivering, and yet love beauty." In 

"Bondage," the speaker, who in matters of beauty has been 

a spendthrift and a prodigal, is now so far from conven

tional forms of beauty that a yellow daisy seems to "clutch" 

his heart "with eager searching petals." As morning arrives 

on the battlefield, in "Two Impressions," the somber, weary 

men respond to its simple loveliness: "This feathered 

•̂ '̂ The Egoist 111:69; The Little Review 11:5; 
Poems, pp. 64, 36, 3, 363. 
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softness of pale light, / Falling negligently upon us, / 

Delights us." There is even, occasionally, a beauty in 

38 
death. "Soliloquy—II" describes an English soldier, 

"His head bloodily bandaged, / And his closed left hand 

touching the earth," the tableau possessing for the beholder 

a beauty unsurpassed by any painting or piece of sculpture. 

Thus, war may heighten the appreciation of beauty or even, 

as in the final poem, present a seemingly unlovely subject 

as beautiful. 

On the other hand, when war is over, its memories 

may prevent the returning soldier from giving himself 

completely to the peaceful scene. For instance, the 

speaker in "Apathy" is keenly aware of beauty, as he 

demonstrates in his walk \/ith a woman companion; he does 

not overlook even the beauty of a bird's shadow across a 

cloud reflected in water. 

And yet there's always something else— 
The way one corpse held its stiff yellow fingers 
And pointed, pointed to the huge dark hole 
Gouged between ear and jaw right to the skull. 

It is as if the war memory had superimposed itself, a 

stronger image, upon the immediate scene. A somewhat 

39 
similar situation exists in "Eumenides." Here, the 

^Qpoems, p. 75; The Egoist V:121; Poems, pp. 80, 79, 
110, 94; Living Age CCCXII:182; Poetry XIV:175; Poetry, 
XIII:67; Images of War, p. 12; Poems, pp. 390, 104. 

^^Poems, pp. 129, 173. 
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speaker, in his strife for emotional health, deliberately 

exposes himself to beauty each day, but at night memories 

of war and death haunt him. 

Fearful memories of despair and misery. 
Tortured flesh, caked blood, endurance. 
Men, men and the roar of shells. 
The hissing lights, red, green, yellow. 
The clammy mud, the tortuous wire. 
The slippery boards . . . . 

Again, gruesome memories have crowded out recollections of 

more immediate natural beauty and serenity which the 

returning soldier expects and needs. 

Another group of poems laments the absence of, or 

passing of, beauty in England. Two poems, in addition to 

' "At the British Museum," contrast the sordidness of parts, 

at least, of England with the loveliness of Italy. In 

"Verona," having described that city, the speaker exclaims 

that he is glad to be away from England, "my dull England." 

In the poem "Italy," too, the beauty of the southern country 

contrasts with England's "rows of grey bleak houses, / 

Misery of ceaseless noise, no sun." Three more poems also 

criticize the absence of beauty in England. The first, 

"Childhood," pictures the tovm of the speaker's first seven 

years: "How dull and greasy and grey and sordid it was!" 

The tovm, the waterfront, the streets, the public park, even 

the home, church, and public school—all are dull and 

dingy. Another poem, "Eros and Psyche," pictures the 

statues of the two gods in a dull yard in the dirt and 
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noise of Camden Tovm, "which settled long ago to toil and 

sweat and filth, / Forgetting—to the greater glory of 

Free Trade— / Young beauty and young love and youthful 

flesh." A third, "The Middle Ages, ""̂ ^ says that the modern 

day recreates the previous period in Europe's history: 

"From the world colour has flown; beauty is vanished; the 

gods are dead." In none of the poems is there an expression 

of hope that the vanished beauty might be recaptured. 

A final group of poems on beauty stresses its 

importance., not only for its integral self, but also for 

the degree of appreciation which men accord it. For 

•example, beauty, along V7ith memory and wit, is the boon 

requested in the poem "A Winter Night." There remain, too, 

other, more passionate devotees of Beauty ("Defeat"). 

Scorned, broken, defeated, they dedicate themselves to her 

service, asking for life with which to suffer in service 

for their goddess. "Misery" affirms that love of beauty 

(of "the earth, / Flowers and all living things") makes 

41 endurance possible. In "Compensation," the philosopher 

Li-Tai-Pe, the poet Sappho, and the statesman Abou-Nawas 

appear, as the speaker dozes in a chilly dug-out, to say, 

"'There can be no death of beauty; / Endure—we also 

^Qpoems, p. 33; The Egoist 1:2; The Egoist 111:53; 
Poems, p. 45; The Egoist 111:94. 

"^^Poems, pp. 216, 121, 87; Poetry XIV: 176. 
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suffered.'" Thus, modern adherents of beauty are among the 

select company who have been willing to suffer for, and 

because of, beauty. 

Like many other poets. Aldington reveals his poetic 

philosophy, to some extent, at least, in his poetry. 

"Beauty," for example, illustrates one aspect of this 

philosophy: the importance of the poet's own love of 

beauty. The eight-line poem is structured by three meta

phors: it is as impossible to write great poems without 

the love of beauty as to have strong children without the 

love of woman; to give a feast without wine; or to go to 

war without armies. An idea somewhat akin to this love of 

beauty is the poet's perception of detail. An example is 

the self-characterization of the narrator in A Dream in the 

Luxembourg as "a sort of poet" who will notice details as 

well as general effects. A second point in Aldington's 

poetic philosophy is a belief in the high calling of the 

poet, implied in the two stanzas of "Happiness (To r. S. 

F.)," in which the speaker reminds his fellow poet that 

among their gifts are "rich imaginings" and suggests that 

they pardon the gods who, in making them men, have also 

made them poets. The sustaining power of the poetic 

vocation is revealed in several more poems, two of which 

have wartime settings. In "Misery," the bitter mood of 

the soldier-poet is alleviated by the certainty that, so 

long as his song is "keen and clear," he can endure. 
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Another- application of this firm belief in poetry is seen 

in "Vicarious Atonement": 

If your wasted blood 
Makes bright the page 
Of poets yet to be; 
If this our tortured life 
Save from destruction's nails 
Gold words of a Greek long dead; 

Then we can endure, then hope. 

That is, endurance is possible because the soldiers' 

sacrifice preserves poetry of the past and ensures the 

poetry of the future. The prayer of "a proud poor man of 

letters" in "A Winter Night"^^ that he may livj by work 

which flatters no one, that his proud spirit will not be 

curbed, is another statement cf poetic idealism. 

In this connection. Aldington's greatest tribute 

paid to another poet in his poetry is the following 

italicized portion of Part IV, A Fool i' the Forest, wherein 

the narrator visits the grave of Byron; 
Take up his bones, O lift them tenderly. 
For they are brittle from the flame. 
And brittle v.-as his heart. 

O wrap his bones in purple 
For a King lies dead 
And will not come again. 

In addition to this praise of a great poet, one who has 

known the "flame" of inspiration, there is mention, among 

the poems, of at least two qualities of fine poetry. First, 

^^The Egoist 111:26; Poems, p. 302; The Egoist 
111:26; Poems, pp. 87, 70, 216. 
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poetry may immortalize its subject; thus, "A Sophistry 

of Duration" suggests that the poet's v7ords as well as the 

woman's children "shall speak her grace" when both poet and 

the woman are dust. A second characteristic, universality, 

is implied in "To You O Poet,""^^ in which the speaker, 

anxiously awaiting a telegram from his beloved, addresses 

the poet whose work he is reading; 

Your words are beautiful to me, 
and the passion alive in them 
answers the wordless passion in my blood 
and they you praise seem she 

for whom I wait. 

The lines seem to comment on the universal q[uality of the 

poem and, by extension, of poetry itself. 

Several poems comment on the "v/here" and "how" of 

poetic creation. That the poet creates at any time and 

place, sometimes with no thought of even committing his 

poem to paper, is suggested by the two short poems "Living 

Sepulchres" and "Insouciance." In the first, a soldier 

leans against a trench, composing, for himself alon^, a 

hokku in the frosty night, making delicate poems. The 

way in which inspiration comes is illustrated by the poet-

lover of A Dream in the Luxembourg. The fantasy comes, 

he says, "quite unawares, as a poem springs up fountain-like 

/ When one is not even thinking of a poem." Or, as the 

speaker in The Crystal World states, concerning both love 

"^^Poems, pp. 233, 210, 353. 
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and, poetry, "the ripple of dull slow days / may break in 

a sudden leap of glittering foam, / And the light diffused 

burn to one diamond point."^^ 

Bad poetry also receives attention, sometimes 

obliquely. The Crysral World, for example, lists six 

things which poetry is not: 

. . . The dust of learned manuals. 
Ghost words of metaphysics. 
The newest critic with the newest views? 
The see how smart I am, how well-informed. 
How rare my feelings? 

The see me contemplate myself in nature? 

Four other poems contain criticism of poor verse. First 

(with obvious reference to Kipling), the narrator of A 

Fool i' the Forest complains of the Conjuror's quoting 

"some insulting verses / With a lot of 'ifs.'" The second 

poem, "Ennuies; To a Poet," satirizes Romantic poetry or, 

more likely, its imitators; "May we not be spared / 

. . . This insistent cult of Nature, / This pitiless 

reiteration?" Other "schools" and individual poets are 

parodied in "Synthetic Sonnets," as the subtitles—"Classic," 

"Dantesque," "Francis Thompsonian," "Cosmic," and 

"Realistic"—indicate. Something of the same thing is 

accomplished in "Penultimate Poetry: Xenophilometro

politania,"^^ in which four of the nine stanzas are ironic 

^"^Poems, pp. 88, 81, 285; The Crystal World, p. 23. 

^^The Crystal World, p. 23; Poems, p. 274; The 
Egoist 1:161; The Egoist 11:23; The Egoist 1:36. 
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apostrophes to the poet's "songs," and several others are 

light-hearted parodies, one of Song of Solomon 2:5, 

another of Pound's "In a Station at the Metro." This is 

not to imply that Aldington singled these last two selec

tions out as poor poetry; it is much more likely that his 

target was versifiers attempting to imitate such works. 

Thus, by various means, including the devastation produced 

by satire. Aldington exposes or—in the parodies— 

illustrates the characteristics of poor poetry. 

Still other poems pessimistically explore the 

contemporary state of poetry. In "Prayers and Fantasies," 

for example, the poet says that he has "passed so close 

to annihilation" and been "stained so inalterably with the 

ideas and habits of the masses" that he has lost his 

creativity. He will be silent or attempt only a "humble 

poem in prose." Again, in "A Farewell," the poet complains 

that the voice of Apollo is still, and he offers to the 

gods, not paeans and hymns, but tears and silence. Reasons 

for this sterility include, among other things, the 

mechanization of society. Art has been devoured by 

46 
mechanics, muses the narrator of A Fool i' the Forest, 

who adds, "Our poets are all journalists, clerks or 

schoolmasters." He thinks about reconciling the two sides 

of himself (represented in the poem by his companions) 

46 Poetry XIII:67; The Egoist 1:1; Poems, p. 44. 
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so that the fun-loving Mezzetin will sing poems rather than 

nonsense and the too-intellectual Conjuror will appreciate 

art and gaiety. At the end of the poem, neither Mezzetin 

nor the Conjuror lives within the middle class businessman 

who, still haunted by memories of a "life once vowed to 

truth and beauty," has succumbed to the conformity expected 

of the British citizen. 

Another cause of the modern poetic demise is the 

"race perverse" of critics who reject the poets of their 

own age in order to praise the earlier poets whom critics 

had, in their times, condemned rather than applauded. 

Aldington concludes, in "A Piayntyve Ballade," publiohed 

in 1915, the year of the first anthology called Some Imagist 

Poets, with the prophecy that by 1993, critics v;ill be 

asking, concerning young poets of their own time, "'Now 

v/hy don't they write as the Imagists did?'" Also pub

lished in 1915, "The Retort Discourteous" is a caustic 

reply to writers critical of other poets, probably the 

Imagists in particular, who do not use conventional subject, 

rhyme, and rhythm. The poem itself is a parody on the 

work of the "twangling lyrists . . . too pure for sense," 

to whose complaint the speaker is discourteously retorting. 

47 Even Chloe, the beloved mistress in "Songs for Puritans," ' 

^^The Egoist 11:161; The Little Review 11:4; 
Poems, p. 205. 
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joins the masses, the critics, and writers of opposing 

"schools" in rejecting the pastoral poet Daphnis. Except, 

possibly, for the final poem, the works cited here comment 

seriously—and adversely—on the contemporary state of 

poetry. 

Criticism of Society 

Still another important subject which comes under 

the aegis of Aldington's verse is the faults ef society— 

either as an individual, a group, or a whole—presented 

either as satire or as direct or implied criticism. As 

the preceding section illus-crcited, the modern age has 

rejected both the art of poetry and the poetic artist, 

turning to poor substitutes. Aldington is also concerned 

with the fate of all the arts in the contemporary world. 

In A Fool i' the Forest, for example, he notes that people 

consider rag-time "gorgeous" ("Such a change from Beethoven 

and Sousa") and completely misunderstand art ("I've some

times thought I'd be an artist; I'm told they make a lot 

of money; / Not a cubist, of course, but a real artist"). 

Films, the popular entertainm.ent offerings, are, according 

to "Cinema Exit," banal and sentimental. Nor are the 

literati much more perceptive than the layman: "I'm as 

dull and solemn as a tired reviewer," comments the narrator 

of A Fool. The Conjuror in that poem reads too many books, 

writes for reputable journals, and fatuously hopes to be 
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nominated to the British Academy. Even many self-styled 

poets, says the persona of "The Retort Discourteous,""^^ 

are only "twangling lyrists" who praise their own impotence. 

In such a society, the true artist is unrecognized, out of 

place. 

Moreover, those who are set apart by some special 

gift, whether it be poetry or some other, are too often 

"misunderstood by the masses. For example, "Christine" 

presents a woman "natural / As any simple cannibal." 

Unfortunately, those around her do not possess this un

affected quality. In "R. V. and Another," the poet addresses 

two "vagabonds of beauty," "delicate strangers / In ^ 

gloomy tov̂ n, " v/ho are hated, almost crucified, by all but 

a small group of sympathizers. In another poem, "Resentment, 

it is the speaker whom others hate. The speaker cries, 

"Why should you try to crush me? / Am I so Christ-like?" 

But despite their oppression the former remains, though 

torn and shaken, whole and fierce. "In the Tube" shows 

another speaker as the object of antagonism, disgust, and 

antipathy. As he boards the electric car, the eyes of 

each passenger seem to ask, "'What right have you to live?"' 

A similar enmity is suggested in "1933: For Eric Remarque," 

honoring the German-born novelist as one of the "noble 

48poems, pp. 264, 260, 238; The Little Review 
11:4. 
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tires" being "trampled by brutal feet." Lamenting the 

"smouldering darkness of the universal hate," the speaker 

closes with another war image: the noble remnant must 

close the ranks, continuing the eternal battle of "mind 

and spirit against force and hate." In tv̂/o poems, these 

same forces are presented as elements which pollute. 

"Exile" says that those who strive for truth must confront 

the "bars and walls of the lives / Which blacken the air 

49 and pure light." The other, "Evil Malady," reveals those 

"obscure phrases" which destroy the soul like an evil 

disease and the "foul sorrows" which harm the soul. Though 

.the poem does not state the specific object of its criti

cism, it seems to have its basis—as do the rest of the 

situations discussed here--in the sensitive speaker's 

sense of hostile surroundings. 

The routine dullness of life and the corresponding 

dullness of the people are also criticized. "On a Motor-Bus 

at Night" is-a description of workers—women clerks in 

five-shilling hats, grey-clothed men in hard hats—returning 

to their "suburban rabbit holes." The observer finds them 

both pitiful and fascinating: "Poor devils of a sober belli" 

Other public transportation systems evoke similar comment. 

The carfull of peopi.e in the poem "In the Tube" have hard, 

immobile faces and greedy, blank, complacent eyes; "Rhapsody 

^^The Little Review 11:5; Poems, pp. 61, 127, 39, 
369, 174; The Egoist IV:70. 
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in a Third-class Carriage" presents to the artist of the 

age the narrowness, the imperfection, and the dullness with 

which he has to work. Perhaps, several poems suggest, the 

people simply reflect the ugliness of their surroundings. 

England is dull ("Verona"). Its hallmarks are bleak 

houses, ceaseless noise, and lack of sun ("Italy"). In 

"Childhood" the memories are all of dampness and dullness, 

of bitterness, misery, and wretchedness. The speaker, in 

his childhood, lived, as he tells us, on a dull, dingy 

street in a hateful town set in a dingy valley. At home, 

at the school he attended, at the High Church on Sundays, 

he found only monotony. He was, in fact, like a chrysalis 

imprisoned in a matchbox, whose resulting moth was unable 

50 to spread its wings and fly. "Eros and Psyche" shows 

a statue of the deities as they stand in the midst of the 

clamor and filth of Camden Town, "growing older / And sadder 

/ And greyer." The truth commented on by these poems 

seems to be that those who live in dull surroundings are 

almost certain to take on dull characteristics. 

Middle-class institutions, ideals, and standards 

are sharply criticized by the poet in several works. The 

first stanza of "Stodge," for example, is an eleven-line 

catalogue of the indicted institutions: 

^^The Little Review 1:1; Poems, p. 39; The Egoist 
1:2; The Egoist 111:53, Poems, pp. 48, 45. 
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Decency, 
Reverence, 
The home. 
The school. 
The university. 
The church. 
The law (especially). 
Property, 
The leisured class, 
Kensington, 

The bible— 

The poet ends by praying to pagan gods: "Have mercy upon 

us." Like the poem "On a Motor-Bus at Night," mentioned 

earlier, "Solemn Meditation" refers to the typical respected 

citizens as "rabbits / In a domestic den"—this time 

criticizing "this fecundity, / This monstrous clamour of 

babes, / This prodigious animality." Rather than let love 

descend to this bourgeois ideal, the speaker would prefer 

to be a eunuch. In A Fool i' the Forest, having buried 

both the imaginative and intellectual qualities of his life, 

the narrator.becomes just such a family man as those 

censured in the preceding poem. He goes daily to an office 

job, plays golf in the suburbs, has a family. In this case, 

however, he retains the insight that, in becoming "a Man, 

/ An Empire-Builder and a taxpayer," he has given up his 

life devoted to truth and beauty. Similarly, the speaker 

in "Bloomsbury Square" includes himself among the London 

dwellers who, outsiders erroneously think, enjoy a "wider 

life." He bitterly compares their actual lives with the 

worms which, instead of spinning cocoons for beautiful 

moths, spend their time wandering aimlessly. Like blind 
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worms, then, the people wander along, spending their "fine 

useless golden silk / And at last dropping dead from 

weariness." Another speaker ("To Those Who Played for 

Safety in Life") has managed to escape the kind of life ' 

in which he might have "played for safety"; for had he 

yielded, he might have seen his soul "grow slowly stained 

/ To middle-class unsightly hues." And, for the dulling of 

his soul, his rev/ard might have been ten pounds a week! 

The salary mentioned brings into perspective hov/ small, 

indeed, are the rewards for the conventional J ife which 

these poems criticize. 

Various phases of miJdle-cJass customs and morality 

are further criticized in A Dream in the Luxembourg, 

beginning v;ith the narrator's momentary hesitation about 

yielding to the love of the woman he desires. He chides 

himself, then; "If she loved me, should I mind that she 

has had lovers? / Are we Jews or Catholic bigots / Or— 

which is even worse—rich pious Methodists?" His education 

later makes him shy, and he curses parenthetically the 

"imbecile Public Schools" which sacrifice spontaneity in 

the pupils "in order to make obedient Empire builders." He 

praises the woman he loves because, in contrast, she is 

one of the few who are not "the epitome of an education, a 

^^The Egoist 1:162; The Little Review 1:162; Poems, 
p. 276; The Little Review 111:28; Poems, p. 200. 
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caste or a class." Neither is she like an English gentle

man, "a tidy collection of prejudices," or an American 

debutante waiting to be presented at court. Her values, 

he believes, are true.^2 

As intimated in several of the preceding para

graphs, society is materialistic, noisy, and machine-

oriented. Camden Tovm, of "Eros and Psyche," has "settled 

long ago to toil and sweat and filth." The grimy statue 

of the gods stands in "an old dull yard . . . / Which 

echoes with the rattle of cars and 'buses / And freight-

trains, puffing steam and smoke and dirt / To the steaming 

sooty sky." "Whitechapel" takes its name from another 

district of London where, in a "nation maddened with 

labour," there is an "interminable collison of energies." 

Noise, iron, and smoke predominate. "Under the reign of 

Mr. Bloom," the opening lines of "The Eaten Heart" declare, 

"the loud machines beat on our minds." In Part V of the 

same poem the speaker catalogues the "false idealities 

of the last age" which his generation has rejected. The 

protest was justified, he feels, and there was no choice 

but to "face the hard new world, the world of machines." 

He wonders, though, "brooding over the hard faces," 

whether they have not rejected too much and hardened 

themselves too much. The extent of this cynicism is 

^^Poems, pp. 283, 292, 298. 
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graphically illustrated in A Fool i' the Forest, in one 

section of which a tradesman praises his friend Smut, who 

"made a million out of pork / And sweated bav/dy houses." 

Smut now rests respectably in the churchyard. Other poems 

criticize specifically those who profit from war or who, 

as in "Death of Another Hero" and "The Blood of the Young 

Men," accept so shallowly the soldiers' sacrifice. Simi-

53 larly, as the two poems entitled collectively "Replies" 

present society at fir'st refusing to help a young man and 

then, three years lar^r demanding, "'You must give your 

life to defend us.'" 

The many deficiencies of his time which merited 

Aldington's attention in poetry demonstrate the fact that, 

like many other young writers of the World War I era, he 

v/as extremely sensitive to the ills of society; and, like 

all satirists, he wanted not only to point out the wrongs 

but to set them right. 

Religion 

As part of his basic subject matter. Aldington 

considers both Christian and pagan aspects of religious 

thought. Occasionally, there is a question as to which is 

intended, and frequently both seem implied. Though the 

53poems, pp. 45, 56, 317, 328-29, 233, 367, 132; 
The Egoist 111:26. 
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Greek myths constitute a much more frequent source of 

allusion than the Bible, the poems whose theme is religion 

often deal simply with "the gods," not specifying which are 

meant. Two poems may illustrate (1) the mixture of 

Aldington's religious figures, (2) the possibility of their 

being drawn from any religious background, and (3) the 

poet's license in handling the ideas. In the first, 

"Possession," the "dreamer's tale / Of heaven and hell" is 

considered; but hell, unexpectedly, is referred to as an 

54 icy whirlwind. The other, "Lemures," takes the Roman 

observance of exorcising spirits of the dead from a house 

and traces the belief in such spirits from Ninevah in 

ancient Assyria, to Thebes in Egypt, to Lesbos and Achaia 

in Greece. Quite possibly, especially in the second poem, 

the underlying idea is that the various religions, regard

less of time and place, have shared universal fears and 

beliefs. 

Statements about God (or the gods) range from those 

implying complete faith to others indicating total dis

belief. Among those of trust are "At Nights," with its 

reference to God as creator; "Proem," presenting the gods 

as the source of tranquility; and "Terror," which suggests 

that there are gods who reward those that endure. Faith in 

the deity addressed is, of course, implicit in any given 

^^Poems, pp. 142, 12. 
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invocation. As an example, the entire poem "Defeat" is an 

apostrophe to the goddess of beauty. Though she has 

betrayed men, they continue to worship her. Once they 

have begged her for death, but now, so that they may con- • 

tinue to serve her, they plead, "Grant us life!" Other 

prayers also request life or, conversely, death. Two of 

these poems, "Prayer" and "A Soldier's Song," are inter

esting parallels, especially since the speakers are both 

soldiers. The first asks the "Lord and fatlier of life" 

that he may live to pour out his life for the beloved or, 

if he must die (he now says, instead of "Lord," "poor 

god without a lover"), that they may be killed together, 

"mouth to mouth and happy." The second asks only for a 

death of complete oblivion so that he need not know either 

of his beloved's grief or of a new love she may find. 

"Dawn" contains still another request for death, as the 

weary soldiers pray silently, "'God, end this black and 

aching anguish / Soon, with vivid crimson agonies of 

death, / End it in mist-pale sleep.'" A final poem, "Hermes, 

55 Leader of the Dead," invokes the god to assist Death's 

initiates in their last journey "down the dark blue ways 

unto Orcus." A few believers, in still another group of 

poems, fail to differentiate their faith in the gods from 

^^Poems, pp. 34, 69, 119, 131, 156, 159, 77, 
13. 
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their belief in fate. The speaker in A Dream in the 

Luxembourg, for example, relates that he had resisted 

loving the woman until he had seen that "the Gods" 

(i.e., fate) had brought her to him. In "Ananke" the lover 

confesses that he has, in vain, sacrificed and prayed; yet 

"the unplacable gods" still turn from him. He concludes 

his observations, however, with a reference to fate, saying 

that "no man born / Tricks the wide-opened eyes of Fate." 

Another possibility, according to the speaker in 

"Childhood,"^6 is that there exist, instead of a God of 

goodness, "gods of bitter dullness, . . . gods / Who 

plague us for sins we never committed." Thus, one gj.oup 

of speakers, v/hatever terms they may use, believe in a 

powerful superhuman force. 

On the other hand, doubt of the existence or 

potency of God (or the gods) appears in several poems, 

including "The Eaten Heart," wherein the speaker interprets 

the Greek tragedy of Philoctetes as an expression of human 

loneliness, "the tragedy which only a god could undo / If 

there were a god." A Fool i' the Forest has, in Part XIX, 

a reference to the gods' cruel humor and the impossibility 

of man's revenge: 

When we tear down their last bright curtain 
We shall find nothing there. 

56poems, pp. 282-83, 48. 
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They play with loaded dice 
And when we find it out 
And draw upon them— 
Lo! They are not. 

An implicit question is whether that which seemed a god's 

cruelty has been only chance; like the persona in Hardy's 

"Hap," the speaker would prefer, to the nothingness which 

he finds, a presence that he could challenge. When 

"they"—probably those who profess religion and morality— 

exhort the speaker in "Replies" to aid them for the sake 

of their God and their World, he retorts, "'Your god is 

a beetle, and your world is a ball of dung.'" Still 

another poem, "Doubt," asks whether we must, in despair, 

"taunt the gods that even their greatest loveliness is an 

"ineffectual lie." Alternately, gods may exist but refuse 

to hear, as the slave complains in "Captive." A short 

poem, "Disdain," asks whether, since no answer has come 

to men's prayers, the gods have abandoned humanity or 

whether they may simply be too aloof to respond to man's 

plight. Since the gods do not share the battle and strife 

of men, for example, the god's comforting words in 

"Fantasy, "̂ '̂  "Sleep; rest; forget," echo ironically. A 

number of poems, then, seem to say that the gods are either 

non-existent, impotent, spiteful, or withdrawn. 

^7poems, pp. 317, 251; The Egoist 111:26; Poems, 
125, 162, 128, 60. 
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Another recurring note in the poems is the rela

tionship between religion and human love. For example, 

"After Two Years" contains the line; "if i win grace / 

To kiss twice her face / God has done well to me." Thus, ' 

love may be considered as a divine gift. More common, 

however, is the situation in v;hich religious devotion is 

expended upon a beloved human being. For instance, the 

speaker of A Dream in the Luxembourg explains his yielding 

to love: "The water knew its God and blushed. / I was the 

water, and she was my God." In "An Old Song,' the speaker 

declares that he does not care for the Virgin, though she 

be God's mother, but wishes to serve only his mortal lady. 

"After Two Years" combines with a conventional prayer 

that the girl may return the speaker's love the startling 

statement, "It is God's will / That I love her still / 

As He loves Mary." A note of warning, however, is sounded 

in "Possession," which mentions a hell "for those who 

loved each other more thari God." Occasionally, such 

sentiments border on sacrilege. For example, A Dream in 

the Luxembourg asks, in a digression, v/hether the noble 

ladies of old Provence might not have been nymphs, "bringing 

men love and gaiety and beauty, / Fighting in their way, 

as becomes fair women, / The Jewish gloom and the gloomy 

C O 

Christ." "Lesbia"-'° insists that "all the gods they 

58 Poems, pp. 32, 282, 140, 32, 142, 297, 56. 
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dreamed and fabled of, / Hermes and Thoth and Christ, are 

rotten now, / Rotten and dank"; only the pale Greek face 

of the beloved remains important to the speaker. 

Perhaps one of the most important aspects of 

Aldington's religious themes is the criticism of modern 

religion. In "Childhood," for example, the speaker relates 

being taken each Sunday to a High Church—a "cold, grey, 

damp-smelling church" with hard benches—whose parishioners 

gossiped about the parson. A harsher criticism is implied 

in the underground journey of the narrator and his com

panions in A Fool i' the Forest.^^ There, they visit a 

church-like structure and stand under the world's mightiest 

dome. They notice a "cold and mitred god of porphyry, / 

Grasping in one hand a curious rod." A cross-section of 

mankind—"knights and women, merchants, plowmen, sailors"— 

are casting money at the feet of the god. The church, 

like the rest of the modern world, is hypocritical and 

mercenary. 

In only three poems—"The Faun Captive," " The Faun 

Sees Snow for the First Time," and "The Faun Complains"— 

is the speaker a deity, a demigod. Of these poems, only 

the first uses religion as a theme. In captivity, the 

faun, because he is no longer worshipped, has grov/n weary 

and weak; he generalizes that a god's strength lies "more 

^^Poems, pp. 48, 257-58. 
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in the fervour of his worshippers / Than in his own 

divinity." In one other poem, "Prayer," the worshipper is 

non-human, in this case a small sunken flower garden, 

battered by wind and rain. Still another miscellaneous 

application of the religious subject matter occurs in 

"Epitaph in Ballade Form,"^^ in which Villon tells the 

bystanders at his hanging that, if they pray for the 

forgiveness of the condemned men, God will the sooner 

pardon them. 

Like the other subjects, then, religion has received 

Aldington's attention in the contexts, among others, of 

belief or lack of it, of religious devotion in human love, 

and of criticism of the state of modern religion. 

The Classical World 

Aldington's admiration for the poetry of the classic 

period, attested to by his early Greek translations, ex

tended to his interest in, and intuitive sympathy with, 

the Greek way of life. The legends, the ideals, the beauty 

of the islands fascinated the young poet, who saw in this 

material a striking contrast to the England which had been 

his actual, but never his spiritual, home. Numerous poems, 

especially in Images Old and New (1916), reflect this 

propensity. Nevertheless, except in the sense of presenting 

60 Poems, pp. 65, 25, 82, 62, 185. 
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the beauty and the temper of classical times, this Greek 

material is, most often, not subject matter as religion 

or love or war was shown to be in the preceding sections. 

The numerous poems containing allusions to such material 

are thus treated more fully in Chapter VII, "Rhetorical 

Patterns," as are the poems using the device of apostrophe 

to a Greek god or goddess. A few works, however, seem 

especially indebted to Greek material and properly belong 

in a discussion of the poet's subject matter. Among them 

is "Choricos"—the work, it will be remembered with which 

Poetry magazine in 1912 introduced Aldington and the 

Imagists to its readers. The title, suggesting a Greek 

chorus, is doubly important, for the poem is about "ancient 

songs" and is itself a song celebrating a Hellenic concept 

61 

of death. Another Hellenic poem, "Troy's Down," builds 

upon the Agamemnon material of classical myth to present 

Electra as an old woman, nodding and trembling in the sun, 

remembering the part she had in her mother's death. For 

Electra, the wife of a serf, no man has shed blood; nor 

has she been the lover or mother of kings. 

Of the poems which immediately follow "Choricos" 

in the collection, a number—"To a Greek Marble," "Argyria," 

"At Mitylene," "Stele," "Hermes, Leader of the Dead"—simply 

invoke the presence of a god or goddess. In three other 

61 Poems, pp. 3, 337. 
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poems, mentioned in the ^ection on religion, a demigod is 

the persona: "The Faun Sees Snow for the First Time," 

"The Faun Captive," and "The Faun Complains."^^ The 

first of these is a whimsical poem about the faun's first ' 

encounter with snow; the second presents the formerly 

worshipped deity bound and mocked; as already suggested, 

"The Faun Complains" is actually an adverse comment on the 

noise and materialism of the twentieth century. In a 

similar fashion, in "The Eaten Heart," Aldington utilizes 

the philoctetes legend to illustrate the loneliness of 

modern man. These latter poems corroborate the earlier 

statement that Greek materials have their more basic— 

if not their most frequent—use as backdrop rather than 

as subject matter proper. 

As the present chapter indicates, Aldington's 

breadth of subject matter includes the topics of v/ar, love, 

death, mutability, beauty, poetry itself, social criticism, 

religion, and the classical world. In most cases, the 

poet has explored numerous aspects of the subjects con

sidered, many of them to a considerable depth. 

62 Poems, pp. 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 25, 65, 82. 



CHAPTER IV 

FORM, FREE VERSE, PERSONAE 

Form 

Although Aldington was primarily a lyricist, he also 

wrote a number of narrative and dramatic poems. Interest

ingly enough, the first of these modes, the narrative form, 

held little appeal for him prior to publication of the 

first long poem, A Fool i' the Forest, which eccurred in 

1924, significantly about the time he was beginning to turn 

his attention to prose narrative, specifically the novel. 

He had, hov.̂ ever, previously published a fev.̂  short verse 

narratives, even prior to Viorld War I,. In fact, the first 

volume. Images Old and New (1916) contains the poem "In 

the Tube,"-'- a narrative in which the persona boards an 

electric train, takes a seat, and finds the other passengers 

all regarding him hostilely, their eyes asking, "'What 

right have you to live?'" Though it is not made explicit, 

the experience may well be that of a young man in wartime, 

the observers feeling that he should be fighting at the 

front rather than riding in a civilian train. There are, 

in addition, three narrative poems in Images of War (1919) . 

Richard Aldington, The Poems of Richard Aldington 
(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, Doran, 1934), p. 39. 
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The first, "Bombardment," tells of a four-day siege: the 

first three nights the soldiers do not sleep; on the 

fourth, they doze fitfully; and when, on the fifth day, 

they leave their "holes," they see the calm sky and the 

devastated earth. The second poem, "A Moment's Interlude," 

describes a short space of time—an interlude, a few 

moments at night—when the speaker has left the huts where 

he and his comrades are quartered. Hearing the chirp of 

the grasshoppers, the muttering of the tree-gods, the 

"grumble of a friendly train," he feels a great happiness 

and love for the Earth, "the cherishing mistress of bitter 
2 

.lovers." The third, "Trench Idyll," tells of two soldiers 

(one the speaker) smoking together, talking of home and 

then, as a machine-gun sounds, of v.̂ ar. The officer's two 

stories cf death send a shiver, not wholly related to the 

frozen earth-on v/hich they sit, over the narrator, but he 

replies only, "'It's rather cold here, sir, suppose we 

move?'" 

Of the longer poems, all initially published as 

separate volumes, A Fool i' the Forest (1924, fifty pages) 

and A Dream in the Luxembourg (1930, thirty-five pages) 

are narratives, as are parts of The Crystal World^ (1937, 

2poems, pp. 114, 79, 91. 

3poems, pp. 223, 279; The Crystal World (London: 
William Heinemann, 1937). 
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thirty-four pages). The first two, it may be noted, have 

qualities of both fantasy and realism, since A Fool i' the 

Forest (which has the revealing subtitle A Phantasmagoria) 

and A Dream in the Luxembourg are simply the telling of 

imagined events. In the first of these, the narrator is, 

in one sense, the only character, since his companions— 

the jester Mezzetin and the prudish intellectual, the 

Conjuror—are actually parts of his own personality. A 

journey motif, something of an Everyman's quest for self-

knowledge, structures the poem and provides a framework 

for the thoughts and responses of the central character. 

It is, of course, possible to read the poem as at least 

somewhat autobiographical—the trip to Greece representing 

Aldington's early predilection for the classical world, and 

the battle episode and Mezzetin's death paralleling his 

own war experience and the "death" of his youth and gaiety. 

At any rate, the characters visit Greece, where the art and 

even the science of an ancient civilization contrast hugely 

with the materialism, mechanization, and religious cant 

of the modern age. As the narrative continues, the 

phantasmagoria becomes predominant, as (in Part XXII) the 

characters wander for a century in a nightmarish journey 

to the underworld. When they return to earth, they find 

themselves soldiers in France; Mezzetin (youth, art, music, 

gaiety) is killed there in battle. The survivors return 

to the postwar disillusionment of London, and the narrator. 
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unable to stand the Conjuror's efforts to help him adjust 

to society and business, pushes him from a bridge, simul

taneously ridding himself of the intellect that has bound 

him. After a lapse of several years, the narrative action 

resumes. The persona, an office worker with three children 

to support, lives a conventional suburban existence, 

occasionally thinking of that part of his life, once so 

important, which he has relinquished. 

The second poem, A Dream in the Luxembourg, is a 

love story, tempered by the knowledge on the part of the 

reader, as well as the persona, that the action is occurring 

only in a dream which must end unhappily. The title refers 

to the Luxembourg Gardens, where the narrator, in the 

space of an hour, experiences his fantasy. In it, he 

receives an invitation to join, at a seaside village in 

France, a beloved woman, also a writer. The central 

episode in which the two meet again and become lovers for 

the first time comprises well over half the poem. rhere 

follows an idyllic period of unspecified length, but 

compressed in the telling into a single strophe, of happy 

work, play, and love before the inevitable awakening from 

the dream. In the long poem The Crystal World a third person 

narrator relates a story of romance. The love between the 

man and woman is, in this case, a mutual one, and it is 

society which, for reasons not made clear, forbids their 

relationship. The title, of course, suggests a microcosm 
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of love, a crystal world of happiness, both pristine and 

fragile. Much of the plot is only hinted at. Briefly, 

the woman decides they must part, her lover goes away, 

she sends a cable asking him to return, and—apparently 

disregarding society—they regain their happiness. 

Of the three poems, only A Dream in the Luxembourg 

exists for the story alone. The narrative portion of The 

Crystal World is, in effect, subordinated to the function 

of illustrating the poem' s statement that hf^ppmess is 

built or bought with passion and pain, whereas the events 

of A Fool i' the Forest function mainly as structural props 

for the persona's satiric com-uents of the modern age. 

Thus, though in each of the three poems the narrative is 

episodic, only in A Dream are the episodes important solely 

for their own sake. Nevertheless, each story—through 

complication, climax, and resolution of plot—fulfills the 

expectations with which the reader approaches a narrative. 

Details, except for the fading of the dream in the poem 

A Dream in the Luxembourg and the subterranean v/anderings 

of the companions in A Fool i' the Forest, are realistic; 

in those tv/o cases, the successfully achieved impression, 

not realism, is the desired effect. A further similarity 

in the narratives is that there is, in each one, an alterna

tion of very leisurely, detailed storytelling and condensed 

portions of summary. In A Fool, for example, the events 

which take place in Greece are related at considerable 
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length; the "hundred years" of wandering during which the 

central character is guided by first one companion (or 

facet of his character) and then by the other are briefly 

described in one of the poem's thirty-four sections; the 

war episode also occupies only one section; and post-war 

events are similarly compressed. In fact, as the narrator 

announces in Section XVIII, he is preparing to bring the 

story "do\m to date" as quickly as possible. In A Dream, 

as pointed out abo-̂ e, events of the lovers' meeting are 

presented in a leisurely manner, with the happy days which 

follow summarized hastily. Even in The Crystal World one 

.episode—the receiving of the cable—is treated much more 

fully than any of the others. There is, too, an almost 

editorial quality in the poems A Dream and The Crystal 

World. In the first, there is the continual reminder, as 

the narrator- interrupts his story to reassert that his 

dream failed to come true, that the woman, after all, does 

not love him. In the second, the omniscient narrator also 

intrudes occasionally, in one instance to say that whether 

the lovers ever existed in life is less important than that 

they have existence in his poem, in another to agree to 

relate (since readers will insist upon knowing) what 

happened after the lovers were reconciled. Even in A Fool, 

the narrator stops in Section XVIII to say that the story 

really ends with Mezzetin's death and to warn the reader 

that the story is to become dull thereafter. Character 
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development, as might be expected, is considerably more 

important in A Dream than in the other poems. In The 

Crystal World, the narrative portion is so brief that the 

reader hardly knows more than that the lovers are sincere 

and sensitive. In contrast, the persona in A Fool i' the 

Forest is so universal that his character need be developed 

only in a general way: he is, in the beginning, young and 

idealistic; within him is the conflict between imagination 

and intellect; with age and experience he becomes disillu

sioned. In A Dream the two characters are delineated, but 

still in rather broad strokes: both are v/riters (he, a 

poet) , both have knov/n other loves, they are not young, 

they both value honesty above convention. 

Like the narrative, the dramatic monologue is rela

tively unusual in Aldington's poetry, although numerous 

poems, especially those utilizing the imperative mood, 

suggest dramatic situations. In "At a Gate by the Way,""* 

one of the monologues, two friends walk together in the 

country. Stopping with his companion to look at the har

vested fields, the speaker contrasts nature's peace with 

man's restlessness. The two have sought wisdom and truth, 

but what they seized "breathless with joy" turned rotten, 

and what they missed "seemed ever the one quarry" that they 

sought. Though the search has been noble, as the persona 

^Poems, p. 181. 
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anticipates his friend will remind him, the "golden wealth" 

and "opulent peace" of the harvest diminish any satisfac

tion in his own slight accomplishments. Abruptly then he 

shakes off the mood and returns to their discussion of poetry 

and philosophy: "Come," he encourages his friend, "what 

were you saying of Lucretius?" In the three other situa

tions presented in dramatic monologues, the speaker is with 
> • 

a woman whom he loves. The lightest in tone is "Garden 

Homily," one of the "Songs for Sensualists." The "moral 

lecture" indicated by the title is given in a garden, v/here 

a girl is urged to feel and smell the earth, that which is 

both the womb and the grave of life. When she shrinks from 

doing so, the speaker compares her v/ith the flov/ers "v/hich 

daily blow and die." The other two poems, "At Nights" and 
5 

"Apathy," utilize speakers whose experiences—in youth and 

in wartime, respectively—have affected them deeply. In the 

first situation, a domestic scene, the speaker shades his 

eyes, watching his companion and pretending, if she looks 

up, to be asleep. The words are not spoken aloud; the 

speaker is silently contrasting his present existence with 

that of earlier years when—poor, slighted, and worried— 

his only solace was in nature and in poetry: 

And now at nights 
Now that everything has gone right somehow. 
And I have friends and books 

^Poems, pp. 210, 34, 129. 
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And no more bitterness, 
I sit here, shading my eyes. 
Peeping at you, watching you. 
Thinking. 

In "Apathy" the lovers walk down a road, lean on a bridge, 

and watch the water below. The speaker asks the woman not 

to speak, but to guess by instinct his mood, a mood which 

silence and her presence fit. Somewhere midway in the 

poem, the narrator ceases to speak aloud but continues 

thinking about his response to beauty—keen as ever, yet 

never free from the sight of death as he has known it in 

war. He laughs aloud as he envisions a remembered corpse, 

its yellow fingers pointing to a gaping wound between 

ear and jaw, then notes the astonishment of his companion 

and asks her pardon; 

Did I startle you? What v/as the matter? 
Just a joke they told me yesterday. 
Really, really, not fit for ladies' ears. 
Forgive me: I'll not laugh so suddenly again. 

In general, these four poems differ little from the more 

famous dramatic monologues of, say, Robert Browning. The 

reader is aware throughout of the additional presence, of 

the silent friend or lover, beside the speaker, and the 

situation is revealed in the conventional way as the poem 

unfolds. 

Another form which Aldington used occasionally is 

the prose poem. In the canon of his works, one entire 

small volume. The Love of Myrrhine and Konallis and Other 

Prose Poems, and several fugitive works in this mode exist. 
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Although all had been published prior to either of the 

collected editions, none was included in either Collected 

PQerTis or The Poems of Richard Aldington. The poems in 

prose, like those in verse, deal with various themes and 

subjects; there are war poems ("Da^ms," "The Road"), love 

poems ("Hermes-of-the Dead," "Thanatos," "Myrrhine and 

Konallis"), social protest poems ("Evil Malady," "The 

Middle Ages"), a descriptive poem ("A Memory; Poem in 

Prose"), and the meditative "Prayers and Fantasies" and 

"Sorcery of Words." As practiced by AldingtOxi, the making 

of the prose poems does not differ greatly, except for a 

difference in degree of concentration, rhythm, and emotion, 

from the v/riting of free verse: the language and rhythm 

of common speech, the careful balance', the imagery are all 

present, v>/ith the verse paragraph (instead of the strophe 

as in vers libre) as the poetic unit. Some of Aldington's 

verse paragraphs are quite long, perhaps from fifty to one 

hundred words, containing several sentences or one long, 

meandering sentence with numerous phrases and clauses. 

In contrast, there are poems like "Thanatos," com.posed of 

short, one-sentence paragraphs averaging no more than 

fifteen to twenty words. Like all the other poems, the 

^The Egoist V:121; The Egoist V;97-98; The Little 
Review 111:11; The Little Review 111:10; The Little Review III 
1-5; The Egoist IV:70; The Egoist 111:94-95; The Egoist 
111:50; Poetry XIII:67-71; Images of War (London: George 
Allen & Unv\/in, Ltd., 1919), pp. 13-14. 
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prose poems also utilize various structural devices. "A 

Memory: Poem in Prose," for example, consists of verse 

paragraphs devoted to the various seasons, followed by an 

additional one-line paragraph, "Yes, it is very quiet in 

our town." The speaker in "Dawns" confesses that he is 

haunted by his memories of dawns, devotes one paragraph to 

the dawns he does not mean, two to those v/hich do haunt 

'him, then one to the most poignant and unforgettable dawn 

of all, an early morning when stretcher carriers and their 

burden, "the useless vacillating corpse under its sepulchral 

blanket," were etched in black against the morning sky. 

Again, there is a cryptic one-sentence conclusion: ''I'^d 

I forwarded my report thro'ugh the usual channels." In 

"Evil Malady," structure is achieved through the repeated 

sentence, "there are obscene phrases which to hear destroys 

the soul like an evil malady," used at the beginning, 

middle, and end of the poem, the first half of which 

describes "clean sorrows," and the second half "foul 

sorrows." To illustrate further the possibility of figura

tive speech in the prose poem, sentences from "A Memory: 

Poem in Prose" and "Evil Malady" may be cited. From the 

first, describing early autumn, there is the line, "the 

tall poplars shower gold round leaves, like guineas, slowly 

into the water"; from the second, the sentence, "The 

lightning which cleaves a straight white wound in the 

gentle beech tree is a clean sorrow and the dying tree is 
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lovely as Hylas drooping above the nymph-haunted stream." 

The value of the conversational medium possible in the 

prose poem is seen in "Hermes-of-the Dead," in which the 

speaker, so near death that she feels the welcoming hand 

of the god clasping hers, asks the beloved to know life 

even more keenly and urgently, for her sake, thereafter, 

and in "Prayers and Fantasies," which reads in part. 

Escape, let the soul escape from this insanity, 
this insult to God, from this ruined landscape, 
these murdered fields, this bitterness, this 
agony, from this harsh death and disastrous 
mutilation, freiu ehis filth and labor, this 
stench of dead bodies and unwashed living bodies— 
escape, let the soul escape! 

Thus, ideas v/hich demand the bluntness of prose but the 

exaltation of poetry as well, may be satisfactorily 

expressed in prose poetry. 

In at least six cases, one Aldington poem seems to 

complement or contrast with another, forming a pair of 

poems. Sometimes the poems are presented together under 

one general title, such as "Two Epitaphs," or in sequence 

with similar titles, such as "Soliloquy—I" and "Soliloquy— 
7 

II," or "Songs for puritans" and "Songs for Sensualists." 

Of the "Two Epitaphs," one is for a noble soldier ("H. S. R, 

Killed April, 1917") and the other for a crude, ignorant 

one ("E. T. Killed May, 1917"); both have died bravely; 

over each the speaker pronounces his valediction. The two 

'^Poems, pp. 115, 103, 104, 205, 210. 
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"Soliloquys," though printed as separate poems, are ob

viously companions, the persona admitting in the second 

poem, "I was wrong, quite wrong" (that dead men are carrion, 

as the first has stated), and going on to describe a scene' 

of beauty in death. Again—by their titles, at least — 

"Songs for Puritans" and "Songs for Sensualists" are paired. 

The first, a pastoral poem, is actually the more sensuously 

suggestive; the short poems collectively headed "Songs for 

Sensualists" simply make their appeal to the physical 

senses. In other cases, the poems occur in isolation, with 

no similarity of title, but possessing such striking 

affinity or contrast that the reader quickly associates 

them. One such pair, "An Old Song" and "Possession," 

portray a mortal love exceeding religious devotion. Another, 

"Prayer" and "A Soldier's Song," both have as speakers men 

in love who fear they may be killed in battle. The first 

requests life so that he may serve the beloved woman; if 

this prayer cannot be granted, he wishes that they may die 

together. The second asks an opposite boon, an oblivion 

that will prevent his knowing the reaction of the beloved 

to his death. In a final group are three poems—"The Retort 
g 

Discourteous," "Synthetic Sonnets," and "Ennuies" —critical 

of certain poets, schools of poetry, or critics of poetry. 

Qpoems, pp. 140, 142, 156, 159; The Little Review 
11:4; The Egoist 11:23; Th^ Egoist 1:161. 
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Though most of Aldington's poetry was written in 

free verse, he also handled conventional forms such as the 

sonnet, the ballade, and the madrigal competently, though 

he published only one or tv/o examples of each, of the 

first form, the sonnet, his one work is "Synthetic Sonnets," 

a series of parodies, arranged chronologically in order of 

author or style imitated: "Classic," "Dantesque," "Francis 

'Thompsonian," "Cosmic (sonnet in vers libre)," and 

"Realistic." The form is Italian, with the eight- and six-

line divisions and (except for the vers libre sonnet) the 

traditional rhyme pattern; in each sonnet the last line is 

an italicized aside. Aldington's ironic comment on the 

verse he has parodied. Of the second form, there are two 

ballades, each with the conventional three stanzas and 

envoy. In "Epitaph in Ballade Form; Which Villon Made fo.r 

Himself and His Friends Viaiting to Be Hanged with Them" 

the stanzas are of ten lines, with a five-line "envoi," the 

entire poem using only five rhymes. The poem is addressed 

to the onlookers, asking that they pray for the souls of 

the victims; in the envoi Villon prays to "Prince Jesus" to 

save them from hell and asks his "brothers," the onlookers, 

to entreat God's forgiveness. The other poem using this 

form, "A Piayntyve Ballade," employs eight-line stanzas, 

a four-line envoy, and four rhymes (or near-rhymes). As 

implied earlier, the first poem has as its constant refrain, 

"And for ButJ pray to God that all we be forgiven." The 
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refrain in "A Piayntyve Ballade," on the other hand, changes 

with each stanza, since the plaint is that critics always 

condemn poets who do not write as those of former times 

did. Thus, there is a chronological progression of 

refrains; "Why don't they write as Homer did?. . . as 

Virgil did? . . . as Tennyson did?" Aldington predicts in 

his Envoy (addressed to an otherwise unnamed "Prince"), 

'that in 1993 the query will be, "'Nov/ why don't they write 

as the Imagists did?'" Still another verse form is used 

in the love poem "Madrigal,"^ with its eight lines and four 

rhymes (abacbcdd) departing from the conventional madrigal 

pattern of only three thymes. The speaker "wakes forlorn," 

troubled by a beauty that will not permit him to rest and 

v/hich he knows must fade. 

In addition to these four poems v/ritten in special 

conventional verse forms, there are others which also use 

rhyme. First, internal rhyme, though rare, occurs in such 

lines as "In vain the clear white rain" ("Whitechapd"), 

"We'll buy the sky" (A Fool i' the Forest), and "low songs, 

slow songs," "gay songs. May songs" in the poem "English 

Songs." Second, a few poems use just an occasional end 

rhyme. Of the fifteen lines in "Gain," for instance, there 

is only one rhyme, the "lust" and "dust" of lines five and 

^The Egoist 11:23; Poems, p. 185; The Egoist II: 
161-62; Poems, p. 212. 
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six. "Whitechapel" has five stanzas, the second and fourth 

of which evoke, through use of rhyme (aabb) as well as 

through detail and diction, the beauty and simplicity of 

a bygone day, compared with the modern world of noise, 

iron, and smoke presented in the first, third, and last 

(all unrhymed) stanzas. Third, several poems use a con

tinuing pattern of both rhyme and meter. The lines of 

"The Berkshire Kennet" and "A Winter Night," for example, 

form rhymed couplets in iambic tetrameter, with some 

variation in meter et the beginning of "A Winter Night." 

Another pattern, iambic octameter, is seen in "Daybreak, " •'•̂  

a p-oeui in which the two lines of each stanza form a rhymed 

couplet, closed in all except the third stanza. In 

addition to the end rhyme, in each stanza of "Daybreak" the 

stressed syllable of the fourth foot in line one rhymes 

with the end.word or both that line and the next, as in 

this example, to which italics have been added; 

The naked pale limbs of the dawn lie sheathed in 
dove-v/hite folds of lawn 

But from one scarlet breast I see the cloudy cover 
slowly drawn. 

Four poems—"Delia's Faith," "Reserve," "Christine," and 

"An Old Song"—rhyme abab throughout. In the last-named 

poem, the words "Mary" and "seemly" form only a near-rhyme 

in the second stanza. A different pattern, used in the 

^^Poems, pp. 56, 229; Living Age CCCXVI:428; Poems, 
pp. 161, 212, 216, 149. 
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poem "Sleep," rhymes the even-numbered lines so that, in 

the eight-line stanzas, lines two and four rhyme, as do 

lines six and eight; "A Soldier's Song" is similar in that 

the second and last lines of the four-line stanzas rhyme; ' 

again, the odd-numbered lines are unrhymed. Another rhyme 

scheme is apparent in the aabccb of the six-line stanza in 

"After Two Years," and still another in "April Lieder" 

with two five-line stanzas, each followed by a one-line 

refrain. In both main stanzas, the second end fifth lines 

rhyme, using the words "France" and "dance," ̂ vhile the 

refrain in each case rhymes with the fourth line of the 

preceding stanza: "day" witn "grey," "lanes" with "rains." 

A similar pattern is seen in "English Songs"; there the 

tv/o main stanzas, rhyming abab, feature second and fourth 

lines ending in the words "boughs" and "arouse." This 

sound is subsequently echoed in the second line (ending in 

"rouse") of the two-line refrain. Finally, "The Retort 

Discourteous," a reply to those who criticize non-rhyming 

poets, deliberately parodies the critics themselves: 

So they chime. 
Rhyme, 
And slime. 
And praise their virtuous impotence. 

^^Poems, pp. 82, 151; The Little Review 11:5; 
Poems, pp. 140, 150, 159, 32, 110; The Little Review 
111:4. 
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Free Verse 

Despite the numerous poems written in conventional 

verse forms. Aldington is rightfully known as a vers 

librist, since the great majority of his poems are written 

in this medium. Neither as an individual nor as an Imagist, 

however, did he maintain the superiority of free verse to 

other forms; he insisted only that it had the great advan

tages of allowing the poet his full potential of indi

viduality, accuracy, and style. Further, he and his fellow 

Imagists felt that new ideas demanded new rhythms and, 

conversely, that a nev/ cadence meant a new idea. He care

fully pointed out on several occasions that free verse was 

by no means new; his article, "A Note on Free Verse, "•'-2 

traces its use back to Greek writers--frem whose works, 

incidentally, he himself had been inspired to experiment 

with the form. For those laymen who felt it to be no more 

than prose cut up into different line lengths, he explained 

that in free verse the cadence, "the perfect balance of 

flow and rhythm," is more rapid and more marked, the 

"rhythmic constant" is shorter and more regular, and con

centration and emotion are much greater. Free verse differs 

from regular verse, on the other hand, he explained, because 

of its less obvious meter (though he felt rhythm to be the 

•'•̂ Richard Aldington, "A Note on Free Verse," 
Chapbook: A Yearly Miscellany, XL (1925), 36-41. 
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most important quality in Imagist poetry), virtual absence 

of rhyme, and use of the strophe or thought unit, rather 

than a stanza of set length. Another vers librist. Amy 

Lowell, puts prose at one extreme and traditional poetry 

at the other, with metrical prose and vers libre as 

gradients, and pictorializes each medium as a line of 

curved thought: prose possessing a long curve with very 

little return; poetry, a much shorter curve with a very 

sharp return; metrical prose (the prose poem), a slightly 

more curved line than is usual in prose, with a return 

hinted at; and vers libre, a still more marked curve and 

13 .pronounced return. Another writer v/ho develops the idea, 

Virgil Michel, equates this circular unit with the strophe, 

which may be the v/hole poem—as, for example, in A^ldington's 

"In the Via Sistina," "In the Old Garden," "Hempstead Heath,' 

and "Inarticulate Grief"—or (as with the stanza in con

ventional forms) only a part of the poem. And just as a 

circle may vary in size, the strophe may vary in length. 

15 Striking examples occur in Aldington's "Apathy," whose 

strophes vary from one line to eleven lines in length. 

•'•̂ Amy Lowell, "Vers Libre and Metrical Prose," 
Poetry, III (March, 1914), 220. 

"̂̂ Virgil G. Michel, "Whither Does Imagism Tend?" 
Catholic World, CVII (August, 1918), 622. Poems cited are 
from Poems, pp. 19, 17, 43, 59. 

^^Poems, p. 129. 
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Length of individual lines (of which there is some varia

tion in "Apathy") is a matter of "appropriate rhythmical 

relationship between form and content,'^ according to 

Lav/rence Zillman.^^ Aldington himself uses the circle to 

explain cadence v/ithin the strophe in the analogy that a 

man who must complete a circle within a certain length of 

time may travel at a constant rate or, on the other hand, 

may vary his pace almost infinitely.-'•'̂  

Historical:y. Zillman notes, free verse is fre

quently referred to ea.ther as the Arnold type (poems which 

are free from rhyme and regular metrical pattern but which 

feacure a fairly regular rhythmical pattern) or as the 

Whitman type (poems possessing neither rhyme, regular 

metrical pattern, nor regular rhythmical pattern).18 

Modern free verse, he notes, is an adaptation rather than 

a direct imitation of the earlier forms.^^ As a modern 

vers librist. Aldington is, of course, more nearly of the 

Wliitman school, with its greater adaptability to a close 

1 fZ 

Lawrence John Zillman, The Elements of English 
Verse; A Manual and Workbook for Students of Poetry and 
Verse Writing (New York; Macmillan, 1935), p. 63. 

I'fRichard Aldington, edj. Preface to Some Imagist 
Poets, 1916 (New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1916), 
pp. ix-x. The various essays in which Aldington explained-
and defended—free verse are examined more thoroughly in 
Chapter II, "The Poet as Theorist." 

l^Zillman, p. 112. 

19 Ibid., p. 64. 
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relationship of form and content. Though Zillman does not 

mention Aldington specifically, his comment that the poet, 

in short poems where the image is supreme, may find his 

best expression in a form that centers attention on the 

20 

idea rather than on artificial devices of stanza and meter, 

may certainly be demonstrated by Aldington's own short 

imagistic poems, such as those contained in the brief 

anthology of Chapter VI. Paradoxically, the effect of 
21 

regularity, pointed out by Elizabeth Stanton Hardy, that 

often accompanies free verse stems from just such careful 

attention to the image as Aldington and others of the 

poetic "school" accorded it. This semblance of regularity 

is also indicated—in a slightly different context, however— 

by G. S. Eraser's recognition of good free verse as that 

which does not scan regularly "but seems alv/ays on the 
22 

verge of scanning regularly." The following lines, the 
23 second strophe of Aldington's "On the March," illustrate 

Eraser's criterion: 
Beauty of the morning sun 
Among the red berries 
Of early September, 

2Qibid. 

^-^Elizabeth Stanton Hardy, Poetry: The Shaping of 
Words (New York: Bookman Associates, 1925), p. 35. 

22G. S. Eraser, Meter, Rhyme, and Free Verse 
(London: Methuen & Co., Ltd., 1970), p. 74. 

Poems, p. 80. 
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You tear at my breast. 
Your light crushes me 
With memory of freedom lost 
And warm hours blotted out. 

Further light on the nature of free verse is shed 

by various other students of the verse form. In her 

article, "Free Verse Again," Marjery Swett quotes from an 

explanatory letter written by Ernest V7alsh: 

"Free verse does not mean unmusical unpatterned 
verse, or a degenerate form of prose; it is a 
highly musical, subtle, specialized poetry upon 
v/hich must be concentrated more creative genius 
than goes into the making of formal verse. The 
writer of free verse must create his music." 

This statement, of course, echoes the Imagists' wish to 

create new rhythms as the expression of new ideas. At 

the same time, the vocabulary, the mannerisms, and the 

meter lend a prose-like constituent to free verse, as 

William O'Connor points out,^^ and as may be illustrated 

by the opening lines of Aldington's poem "A village": 

Now if you saw my village 
You'd not think it beautiful. 
But flat and commonplace--
As I'd have called it half a year ago.26 

Further, as James McAuley explains, the lines may be 

grouped with a good deal of parallelism, balance, or 

2'̂ Marjery Swett, "Free Verse Again," Poetry, 
XXV (December, 1924), 158. 

2^William Van O'Connor, Sense and Sensibility in 
Modern Poetry (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1948), 
p. 58. 

^^Poems, p. 94. 
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contrast, "̂  all of which, incidentally, are illustrated 

in Aldington's "Time's Changes,"28 with the parallelism 

and balance provided by the use of three occasions, 

developed in separate strophes, when the persona gathered ' 

flowers with a girl he loved, presently picks up shells 

and cartridges from the battlefield, and wonders what, 

in the projected future, he will harvest. Contrast is 

present in the length of the three strophes—eight, three, 

and two lines, respectively—and in the lire length, which 

becomes progressively shorter throughout the poem. 

In free verse, too, as Harvey Gross mentions with 

particular reference to Imagist poetry, the poem's 

appearance on the page may constitute one of its chief 

prosodic features. In John Gould Fletcher's "Green 

Symphony," Amy Lowell's "An Aquarium," and H. D.'s "Along 

the Yellow Sand," he continues, typography controls the 

line.29 <PQ illustrate Aldington's own use of "visual 

rhythms," especially in giving prosodic shape to the poem 

as well as emphasizing important words and syntactic groups 

within it. Gross selects "The Faun Sees Snow for the First 

Time," which begins. 

2"7James McAuley, Versification; A Short Introduc
tion (East Lansing: Michigan State Univ. Press, 1966), p. 72. 

^^Poems, p. 93. 

2^Harvey Gross, Sound and Form in Modern Poetry (Ann 
Arbor: the Univ. of Michigan Press, 1965), p. 105. 
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Zeus, 
Brazen-thunder-hurler, 
Cloud-whirler, son-of-Kronos, 
Send vengeance on these Oreads 
Who strew 
White frozen flecks of mist and cloud 
Over the brown trees and the tufted grass 
Of the meadows, where the stream 
Runs black through shining banks 
Of bluish white. 

Gross notes further that the "expanding rhythm" of the 

strophe makes an especially strong impression on the ear 

as well as the eye, with the heavy stressing in lines 

tv/o and three resolved by the smooth iambics of lines 

four and six. Of the metrical "echo" between lines four 

and six, he adds that within a regular iambic pattern such 

reverberation v.̂ ould be inaudible, "but where verse moves 

freely, a line in regular meter becomes subtly arresting." 

A special adaptation of this technique, the use of an 

occasional line written in conventional meter, is seen in 

"Disdain": 

Have the gods then left us in our need 
Like base and common men? 
Were even the sweet grey eyes 
Of Artemis a lie. 
The speech of Hermes but a trick. 
The glory of Apollonian hair deceit?'̂ -'-

In this poem, as in Henley's Pastoral, Paull Franklin Baum 

points out that clearly metrical lines (or sometimes only 

^^Ibid., pp. 110-11. "The Faun Sees Snow for the 
First Time" is in Poems, p. 25. 

^Ipoems, p. 128. 
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parts of lines) alternate effectively v/ith "simple prose. ""̂ ^ 

Reasons for the success of another early Aldington poem are 

discussed by Harriet Monroe in Poets and Their Art. In 

"Choricos," Miss Monroe suggests, words are chosen for 

both tonal quality and beauty of sound. Their syllables, 

frequently long ones, move slowly in tribute to the majesty 

of the subject, death. The measure used she characterizes 

as "a slowly marching four-time," though the meter is not 

33 fixed as either anapaestic or dactylic. Afl3r Aldington's 

first volume, Images Old and New, in which ''Choricos" 

appeared, his lines of poetry tended to be longer and—in 

some cases—of more nearly equal length v/ithin a poem. The 

poems themselves grew longer, though, until the book-

length narrative poems appeared, few 'occupied more than 

two pages in a volume of poetry. 

Free verse, as well as freedom of subject matter 

and diction, Sara DeFord and Clarinda Harris Lett point 

out, is now accepted in the writing of poetry. ̂"̂  But Richard 

Aldington was among those who "fought the battle"—as 

•̂ P̂aull Franklin Baum, The Principles of English 
Versification (Cambridge; Harvard Univ. Press, 1929), 
p. 157. 

^^Harriet Monroe, Poets and Their Art (New York; 
Macmillan, l932), pp. 317-19. The poem "Choricos" is from 
Poems, p. 3. 

34sara DeFord and Clarinda Harris Lett, Forms of 
Verse: British and American (New York: Appleton-Century 
Crofts, 1971), p. 293. 
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he later expressed the thought—to win such freedom for 

poets restricted by rhythmical and metrical conventions. 

Personae 

Since so many Aldington poems use a first-person 

narrator, there is often a revelation of the speaker's 

individuality. Probably if it were desirable, a composite 

picture of Aldington's persona could be dravm; a young man, 

sensitive, even artistic, passionate in love, going to 

war (or being there, or having just returned), one whose 

code of behavior dictates courage and stoicism, one who 

appreciates beauty in any of its forms and abhors ugliness 

in any guise—a speaker, indeed, possessing many of Richard 

Aldington's o\m youthful characteristics. That is, the 

various personae of Aldington's poems, though possessing 

their own individuality as well, often reflect their 

creator's temperament, interests, experiences, and related 

stages of maturity. To illustrate, the youthful Aldington, 

immersed in Greek literature and intensely av/are of the 

beauty offered by nature and the jobs of love, explored 

these subjects in his poetry. Later, his military experi

ences almost certainly furnished the material for many of 

his war poems. Similarly, the disillusionment of peace 

time and the subsequent reconciliation to life, based on 

the affirmation of the power of love, reflected in the 

later poetry, quite possibly have biographical counterparts. 
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But as an artist Aldington directs whatever biographical 

element is present in his poetry, and it should not be 

assumed, therefore, that the persona functions solely as 

a "mouthpiece" for the poet. 

The other personages—the beloved woman, the 

fellow soldier—are less consistently portrayed from poem 

to poem. In fact, except for the major speaker, there are 

few "fully drawn" characters and fev/ poems in which 

character portrayal is the most important c^mfonent. Never

theless, the poet can sketch a character very neatly, as 

he does with particular effectiveness in three of the 

war poems. The briefest of these, "Three Little Girls," 

is a thirteen-line lyric portraying without sentimentality 

one of the basic human aspects of war, namely, its effects 

on children. The little girls, each bearing the name of 

a saint—Marianne, Madeline, Alys—are hom.eless, their 

"broken shoes" and "sharp coughs" attesting to their 

poverty. To survive, they sell sweets to the soldiers, 

coming dangerously near to the front lines ("too near 

the shells") to do so. The speaker's question, "Three 

little girls, where are you now?" probably indicates that 

the children too are war casualties. The soldier portrayed 

in "A Life" is almost certainly the French-Polish sculptor 

Henri Gaudier-Brzeska, the first of Aldington's personal 

friends to be killed in the war. Among the poem's details 

which are also documented in Aldington's description of 
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the sculptor in Life for Life's Sake are his gaunt features, 

his indifference to cleanliness, his genius, and his high-

spirited departure for war ("'I'll be back safe in three 

months: / I'll steal the Picassos from Dusseldorf1'"). 

The third poem (or, more properly, a pair of poems), 

"Two Epitaphs, "-̂ ^ utilizes the subtitles "H. S. R. Killed 

April, 1917" and "E. T. Killed May, 1917." In each, the 

speaker apostrophizes the dead soldier and pronounces the 

valediction, "Brother, hail and farewell." [n life, the 

two had no common characteristics. The firsc, an officer, 

was kindly and courteous, harming, no one; the second was 

coarse, ignorant, cruel, and evil-tongued. But in death, 

they were equally brave, and it is over the grave of the 

second soldier that the speaker weeps, confessing that he 

dares not judge his comrade who lies there. 

The situation of the characters in still another 

poem, "R. V. and Another," is ambiguous. It is clear, 

however, that the sensitive individuals ("vagabonds of 

beauty, / Wistful, exquisite v/aifs / From a lost, and a 

forgotten, and a lovely land") are not at home in the 

modern world, whose representatives hate and persecute them. 

The speakers, sympathetic but unable to comfort, silently 

35poerns, p. 101; The Egoist 111:69; Poems, p. 115. 
The reference to Gaudier-Brzeska is from Richard Aldington, 
Life for Life's Sake (New York: The Viking Press, 1941), 
pp. 165-66. 
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protest the unjust suffering of these "delicate strangers 

/ In a gloomy town." Another poem, "Le Maudit," depicts 

a man accursed for a reason not made explicit. Through 

the night hours, he sits in the light of the fire: 

Disaster and sorrow 
Have made him their pet; 
He cannot escape their accursed embraces. 
For all his dodgings 
Memory will lacerate him. 

'unable to escape his cursed fate, he can only av/ait death. 

Finally, A Fool i' the Forest^ uses a still different 

technique to present, in a brief, eight-line passage, the 

character of a rich coal magnate. Even more revealing 

than the description--"a v/ealthy tradesman, / Strong and 

cruel as an Assyrian King"—are the words of his reply to 

a comment about soldiers' hardships: 

"Hardships? We had hardships, too, in England. 
One winter—can it be believed?--the government 
Rationed my coal, allowed me only one ton a week. 
Coal from my own mines too." 

Still, of the total number, few poems develop 

character to any appreciable extent. Of the speaker, 

however, it may be said that his personality—in the sense 

of his mood and tone—is often as important as any other 

aspect of the poem. To admit that the "composite" persona 

is much like the poet.and that numerous situations could, 

at least, have been drawn from Aldington's own experience 

^^Poems, pp. 61, 176, 270. 
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is, certainly, not to minimize the importance of the 

speaker's voice in any poem. Often it is a voice filled 

with the devotion of a youthful lover ("An Old Song," 

"Ella," or "Prelude") or an older one (A Dream in the 

Luxembourg) or with the humility of a suppliant ("To a 

Greek Marble," "In the Via Sistina"). "̂'̂  The voice may 

reflect a response, almost of awe, to some natural scene 

'("Beauty, Thou Hast Hurt Me Overmuch," "In the Old Garden," 

"Bondage," "Field Manoeuvres") or reveal apprehension 

38 ("London," "Sunsets"). The tone may be fanciful 

("Interlude," "Bones," A Fool), melancholy ("Choricos," 

"The Lover," "The Winter Park," "Nightingale"), meditative 

("At Nights," the three poems titled "Meditation"); or 
39 

troubled ("The V7ine Cup"). The speaker may be intolerant 

("Church Walk, Kensington"), critical ("To Those VTho 

Played for Safety in Life," "Bloomsbury Square"), personally 

bitter ("Childhood," "Be unto Me as Sunlight"), defensive 

("In the Tube," "Resentment"), or apathetic ("Apath;y," 

"In the Palace Garden"). He may appear cryptic ("Ennuies," 

"A Piayntyve Ballade," "Stodge," "Penultimate Poetry"), 

frenzied ("Inarticulate Grief," "Concert," "Eumenides"), 

37poems, pp. 140, 144, 139, 279, 6, 19. 

38poems, pp. 16, 17, 72, 75, 44, 64. 

^^Poems, pp. 143, 178, 223, 3, 78, 163, 195, 34, 
181, 164; Living Age CCCVI:493; Poems, p. 97. 
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or stoical ("Vicarious Atonement," "Misery," "Terror"). 

Frequently, his tone is compassionate ("St. Mary's, 

Kensington," "R. v. and Another," "A Ruined House," "In 

Memory of Vlilfred Ov/en"). Finally, he may adopt a tone 

of affirmation ("Epilogue" to Images of War, "The Eaten 

Heart," Life Quest, The Crystal World) ."̂ ^ 

In discussing the personae in Aldington's poems, 

reviewers most often confine their remarks to the bitter

ness which they attrirute, perhaps rightly, to the poet 

himself. Quite apart, however, from the question of the 

poet's own voice is an appreciation of the many moods of 

his first-person narrators. 

Poems, pp. 36, 200; The Little Review 111:28; 
Poems, pp. 48, 346, 39, 127, 129, 183; The Egoist 1:161-62; 
The Egoist 11:161-62; The Egoist 1:162; The Egoist 1:36; 
Poems, pp. 59, 117, 173, 70, 87, 119, 37, 61, 102, 355, 135, 
317; Life Quest (London: Chatto & Windus, 1935). 



CHAPTER V 

RECURRING MOTIFS: SCENIC AND FIGURATIVE DETAIL 

Among the more constant features of Aldington's 

verse are groups of recurring motifs. Throughout his 

career, regardless of particular poetic period or verse 

form, the sources for Aldington's poetic detail remain 

relatively uniform. With some qualification, it might be 

said that even subject matter does not limit the poet in 

his choice of sometimes surprising—but alwey- appropriate--

detail. Interestingly enough, also, though Aldington is 

rarely thought of as a rural poet (except as the author 

of a few pastoral poems), nearly all the patterns to be 

considered in this chapter are drawn 'from the phenomena of 

nature: plants, animals (especially birds), the elements, 

the sky and its associated clouds and planets, v/ater, and 

various stones and metals. Evidence from the verse that 

the poet, whose early life was spent in a dreary town (his 

"Childhood"-'- is documented in Life for Life's Sake ), was 

extremely sensitive to the objects of nature is substantiated 

by numerous passages in the autobiography. For instance, an 

early ambition, spurred by reading Bates' The Naturalist 

Poems, p. 48. 

^Richard Aldington, Life for Life's Sake (New York; 
The Viking Press, 1941), pp. 9-27. 

147 
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on the Amazon, was to become a naturalist himself.-^ 

This career he inaugurated by collecting butterflies. At 

age fifteen, armed with a pencil and field notebook, he 

roamed the cliffs, hunting insects in particular but 

recording "all scientific phenomena.""^ It was in that 

small notebook that, inspired by a view of the cliffs and 

channel in the afternoon sunlight, he jotted his first 

poem.-̂  Later he learned the pleasure of the walking tour, 

during which, he nctes, "there isn't much in the slowly 

moving countryside thdt you have missed." After the war, 

he spent nearly a decade in the English countryside of 

BerKshire,^ and years later enjoyed the "sheer natural 
g 

beauty and climate" of Port Cros on the French Riviera.° 

His use of natural beauty as a prevalent motif is, of 

course, a reflection of this personal appreciative response 

to nature. 

Several general features of Aldington's recurring 

motifs may be noted. First, despite the wide range of 

source material in each category, the natural objects 

^Ibid., p. 37. 

"̂ Ibid., p. 43. 

^Ibid. 

Ibid., p. 57. 

'̂ Ibid., pp. 235-69 

®Ibid., pp. 328-34 
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selected are extremely common and familiar ones. Second, 

what may appear to be a series of near-synonyms (such as 

streams, pools, dykes, lagoons, quays, canals, gulfs, lakes, 

and rivers) are necessary variations in his ideal of the 

search for the exact word. Further—another Imagist 

dictum—the poet uses the minimum number of adjectives 

required; the noun itself carries much of the burden of 

specific detail. Not only, moreover, do the motifs recur 

frequently from poem to poem, as the catalccme to follow 

will show, but they appear in great proliferation, even 

within single poems. For instance, "Choricos," the first 

poem in the collection The Jir-oems of Richard Aldington, 

mentions plants (hyacinths, poppies, grass), birds (sea-

birds) , heavenly bodies (the moon, the sun), the elements 

9 
(wind, dew), and water (the sea). The functions of 

Aldington's recurrent motifs are, primarily, three. The 

first is to offer an image; that is, the poem (or a part 

of it) may actually present pictorially—rather than 

describe—the object. In "Summer," for example, each 

of the three stanzas respectively presents an im.age: a 

butterfly, crimson foxgloves, a garden scene. The second— 

and by far the most frequent—function of Aldington's 

recurring motifs is to attain a sense of verisimilitude 

"poems, pp. 3-5. 

IQpoems, p. 28. 
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in setting, in description, or in narration. Finally, the 

third function of recurring motifs in Aldington's poetry 

is as a means of evoking figurative language, here used 

as a broad term to include allusion and personification as' 

well as metaphor. 

Plant, Bird, and Animal Life 

One very important source of detail in Aldington's 

verse, obvious from even a random sampling, is plant life, 

about which the poet displays a knowledge based on the 

habit of acute observation of the professional botanist. 

Here, his detail falls into several major categories; 

(1) natural habitat; (2) trees, bushes, and shrubs; 

(3) lov/er (non-seed) plants, water plants, and field and 

garden flowers; and, finally, (4) cultivated food plants. 

Except for a few figurative uses, plant details are 

realistic. In the first group named above, natural 

habitat, are woods, cliffs, meadov/s, water-meadows, marshes, 

wheat fields, corn lands, parks, and uplands. •'••'• In the 

second, the poet mentions, without using specific names. 

^^"Nightingale," Poems, p. 195; "Fatigues," Images 
of War (London: George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., 1919), p. 14; 
"On the March," Poems, p. 80. "The Berkshire Kennet," 
Poems, p. 213; "Fatigues," Images of V/ar, p. 14; "London 
(May, 1915)," Poems, p. 44; "Reflections," Poems, p. 27; 
"Childhood," Poems, p. 51; "Ananke," Poems, p. 85. 
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trees, shrubs, vines, and flowers; •'•̂  and refers to indi

vidual parts of the plant such as the stalk, bough, 

branches, twigs, leaves, blossoms, petals, fruits, and 
1 o 

berries.-̂ -̂  Of the named trees, there appear the citrus 

(orange, lemon, lime) and other fruit trees (apple, plum, 

pear), as well as the nut-bearing trees (chestnut, beech, 

and almond). There are, further, the plane tree, the 

ash, mountain ash, birch, yew, hawthorn, lotus, cypress, 
15 juniper, laurel, pvne, willow, olive, elm, and poplar. 

A rare symbolic use cf a tree, for Aldington, is the 

cypress, with its suggestion of death, in A Fool i' the 

Forest: the waiting Penelope has "scattered cypress on her 

•'•2"St. Mary's, Kensington," Poems, p. 37; A Dream, 
Poems, p. 307; A Fool, Poems, p. 262; "Images," Poems, 
p. 24. 

l^"In the Trenches," Poems, p. 84; "Images," Poems, 
p. 23; "The Eaten Heart," Poems, p. 323; "The Winter Park," 
Poems, p. 163; "Church Walk, Kensington," Poems, p. 36; 
"Ananke," Poems, p. 85; "Prayer," Poems, p. 62; "Anake, " 
Poems, p. 85.; "On the March," Poems, p. 80. 

14..Scents," Poems, p. 29; A Fool, Poems, p. 262; 
"La Rochelle," Poetry XXXVIII:80; "Reflections," Poems, 
p. 27; "The Lover," Poems, p. 78; "London (May, 1915)," 
Poems, p. 44; "Round-Pond," Poems, p. 55; "Epigrams 
(October)," Poems, p. 15; "Epigrams (New Love)," Poems, p. 15 

l^"St. Mary's, Kensington," Poems, p. 37; "Stream," 
The Little Review 111:13; "Tender as Early Leaves," Poems, 
p. 339; "Eumenides," Poems, p. 174; "In the Palace Garden," 
Poems, p. 183; "The Berkshire Kennet," Poems, p. 213; A 
Fool, Poems, p. 235; "To a Greek Marble," Poems, p. 6; 
A~Fool, Poems, p. 242; "Beauty Unpraised," Poetry XIV:177; 
"A Place of Young Pines," Poems, p. 359; "A Village," 
Poems, p. 95; "Stele," Poems, p. 9; "A Village," Poems, 
p. 95; "The Poplar," Poems, p. 30. 
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marriage bed." Of bushes and shrubs, there are bay 

hedge, lilac, blackthorn, gorse, and ilex;17 in all, some 

twenty-five trees and five smaller woody plants are named, 

most of them indigenous to England and identifiable by 

common name to most readers. Comprising the third group 

are lower plants such as mould, lichen, moss, and bracken 

fronds (ferns);18 water plants like sea grass and sea moss 

(possibly common terms for algae), reeds, rushes, water 

19 mints, water weeds, and water lily; and coiacion flowers of 

field and garden: jonquil or narcissus, butter-cup, daisy, 

tulip, meadowsv/eet, lily, rock-flower, campion, crocus, 

20 geranium, sorrel, knap-v/eed, fennel, thistle and rue. 

l̂ A Fool, Poems, p. 233. 

17 
"Prayer," Poems, p. 62; A Dream., Peems, p. 300; 

"Meditation," Living Age CCCVI:493; "Prayers and Fantasies," 
Poetry XIII:70. 

•'•̂ "The Winter Park," Poems, p. 163; "Eros and Psyche, 
Poems, p. 46; "Reflections," Poems, p. 26; "A Moment's 
Interlude," Poems, p. 79. 

•'•̂ "At Mitylene," Poems, p. 8; "Freedom," Poems, 
p. 191; "Argyria," Poems, p. 7; "The Berkshire Kennet," 
Poems, p. 212; "A Memory: Poem in Prose," The Egoist 
111:50; "In the Old Garden," Poems, p. 17. 

2Q"Scents," Poems, p. 29; "Stele," Poems, p. 9; 
"At Nights," Poems, p. 34; "Bondage," Poems, p. 73; 
"Prayer," Poems, p. 62; "At Nights," Poems, p. 34; "The 
Faun Captive," Poems, p. 65; "Blue (A Conceit)," The 
Little Review 11:4; "Leave-Taking," Poems, p. 71; 
"Round-pond," Poems, p. 55; "Childhood," Poems, p. 51. 
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ragged robin, shepherd's purse, 21 broom, sword-f lov/er, 

anemone, freesia, spotted orchis, eglantine, loosestrife, 

oleander, arbutus, syrinx, cyclamen, carnation, daffodil, 

flag, cornflower, hyacinth, poppy, privet-flower, rose, 

guelder-rose, wild rose, myrtle, rhododaphnia, and asphodel.22 

The last, the plant of the underworld, occurs in several 
no 

poems about death. ̂-̂  In this, the largest of the four 

categories, are some fifty plants. Of the fourth group— 

cultivated food plants—there are only corn -nd hay and, 

metaphorically, to describe the cripples in "Church Walk, 
24 Kensington," bean pods. In a final, miscellaneous 

25 
grouping are hog's parsley, ivy, nettles, and "weeds, "̂ -̂  
folk terms, each of which may connote a variety of plants. 

•̂'•All of these plants are catalogued in "Fatigues," 
Images of War, p. 14. 

22'.Field Manoeuvres," Poems, p. 76; "Time's 
Changes," Poems, p. 93; "Eumenides," Poems, p. 17 3; "Time's 
Changes," Poems, p. 93; "Eumenides," Poems, p. 174; 
"The Berkshire Kennet," Poems, pp. 213-14; "At the British 
Museum," Poems, p. 33; "In Memory of Wilfred Owen," Poems, 
p. 355; "Tender as Early Leaves," Poems, pp. 339-40; 
"Reflections," Poems, p. 26; "Fatigues," Images of War, 
p. 14; "July Sunday," The Egoist 11:45; "Choricos," Poems, 
p. 3; "Summer," Poems, p. 28; "Defeat," Poems, p. 121; 
"The Berkshire Kennet," Poems, p. 213; "The Faun Captive," 
Poems, p. 66; "Bromios," Poems, p. 21; "Hermes-of-the 
Dead," The Little Rev lev/ 111:11. 

2^Additional poems which mention asphodel are 
"Reflections," Poems, p. 27, and "Captive," Poems, p. 63. 

^^"July Sunday," The Egoist 11:45; "Fatigues," 
Images of War, p. 13; Poems, p. 36. 

25iiAt Nights," Poems, p. 34; "Bromios," Poems, p. 21; 
"Images," Poems, p. 57; "Reflections," Poems, p. 27. 
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Another general, frequently occurring motif is 

based on the poet's obvious familiarity with a great 

variety of animals, especially birds—their calls and 

modes of movement for literal detail and many additional 

characteristics for figurative detail. Bird imagery, to 

begin with a readily discernible rhetorical function 

within this class, accounts for the auditory appeal of 

many poems, an appeal to which even the reader unfamiliar 

with calls or songs may respond through the frequently 

onomatopoetic verbs: swallows whistle; swifLs scream; 

larks sing, thrill, cry shrilly, or "outpierce the robin"; 

sparrows twitter; the cock crov/s; the rook caws; hawks 

shriek; peev/its clamour; redshanks "flute" clear notes. 2" 

Further, there are the "tingl ting!" "of chaffinches, the 

"frail pipe" of the linnet, the "clitter-clatter" of the 

starlings, the singing of thrushes, the drunruaing of the 

snipe, and the note of the blackbird in the lilacs. Since 

the sound of birds is joyous. Death, though personified as 

a lover, will not come when the air is gay with their 

singing. ̂"̂  In the second place—the verbs again making 

26..At the British Museum," Poems, p. 33; "Dilemma," 
Poems, p. 363; "At Nights," Poems, p. 34; "Prayers and 
Fantasies," Poetry XIII:67; "An Earth Goddess," Poems, 
p. 112; "Picket," Poems, p. 90. "April Lieder," Poems, 
p. 110; "Picket," Poems, p. 90; "In the Trenches," Poems, 
p. 83; "The Berkshire Kennet," Poems, p. 212. 

27..picket," Poems, p. 90; "Round-Pond," Poems, p. 55; 
"At Nights," Poems, p. 34; "The Berkshire Kennet," Poems, 
p. 212; A Dream, Poems, p. 300; "The Lover," Poems, p. 78. 
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each image vivid—many poems describe the manner of movement 

of birds, including, of course, their flight. There are, 

for example, the hopping of a last bird in the quiet haze, 

the beating of eagle wings, and the flutter of finches' 

wings. Swallows dive, swirl, and sweep by; herons "beat 

across the dawn-blue sky," and wary redshanks flit, while 

ducks "dibble" among the water plants. Furthermore, as 

several poems will illustrate, birds also furnish con

siderable figurative language. In "Images," for instance, 

smoke leaps like "sv/irling clouds of birds vanishing." 

VJinds, in "The Berkshire Kennet," are "lighter than the 

.swallow's wing." Metaphors also clarify abstract concepts: 

loveliness, for example, passes like the songs of singing 

birds at evening, while beauty, in its fierce ability to 

wound, is like a bird with strong clav/s. Poetry itself 

may be bird-like: a soldier in the trenches composes 

poems "delicate as a flock of doves" which proceed to 

"fly away" like white-winged doves. Reactionary poetry 

critics, in contrast, are cursed as "gabbling geese." 

The long poem A Fool i' the Forest provides two final 

examples of figurative language. Mezzetin, in one episode, 

reminds the narrator of a shadowy owl; another situation, 

"Prayer," Poems, p. 62; "Barrage," Poems, p. Ill; 
"Field Manoeuvres," Poems, p. 75; "At the British Museum," 
Poems, p. 33; "Whitechapel," Poems, p. 56; "Two Impressions, 
Poetry XIV:176; "The Berkshire Kennet," Poems, p. 214; 
"A Memory: Poem in Prose," The Egoist: 111:50. 
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vvherein birds follow the companions' boat closely, elicits 

the memorable metaphor, "I towed the sea-gulls on elastic 

29 

threads." In addition to the songs and movements of 

birds and their figurative usage, the motif in question 

also appears in such phrases as wounded grouse, the pattern 

of ducks' feathers, and the "languid silver" of swans, 

as well as in the more casual mention of yellow-throated 

birds, "lovely white-winged sea-birds," kittiwakes, red-

beaked water fowl, n-v:.ntemala parrots (on stamps) , crows, 

pigeons, ravens, and 'pies" (magpies), and—in the one 

poem devoted to the most famous bird of British poetry— 
30 

the iiightingale. 

Of the animals other than birds, though butterflies 

and moths are mentioned most frequently, there are many 

additional small flying or creeping creatures and a wide 

range of higher aniiuals. Butterflies may be white, crimson, 

crocus-yellov/, or black and scarlet. Like a white butterfly, 

the soul, according to "Evil Malady," is easily soiled or 

2^Poems, pp. 23, 213; "Myrrhine and Konallis," 
The Little Review 111:4; "Beauty, Thou Hast Hurt Me Over
much." Poems, p. 16; "Insouciance," Poems, p. 81; "A 
Piayntyve Ballade,'^ The Egoist 11:162; A Fool, Poems, 
pp. 236, 231. 

^QA Fool, Poems, p. 244; "At Nights," Poems, p. 34; 
"The Winter Park," Poems, p. 163; "Reflections," Poems, 
p. 26; A Dream, Poems, p. 284; "Whitechapel," Poems, p. 56; 
"Epigram," The Little Reviev/ 111:28-29; "Childhood," 
Poems, p. 52; "In the Trenches," Poems, p. 84; "A Village," 
Poems, p. 95; "Epitaph in Ballade Form," Poems, p. 185; 
"Nightingale," Poems, p. 195. 
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destroyed. "Papillions"31 points out the resemblance 

between a ballet artist and the graceful butterfly. Four 

poems feature the moth. In "A Winter Night," fancies 

wheel "like moths around a campion flower." In another 

poem, "Reflections," the creatures become ghost moths 

hovering over asphodel in Hades. Two more poems, 

"Childhood" and "Bloomsbury Square," use moths to develop 

analogies illustrating the idea of unfulfilled human life. 

In the first, the speeker describes a chrysalis confined 

in a matchbox so thai- observers can watch its moth emerge, 

then compares his childhood in a dingy town with the 

impxiooned moth: 

My shrivelled wings were beaten, 
Shed their colours in dusty scales 
Before the box v/as opened 
For the moth to fly. 

He vows that he v/ill never have a child, "never shut up a 

chrysalis in a match-box / For the moth to spoil and crush 

its bright colours, / Beating its wings against the dingy 

32 prison-wall." In the second, "Bloomsbury Square," the 

many moths which wander along the iron fence, "spending 

a little silk here / And a little silk there" rather than 

spinning cocoons, remind the speaker of his townspeople 

-̂ 1 "Dancers,'' Poetry V: 221; A Fool, Poems, p. 238; 
"Stele," Poems, p. 9; "Summer," Poems, p. 28; The Egoist 
IV:70; Poems, p. 197. 

^2poems, pp. 217, 26, 48-53; The Little Review 
111:28. 
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who "wander like blind worms" spending their "fine useless 

golden silk." Besides additional poems in which small 

creatures—dragonflies, silver wasps, caterpillars^-^— 

appear somewhat incidentally, there are still others in 

which the auditory appeal—the chirp of the grasshopper, 

murmur of bees, song of the cicada, and "shrill cry" of 

the mosquito-^4—constitutes the basis for their presence. 

Metaphorically, print on a page is described as "masses 

of squirming little insects"; Satan, disguising himself 

as truth, is guilty ol "verminous tricks"; human vermin, 

in "Cinema Exit," "swarm sweating" in the streets; and a 

poet anathematizes his critics v/ith the curse: "Plague 'em 

with boils and bees and fleas." In one poem, the speakers 

have known the "terror of the v/orm, " but in another, a 

beautiful woman escapes the "exultation" of the worm since 

she continues to live in poetry as well as in her children.-^^ 

Fish, amphibians, reptiles, and mammals also 

appear occasionally. Contributing to the first of these 

particular motifs are references to the feel of a fat 

^^A Fool, Poems, pp. 236, 238; "Ennuies (To a 
Poet)," The Egoist 1:161. 

"̂̂ "A Moment's Interlude," Poems, p. 79; "The Faun 
Complains," Poems, p. 82; "To a Greek Marble," Poems, p. 6; 
"Field Manoeuvres," Poems, p. 75. 

35..The Days Pass," The Egoist 111:169; "Truth," 
Poems, p. 199; Poems, p. 41; "A Piayntyve Ballade," The 
Egoist 11:162; "Terror," Poems, p. 119; "A Sophistry of 
Duration," Poems, p. 210. 
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chub on the hook, a goldfish pond "that you mustn't 

paddle in," and fishes swimming through undulating weeds or 

36 

among ancient wreckage. ° Of amphibians, there is only 

one—in a single poem and used figuratively; eyes of 

cripples, in "Church Walk, " are "stupid as frogs'."'̂ '̂  

Reptiles are used both realistically—moss-coloured lizards, 

lizards on the Parthenon steps—and, in "They Say the 
38 Lion," impressionistically. Among mammals, there are 

bats and rats, cows, lambs, red deer, lions, wild dogs, 

blue stags and red baboons (both on stamps), and a whale 
on 

whose jaw-bones form a gate."^^ Additional animal references 

fulrill various functions. For one, the epithets "bearer 

of the fawn skin" and "charioteer of leopards" are applied 

to Dionysus, v/hile the speaker in "Misery" mocks himself 

v/ith the epithet "half ape, half ass." For another, there 

is the figurative sense in which, for example, "solemn, 

nasty fools" make "pigsties" of modern marriage beds. 

•̂ Â Fool, Poems, p. 263; "Childhood," Poems, p. 51; 
"At the British Museum," Poems, p. 33; "Bones," Poems, 
p. 178. 

37poems, p. 36. 

^^"Stele," Poems, p. 9; A Fool, Poems, p. 232; 
Poems, p. 349. 

^^"Dilemma," Poems, p. 363; "Living Sepulchres," 
Poems, p. 88; "A Memory: Poem in Prose," The Egoist 
111:50; "Dancers," Poetry V:221; "Images," Poems, p. 24; 
"They Say the Lion," Poems, p. 349; "At Mitylene," Poems, 
p. 8; "Childhood," Poems, pp. 51-52. 
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according to the poem "Truth." In several lines, termi

nology usually reserved for animals but now applied 

otherv/ise evokes the desired image: terror, in the poem 

by that name, has "cleft" and "torn" the speakers; and 

in the afterlife, according to A Fool, man becomes "a 

husk, a ghost, / Herding miserably with other ghosts." 

Further, there is, in the lines "The huge black dogs of 

hell / Leaping full-mouthed in murderous pursuit," an 

element of onomatopoe ".a, almost reproducing the sounds of 

a military assault in "Barrage." And finally, there is, 

in the seemingly fanciful statement in A Fool that the 

Conjuror's hat changed into a hedgehog and ran off,^^ 

an important allusion since, according to G, A. Gaskell, 

the hedgehog is a symbol of the will, active in the 

critical intelligence, which destroys superstition, error, 

ignorance, and doubt^-'^—almost the exact role of the 

Conjuror in Aldington's narrative poem. 

Weather and Sky 

Comprising another distinct group of motifs are 

the elements of weather: lightning, thunder, mist, dew. 

^^.iprayers and Fantasies," Poetry XIII:71; 
"Misery," Poems, p. 87; Poems, pp. 198. 119, 263, 111, 
236. 

^^G. A. Gaskell, ed.. Dictionary of All Scriptures 
and Myths (New York: The Julian Press, Inc., 1960), 
p. 226. 
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rain, snow, ice, frost, and wind, of these, the first 

two appear only rarely; m "Evil Malady," lightning 

which cleaves "a straight white wound" in a beech is an 

example of a "clean sorrow," opposed to the obscene 

phrases which destroy the soul; in the silence of "Field 

Manoeuvres," the flutter of a bird's wings sounds like 

distant thunder; again, thunder (and, from that, the 

noise of military encounter) is suggested in the line from 

"Barrage," "The contest of tall barbaric gods smitten by 

the hammer of Thor."^2 rj^-^^^ third is a recurring motif; 

mist is variously described as grey, white, and cold. 

Further, there are both morning and evening mists. Leocrip-

tively, "garlands" of mist may deck the "v/hite body of the 

evening," or mist may "v/reath" the hills and lie in the 

valley. "Mist-pale sleep" signifies a welcome death to 

the soldiers of "Dawn," whereas a "mist of lust" somehow 

43 prevents the fulfillment of love for a woman m "Portrait." 

The fourth element, dew, is both literal—boughs are 

frozen with dew—and metaphorical: "Tell me not beauty 

dies like dew," a speaker begs, hoping vainly that beauty 

42 The Egoist IV:70; Poems, pp. 75, 111. 

''Reflections," Poems, p. 26; "The Poplar," Poems, 
p. 30; "Nightingale," Poems, p. 195; A Fool, Poems, p. 262; 
"A Village," Poems, p. 94; "Sunsets," Poems, p. 64; 
"Davms," The Egoist V:121; Poems, pp. 77, 147. 

4"^"Nightingale, " Poems, p. 195; "A Sophistry of 
Duration," Poems, p. 210. 
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is more nearly permanent than the droplets of moisture. 

The fifth element, rain, is frequent, appearing now blue 

or grey, now white. Poems record the cold rainy davm, 

the cold shower of rain, bursts of rapid rain, pattering 

rain, hard rain-drops, and rain-rings breaking on a pool. 

Its healing quality is suggested in "Defeat" with the 

speakers dreaming of rain on the earth and in "Epitaph 

in Ballade Form," with the rain "laving," even as it 

weakens, the hanged mjn. Figuratively ("June Rain") a 

rain shower is both e thin veil and a grey garment, and the 

supplication of "Prayer" beats "importunately, without 

inteiinission, " as rain does. Finally, there is, in the 

last section of "Images, a brief analogy; as the v/ind-

shaken flower soon fills once more with rain, the speaker's 

45 heart fills with tears until the beloved returns. The 

next three elements, those associated with winter—snow, 

ice, and frost—may be considered together. In this 

connection, several war poems mention frozen earth or 

a frosty night. As a specific example, "Meditation," with 

its setting in wartime Belgium, begins: "Outside the 

young frost crisps the grass / And bends the narrow willow 

"̂ "̂The Poplar," Poems, p. 30; "June Rain," Poems, 
p. 18; "Whitechapel," Poems, p. 56; "Picket," Poems, p. 90; 
"Bromios," Poems, p. 21; "Prayer," Poems, p. 62; "A 
Winter Night," Poems, p. 216; "On a Motor-Bus at Night," 
The Little Review 1:1; "Epigram," The Little Review 111:29; 
Poems, pp. 121, 185, 18, 156, 23. 
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boughs." "A Memory: Poem in Prose" describes another 

village, this one extremely peaceful: the severe winter 

"sets little plaques of snow all over the cobbled square"; 

there are prolonged frost, ice in the dykes, and the sound 

in the night-time silence of frost creeping along the 

streets. The faun, seeing his first snow, identifies the 

flakes as "feather-strips of marble" and the snow in his 

cleft hooves as "frozen cloud specks." Finally, the dead, 

according to "In Memory of Wilfred Owen," feel neither 

the warmth of the sun nor the chill of the frost. Two 

metaphorical statements—that the Greeks "took the heavy 

wine of the imagination and tempered it with snow-coid 

science" and that a dream may fade, "drifting away like 

the willow leaves on a cold morning / When they patter so 

dismally on the frosty ground"--are based on these cold 

weather elements, as is the analogy, in "Epigrams," that 

a girl may learn to love again, just as a tree, after 

frost damage, may put on new leaves. 

The last of the recurring elements of weather is 

the wind. In Aldington's poetry, though there are rare 

windless places, more often there is a breath of wind, a 

vast sea wind, the "toothed wind of the seas," "wind of 

^^"Trench Idyll," Poems, p. 91; "Living Sepulchres, 
Poems, p. 88; Poems, p. 164; The Egoist 111:50; "The Faun 
Sees Snow for the First Time," Poems, p. 25; Poems, p. 355; 
A Fool, Poems, p. 242; A Dream, Poems, p. 313; Poems, p. 15 
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the upper air," a gale, or a squall; there are also the 

white wind, night wind, chill breeze, and a cold, sterile 

wind. The movements of the wind—a ripple, swirl, gallop, 

swaying, running, tearing, hurling, and tossing—and its 

sounds—a singing, sobbing, whispering, soughing, rustling, 

howling, a hughed sound, or noiseless waves of air— 

provide further kinesthetic and auditory images. There are, 

also, the non-literal uses of the wind, ranging from the 

description of the oread's reed-pipe "that v/as the crying 

of the wind, . . . the singing / Wind of the mountain" 

to the picture of Hell, "for those who loved each other 

more than God," as an icy whirlwind, to the characterization 

of Death as a v/ind that is healing ("Choricos") or cold 

("Defeat").̂ ^ 

Somewhat related to the previous group of motifs 

in their influence on and association with v/eather conditions 

are the sky, the clouds, and the heavenly bodies—the moon. 

^'^"Freedom, " Poems, p. 191; "Nightingale," Poems, 
p. 195; "Doubt," Poems, p. 125; "Beauty, Thou Hast Hurt Me 
Overmuch," Poems, p. 16; "In the Old Garden," Poems, p. 17; 
"Leave-Taking," Poems, p. 71; "London (May, 1915)," Poems, 
p. 44; "The Poplar," Poems, p. 30; "Nightingale," Poems, 
p. 195; A Dream, Poems, p. 314; "Retreat," Poems, p. 193; 
"June Rain," Poems, p. 18; "Bromios," Poems, p. 21; 
Round-Pond," Poems, p. 55; "Epitaph in Ballade Form," 
>oems, p. 185; "Summer," Poems, p. 28; "Evil Malady," 
l^i^goist IV:70; "Stele," Poems, p. 9; "And I Shall Wait," 
..-.̂mc r̂. 348r "Fantasv," Poems, p. 60; "Meditation," Poems, p. 348; "Fantasy," Poems, p. ou; •nvieuxL.duj.on, 
Living Age CCCVI:493; "Ella," Poems, p. 44; "A Winter 
NightT" Poems, p. 216; "At a Gate by the Way," Poems, p. 187; 
"Apathy," Poems, p. 129; "Stele," Poems, p. 9; 
"Possession," Poems, p. 142; Poems, pp. 3, 121. 
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sun, and stars. The sky itself, though its many moods 

often reflect those of a poem's persona, has only literal 

connotations in the poetry. it is of various hues 

leaden-silver, gold, dawn blue, untroubled blue, washed 

blue, very blue, livid, dappled, or colourless—and may 

be further characterized as misty, drab and sere, steamy 

and sooty, immense, naked and starry, or dirty and melting, 

One poem, "Blue (A Conceit)," begins with a description 

of the noon sky as "a distended vast blue sail," while 

the worshippers of Beauty, in "Defeat," dream of "skies 

changing and swift. ""̂ ^ Clouds, too, are poetic fare, 

sometimes mentioned without descriptive adjectives, some

times qualified as v/hite or dark, as thin and bleak, 

immovable, heavy and broken, gliding, frozen, reflected 

in water, or presenting a "long pageant." An epithet 

for Zeus is "Cloud-whirler," and for the earth, "this 

unruly cloud-wrapped ball." Figuratively, "Images of 

Desire" says that whereas others have "clasped an image 

. . . a cloud," the speaker has the beloved's whole life. 

Elsewhere, "clouds of tiniest shells" make a rocky cover 

mages of 
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for human bones reposing on the ocean floor. And in a 

final poem. Hell is pictured as a crematorium, whose 

chimneys gush forth black smoke which whitens to a cloud 

49 of banknotes — a comment on the materialism of society. 

Along with the sky and clouds, the moon, sun, and 

stars are also important in the poetry. In the night sky, 

there is often a moon, variously described as ashen, dim, 

dusky, or young. It may be a half-moon; a "slowly-rising 

tranquil moon"; a huge moon, "yellow and blotched"; a 

moon "high seated above the ridge"; or a thin horn of a 

moon. Further, there are, in various poems, moon-rays, 

moonlit nights, and a flood of moonlight. A special 

attribute of the moon, presented in numerous imagistic 

passages, is its feminine quality. In "Dilemma," for 

example, there is "a young moon with a star in her hand"; 

in "Evening," the moon, "a rag of gauze about her loins," 

poses among the chimneys, an "av/kward Venus"; in "London 

(May, 1915)," the moon, like a pregnant woman, "v/alks 

cautiously over the slippery heavens"; and in A Fool, the 

moon comes like a noble v/oman, surrounded by large silent 

"^^"Bombardment," Poems, p. 114; "In the Old Garden," 
Poems, p. 17; "Davm,".Poems, p. 77; "London (May, 1915)," 
Poems, p. 44; "Meditation," Living Age CCCVI:493; "Field 
Manoeuvres," Poems, p. 75; "Nightingale," Poems, p. 195; 
"Apathy," Poems, p. 129; "Eumenides," Poems, p. 173; "The 
Faun Sees Snow for the First Time," Poems, p. 25; "Songs 
for Puritans," Poems, p. 205; Poems, p. 152; "Bones," Poems, 
p. 178; A Fool, Poems, p. 243. 
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stars. The last-named poem also contains a personifica

tion of the moon, "Anadyomene from the sea," rising, 

wringing from her hair water which trickles down her 

flanks and drips from her breast-tips and knees. Finally, 

the moon goddess, though not mentioned, is clearly sug

gested in the prayer from "The Eaten Heart," "Guide us O 

moon / Bright face averted though loved."^^ Like the moon, 

stars appear in numerous poems concerning the night. Poems 

mention mysterious or large and silent stars, starless 

nights, starry skies, "half-veiled starlight," a mist of 

stars, a "morose glitter of stars," "inhuman constellations, 

the "unmoved ironic stars," the "ice sparkles which are 

stars," and the "stars which slide westward / Year after 

year in grave majestic order." More specifically, there 

are the shepherd's star, the Evening Star, and Pleides 

and Orion. Incidentally, however, her study of astronomy 

leads to the rejection of the scholarly Araminta, in 

"Songs for Puritans," in favor of the pastoral heroine 

Chloe. Several poems make a more extended reference to or 

use of the stars. For example, the narrator of A Fool i' 

50uThe Berkshire Kennet," Poems, p. 212; "Choricos, 
Poems, p. 3; "Happiness," Living Age CCCXII:182; "Nightin
gale," Poems, p. 195; A Dream, Poems, p. 306; "At a Gate 
by the Way," Poems, p. 187; "Meditation," Poems, p. 164; 
"Prayers and Fantasies," Poetry XIII:67; Poems, p. 129; 
"Meditation," Living Age CCCVI:493; "The Faun Captive," 
Poems, p. 65; A Fool, Poems, p. 238; Poems, pp. 363, 38, 
44, 262, 237, 331. 
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the Forest curses the stars which cause men to think and 

girls to fall in love with penniless men and proposes, 

as a fanciful plan to "thv/art the stars," purchasing the 

sky and leasing it out for advertising. More seriously, 

in the hush of the faun's forest home "the invisible wheels 

of burning stars / Echoing upon the tiled paths of heaven" 

seem almost audible; while, in contrast, in the present 

time, as in the earlier period of the Middle Ages, the 

stars are symbolically hidden. Finally, there is, in 

"January Aconites," a description of the twisted aconites, 

together with the analogy that to. balance days v/hich are 

"trampled," "forced awry," and "stunted," there are golden 

days, too, "like aconite stars under the grey heaven of 

olives." •'• 

The sun, like the other planets, is a frequent 

object in Aldington's poetry. And, as with the other 

heavenly bodies, various hues are associated with it: 

there are the white sun, the lemon-yellow afternoon 

sunlight, the faint vermilion of the sunset, and the deep 

51,,rphe Faun Captive," Poems, p. 65; A Fool, Poems, 
p. 270; "Retreat," Poems, p. 193; "Meditation," Poems, 
p. 181; A Fool, Poems, p. 255; "The Lover," Poems, p. 78; 
"Dawns," The Egoist V:121; "The Eaten Heart," Poems, 
p. 323; "A Village," Poems, p. 94; "Nightingale," Poems, 
p. 195; "In Memory of Wilfred Owen," Poems, p. 355; 
"Delia's Faith," Living Age CCCXVI:670; A Fool, Poems, 
p. 246; "In the Trenches," Poems, p. 83; Poems, p. 205; 
A Fool, Poems, p. 229; Poems, p. 82; "The Middle Ages," 
The Egoist 111:94; Poems, p. 365. 
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orange afterglow of the sun. Hills may be golden v/ith the 

sun, or the sun may "rasp" the city streets with a golden 

tongue. In addition to the sun and sunlight, there are 

sunshine, the hot sun, sum.mer sun, morning sun, quiet sun, 

sunsets, glint of sunlight, a sunny afternoon, and (in 

England, as compared with Italy) a complete absence of 

sun. Place settings or descriptions include sunny fields, 

sunless barren fields, sunlit slopes, and a sun-lit market 

place. Personified, the sun may be envious of the dew, 

or contemptuous of a speaker's "long-dishonoured body"; 

"the steeds of the day," of course, alludes to the sun-

drav/n chariot of Apollo. Further figurative use of the 

sun occurs in the reflection, "We grov/ old, the sun grows 

tarnished; / Life becomes an autumn twilight," and in the 

extended metaphor comprising the first stanza of "Be unto 

Me as Sunlight": 

Be unto me as sunlight 
Revealed and revealing the 
Infinite life-spaces, hitherto darkly 
Guarded by death-dragons; and 
In beautiful radiance 
Touch me alive with slender rays. 

That is, the beloved, like sunlight, is beseeched to bring 

life and fulfullment to the lover. In "Retreat," on the 

other hand, the speaker begs for "a hiding of the sun and 

all colours," a time of silence and peace. Still another 

allusion to sunlight reflects indifference as a speaker 

compares his apathetic self to "a gold pellet of sunlight / 
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Dropped, curdling, into green water." Finally, the poem 

"Bones" ends with a whimsical vision of the weary world, 

having shed its "comely flesh" and become a skeleton of 

52 

bones, dancing sedately around a "dingier sun." 

One of the most often recurring of Aldington's 

motifs is that which includes the sea and smaller bodies 

of water such as lakes and ponds. The word sea is modified 

by numerous terms: noon-blue, grey, light, lightless, 

wide, deep, even, irapiegnable, unchangeable, earth-shaking, 

untamed, pointed, sta^.ry, lonely, mighty, or "still and 

blue and divine." There are frequent references to the 

sea's v\̂ aves, rim, mtonotonous foam, and "long foam fringe." 
53 

One specific reference is to the blue Mediterranean Sea. 

^2i.Lemures, " Poems, p. 12; "Round-Pond," Poems, p. 55; 
"Images," Poems, p. 23; "Dilemma," Poems, p. 363; "June Rain," 
Poems, p. 18; "Songs for Puritans," Poems, p. 205; "Reverie," 
Poems, p. 106; "Scents," Poems, p. 29; "On the March," 
Poems, p. 80; "Reverie," Poems, p. 106; "Bondage," Poems, 
p. 73; "Ella," Poems, p. 144; A Dream, Poems, p. 285; 
"Italy," The Egoist 111:53; "The Faun Complains," Poems, 
p. 82; "Time's Changes," Poems, p. 93; "Gold Head by Black 
Head," Poems, p. 341; "A Memory: Poem in Prose," The Egoist 
111:50; "A Sophistry of Duration," Poems, p. 210; "Misery," 
Poems, p. 87; "Defeat," Poems, p. 121; A Fool, Poems, p. 262; 
Poems, pp. 346, 193; "Freedom," Poems, p. 191; Poems, p. 178. 

^^"We'll Have No Stories of Dead Women," Poems, 
p. 354; "Defeat," Poems, p. 121; A Dream, Poems, p. 307; 
"Freedom," Poems, p. 191; "June Rain," Poems, p. 18; 
"Amalfi," Poems, p. 20; "The Faun Captive," Poems, p. 65; 
A Fool, Poems, p. 277; "Images of Desire," Poems, p. 152; 
"Exile," Poems, p. 171; A Fool, Poems, p. 231; "Life Goes 
On," Poems, p. 371; "Choricos," Poems, p. 3; "Defeat," 
Poems, p. 121; "Whitechapel," Poems, p. 56; "Nightingale," 
Poems, p. 195; A Fool, Poems, p. 231; "An Interlude," Poems, 
p, 143; "The Middle Ages," The Egoist 111:94. 
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Among the smaller bodies of water are streams, v/hich may 

be white, small, clean and brown, ruffled and speckled; 

or, as in "Apathy,"^^ a medley of changing colors: 

The water here is black and specked with white; 
Under that tree the shallows grow to brown. 
Light amber where the sunlight struggles through. 

Also of the smaller variety of water bodies are the pools: 

rain pools, still pools, frozen pools. In addition, there 

are brooks, dykes, a lagoon, a quay, the black lake, lake 

shallows, the "dark canal of Venice," the Gulf of Naples, 

and the Channel. River related terms such as flood, foam, 

spray, winter wave, and bubbling eddies appear, as one 

might expect, in Aldington's long river poem "The Berkshire 

Kennet."^^ 

Among the non-literal uses of the water motif are 

water-related allusion, personification, and metaphor. 

As allusions, there are, in various poems, references to 

Aphrodite, "that white goddess born of foam"; to the 

sirens, "the daughters of the ocean," singing a clear song; 

^^"The Poplar," Poems, p. 30; "At Nights," Poems, 
p. 34; "The Faun Captive," Poems, p. 65; "Round-Pond," 
Poems, p. 55; Poems, p. 129. 
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and' to the "dark streams of Persephone."^^ Personifica

tion, the second device, may involve a single phrase such 

as "wave's heart" or "tender fugitive water," or it may 

extend throughout a poem, as in "Inarticulate Grief," with 

its series of imperatives beginning "Let the sea beat 

its thin torn hands / In anguish against the shore. "̂ "̂  

To demonstrate the sea's metaphoric use, a number of poems 

may be cited. One devoted lover, for example, declares, 

"I am a sea that takes joyfully / Only one straight ship 

upon my breast"; another praises the beloved by saying 

that her body is "whiter than the moon-white sea, / More 

white than foam upon a rock_̂  shore"; still another claims 

his devotion is "as everlasting as the sea round the 

islands." The long love poem A Dream in the Luxembourg 

makes considerable use of water metaphors: Of the first 

time he permitted himself to love the woman, the narrator 

records, "The water knew its god and blushed, / I was the 

v/ater, and she was my God.- He now pours out tenderness 

for her "like a fountain, like the white Luxembourg 

fountain." When the dream is broken, the fountain's jet 

falls, crumbling "like dust of water," and all the bitter

ness he has tried to quell goes "whirling over him, like 

56..Epigrams, " Poems, p. 141; A Fool, Poems, 
p. 262; "Choricos," Poems, p. 3. 

^'^"Nightingale," Poems, p. 195; "Life Goes On," 
Poems, p. 371; Poems, p. 59. 
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a wild sea." Extended metaphors related to water exist 

in two poems. In the first, which is devoted to the 

subject of love, the speaker compares himself to a sea 

god whose devotion to an earth girl will endure though 

"the great wave curl in spikes of foam" and crash him at 

her feet, "breathless with the water's sudden whirl." 

In the second poem, "Resentment," a persecuted speaker 

likens himself to "the last upright of a smashed break

water," and his tormentors to "immense waves, filthy 

wtih refuse," which bury him in slime and "hiss" their 

hatred about him. Other metaphors based on water include 

the "deep pool-like" silence which, "like a slow wave of 

the outer sea," soothes the bitterness and misery of the 

lonely soldier; the sound, like the roar of heavy waters, 

of the pine trees in winter; and the love which is like 

"the frail stars / and the light of crystal v/aters." As 

a final example, there may be cited "The Blood of the 

Young Men," in which terms usually applied to the phenom

enon of water—e.g., "these pools and ponds of blood" and 

"a love-fountain poured out for women"—reinforce the idea 

of the soldiers' sacrifice of their life blood.^8 

^8i.Images of Desire," Poems, p. 152; "Epigrams," 
Poems, p. 141; "Images of Desire," Poems, p. 152; A Dream, 
Poems, pp. 282, 312, 314-15; "An Interlude," Poems, p. 143; 
Poems, p. 127; "Meditation," Poems, p. 164; "A Place of 
Young Pines," Poems, p. 359; "Solemn Meditation," The 
Egoist 1:162; Poems, p. 132. 
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Stones and Metals 

Aldington's motifs devoted to metals and stones 

may be considered together. For convenience of reference, 

the metals category also includes metals that occur as 

parts of manufactured products and not in their natural 

state. As might be expected, two of the most important 

of the metals are silver and gold; there are, as examples 

of their use, Artemis' gold girdle and silver head-band 

in "At Mitylene," the gold tettinx (or chaplet) of 

"Captive," and the gold lyre of "Defeat." In "Life Goes 

On," the literal truth that gold does not gleam in darkness 

echoes and balances the symbolic use of gold as that which 

is valuable. Also symbolic—in this case, of valor—are 

the golden cups on which both ancient and modern heroes 

(in the poem "A Farewell") are pictured leaning.5^ The 

second metal, silver, is the logical material of trumpets, 

of sacred cups, and--along with ivory—of the art works 

60 

addressed in" "Oneirodotes." Less frequently mentioned 

metallic substances are zinc (it is the witchcraft of fools 

which cuts flowers in zinc, says the speaker in "Truth") 

and cobalt, used in the description of herons drifting 

59poems, pp. 8, 63, 121, 371; The Egoist 1:161. 

^^A Fool, Poems, p. 233; "The Middle Ages," The 
Egoist 111:94; The New Freewoman 1:132. 
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cway until they seem only "three horizontal umber brush

strokes / On finely shaded cobalt."̂ -'-

Five lesser materials in the category of metals 

are iron, copper, brass, bronze, and steel. Of the first, 

there are, literally, iron chairs in the Luxembourg 

garden and, figuratively, iron men who, in "La Rochelle," 

valiantly held their city against the enemy. The second 

appears figuratively, also; Oxford Street, in the red and 

yellow shop and street lights, "is paved with copper and 

chalcedony." Of the third metal, there are brass nails in 

woodwork ("In the Tube"), brass and steel reflecting the 

early morning sun ("Dawn"), and the brazen plumes of 

Pallas Athena. Concerning the fourth, there are bronze 

sandals, twisted columns of wrought bronze, beautiful 

bronze which men loved to touch ("Our Hands"), the touch 

of "age-green bronze' ("Prayers and Fantasies"), and a 

statue of death "graven in bronze as a drowsy youth 

scattering poppies" ("Thanatos"). In "Doubt," the hostile 

world is strong as bronze; the speakers are weak as wax 

against it. Finally, of steel, "Retreat" asks that for a 

time there be "no din / Of steel and stone and fire." In 

another poem, there is "the line of hills / Cut as in thin 

blue steel / Against red haze," and in still another, the 

^Ipoems, p. 198; "Two Impressions," Poetry 
Xl\^:175. 
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"swift steel of despair."^2 Numerous stones, as well as 

metals, appear. Unspecified kinds of stones are mentioned 

in both a literal sense (e.g., the high rock on which 

Mezzetin and the narrator discuss Virgil and the "rain-

washed rock" of "Life Goes On") and in a figurative sense 

(e.g., in "Beauty Unpraised," where the words of a per

sonified Beauty are likened to flaked stone). Specific 

stones mentioned once or twice are agate, chalcedony, 

carbuncle, porphyry, and basalt. More often used is 

marble, which may--as in "To a Greek Marble" and "Prayers 

and Fantasies"—be carved into a statue of, respectively, 

Potnia or Hermes. The messenger god also appears in 

"Church Walk, Kensington": September has "smiled like 

Hermes the beautiful / Cut in marble." Further, there 

are marble rocks, marble basins, marble stairs, a marble 

urn, the "veined marble" of statues, the marbles of 

Carrara, and the marble dust on the hands of a young 

sculptor. To the faun, snowflakes are "feather-strips of 

marble. "̂ "̂  Two remaining materials are crystal and ivory. 

^ 2 A Dream, Poems, p. 285; Poetry XXXVIII:80; 
"On a Motor-Bus at Night," The Little Review 1:1; Poems, 
pp. 39, 77; A Fool, Poems, p. 252; "Captive," Poems, p. 63; 
Images of War, p. 15;.Poetry XIII:67; The Little Review 
111:10; Poems, pp. 125, 193; "Leave-Taking," Poems,-p. 71; 
"The Eaten Heart," Poems, p. 331. 

63poems, p. 371; Poetry XIV:177; "They Say the 
oems, p. 349; "On a Motor-Bus at Night," The Little 
:1; A Fool, Poems, p. 237; "Eros and Psyche," 

l i l O n , " F O e i U S , p . o t : ? ; o n a I'li^ U«^J . -D«ao av. i.MJ.v^nv., 
Review 1:1; A Fool, Poems, p. 237; "Eros and Psyc 
Poems, p. 45; "In the Via Sistina," Poems, p. 19; 
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The first, of course, is used throughout The Crystal 

World, a narrative in which a man and woman first build 

their "crystal world" of happiness, later "smash" it 

because of society's disapproval, and eventually recover 

it. In other poems there are, figuratively, crystal 

waters and crystal dreams. Finally, there are the ivory 

references: an ivory paktis (musical instrument), the 

gold and ivory of Athene's armor, and the metaphoric 

"ivory of my life" to be carved through love.̂ *̂  

Of the last two motifs—grease and mud—it may be 

pointed out that they again belong to the natural world 

only indirectly, particularly the first. But, as in the 

preceding group (of metals and stones), grease and mud 

have functions similar to those of natural phenomena in 

the poems. For example, with few e:̂ rceptions, both have 

extremely ugly connotations. The town in "Childhood" is 

dull, greasy, grey, and sordid. There are, in other poems, 

"black greasy smoke," greasy flagstones, the greasy grave, 

a greasy Dago, greasy hair, and—as the goddess of base 

p. 6; Poetry XIII:67; Poems, p. 36; Poetry XIII:67; "Eros 
and Psyche," Poems, p. 45; "The Winter Park," Poems, p. 163; 
"The Berkshire Kennet," Poems, p. 212; "Fantasy," Poems, 
p. 60; "Our Hands," Images of War, p. 15; "A Life," The 
Egoist 111:69; "The Faun Sees Snow for the First Time," 
Poems, p. 480. 

^"^"Solemn Meditation," The Egoist 1:162; "Life 
Goes On," Poems, p. 371; "Myrrhine and Konallis," The 
Little Review 111:3; A Fool, Poems, p. 249. 
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men—"a boastful woman, a whore, / One greasy of flesh, 

stale / With hot musty perfume." In "Penultimate Poetry" 

greasy engineer's-cotton "flung by a typhoon against a 

broken crate of ducks' eggs" is a comparison for an 

intoxicated woman.^^ The other motif, mud, appears most 

frequently in accounts and memories of war. For example, 

in "Deaths of Common Men" the speaker recalls how his 

friends died in battle; "I have seen the strong body 

crumble and v/ither, / Give at the knees, stumble, crash 

in the mud." Mezzetin (A Fool i' the Forest) lies dead 

in mud and blood. In another poem, battle-weary men 

."heroic in the mud and silence" march down a muddy trail. 

Indeed, so closely related, in m.emory, is mud to v/ar that 

"clammy mud" is one of the furies of the poem "Eumenides." 

In "The VJinter Park, " the "paths deep in mud, the trees 

damp and tristes" contribute to the dreary mood, as does 

the melancholy of the '^undulating trams / Solitary jangling 

through muddy streets" in the poem "Rhapsody in a Third-

Class Carriage." Exceptions to the unpleasant connotations 

are the "clean smell of London mud" to which a soldier 

^^Poems, p. 48; A Fool, Poems, p. 243; "July 
Sunday," The Egoist 11:45; A Fool, Poems, p. 229; "A 
Life," The Egoist 111:69; "Exile," Poems, p. 171; The 
Egoist I:36. 
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anticipates returning and the mud in which reeds and water-

66 
mints grow on river banks. 

Although Aldington's recurring motifs group them

selves into no more than half a dozen main categories, they 

embrace many separate objects and details and function 

throughout the poetry as the groundwork of images, in the 

attainment of a strong sense of verisimilitude that 

characterizes Aldington's verse, and as the basis for the 

figurative expression of ideas. And as with other instances 

in Aldington's poetry of his factual observation and 

scholarship, his knowledgeable handling of the motifs 

used as figurative and scenic detail is entirely suitable, 

with no trace of ostentation. 

^^The Egoist V:131; Poems, p. 267; "The Road," 
The Egoist V:97; Poems, pp. 173, 163, 187; "The Berkshire 
Kennet," Poems, p. 212. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE IMAGE 

"Imagistic" Use of Imagery 

Strangely enough, of the total canon of Aldington's 

poetry, relatively few poems are "imagistic" in the 

strictest sense suggested by the tenets of the Imagist 

Manifestoes, tenets he himself probably had a large hand 

in codifying: 

1. To use the language of common speech. 

2. To create new rhythms as the expression of 
new moods. 

3. To allow absolute freedom in the choice of 
subject. 

4. To present an image. 

5. To present poetry that is hard and clear, 
never blurred nor indefinite. 

6. Finally, most of us believe that concentration 
is of the very essence of poetry. 

It is true, of course, that Aldington himself is generally 

conceded to have written the Preface to the anthology 

Some Imagist Poets, 1915, in which the "Imagist Credo" 

appeared, as well as the introduction to the next year's 

anthology, which attempted to clarify misconceptions held 

1 [̂ Richard Aldington, ed.j , Preface to Some Imagist 
Poets (New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1915), pp. vi-vii. 
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py the public. It is also true that he expressed very 

similar sentiments in such articles as "The Art of Poetry," 

"Free Verse in England," and "Modern Poetry and the 

Imagists." It is only with the last tenet concerning 

concentration, apparently, that he expressed any degree 

of disagreement at all throughout his career—and that 

caveat is represented in a personal letter-̂  rather than in 

any public pronouncement. Furthermore, reviewers of his 

verse tend to associate him almost exclusively with Imagism 

throughout Aldington's entire poetic career. As a matter 

of fact, as numerous critics of Aldington's work have 

.pointed out. Aldington's failure to dissociate himself from 

the Imagists—and the public's equal refusal to think of 

him as other than an Imagist poet—have severely limited 

his poetic stature so far as rep'utation is concerned. 

Nevertheless, though a great many of his poems may be 

cited to demonstrate any one of, or combinations of, various 

Imagist principles, few indeed are the "showpieces" of 

Imagism which, on the basis of the preceding facts, might 

be assumed to be discoverable in Aldington's poetic corpus. 

This is not, of course, a fault in itself; on the contrary. 

^These three articles appeared, respectively, in The 
Dial, LXIX (August, 1920), 166-80; The Egoist, I (September 15, 
1914), 351-52; and The Egoist, I (June 1, 1914), 201-03. 

^Herbert Read in Richard Aldington; An Intimate 
Portrait, ed. by Alister Kershaw and Frederick-Jacques 
Temple (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Univ. Press, 1965), 
p. 125. 
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the fact simply suggests that in spite of the excellence 

of his imagistic poems, they were by no means his sole 

poetic mode. Finally, as the Imagists themselves declared, 

the six parts of the Imagist Manifesto are much less 

important as "rules" by which to v/rite poetry than as a 

statement of the characteristics which define good poetry 

-11 4 in all ages. 

Renewed emphasis on these tenets during the 1912-

1917 period did, it must be admitted, result in a "type" 

of poem to which the eerm imagistic might rightfully be 

applied. In the early, experimental period the poems 

written by Aldington and the other Imagists were, in 

general, quite short; that is, having completed an image, 

in a hard, clear, concentrated form, the poet had, in 

effect, completed the poem. In the later v/ork of the 
5 

Imagists—and, critics agree, within the poetry of most 

of the writers who follov/ed them—Imagistic characteristics 

have remained important, even while poems have tended 

toward greater length and less concentration and the image 

itself has tended to become, not a goal, but a component 

of the "v/hole poem." The titles of Aldington's early 

volumes published before 1920—Images Old and New, Images 

"^[Aldington"], p . v i . 

^See Chapter V I I I , " C r i t i c a l Recognition and 
Judgment." 
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of_War, Images of Desire—all, significantly, include the 

word "Image" and hence lead one to believe that the poet 

himself probably considered these efforts "imagistic." 

Although it is difficult to choose what might be called 

typical Imagist poems, a number of Aldington's early lyrics 

seem to reflect in a very specific way the effect of the 

critical tenets listed in the Imagist Credo above. 

Aldington's "imagistic" poems, of v/hich the following 

represent a good sampling, seem to fall into four categories 

Group A^ presents two aspects of war-time experience: 

Group A 

Picket 

Dusk and deep silence . . . 

Three soldiers huddled on a bench 
Over a red-hot brazier. 
And a fourth v/ho stands apart 
Watching the cold rainy dawn. 

Then the familiar sound of birds— 
Clear cock-crov/, cav/ of rooks. 
Frail pipe of linnet, the "tingl ting!" of chaffinches. 
And over all the lark 
Outpiercing even the robin . . . 

V7earily the sentry moves 
Muttering the one word: "Peace." 

Insouciance 

In and out of the dreary trenches 
Trudging cheerily under the stars 

6"picket," Poems, p. 90; "Insouciance," Poems, 
p. 81. 
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I make for myself little poems 
Delicate as a flock of doves. 

They fly away like white-winged doves. 

In the second group are the short imagistic love poems, 

and the longer, conventionally rhymed lyric "After Two 

Years": 

Group B 

Epigrams 

I. New Love 

She has new leaves 
After her dead flowers. 
Like the little almond tree 
Which the frost hurt. 

II. October 

The beech-trees are silver 
For lack of the tree's blood; 
At your kiss my lips 
Became like the silver beech-leaves. 

III. A Girl 

You v/ere that clear Sicilian fluting 
That pains our thought even now. 

You were the notes 
Of cold fantastic grief 
Some few found beautiful. 

Images 

I 

Through the dark pine trunks 
Silver and yellow gleam the clouds 

7"Epigrams," Poems, p. 15; "Images," Poems, p. 57; 
"After Two Years," Poems, p. 32; "Her Mouth," Poems, 
p. 145; "Portrait," Poems, p. 147. 
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And the sun; 
The sea is faint purple. 
My love, my love, I shall never reach you. 

II 

You are beautiful as a straight red foxglove 
Among green plants; 
I stretched out my hand to caress you; 
It is blistered by the envious nettles. 

Ill 

I have spent hours this morning 
Seeking in the brook 
For a clear pebble 
To remind me of your eyes. 

And all the sleepless hours of night 
I tiiink of you. 

After Two Years 

She is all so slight 
And tender and v/hite 
As a May morning. 

She v/alks v/ithout hood 
At even. It is good 
To hear her sing. 

It is God' s v/ill 
That I shall love her still 
As he loves Mary. 

And night and day 
I will go forth to pray 
That she love me. 

She is as gold 
Lovely, and far more cold. 
Do thou pray with me. 

For if I win grace 
To kiss twice her face 
God has done well to me. 

Her Mouth 

Her mouth is a crushed flower 
That unpetals marvellously 
Beneath my lips. . . . 
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Portrait 

Your body has the hot splendour of gold lands 
Laden with sunlight and sharp heat 
Lovely and savage. . . . 

The poems in the third group^ illustrate several modes of 

nature image presentation: 

Group C 

Sunsets 

The white body of the evening 
Is torn into scarlet. 
Slashed and gouged and seared 
Into crimson. 
And hung ironically 
With garlands of mist. 

And the wind 
Blov/ing over London from Flanders 
Has a bitter taste. 

Evening 

The chimneys, rank on rank. 
Cut the clear sky; 
The moon 
With a rag of gauze about her loins 
Poses among them, an awkward Venus— 

And here am I looking wantonly at her 
Over the kitchen sink. 

Round-Pond 

Water ruffled and speckled by galloping wind 
Which puffs and spurts it into tiny pashing breakers 
Dashed v/ith lemon-yellow afternoon sunlight. 
The shining of the sun upon the water 

8"Sunsets," Poems, p. 64; "Evening," Poems, p. 38; 
"Round-Pond," Poems, p. 55; "Stream," The Little Review 
111:12. 
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Is like a scattering of gold crocus petals 
In a long wavering irregular flight. 

The water is cold to the eye 
As the wind to the cheek. 

In the budding chestnuts 
Whose sticky buds glimmer and are half burst open 
The starlings make their clitter-clatter; 
And the blackbirds in the grass 
Are getting as fat as the pigeons. 

Even the cold wind is seeking a new mistress. 

Stream 

Pebbles, that gleam dully, 
white, faint ochre, drab green; 
mosaic under pale sliding v/ater. 

II 

Foam; 
miobile crests leaping, sinking: 
thin fingers grasping round cold rocks. 

Ill 

Pines, white ash-trees, 
black-thorns, winter grass, 
mirrored trembling in you, O vagrant, 
bending av/ay from you and towards you: 
hesitating, importunate lovers. 

IV 

Small blue waves straining to meet, 
never touching, alv/ays elusive: 
mocking, half-virginal lips. 

9 
The tv/o poems comprising the final group present a still 

different mood: 

^"Hempstead Heath (Easter Monday, 1915)," Poems, 
p. 43; "London (May, 1915)," Poems, p. 44. 
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Group D 

Hempstead Heath 
(Easter Monday, 1915) 

Dark clouds, torn into gaps of livid sky. 
Pierced through 
By a swift searchlight, a long white dagger, 
The black murmuring crowd 
Flows, eddies, stops, flows on 
Between the lights 
And the banks of noisy booths. 

London 
(May, 1915) 

Glittering leaves 
Dance in a squall; 
Behind them bleak immoveable clouds. 

A church spire 
Holds up a little brass cock 
To peck at the blue wheat fields. 

Roofs, conical spires, tapering chinaneys. 
Livid with sunlight, lace the horizon. 

A pear tree, a broken white pyramid 
In a dingy garden, troubles me 
With ecstasy. 

At night, the moon, a pregnant woman. 
Walks cautiously over the slippery heavens 

And I am tormented. 
Obsessed, 
Among all this beauty. 
With a vision of ruins. 
Of walls crumbling into clay. 

The first Imagist principle, to use the language 

of common speech, is clearly adhered to in all of the poems 

selected. Few of the component words of any individual 

poem, in fact, exceed three syllables; none is archaic or 

"merely decorative," or used in a sense unfamiliar to the 
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average reader. Moreover, the sentences follow regular 

patterns of syntax. The related ideal of the "exact word" 

also seems to be demonstrated throughout—e.g., the series 

of participles ("torn," "pierced") and verbs ("flows," 

"eddies," "stops," "flows on") in "Hempstead Heath." 

Explaining the first Imagist tenet in his Preface to 

Some Imagist Poets, 1916, Aldington added that the Imagists 

used few similes, "though much of their poetry is meta

phorical. "1^ As may be noted in the foregoing samplings, 

he himself admits similes into the poems "Insouciance," 

"Round-Pond," and "After Two Years," as well as into one 

or more sections of "Epigrams" and "Images." Metaphors 

appear in "Hempstead Heath," where a crowd is portrayed 

in terms usually used to describe a river, and in "Sunsets" 

and "Evening," where the evening and the moon, respectively, 

are presented in language normally used to describe a 

woman. Similar usage also appears in the short selections 

"Her Mouth" and (from "Epigrams") "A Girl." 

Discussing the second Imagist tenet, "to create new 

rhythms as the result of new moods and not to copy old 

rhythms, which merely echo old moods," Aldington explains 

that the Imagists did not insist upon "free verse" as the 

only method of writing poetry but "fought" for it as a 

l^LRichard Aldington, ed.J , Preface to Some Imagist 
Poets (New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1916), p. vi. 
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principle of liberty.^^ "After Two Years," above, 

demonstrates that an Imagist poem may have conventional 

meter as well as rhyme. The remainder of the poems in the 

preceding sampling—and the great bulk of Aldington's 

work as well—are written in free verse. Since Aldington's 

use of vers libre has been considered in chapter IV, the 

poems cited in this section may simply be used to demon

strate the creation of new free verse rhythms to correspond 

with the moods of the various poems. First.- -̂ithout the 

restraint of meter, there is the opportunity to vary the 

line length within a single poem—as in "London (May, 

1915)"—so that the reader's instinctive, if almost 

unnoticed, pause at the end of a line of poetry corresponds 

exactly with the rhythm of the poet's tho-jght. Second, 

and closely related, is the advantage of the use of the 

strophe or thought unit rather than a series of stanzas 

of conventionally determined length. "Round-Pond," for 

example, contains four strophes; their varying lengths are 

important components of the poem, as the short strophes, 

both in content and in length, provide the desired contrast-

the harsh coldness of the coming winter—with the longer 

strophes, which describe in much more deliberate manner 

the delights of fall. Third, except for "After Two Years," 

11[Aldington], Preface to Some Imagist Poets, 1915, 
p. vi. 
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all of the poems cited demonstrate the avoidance of rhyme 

characteristic of most free verse offerings and the 

importance of rhythm, despite the absence of an obvious 

meter. The love poems listed provide excellent examples 

of the rhythm possible in free verse. In contrast, 

"Sunsets" may be cited to illustrate the prominence of a 

rhythm which varies even from line to line in correspondence 

with the poet's thought. 

The Imagists agreed, in the third place, to allow 

absolute freedom in the choice of subject; or, as Aldington 

added in the Preface to Some Imagist Poets, 1916, "Imagism 

refers to manner of presentation, not to subject."12 

In his own case. Aldington's period of close adherence to 

Imagist principles coincided with his interest in love, 

war, and nature as poetic topics; he thus chose to write 

about a relatively small number of subjects. The selections 

above, however, illustrate something of the range which 

these subjects allowed him: "Picket" and "Insouciance" are 

war poems; "Epigrams," "Images," "After Two Years," "Her 

Mouth," and "Portrait," love poems; "Sunsets," "Evening," 

"Round-Pond," and "Stream," nature poems; and "Hempstead 

Heath" and "London (May, 1915)," poems of concern about 

threats to peace and well-being. 

12 [Aldington], Preface to Some Imagist Poets, 1916, 
p. V. 
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The fourth area of agreement, to present an image, 

is explicit in all of the poems selected. About half— 

"Portrait," "Her Mouth," "Sunsets," "Evening," "Hempstead 

Heath," and individual poems of "Epigrams" and "Images" 

present a single image. Others—"Stream," "London (May, 

1915)," "Round-Pond"—offer a series of images, piled one 

on another, to total the desired, larger image or picture. 

As Aldington had commented, v/ith respect to direct treat

ment of the subject, "We convey an emotion by presenting 

the object and circumstances of that emotion without 

13 comment." The poems using simile and metaphor bear out 

Stanley Coffman's notation that Aldington employed the 

image in a manner recommended by Pound, namely, to com

municate "an intellectual and emotional complex in an 

14 instant of time." 

The next Imagist characteristic, to produce poetry 

that is hard and clear, is less satisfactorily demonstrated 

by the sampling of Aldington poems above, partly because 

of the nature of the subject matter of those poems. The 

adjectives hard and clear may, in fact, be more easily 

illustrated by two other of Aldington's poems, cited by 

13 
Richard Aldington, "Modern Poetry and the Imagists," 

The Egoist, I (June 1, 1914), 202. 
I'^Stanley K. Coffman, Imagism: A Chapter for the 

History of Modern Poetry (Norman: Univ. of Okla. Press, 
1951), p. 167. 
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coffman as examples of poetry which follow this particular 

ideal, "To a Greek Marble" and "Choricos."^^ The last 

few lines of "Choricos," which picture Death as a cold, 

chaste woman, are especially good to illustrate this 

principle. However, in the matter of the avoidance of the 

blurred and indefinite, all of the selected poems will 

qualify. "Stream," with its sentence fragments picturing 

essential elements and lacking intrusive grammatical 

connectives, is an especially good example. The quality 

of concentration, the sixth and last characteristic 

mentioned in the Manifesto, is, of course, not related to 

.the matter of the shortness of the poem alone. Adherence 

to other Imagist tenets, especially those demanding the 

exact v/ord and the hard, clear poetry, automatically 

results in concentration, just as emphasis upon the image 

accounts to some extent for the frequent short poems 

produced by the Imagists. 

Sensory Imagery; Conventional Use of Imagery 

Much of Aldington's imagery is used for conventional 

purposes as opposed to specifically Imagistic purposes as 

outlined in the Imagist Credo. And Aldington's conventional 

images consist of both sensory and metaphoric images—the 

first consisting of simple pictorial detail employed for 

l^Poems, ,pp. 6, 3. 
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scenic rendition, the second of the literary image or trope. 

The latter type has been reserved for discussion in a 

later section on rhetorical usage. Aldington's sensory 

imagery falls into eight specific types of sense response; * 

gustatory, tactile, kinesthetic, synesthetic, olfactory, 

thermal, auditory, and visual (specifically, color imagery). 

The first, the appeal to taste—especially if 

confined to literal food and drink—is seldom employed, 

though good examples exist; for instance, the chree 

companions of A Fool i' the Forest do enjoy a picnic at 

the Parthenon with eight litres of wine, "pounds of olives, 

bread and sausages, / And several heads of garlic." The 

persona in "Deaths of Common Men" is the only soldier left 

alive to taste wine. Four such poems align the common 

association of physical response—taste, in this case--with 

certain emotions. The bitterness of disappointment in the 

tv/o long poems A Fool i' the Forest and A Dream in the 

Luxembourg actually brings an accompanying gustatory 

response. Mezzetin's foolish songs, in A Fool, have a core 

that is bitter, "pungent to the mouth." Later, the narrator 

and his tv̂ o alter egos sit together, all "chewing" their 

"bittersweet cud." Because the narrator has realized the 

impossibility of reconciling the Conjuror (the intellect) 

and Mezzetin (imagination), his cud is mostly bitter. A 

similar phenomenon obtains at the end of A Dream in the 

Luxembourg when the awakened dreamer stoops for a pinch 
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of dust which, in his state of disillusionment, has a 

"very bitter taste." In two poems, '̂ Life Goes On" and 

"A Garden Homily,"1^ the speaker exhorts his listener to 

"taste"—to be more aware. Says the speaker in the first,' 

"Taste then the morning air / However bitter and however 

cruel." In the second, a dramatic monologue, a girl is 

urged to learn life and death from the earth itself: 

"Taste her mirth / That laughs away imagined pains." 

Though it may be argued that the term taste is figurative 

here, again so closely are emotion and sense bound together 

that a physical response seems actually to accompany the 

fact of intellectual awareness. 

The second type of imagery—tactile, the appeal to 

the sense of touch—Aldington employs with considerably 

more frequency than the first. An extremely realistic 

example is the "hard uncomfortable iron chair" in which 

the speaker of A Dream in the Luxembourg is sitting at the 

beginning of the dream whioh transports him to a French 

seaside village. There are, however, many additional 

vivid tactile images. One of these, a recurring image, 

evokes the feel of the earth, with the "soft wet earth" 

and the "moist garden mould" of "Scents," the dewy grass 

of "On the March," the "clammy mud" and "slippery boards" 

of "Eumenides," and the long damp autumn grass on which a 

16 Poems, pp. 236, 381, 238, 260, 316, 371, 210. 
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soldier kneels in "Field Manoeuvres." In the last-named 

poem, the image, with its secondary thermal appeal, borders 

on the synesthetic; the primary sense, though, remains that 

of touch. Similarly, the line "the long damp sands acrid 

with many tides" ("The Faun Captive") ̂'̂  is somewhat 

synesthetic, combining olfactory imagery with the basic 

1 R tactile appeal. •̂'̂  In addition to the feel of the earth 

itself, there is, in "Epitaph in Ballade Form," the touch 

on the bodies of hanged men of rain, sun, and wind. Further 

tactile imagery, in the same poem, stems from the descrip

tions of the ravens hollowing the victims' eyes and the 

magpies plucking their beards. Somewhat surprisingly, 

perhaps, relatively few of the love poems employ tactile 

imagery. Two which do make effective use of the device 

19 
are "Tender as Early Leaves" and "Our Hands." In the 

first, the speaker apostrophizes his beloved, metaphorically, 

as a young tree: 

Frail mountain-ash 
Weighted with coral fruit-clusters. 
Your branches hold me. 
Leaves murmur touching me. 
My hand rests lightly upon you. 

17poems, pp. 281, 29, 80, 173, 75, 65. 

18several other poems, among them "A Garden Homily," 
"Deaths of Common Men," "Life Goes On," and "A Moment's 
Interlude," stress the importance of actually touching the 
soil. They may be found in Poems, p. 210; The Egoist V:131; 
and Poems, pp. 371, 79, respectively. 

l^Poems, pp. 185, 339; Images of War (London: 
George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., 1919), p. 15. 
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The image then changes from tree to flower (and becomes 

synesthetic) as the girl's body is described as both soft 

and scented. It is the second poem, however, an eighteen-

line catalogue of things which men touch reverently—roses, 

beautiful women, old books, metal, wood, silk—that tactile 

imageiry is used most extensively in a love poem. 

Occasionally, a passage of poetry evokes a third 

type of physical response, a muscular reaction. Again, the 

subject matter varies greatly from poem to poem. There are, 

for example, an "ennui of knowledge without wisdom" 

soaking into the flesh of a character and numbing him, the 

."shrinking dread" caused by sight of rats swollen with 

human flesh, the feel of the earth's strength through all 

one's veins. Much different, but with the same pov/er to 

call forth a kinesthetic response, are the "long shivering 

ripples" of the river and the description of the moon 

rising from the sea, wringing water from her hair, and 

letting it trickle down her "moving flanks." In other 

poems, the reader's muscular response may parallel the 

kinesthetic experience of the character with a rising of 

hair on flesh, a tumultuous throbbing of blood, and a 

shiver; or he may vicariously reel with the faun on slippery 

ground or jump with the ballet artist.'^^ Specifically, 

20A Fool, Poems, p. 270; "Living Sepulchres," 
Poems, p. 88; "A Gordon Homily," Poems, p. 210; "In the 
Palace Garden," Poems, p. 183; A Fool, Poems, pp. 237, 249; 
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a swaying sensation is created in four poems. In the 

first, "Epitaph in Ballade Form," hanged men are "swung 

at the wind's high pleasure ceaselessly." The other three 

poems contain kinesthetic images based on vehicle motions: 

the jerking electric car and the swaying train of "In the 

Tube," the "melancholy of undulating trams" of "Rhapsody 

in a Third-class Carriage," and the subway passenger's 

rocking and craning for daily news in "To Those Who Played 

for Safety in Life."̂ -'̂  

Fourth, there is synesthetic imagery, evoking, by 

the unexpected application of terms usually associated with 

one physical sense to a difterent one, a simultaneous 

response of the tv>/o senses. There are, for example, the 

tactile-olfactory combination of "the keen v/elcome smell 

of London mud" in "On the March" and the tactile-thermal-

olfactory "flower petals scented with dew" of "The Faun 

Captive." Specifically, the presence of light and dark, 

of water, and of wind often calls forth a response from 

more than the most obviously related sense or senses. In 

the case of light and dark, the expected sense is visual; 

yet, there are the thermal, the tactile, and the kinesthetic 

suggestions in the phrases "cool silver moonlight," "cool 

"Her Mouth," Poems, p. 145; "Trench Idyll," Poems, p. 92; 
"The Faun Sees Snow for the First Time," Poems, p. 25; 
"Dancers," Poetry V:221. 

21Poems, pp. 185, 39, 189, 200. 
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waves of light," "hot darioiess," "soft Cimmerian dusk," 

"still pure light," and "violent gloom of night."22 

Similarly, in the case of water there are the synesthetic 

implications of soft blue v/aters, tender fugitive water, 

a dust of white water, water cold to the eye, "the crumbling 

downfall of the waves," and the clean acrid sea.^^ And in 

the third instance, wind moves over wheat "v/ith a silver 

crashing" or, as it blows across from Flanders, tastes 

bitter.24 

The fifth type of imagery, namely, olfactory, is 

evoked throughout the poetry, with numerous references to 

odors and fragrances. The earth itself is one source, with 

two speakers urging their listeners to breathe the earth's 

"full odours," and another referring to the dark odorous 

OO 

Poems, pp. 80, 65; "Inscriptions," Yale Review n.s. 
XIX:489; "Dav/ns, " The Egoist V:121; "Life Goes On," Poems, 
p. 371; "Choricos," Poems, p. 3; A Fool, Poems, p. 246; 
"Cinema Exit," Poems, p. 41. 

22"In Memory of Wilfred Ov/en," Poems, p. 355; 
"Life Goes On," Poems, p. 372; A Dream, Poems, p. 315; 
"Round-Pond," Poems, p. 55; "Doubt," Poems, p. 126; 
"Leave-Taking," Poems, p. 72. 

24.'Penultimate Poetry," The Egoist 1:36; "London 
(May, 1915)," Poems, p. 44. A fev/ additional examples of 
the synesthetic imagery are the damp smelling church, the 
steaming sooty sky, the beloved place names "scented with 
summer peace," the sun-scented clusters of grapes, the church 
walls "soft with summer sun," the waves of time, and "the 
notes / Of cold fantastic grief," to be found, respectively 
in "Childhood," Poems, p. 52; "Eros and Psyche," Poems, 
p. 45; "Fatigues," Images of War, p. 14; "Gold Head by Black 
Head," Poems, p. 341; "Scents," Poems, p. 29; "Retreat," 
Poems, p. 193; and "Epigrams," Poems, p. 15. 
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loam. Related to the earth are the fragrant fields and 

grasses, flowers, and trees. Of these, the first two 

yield the olfactory images of "scented uplands," sweet-

breathing meadows, the smell of crushed grass, fragrant 

grasses which a soldier stoops to kiss furtively, and, in 

"Prayers and Fantasies,"25 the irony of the soldier's 

recognition of the "pungent exotic odor," first identified 

as new-mown hay, as the deadly nerve gasphosfene. Among 

the flowers, there are the white and yellov/ jonquils of 

"Scents," the "pale, sweet-scented fragile flowers," the 

fragrant narcissus, the scented lilacs, the "honeydrops of 

tufted primroses" and "wild scented hyacinths," the 'dusty 

faint smell of violets," the "scented sulphur flames" of 

lavender, and, in contrast, the scentless white violets 

and the faint perfume of asphodel. Trees and vines account 

for additional olfactory imagery. In "La Rochelle," for 

example, lime trees rustle, "sweeting the salt air." There 

are, in other poems, scented lemon groves, "orange orchards 

sweet in May," "green scented fruits," the keen scent of 

ripe apples in the "dim-gold autumn," the smell of 

grape-vines on terraced hills, and the perfume of crushed 

2^"A Garden Homily," Poems, p. 210; "Deaths of 
Common Men," The Egoist V:131; "Ananke," Poems, p. 85; 
"Myrrhine and Konallis," The Egoist 111:4; "Field 
Manoeuvres," Poems, p. 75; "Fatigues," Images of War, 
p. 14; Poetry XIII:71. 
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black and gold grapes.26 still another source of olfactory 

imagery is the fragrance of a beloved body. One lover, 

for example, praises breasts fragrant with warm grasses, 

another delights in "the perfume of her flowering breast," 

and a third in the "perfume of her flesh" which no flavor 

of wine or flower can conquer.27 There are, in addition, 

a few ndscellaneous uses of olfactory imagery. Some such 

images—the "salt dirty smell from the little harbour," 

the "reeking taverns of night-time London"—are extremely 

unpleasant, while otl^ers—the "dawn-scented garments" of 

flute girls, the "long damp sands acrid with many tides," 

and the incense to be cast to the gods of death—are agree

able. Finally, tv/o poems present contrasting images of 

the underworld: the "scentless land of death" in 

o (^ 
'-^Poems, p. 29; "Reverie," Poems, p. 108; "Stele," 

Poems, p. 9; "In the Palace Garden," Poems, p. 183; 
"Eumenides," Poems, p. 174; A Fool, Poems, p. 252; "Blue 
(A Conceit)," The Little Review 11:45; "Eumenides," Poems, 
p. 174; "Hermes-of-the-Dead," The Little Reviev/ 111:11; 
Poetry XXXVIII:80; "Amalfi," Poems, p. 20; "Scents," Poems, 
p. 29; "Images," Poems, p. 23; "Hermes-of-the-Dead," The 
Little Review 111:11; "Epilogue," Poems, p. 168; "Gold Head 
by Black Head," Poems, p. 341. Additional plant fragrances 
are the river's "scent of green and bruised reeds / And 
water-mints that root in mud, / Cordial and faint," the 
"pungent herbs and branches of oak / And resinous scented 
pine wreaths," the fragrance of wet pine-cones and bark, 
and the sweet odor of crushed leaves in the poems "The 
Berkshire Kennet," Poems, p. 212; "R. V. and Another," 
Poems, p. 61; "Field Manoeuvres," Poems, p. 75; and 
"Freedom," Poems, p. 191, respectively. 

27..Bromios, " Poems, p. 21; "Madrigal," Poems, 
p. 212; "Her Mouth," Poems, p. 145. 
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"Hermes-of-the-Dead" becomes, in A Fool i' the Forest,^^ 

a chamber with "stifling incense-polluted air." 

Thermal imagery is a sixth significant type of 

sensual representation through language. In many cases, 

the adjectives warm, hot, chill, or cold, their synonyms, 

or their noun counterparts evoke the image unaided. There 

are, for instance, the "cold envious wind," cold June 

rain, "a cold north-westerly wind," the cold church, a 

large cold room, the cold hidden valley, the fr̂ osty night, 

frosty grass, the freezing shov/ers, frozen sti.eet, and the 

icy whirlwind that is hell.25 There are, also, the "warm 

southern country road, " the v/arm earth, grapes "warm from 

lov/ sunlit slopes," the warm hours, "sunny hours . . . warm 

30 with honey and dew," the jewel warmed by a woman's breast. 

^^"Childhood," Poems, p. 50; A Fool, Poems, p. 272; 
"Reflections," Poems, p. 26; "The Faun Captive," Poems, 
p. 66; "Myrrhine and Konallis," The Little Review ill:5; 
The Little Review 111:11; Poems, p. 258. 

2^"Ananke," Poems, p. 85; "June Rain," Poems, p. 18; 
A Dream, Poems, p. 285; "Childhood," Poems, p. 52; 
"Epilogue," Poems, p. 168; "Nightingale," Poems, p. 196; 
"Living Sepulchres," Poems, p. 88; "Leave-Taking," Poems, 
p. 71; "Songs for Puritans," Poems, p. 208; "Interlude," 
Poems, p. 42; "Possession," Poems, p. 142. There are, in 
addition, references to the "flowers / Dripping cold rain," 
the cool marsh, cool shade, cooled wine, and cool black 
grapes, the chill breeze and the "piercing chill" wind in 
the poems "Songs for p-iritans, " Poems, p. 208; "Ananke," 
Poems, p. 85; "Reverie," Poems, p. 106; "The Wine Cup," 
Poems, p. 97; "Gold Head by Black Head," Poems, p. 341; A 
Dream, Poems, p. 314; and "Battlefield," Poems, p. 100, 
respectively. 

^^A Dream, Poems, p. 291; "A Garden Homily," Poems, 
p. 210; "Gold Head by Black Head," Poems, p. 341; 
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As a final example, the first stanza of "June Rain"-^^ 

contains an especially vivid thermal image: 

Hot, a griffin's mouth of flame. 
The sun rasped v/ith his golden tongue 
The city streets, till men and walls shrivelled; 
The dusty air stagnated. 

Here, the words, with their heavy consonants, almost 

reproduce the heat. 

Next to visual imagery, the auditory image—the 

seventh type to be treated here—is probably the most 

frequent in Aldington's poetry. Rustling, murmuring, 

whispering, and hissing are favorite onomatopoetic terms, 

while other sound-sense equivalents exist in the "click 

and whirr" of motion pictures, the drone of threshing-

machines, the clattering of wheels and the humming of v/ires, 

the "clitter-clatter" of starlings, the bee-murmurs in the 

flowers, the "buzzing of metallic v/ings" of wasps, the 

clatter of wooden shoes, the toll of a bell, the drip 

"On the March," Poems, p. 80; "In Memory of Wilfred Owen, 
Poems, p. 355; "Images of Desire," Poems, p. 152. Other 
examples are the lover's "sleep-v/arm lips," tlie burning 
noon^ the mid-day heat, the heat spread over the land, 
the "hot weedy rocks," and a hot musty perfume in the 
poems A Dream, Poems, p. 312; "To a Greek Marble," Poems, 
p. 6; "Hermes, Leader of the Dead," Poems, p. 13; 
"Verona," The Egoist 1:162; "Reflections," Poems, p. 27; 
and "Exile," Poems, p. 172, respectively. 

31poems, p. 18. 
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of a hollow fountain, the roar of a pine forest.-̂ 2 

Further, the noises of war comprise a special category of 

sounds. Various poems mention the shells which go shrilling 

overhead, the "roar of shells, / The hissing lights," 

"the rush and crash / Of mortar and shell." One war poem, 

the seven-line "Barrage," beginning "Thunder, / The gallop 

of innumerable Valkyrie impetuous for battle," is simply 

an onomatopoetic presentation of the sounds of battle. 

33 In another poem, A "r'ool i' the Forest, the noises of 

war seem almost musical; 

. . . down came minnies. 
Rifle-bombs, grenades, rifle-fire. 
And a beautiful scherzando of machine-guns. 
Gradually the concert quieted down. 

At the "front," the soldier is not only keenly av/are of 

battle sounds but also nev/ly appreciative of common, 

homely sounds such as the songs of birds, the "grumble" 

of a train, or (in "Field Manoeuvres") "the v/ind in the 

pine needles, / The flutter of a finch's v/ings . . . / 

And the shrill cry of a mosquito." Another special use 

32..At the British Museum," Poems, p. 33; "Gold Head 
by Black Head," Poems, p. 342; A Fool, Poems, p. 246; 
"Resentment," Poems, p. 129; "Cinema Exit," Poems, p. 41; 
"A Memory: Poem in Prose," The Egoist 111:50; "Childhood," 
Poems, p. 50; "Round-Pond," Poems, p. 55; "The Faun Com-
plaints," Poems, p. 82; A Fool, Poems, p. 238; "La Rochelle, 
Poetry XXXVIII:80; "Having Seen Men Killed," Poems, p. 194; 
.•Scents," Poems, p. 29; "A Place of Young Pines," Poems, 
p. 359. 

33..Reverie," Poems, p. 107; "Eumenides," Poems, 
pp. 174_75; "In the Trenches," Poems, p. 83; Poems, 
pp! Ill, 266. 
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of auditory imagery, encountered in "A Winter Night,"34 

is creation of mood: 

The pattering rain falls loud and thick. 
Quelling the old clock's gentle tick; 
The tossing VN^IIIOWS hiss and creak 
As if long anguish forced them speak 
And curse the loud tormenting gale; 
And as their branches groan and wail. 
The ivy taps the latticed pane; 
The wind howls; and it taps again. 

In contrast to the importance of sound are the 

implications of silence. Complete absence of sound may 

be fearful, as in "Lemures," or pleasing, as in the silent 

rain, the "impenetrable silence / Of night," soundless 

trees, quiet pebbles, a hushed nook, the faun's "day-long, 

night-long sacred hush," and a "living hush, part av/e, 

35 

part tenderness" of other poems. The term hush, of 

course, adds to the denotation of stillness its onomato

poetic quality. In a noisy, mechanized v.̂ orld, as several 

poems demonstrate, silence is especially valued. The 

first, "The Faun Complains," expresses the demigod's 

plaint against "harsh clangours of breaking metal." Human 

beings, too, wish to escape this dissonance. The persona 

of "Retreat" asks for peace: "For a space let there be no 

34..picket," Poems, p. 90; "A Moment's Interlude," 
Poems, p. 79; Poems, pp. 75, 216. 

35poems, p. 12; "Childhood," Poems, p. 50; 
"Retreat," Poems, p. 193; "The Winter Park," Poems, p. 163; 
"Freedom," Poems, p. 191; "The Berkshire Kennet," Poems, 
p. 214; "The Faun Complains," Poems, p. 82; "Morning in the 
South," Poems, p. 366. 
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roar / Of wheels and voices, no din / of steel and stone 

and fire." The speaker in "The Berkshire Kennet" requests 

the solitude of a river bank where "neither cannon roar 

nor noise / Of heavy wheels" v/ill annoy him. But the poem 

most critical of industrial noise is "Whitechapel," 

named for a district of east London; 

Iron hoofs, iron wheels, iron din 
Of drays and trams and feet passing; 
Iron 

Beaten to a vast mad cacophony. 

In the poem, stanzas like the above, v/hich recreate the 

noise they deplore, alternate with stanzas describing and 

evoking scenes of quiet peacefulness. In a final instance, 

the healing quality of silence purges bitterness and 

effaces miseries of the soldier-speaker in "Meditation." 

Visual Imagery—Color 

Aldington examines visual imagery under several 

37 aspects, but perhaps the most striking is that of color. 

Hardly a poem fails to include at least one reference. So 

far as function is concerned, most often the color seems 

simply an added specific detail, as in the description 

of the pebbles—"white, faint ochre, drab green"—of 

36 Poems, pp. 82, 193, 214, 56, 164. 

37For further discussion related to Aldington's 
visual images, see the first section of the present chapter 
and the section on metaphor in Chapter VII. 
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"Stream" or the "patched sails, yellow, brown, red on blue 

masts, / Patched sailor's clothes, blue, brown, madder 

and rose" of "La Rochelle."38 Too, just as his auditory 

imagery was shown to include the absence of sound. 

Aldington's visual imagery also includes the absence of 

hue, as in the "colourless waters" of two poems, "The 

River" and "Dawn." In addition to a complete absence of 

color, there is the paleness of skies, water, "limbs of 

dawn," and "ashen moon." The term dark—"dark grape 

clusters on dark mountain side," dark clouds, dark chimney— 

is similarly used, without reference to a specific color. 

Further, the poet occasionally refers to colors—"divers-

hued trees" and "middle-class unsightly hues"—v/hich he 

OQ 

does not name.^^ VJhen a specific hue is mentioned, the 

color term itself usually stands alone, unmodified by 

another descriptive term. Exceptions, however, do occur, 

as in the "red and silver and ocherous brown," colors 

appropriate for the wings of carved gods. Another character

istic of the color use is that a more specific hue is 

seldom mentioned in place of the name of the basic color; 

op 

The Little Review 111:12-13; Poetry XXXVIII:80-81. 

3^Poems, pp. 14, 77; "Bondage," Poems, p. 73; 
"Evil Malady," The Egoist IV:70; "Daybreak," Poems, p. 149; 
"The Berkshire Kennet," Poems, p. 213; "Gold Head by Black 
Head," Poems, p. 341; "In the Old Garden," Poems, p. 17; 
"Summer," Poems, p. 28; "In the Old Garden," Poems, p. 17; 
"To Those Who Played for Safety in Life," Poems, p. 200. 
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exceptions occur in the "umber [rather than simply 

'brown'J brush-strokes" and the "umber shades" which fishes 

swimming in a pond resemble.'^^ 

Of the numerous specific colors, the first, brown, 

is used mainly in nature descriptions—brov/n trees, fading 

hills, clusters of pine cones, shallows, streams, foam 

bubbles (in standing water)—but also describes subway 

car woodwork, church walls, a rough bowl, the fingers of 

a shepherd, and the arms of a faun.^1 Unlike brown, the 

color black frequent.! y has somber connotations, as in the 

"black murmuring crowd," sun-blackened corpses, black 

puta.id blood, "black greasy smoke" (in a vision of hell) , 

heavy blackness of night, or even black desks at the British 

42 Museum. Indeed, the color contributes to a dreary m.ood 

in most of the preceding references as well as in "1933: 

For Eric Remarque" and "Nightingale." In contrast, the 

" E r o s and Psyche," Poems, p. 47; "Two Impressions," 
Poetry XIV:176; "At the British Museum," Poems, p. 33. 

•̂'•"The Faun Sees Snow for the First Time," Poems, 
p. 25; "The River," Poems, p. 14; "Bromios," Poems, p. 21; 
"Apathy," Poems, p. 129; "The Faun Captive," Poems, p. 65; 
"Childhood," Poems, p. 50; "In the Tube," Poems, p. 39; 
"Scents," Poems, p. 29; "Happiness," Living Age CCCXII:182; 
"To a Greek Marble," Poems, p. 6; "The Faun Captive," 
Poems, p. 65. 

"̂ 2..Hempstead Heath," Poems, p. 43; "Epitaph in 
Ballade Form," Poems, p. 185; "The Blood of the Young Men," 
Poems, p. 132; A Fool, Poems, pp. 243, 255; "At the British 
Museum," Poems, p. 33. 
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speaker in "Happiness"43 fi^ds a joy in "the dusky moon, / 

The black distant autumn wood, / The dark bodies of 

sleeping men in the moonlight" which he sees after a 

victorious battle. Finally, this color, like most of the 

others, is used in nature descriptions: black stream, 

black water flecked with white, black wet fields, black 

pines, black grapes, and the "black distant autumn wood" 

referred to above."̂ "̂  

A third color, purple, is, predictably, the one 

associated v/ith gods and royalty. There are, for example, 

the purple cloth laid for Artemis, purple tapestry in a 

room worthy to contain the Eros and Psyche statues; a 

purple shroud for Byron, the king who lies dead. It is 

with the same connotation—ironic, however, in its 

application™-that the lines "Pindar's thoughts are cliches / 

Dressed in splendid robes of purple and gold" should be 

45 read. Finally, the color, in a few cases, describes 

natural objects: purple skies, a "purple blaze of 

^^Poems, p. 369; Living Age CCCXII:182. 

"^^"The Faun Sees Snow for the First Time," Poems, 
p. 25; "Apathy," Poems, p. 130; "A Village," Poems, p. 94; 
"Myrrhine and Konallis," The Little Review 111:5; "Gold 
Head by Black Head," Poems, p. 341; "Happiness," Living 
Age CCCXII:182. 

45..At Mitylene," Poems, p. 8; "Eros and Psyche," 
Poems, p. 46; A Fool, Poems, pp. 233, 241. 
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loosestrife," blue-purple wind-flowers.^^ A related color, 

blue, generally appears in contexts both literal and 

pleasant. The inevitable exceptions are in the "dark blue 

ways to Orcus îin the underworld] ," the corpses with 

horrible blue faces, and—in "To You 0 Poet"—the small 

blue telegram which will decide a lover's fate.'̂ '̂  With 

this color, there is an occasional (and unusual, for 

Aldington) modifier or a term signifying a specific hue, 

such as "hard blue," cobalt-blue, dawn-blue, untroubled 

blue, washed blue, the dark Prussian blue of demoiselle 

48 fly wings, and the noon-blue sea and soft blue waters. 

Besides the conventional applications, there are also the 

azured arms of Axethusa, a blue morning, a blue-patterned 

jug, and the "blue bulging eyes" of fish, as well as blue 

smoke, rain, wheat fields, pine woods, steel, and stags 

/ X 49 

(on stamps). 

46..Penultimate Poetry," The Egoist 1:36; "The Berk
shire Kennet," Poems, p. 213; "Stele," Poems, p. 9. 

^'^"Hermes, Leader of the Dead," Poems, p. 13; 
"Prayers and Fantasies," Poetry XIII:69; Poems, p. 353. 

^^"June Rain," Poems, p. 18; "At the British Museum, 
Poems, p. 33; "Two Impressions," Poetry XIV:17 6; "Bombard
ment," Poems, p. 114; "In the Palace Garden," Poems, p. 183; 
"Apathy," Poems, p. 130; "We'll Have No Stories of Dead 
Women," Poems, p. 354. 

"̂ Â Fool, Poems, p. 231; "Morning in the South," 
Poems, p. 366; "The Days Pass," The Egoist 111:169; "Bones," 
Poems, p. 178; "Images," Poems, p. 23; "The Poplar," Poems, 
p. 30; "London (May, 1915)," Poems, p. 44; "Field 
Manoeuvres," Poems, p. 75; "Leave-Taking," Poems, p. 71; 
"Childhood," Poems, p. 52. 
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Used somewhat less extensively is the color green. 

Appropriately, green occurs frequently in plant descrip

tions as green land, green plants, ivy, poplar leaves, 

leafy boughs, pine "plumes," "fingers of bracken fronds," 

green throats of poppies and of water lilies, green scented 

fruits, grey-green olive trees, and green silver-olive 

trees. Elsewhere in nature there are green waves, a green 

light on the stream, and the green eyes of a river god, 

moss-colored or "green-golden-scaled" lizards, and beryl-

green insect wings. Finally, in a rare mention of dress. 

Aldington has the narrator in A Dream in the Luxembourg50 

notice a woman's green silk chemise gown. 

A sixth color, grey, most often connotes a mood-

creating dullness, morbidness, or sadness. There are, for 

example, a "grey garment of rain," the "grey gauze of 

rain," the grey mist, the churchyard's cracked grey slabs, 

the grey sordid town, grey bleak houses, the red embers 

fading to grey dust as a speaker contemplates death of 

someone beloved, and the "cupful of grey dust in a tall. 

^^"Choricos," Poems, p. 3; "Images," Poems, p. 57; 
"Bondage," Poems, p. 73; "At Nights," Poems, p. 34; "In 
the Old Garden," Poems, p. 17; "A Place of Young Pines," 
Poems, p. 359; "A Moment's Interlude," Poems, p. 79; 
"Leave-Taking," Poems, p. 71; "Apathy," Poems, p. 129; 
"Images," Poems, p. 23; "We'll Have No Stories of Dead 
Women," Poems, p. 354; "Myrrhine and Konallis," The Little 
Review 111:3; "Whitechapel," Poems, p. 56; "The Berkshire 
Kennet," Poems, pp. 213, 215; "Stele," Poems, p. 9; 
"Myrrhine and Konallis," The Little Reviev/ 111:3; 
"Apathy," Poems, p. 130; Poems, p. 311. 
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narrow-throated stone vase" which the speaker of "Hermes-

of-the-Dead" envisions as her next state. In "The Middle 

51 
Ages," the speaker sees the silhouette, "dark against 

grey," of a figure, obviously the Christ, since the speaker 

looks about for a cross, as well. In fact, the color— 

and the mood—pervade the poem: the light is "grey opaque 

. . . , indecisive," the sheep are "grey against the dark 

earth," the very heavens are grey with a grey mist. The 

color, of course, does not always convey a dreary feeling. 

The grey rain which loves the poplar, for example, lacks 

the somber quality of the preceding references, as do the 

sweet grey eyes of Artemis in "Disdain" and the "outpouring 

of the grey sea" described in "Bondage" as beautiful. 

Surprisingly, too, the bare grey gardens of "April Lieder" 

52 are part of the "glad young April day." 

51"June Rain," Poems, p. 18; "July Sunday," The 
Egoist 11:45; "Reflections," Poems, p. 27; "St. Mary's, 
Kensington," Poems, p. 37; "Childhood," Poems, p. 49; 
"Italy," The Egoist 111:53; "Meditation," Poems, p. 181; 
The Little Review 111:11; The Egoist 111:94-95, 

^2..The Poplar," Poems, p. 31; Poems, pp. 128, 73, 
110. Other poems list the "grey heaven of olives" beneath 
which aconites grow, the "solitudes of grey hills," the 
grey crumbling town gates of a small city, "grey lead Dutch 
tanks," the grey firm road, grey clods, grey dawn at sea, 
a grey bee, grey clothes; the poems may be located, 
respectively, in '^January Aconites," Poems, p. 365; "The 
Days Pass," The Egoist 111:169; "A Memory: Poem in Prose," 
The Egoist 111:50; "Prayer," Poems, p. 62; "Apathy," Poems, 
p. 129; "January Aconites," Poems, p. 365; "Nightingale," 
Poems, p. 196; "Epigram," The Little Review 111:29; and 
"On a Motor-Bus at Night," The Little Review 1:1. 
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Yellow, a seventh color in Aldington's poems, is 

associated with nature, artificial light, age, and death. 

In addition to the "saffron twilight," the "yellow 

blotched moon," the rose-yellow moon, and the yellow glow 

of the sun, there are in nature the yellow heads of water 

lilies, yellow jonquils and daisies, pale yellow grasses, 

yellow muscat grapes, crocus-yellow butterflies, yellow-

throated birds, yellow and blue Guatemala parrots on 

stamps, and the shallows that become "light amber where the 

sun struggles through."53 Artificial light varies from the 

loveliness of the "steady rayed floods of yellow and red 

light" which seem to pave Oxford Street with copper and 

chalcedony to the ugliness of the "vast avalanche of 

greenish-yellow light" outside the cinema and the "hissing 

lights, red, green, yellovNT" of battle.^'^ Finally, yellow 

is the color of age ("old papers grow a little yellower," 

as a discussion on time notes) and of death, especially 

in the v/ar poems, where there are yellow dead men, the "stiff 

''Fantasy," Poems, p. 60; "Meditation," Poems, 
p. 164; "Images," Poems, p. 23; "A Memory: Poem in Prose," 
The Egoist 111:50; "Apathy,." Poems, p. 130; "Scents," 
Poems, p. 29; "Bondage," Poems, p. 73; "In the Old Garden," 
Poems, p. 17; "Gold Head by Black Head," Poems, p. 341; 
"Stele," Poems, p. 9;""Reflections," Poems, p. 26; 
"Childhood," Poems, p. 52; "Apathy," Poems, p. 130. 

54.ion a Motor-Bus at Night," The Little Review 1:1; 
"Cinema Exit," Poems, p. 41; "Eumenides," Poems, p. 175. 
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yellow fingers of a corpse," and the face of a mortally 

wounded soldier turning to a color "like a yellow leaf."55 

Gold, which may also be used symbolically, is often 

used simply as a color: a golden chiton, gold grapes, 

"gold round leaves of poplar," gold crocus blossoms, the 

golden broom plant, a gold chrysanthemum, gold head and 

golden-haired reveller, gold lyre, gold-dark flesh, and 

gold sparks of machine-gun fire.^^ The color is also 

associated with happiness after death (the "gold islands 

of the happy dead") as well as during life (a golden 

mood, golden swoon of love, golden ecstasies, gold years 

57 to come). Like gold, the color silver is also usea 

frequently, usually in nature descriptions. There are, for 

example, the silver beech leaves, silver leaves of the 

55 
A Fool, Poems, p. 27 2; A Dream, Poems, p. 284; 

"Apathy," Poems, p. 131; "Deaths of Common Men," The 
Egoist V:131. 

"Myrrhine and Konallis," The Little Review 111:2; 
"Gold Head by Black Head," Poems, p. 341; "A Memory: Poem 
in Prose," The Egoist 111:50; "Round-Pond," Poems, p. 55; 
"Field Manoeuvres," Poems, p. 76; "Compensation," Poetry 
XIV:176; "Gold Head by Black Head," Poems, p. 341; 
"Reflections," Poems, p. 26; "Defeat," Poems, p. 123; 
"Reserve," Poems, p. 151; "Machine-Guns," Poems, p. 99. 
Also appearing in the poetry are passages referring to the 
"little gold havens of petals" of aconites, the "pure gold 
dawn," the golden hills of Italy, hills golden with sun, and 
the golden wealth of harvested grain in "January Aconites," 
Poems, p. 365; "Inscriptions," Yale Review n.s. XIX:489; 
"Italy," The Egoist 111:53; "Defeat," Poems, p. 121; and 
"At a Gate by the Way," Poems, p. 188. 

57..Thanatos, " The Little Review 111:10; "In the 
Palace Garden," Poems, p. 183; "Sleep," Poems, p. 150; "Life 
Goes On," Poems, p. 371; "Meditation," Poems, p. 165. 
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olive, silver wasps, silvery roofs, the "languid silver" 

of swans, silver and yellow clouds, sun gleaming through 

the trunks of pine trees, and a "silver segment of road" 

glittering through the pine trunks.^® One other metallic 

color, incidentally, appears in the "bronze pine trunks" 

59 and the bronze backs of rowers. 

Because of their similarity in hue, three more 

colors—orange, rose, and red—may be grouped for discussion. 

The first appears infrequently and, except for the deep 

orange color of tiled roofs in "A Village" and the "deep 

orange afterglow from the sun" in "Dilemma," is used solely 

in plant description. There are, for example, orange 

lichen, orange boughs, orange plane-leaves, gold and 

60 orange decaying leaves. The second color, with the 

exception of the rose and white flagstones which con

tribute to a speaker's happiness, is also primarily a color 

of nature, used to describe flowers—campion, oleander. 

58"Epigrams," Poems, p. 15; "Italy," The Egoist 
111:53; A Fool, Poems, p. 238; "Dawns," The Egoist V:121; 
"The Winter Park," Poems, p. 163; "Images," Poems, p. 57; 
"Field Manoeuvres," Poems, p. 75. 

^^"Field Manoeuvres," Poems, p. 75; "Odelette," 
Poems, p. 166. 

^^Poems, pp. 94, 363; "Oneirodotes," The New 
Freewoman 1:132; "Time's Changes," Poems, p. 93; "St. 
Mary's, Kensington," Poems, p. 37; "Leave-Taking," Poems, 
p. 71. 
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mountain ash—or the sky—a "rose film over a pale sky."^^ 

In contrast, red, the third color, has various functions. 

One of the most prominent, again, is in pictures of nature, 

with its red anemones, foxglove, guelder rose, crimson 

leaves, red-mottled berries, red grapes, "willow boughs 

red with sap," and red pine trunks. A crimson butterfly 

floats through the air; a black and scarlet butterfly, 

spotted with v/hite, hovers over a privet flower; red deer 

inhabit the mountains. In the sky are the red haze, the 

"scarlet breast" of a personified dawn, the faint vermilion 

of the sunset, and the "great wasteful splash of red light" 

of the setting sun. In descriptions of human beings, a 

second function, there are the red hair of Clytemaiestra 

and the red, scarlet, or crimson lips of a beloved woman, 

as well as the "dark red flesh" of men, the "sullen, dark 

red gashes" of the wounded, and the "good red blood" of 

•̂'•"In the Old Garden," Poems, p. 17; "Leave-
Taking," Poems, p. 71; "At the British Museum," Poems, 
p. 33; "Tender as Early Leaves," Poems, p. 339; "Summer," 
Poems, p. 28. 

^^"Time's Changes," Poems, p. 93; "Images," Poems, 
p. 57; "The Berkshire Kennet," Poems, p. 213; "Church Walk, 
Kensington," Poems, p. 36; "On the March," Poems, p. 80; 
"Defeat," Poems, p. 121; "A Village," Poems, p. 95; 
"Bromios," Poems, p. 21; A Fool, Poems, p. 238; "Summer," 
Poems, p. 28; "Images," Poems, p. 24; "Leave-Taking," 
Poems, p. 71; "Daybreak," Poems, p. 149; "Images," Poems, 
p. 23; "A Memory: Poem in Prose," The Egoist 111:50. 
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the soldiers contrasted with the "broad red cheeks" of the 

old men who stayed home from war.̂ ^̂  As a third function, 

seen in the prose poem "Myrrhine and Konallis,"^^ there 

is an extensive use of red, in combination with black, 

almost as a motif. In Section II, the speaker holds a 

wine jar whose design is a "winged Psyche edged with a 

black outline fluttering in a red fire." In another section 

called simply "Red and Black," the two colors are balanced 

descriptively three times until, in the fourth parallel, 

red is still literal but the black becomes synipolic: 

Wine is black, but red are the points of. your 
breasts; black are the figures of heroes on the 
tall v/ine-jars, but your lips are red. Black, 
the frail sea-grass, but flushed faint red the 
curled shells. Red is your life-blood, but black, 
deep black, the inexorable end of all. 

63,,Troy's Down," Poems, p. 337; "Interlude," Poems, 
p. 42; "Images of Desire," Poems, p. 153; "Her Mouth," Poems, 
p. 145; "Gold Head by Black Head," Poems, p. 341; "Concert," 
Poems, p. 117; "The Blood of the Young Men," Poems, pp. 132-
33. Miscellaneous references to the vivid color are the 
red and white tiles, scarlet motor buses, red hearses, a 
bishop's crimson hat, a red clay lamp, a red-crested garden 
god, tombs painted crimson and blue, the scarlet prows of 
boats, the red tiled barns, red embers, crimson wine, heavy 
red and black wine craters, red baboons on stamps, red wool, 
a red-hot brazier, and red smears of a Vlaminck painting. 
These references are found, respectively, in "Eros and 
Psyche/" Poems, p. 45; "Be unto Me as Sunlight," Poems, 
pp. 346-47; "The Middle Ages," The Egoist 111:95; "Myrrhine 
and Konallis," The Little Review 111:1-3; "The Middle Ages," 
The Egoist 111:95; "Oneirodotes," The New Freewoman 1:132; 
"A Village," Poems, p. 95; "Meditation," Poems, p. 181; 
"The Wine Cup," Poems, p. 97; "Bromios," Poems, p. 21; 
"Childhood," Poems, p. 52; "The Faun Captive," Poems, p. 65; 
"Picket," Poems, p. 90; and A Dream, Poems, p. 299. 

'̂̂ The Little Review 111:1-5. 
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As a final color, there is white. Like most of the 

others, it appears frequently in nature descriptions. In 

"Argyria" alone, for example, there are the v/hite fountain 

jet, the v/hite waters, and the "white cloud the white sun 

kissed into the air"; in "The Poplar" there are the white 

wind "turning up / The white lining" of the tree's "green 

petticoat," the white stream, the white mist, and the white 

road. Several additional poems attribute a special white

ness to water. The speaker in "Inarticulate Grief," for 

example, asks that the sea "break the v/hite bulwarks / 

Of harbour and city" and that it sob "v/ith v/hite salt tears 

/ Wet on its writhen face." in A Dream in the Luxembourg,65 

as fantasy yields to reality, the fountain collapses "in 

a dust of v/hite v/ater" and the speaker, bereft of his 

dream, finds himself in a "world of grey-v/hite dust." A 

65 
Poems, pp. 7, 30, 59, 315. Other poems mention 

the "great v/hite surges" of the v/aves, white shells, crags, 
clouds reflected in water, rain, jonquils, rose, stitchwort, 
ash, violets, v/indflowers, and lilies. There are also 
"the last flower-crowns on the white stele," the white 
"mist of olives," the "broken, white pyramid" of a pear 
tree, white grapes. There are, too, white lambs, moths, 
and butterflies. A trench is v/hite under the hot sun. 
These additional references are found, respectively, in 
"Choricos," Poems, p. 3; "At Mitylene," Poems, p. 8; 
"Defeat," Poems, p. 123; "Apathy," Poems, p. 130; "White
chapel," Poems, p. 56; "Scents," Poems, p. 29; "Before 
Parting," Poems, p. 154; "Eumenides," Poems, p. 174; 
"Myrrhine and Konallis," Tha Little Review 111:4; "Defeat," 
Poems, p. 121; "Myrrhine and Konallis," The Little Review 
111:4; "Captive," Poems, p. 63; "London (May, 1915)," 
Poems, p. 44; "Defeat," Poems, p. 122; "Dancers," Poetry 
V:221; "Prayers and Fantasies," Poetry XIII:69; "Evil 
Malady," The Egoist IV:70; and "Reverie," Poems, p. 107. 
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second use of the color is to describe both deities and 

human beings. The three specific goddesses thus charac

terized are Potnia, the "VNrhite grave goddess"; Artemis 

of the "steel white foot"; and lo, on whose white body 

fauns and satyrs splash wine. The whiteness of the human 

body is also accentuated, though not especially, as might 

be anticipated, in the love poems. In "After Two Years," 

however, a girl is described as being "tender and white," 

66 

while in "Interlude," white girls dance in vhite raiment, 

Finally, there are the miscellaneous refereiicf̂ .s to the 

white-veiled women, a child bearing a white candle, the 

white roof of a cottage, and the "long v.liite dagger" of 

a searchlight. An unusual adverbial use of color occurs 

in the opening lines of "Papillons," 'as the speaker chides 

the sad lover: "What phantasm of the heart of men / So 

whitely and so v/anly / Gibes at us?" Last, in this 

miscellaneous grouping, there is the somewhat ambiguous 

66pQ2rns, pp. 6, 8, 21, 32, 42. Other poems mention 
the white teeth of a lover, white cheeks in the radiance 
of white globes, "flour-white" faces in the moonlight, 
"white frail foreheads" of characters rejected by the 
world, the white hair of an old man, white hands of a 
maiden and also of soldiers, hands "so glad, so reverent, 
so white" which once served beauty, in "Daybreak," Poems, 
p. 149; "Cinema Exit," Poems, p. 41; A Fool, Poems, p. 238; 
"R. V. and Another," Poems, p. 61; "The Blood of the Young 
Men," Poems, p. 133; "Captive," Poems, p. 61; and "Our 
Hands," Images of War, p. 15, respectively. 
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reference to "the beckoning of a white hand" in the poem 

"And I Shall Wait":^'^ 

yes I shall wait 
for a word the beckoning of a white hand 
I shall wait yes yes 
and the inevitable heart-break 
I shall await. 

The thoughts of the speaker as he seems to await the 

unhappy end of a love affair become incoherent as he 

alternately hopes and—ultimately—despairs. 

Visual imagery, as might be expectei from the eye-

minded poet suggested in the foregoing disci^ssion, is the 

most frequently recurrent form of imagery in Aldington's 

poetry. And visual imagery, as shown, seems to gather 

around a multitude of colors. Often there is, hov/ever, in 

addition, considerable appeal to the other physical senses, 

individually or synesthetically. An understanding of 

Aldington's attention to the image and an appreciation of 

the appropriateness of his imagery are of great importance 

in any final judgment of this writer as a poetic craftsman. 

^ 7 A Fool, Poems, p. 257; "Lemures," Poems, p. 12; 
"Meditation," Poems, p. 182; "Hampstead Heath," Poems, 
p. 43; Poems, pp. 197, 348. 



CHAPTER VII 

RHETORICAL PATTERNS 

Aldington's skill in handling sensory imagery, 

discussed in the preceding chapter, is matched by an equal 

skill in the handling of rhetorical patterns which accounts 

for much of the clarity and conciseness of his poetry. 

Under the latter heading are included syntax, metaphor 

and symbol, allusion, personification, and tone, plus a 

small group of special miscellaneous devices. 

Syntax 

Certain special syntactical patterns reappear v/ith 

such a degree of frequency in Aldington's verse that they 

may be said to be characteristic devices of much of his 

poetry. The first, and the most overt, of these patterns 

is the division of poems into sections, either numbered, 

subtitled, or both numbered and named. The numbered sections 

may actually be separate short poems as in the love poems 

"Her Mouth," "Portrait," "Images of Desire," and the tv̂ o 

works called simply "Images." The remainder of the poems 

with numbered sections are simply divided into from two 

to twenty-two parts, the longest of these being The Crystal 

Ipoems, pp. 145, 147, 152, 23, 57. 
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World; there. Section 22 is further divided into eleven 

sections headed with Roman numerals. Life Quest contains 

twenty numbered parts; "The Eaten Heart," nine; and 

"Prayers and Fantasies," eight. The "Songs for Puritans" 

are ten separate, numbered love poems in the pastoral vein, 

while the eleven "Short Poems" in the Exile volume (referred 

to in this study by their first lines) are identified only 

by Roman numerals.2 There are, in addition, a few poems 

whose sections are su'otitled but not numbered; "Epigrams," 
o 

"Scents," "Songs for Sensualists," and "Ennuies." Of these, 

the first three have two subtitles each; the last has six. 

Finally, there are three poems v/hose sections are both 

subtitled and numbered. The first, "Penultimate Poetry," 

is a series of nine numbered and (except for the last) 

individually titled parodies. Sixteen short prose love 

poems, both numbered and named, compj;rise the second, the 

"Myrrhine and Konallis" sequence. The third, the long 

narrative A Fool i' the Forest, contains thirty-four 
4 

numbered, titled sections. 
Another characteristic syntactical feature of 

Aldington's poetry is the poet's use of repetition and 

2The Crystal World (London: William Heinemann, 
1937); Life Quest (ijondon: Chatto & Windus, 1935); Poems, 
p. 317; Poetry XIII:67-71; Poems, pp. 205-09, 337-54. 

3poems, pp. 141, 29, 210; The Egoist 1:161-62. 

4The Egoist 1:36; The Little Review 111:1-5; 
Poems, pp. 221-77. 
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parallel structure, consisting either of simple repetition 

of words or phrases to reinforce an idea and unify the 

poem or of more complex patterns. The first three stanzas 

of "Lemures," for example, begin "In. Ninevah," "In. Thebes 

of Egypt," and "In my Lesbos and Achaia," while the phrase 

"in the dusk" appears three times throughout the poem. 

In a second poem, "Amalfi," the words "We will come dovm" 

appear three times; "and drift upon your pale green waves" 

appears twice. All stanzas except the first of still 

another poem, "B.romies," begin with the exclamation 

"lo!" (a reference to the girl whom Hera changed into a 

heifer). More extensive use of repetition occurs in the 

poem "Childhood." Three consecutive lines begin with 

"I hate"; seven lines in a single stanza describing the 

monotony of the town begin monotonously v/ith "and"; in 

another stanza there is a three-fold repetition of "nothing"; 

and throughout, the word dull, along with its various forms 

and synonyms, is repeated. 

Among the more complex forms of repetition used 

by Aldington is the re-echoing of a poem's title. The phrase 

5Poems, pp. 12, 20, 21, 48. 

^Other poems which might be cited that use a similar 
pattern of repetition are "The Faun Captive," "Vicarious 
Atonement," "Before Parting," "Life Goes On," "At a Gate 
by the V/ay, " "Be Unto Me as Sunlight," "And I Shall Wait," 
"Happiness," "La Rochelle," and "Sorcery of Words." These 
poems are located in Poems, pp. 65, 70, 154, 371, 181, 346, 
348; Living Age CCCXII:182; and Poetry XXXVIII:80-81, 
respectively. 
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'̂ three little girls" is used six times in the thirteen-

line poem by that name, for example, and Part III of 

"Terror" echoes the title word in each of its nine lines. 

The first three lines read: 

We have known terror; 
The terror of the wind and silent shadows. 

The terror of great heights. 

A more intricate parallelism occurs in stanzas two and three 

of "A Soldier's Song."' Both stanzas, it will be noted, 

begin with an "if" clause of two lines; the third line 

(which is identical in the two stanzas) combines with the 

fourth to complete the condition presented in the opening 

.dependent clause: 

If she remembers me and v/eeps 
For her lost happiness. 
Though dead, I shall be pierced at heart 
For her great loneliness. 
If she forgets me, if she gives 
Her.lips and limbs to new desire. 
Though dead, I shall be pierced at heart. 
Burned stark by a sharp fire. 

VvTxrious other forms of repetition also occur. There is, for 

example, a sound repetition, using the words t£ and too a 

total of five times in the next to the last stanza of 

"Meditation." In the same poem, there is, in the closing 

stanza, a parallelism resulting from the series of parti

ciples: "remembering," "plotting," and "trusting." 

7Poems, pp. 101, 119, 159. A similar structure is 
employed in the poems "Meditation" and "Absence," Living 
Age CCCVI;493 and Poems, p. 160, respectively. 
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Similarly, a series of five verbs—"makes," "schedules," 

"cuts," "turns," and "lops"—appears in five consecutive 

lines of "Truth." In still another variation, the opening 

one-sentence verse paragraph of "Evil Malady"^ appears 

twice more, dividing the prose poem into three almost equal 

parts, and again at the end, each time with an ellipsis; 

"There are obscene phrases which to hear destroys the soul 

like an evil malady . . . ." 

A third general syntactical practice in Aldington's 

poetry, and one which may be said to set him apart from 

other poets, is his use of such punctuation as parentheses 

and italics. With respect to the first, parentheses may 

minimize, as in "The Retort Discourteous"—"They tell / 

Us we shall never sell / Our v/orks (as if v/e cared)" — 

or they may give a twist to the entire idea of the poem. 

"Cinema Exit," for example, pictures movie patrons coming 

from the theater, unexpectedly refers to them as "human 

vermin," and. then ends with a two-line parenthetical state

ment: "(Happily rapid chemical processes / Will disintegrate 

them all)." The most extensive use of parentheses, however, 

9 
is in a four-page section. Part IV, of "The Eaten Heart," 

in which two two-line passages, a four-line section, and a 

stanza of eleven lines are parenthesized. Italics, as used 

^Poems, pp. 164-65, 198; The Egoist IV:70. 

^The Little Review 11:4; Poems, pp. 41, 3 24-27. 
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by Aldington as a rhetorical aid, are employed, of course, 

in their conventional function to set off foreign words, 

phrases, or passages. But there are at least two poems in 

which he uses them in a very special way. One passage in 

"The Eaten Heart," for example ("O stab the v/ords home till 

the wound is deep / To dull a fiercer pain"), uses italics 

in combination with parentheses. In the poem "In the Tube" 

they reinforce a question; "'What right have you to live?'" 

Two of Aldington's poems, "^^itechapel" and A Fool i' the 

Forest, make an extensive use of italics. In the first, 

alternate stanzas which contrast in both sound and sense 

with the poem's main idea are italicized. In the sev-ond, 

the entire Part XXXIV and portions of numerous other sections, 

especially Parts VII, VIII, and IX, are italicized. The 

last stanza of the poem "Loss," when it v/es published in 

Poetry magazine, was italicized; in The Poems of Richard 

10 
Aldington, however, the italics are omitted. 

A fourth rhetorical usage which may be cited is that 

of recurring variations in sentence usage and pattern. 

For example, several very short poems, such as those grouped 

under the titles "^Images," "Epigrams," "Her Mouth," and 

"Portrait," are composed, in each case, of single sentences— 

IQpoems, pp. 322, 39, 56, 221-77, 158. Additional 
poems containing one or two lines of italicized material 
are "Images," "Fantasy," and "Beauty Unpraised" in Poems, 
pp 57-58; and Poetry XIV:177, respectively. 
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as are a few of the longer poems also: "in the Old Garden," 

"Three Little Girls," "Taintignies," "Ella," "The Winter 

Park," and "Beauty," Of these, the longest is the 

eighteen-line poem "Ella." Another variation of basic 

sentence patterns is Aldington's use of sentence fragments, 

though these appear only infrequently. "Scents" presents 
I 

a series of visual images, each in a fragment. Another 

work, "Whitechapel, "I-'- is also composed entirely of sentence 

fragments. In general, however, except for the fragments 

mentioned, the complete, conventionally punctuated sentence 

is the rule in Aldington's poetry. 

But there are, on the other hand, certain exceptions 

to this general rule. Several of the pieces titled 

collectively "Short Poems" in The Eaten Heart volume depart 

from this pattern in one way or another. In these poems, 

ideas run rapidly into each other—sometimes with a clear 

relationship, sometimes with only an impressionistic one. 

As one example, "And I Shall Wait" begins v/ith five unpunc-

tuated "sentences" of recognizable syntax, all beginning, 

"I shall wait." The poem then closes, "I shall wait yes 

yes / and the inevitable heart-break / I shall await." 

llpoems, pp. 23, 57, 141, 145, 147, 17, 101, 118, 
144, 163; The Egoist 111:26; Poems, p. 29. "Hampstead 
Heath," "Picket," and "We'll Have No Stories of Dead 
Women" contain one or more fragments, though the main 
part of each poem is presented in complete sentence form; 
the poems are located in Poems, pp. 43, 90, 354. 
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Another poem in this group, "They Say the Lion," is an 

impressionistic poem of eight unpunctuated clauses (one 

a question), coordinated with three but's and two and's. 

Still another, "Unyielding," achieves a tone of despair in 

the often repeated second line, "there is no way out." 

The persona declares that he can find "no way out" of 

his thoughts: the mysterious and beautiful "mosaic mask" 

has beckoned, he has entered, the mask has changed, and 

blood has been v/asted; there seems to be no escape. In 

this poem, the three questions presented are the only 

elements punctuated; nothing else within the poem is. 

Capitalization in Aldington's "Short Poems," it should be 

mentioned in passing, where used at all, is kept at a 

minimum. The pronoun Î  is usually capitalized, as are the 

first words of two of the poems; elsewhere, letters are 

all in lower .case. The rhetorical use of the lower case 

12 in Aldington's "Not to Define nor Plan Too Far," which 

considers the nature of love, is plainly evident. Having 

come to the idea that love and death are opposites, it 

grows increasingly vague and incoherent, as the speaker 

realizes the inability of himself and his beloved to escape 

death: 

12poems, pp. 348, 349, 350, 352. 
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and most 
shun the death-instinct love 
is love because of death 
love's opposite but confound 
them never that way lies 
hell annihilation 

but 
you 

Two basic sentence patterns characteristic of 

Aldington's poetry, and extensively used by him, are 

question and command. Of the two, the question has fewer 

functions. It may be forceful ("What's that to me?" a 

Tradesman asks in response to the statement in A Fool i' 

the Forest that Byron is dead); or rueful, as in "Time's 

Changes" ("What shall I gather / Four years from today?" 

the speaker asks); or demanding, as in "A Young Tree," 

with the lines, spoken by youthful soldiers,- "'We are so 

few, so very few, / Could not our fate have been more 

13 merciful?'" One poem, "The Poplar," both begins and ends 

with a question, while at least six others begin and six 

more close with a sentence of this form. 

Just as the interrogative mood is frequently employed 

in Aldington's verse, so is the imperative. Sometimes this 

13poems, pp. 233, 93, 105, 30. Other poems beginning 
with questions which are of interest are: "Death of Another 
Hero," "Resentment," "Disdain," "Papillons," and both the 
"Prelude" and the "Epilogue" to Images of Desire: The 
poems are found in Poems, pp. 367, 127, 128, 197, 139, 168. 
These end with interrogative sentences: "In the Tube," 
"Loss," "Cynthia," "Eumenides," "Time's Changes," and 
"Farewell," in Poems, pp. 39, 158, 162, 173, 93; and 
The Egoist 1:161, respectively. 
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device appears in conjunction with the apostrophe, as in 

the poem "Hermes, Leader of the Dead,"l'^ v/herein the speaker 

addresses the god: 

Bear us upon thy winged flight 
Dovm the dark blue v/ays unto Orcus; 
Make us stabile 
With thy imperishable hands. 

At other times, it is used in conjunction with the 

exhortation—such as those imperatives in the closing lines 

of "Exile" ("Let us stand . . . reverence . . . shade our 

eyes . . . and gaze through the leaves") or in the poem 

"1933; For Eric Remarque," wherein the speaker addresses 

those in whom a spark of nobility remains, "Accuse not 

the gods," "Seek not for rest," and (repeatedly) "Close 

the ranks." The last stanza of "The Eaten Heart"1^ 

exhorts the reader or listener, "Pray for the soul of 

Guilhelm de Cabestanh, / Pray for the knight of the Eaten 

Heart. " 

Three other special uses of the imperative occur 

in Aldington's verse. The first of these is its use when 

a speaker has suggestions to give. The poem "Life Goes On," 

for example, is composed almost entirely of advice, built 

I'̂ Poems, p. 13. See also two other poems, 
"Bromios^' and "At Mitylene," Poems, pp. 21 and 8, 
respectively. 

•'•̂ Poems, pp. 172, 369, 333. "Les Ennuyes Exquis, " 
"The Days Pass," and "Inarticulate Grief" use the imperative 
in a similar hortative fashion; they are in The Egoist 1:161; 
The Egoist 111:169; and Poems, p. 59, respectively. 
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up stanza by stanza. Near the end, the speaker, using 

four imperatives in the six lines, counsels. 

Taste then the morning air 
However bitter and however cruel. 
Receive in nakedness those darts of light 
Whether in kindness or in anger thrown. 
Tread humbly on the sacred breast of earth. 
And grasp revered water's touch. 

Similarly, the speaker in "Deaths of Commen Men," addressing 

simple folk like himself, advises them to "have no fear" 

of subtle men or of death itself. The second of these 

imperative uses occurs v/hen a persona simply invites the 

reader to share vicariously in what he has to tell. "The 

Berkshire Kennet," for example, seems to be addressed to 

any sympathetic reader, by the invitation, "Turn from the 

city's poisoned air / And dv/ell with me a little." The 

third special use appears prinsipally in love poems, where 

the words phrased as commands are, in effect, simply 

questions asking permission to love. For example, the 

speaker in "Songs for Puritans" uses three imperatives, and 

a familiar metaphor, as he beseeches. 

Suffer my too ambitious hand 
To range these low delicious hills. 

Invest me freedman of a land 
Exile from which dejects and kills; 

With pious lips let me revere 
The sacred roses cherished here. 

1 6 
Another love poem, "Before Parting," also uses a series of 

imperatives: "give," "be," "kiss," "whisper." 

16poems, p. 371; The Egoist V:131; Poems, pp. 212, 
205, 154. 
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The last three major syntactical patterns in 

Aldington's poetry to be discussed are alliteration, 

compound terms, and use in his text of languages other 

than English. The first two of these need only brief 

treatment. Aldington's use of alliteration consists simply 

of the conventional repetition of initial sounds and may 

be illustrated by use of a fev7 random examples: "clotted 

corpses," "rusty ruin," "secret shadows shot with fire," 

"softly sprinkling fountain," "carrion crow."-'-7 The second, 

the use—or, in some cases, the coining—of compound terms, 

18 is an Aldington trademark. The follov/ing constitute a 

sampling; sea-child, sea-v/inds, sea-ripples, noon-blue 

sea, m.any-isled sea, wave-crests, foam.-frail girls, and 

19 death-dark ocean. The key term here, it may be noted, is 

the sea; and perhaps the largest group of his compounds 

invoke the sea. But he draws upon other sources as well: 

viz., swallow-blue hall, cobalt-blue sky, dim-gold autumn, 

dawn-blue sky, age-green bronze, red-shod feet, white-veiled 

•'•'̂"An Earth Goddess," Poems, p. 112; "Loss," Poems, 
p. 158; "In the Palace Garden," Poems, p. 183; "In the 
Trenches," Poems, p. 83. 

•'•̂ To be noted in another section is the epithet, 
which occasionally (especially as applied to the Greek 
deities) takes a two- or even three-part form. 

l^"A-rgyria, " Poems, p. 7; "H?rmes, Leader of the 
Dead," Poems, p. 13; "Bromios," Poems, p. 21; "We'll Have 
No Stories of Dead Women," Poems, p. 354; "Hermes-of-the 
Dead," The Little Review 111:10; "Reflections," Poems, p. 27; 
"Nightingale," Poems, p. 196; A Fool, Poems, p. 235. 
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women, red-crested god of gardens, gold-flowered-crowned 

drink, green-golden-scaled lizards.^^ Aldington often 

draws upon plant life for his compounds ("Zeus-holy oaks," 

"river-like tree-like" love, flower-crowns, flower-flames, 

and cleft-open, dew-wet nectarines21); or animal life 

(Cloud-Cuckoo-Land, girl-nightingales, speech-giving blood 

of the bulls, lizards-life-flashes, and swallow-fleet 

22 
goddesses''^) ; or other natural objects (frozen-cloud 

specks; mist-wreathed hills; death-pale, death-still mist; 

a "moon high-seated above the ridge"23). 

A multi-linguist. Aldington often employs foreign 

terms in passages in his verse. He may, for example, use 

French, Italian, Latin, or Greek for a title; or he may 

borrov; or compose an epigraph, a phrase, a line, or even a 

complete section of a poem in one of these languages. A 

"choricos," Poems, p. 4; "At the British Museum," 
Poems, p. 33; "Hermes-of-the-Dead," The Little Review 
111:10; "Two. Impressions," Poetry XIV:176; "Prayers and 
Fantasies," Poetry XIII:68; "Choricos," Poems, p. 4; A Fool, 
Poems, p. 257; "Myrrhine and Konallis," The Little Review 
111:2-3. 

^''The Faun Captive," Poems, p. 65; "Not to Define 
nor Plan Too Far," Poems, p. 352; "Myrrhine and Konallis," 
The Little Review 111:2; "Gain," Poems, p. 61; "Compensation," 
Poetry XIV:176. 

^^A Fool, Poems, p. 227; "Myrrhine and Konallis,'^ 
The Little Review 111:2; A Fool, Poems, p. 235; "They Say 
the Lion," Poems, p. 349; "Argyria," Poems, p. 7. 

23."The Faun Sees Snow for the First Time," Poems, 
p. 25; "Dawns," The Egoist V;121; "Davm," Poems, p. 77; 
"Prayers and Fantasies," Poetry XIII;71. 
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few titles will demonstrate the first of these functions. 

"Odelette," for example, uses the French diminuitive ending 

to form a word meaning "little ode"—a factor which seems, 

in effect, to minimize the exaltation characteristic of 

the conventional ode: in the poem the fervor has gone from 

the lover, who is unable to gladden the woman he loves; 

"Les Ennuyes Exquis," or "immaculate bordeom" as it is 

rephrased in the first line, is the title of a satiric 

condemnation of those who adopt weariness as a pose; 

"La Rochelle," or little rock, is taken from the name of 

a harbor town which brave men, honored by the poem, defended; 

24 "Oneirodotes," a word of Creek origin, means "dream 

giver"; the speaker asks for dreams (v/ithout, however, 

using the term) by which he may know of Eos, of Hylas, of 

"the scarlet prows / And the silver trunpets" of the Greek 

island Salamis. But Aldington's most frequent use of the 

foreign terms consists of their presence as part of the 

body of many poems. In scn̂ e cases, only one or two foreign 

words may be used. For example, a line in "The Winter 

Park" reads, "The trees damp and tristes ^fsad]." At the 

other extreme, there is a thirty-eight line passage in 

25 
French comprising Section XVIII of A Fool i' the Forest. ̂-̂  

24poems, p. 166; Tha Egoist 1:161; Poetry XXXVIII: 
80; The New Freewoman 1:13 2. 

25poems, pp. 163, 249-50. In the latter case, though 
Aldington insists that the passage simply came to him in the 
other language, it is possible that the irreligious quality 
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Aldington frequently chose to include a foreign 

phrase at the end of a poem or passage. There is, for 

example, the closing line of "To France," which the speaker 

identifies as a quotation from King Henry, "Je vous souhaite 

tous une poule au pot le dimanche! [l wish you all a 

chicken in the pot on Sunday]." Other instances are 

"Stodge," a criticism of everything middle class and 

stodgy, v/hich ends with a prayer to the ithyphallic gods 

and the benediction "Kurioi eleisate [May the Gods be 

propitious to us]"; "Interlude," which ends, "Here, take 

my pennies, 'mon semblable, men frerel' | my fellow man, my 

brother! ," as the speaker tosses coins to a red-nosed 

street corner musician; and "Prayers and Fantasies," 

Section I, v/herein the poet, having bemoaned his loss of 

poetic ability, exclaims, "Nymphes de Parnassel Encore un 

Pegasse rate! [Nymphs of Parnassus! Again a Pegasus 

failsij." Aldington's most effective use of foreign terms 

to end a poem is perhaps in "Battlefield."26 Among the 

many crosses on a French battlefield, each with its "Ci-git 

iJhere liesj," is another with the legend "Ci-git I soldat 

Allemand, / Priez pour lui [Here lies a German soldier. 

of the section—the persona, at the Last Judgment, intends 
to kick the angels and ask that they leave him in peace— 
may have influenced his choice of French rather than 
English. 

26 
Living Age CCCVIII:417; The Egoist 1:162; Poems, 

p. 42; Poetry XIII:67; Poems, p. 100. 
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pray for himj." The inscription makes its own statement 

about the compassion and brotherhood possible among wartime 

"enemies." 

The long poems A Dream in the Luxembourg and A Fool 

i' the Forest make additional use of foreign terms. One 

character in the first of these, for example, is a middle-

aged French maid, whose few discreet comments are, appro

priately, in French. Occasionally, too, the confused lover 

in the poem simply seems to be thinking in tv/o languages. 

As he says at one point, "I was so bewildered / That my 

esprit [̂ spirit] hadn't even gotten on the escalier 

j^stairsj." Earlier, his thoughts have been of mortality 

and mutability ("All we have's today. Cras amet jJLove 

tomorrow; literally, he shall love tomorrow^, if you can." 

This idea has led on to the next: "Memento mori Ĵ Remember 

you will diej . Yet a few more years / And \/hat remains of 

me and—hell!—of her?" His decision, then, is to seize 

the offered interval of love. In the second poem, A Fool 

i' the Forest, street singers chanting "O guarda nel ciel / 

Innumerabile stelle ^Look in the sky and see the innumerable 

starsj"27 start a long chain of thought for the narrator, 

a chain which ends with his cursing the stars which cause 

men to think and girls to love poor men. 

"̂̂ A Dream, Poems, pp. 290, 283; A Fool, Poems, 
p. 229. 
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Metaphor, Symbolism, Allusion^ Pf̂ r.ĉ nni fication 

Various other sections of this study, especially 

those on the recurring motifs and sensory imagery of 

Aldington's poetry, have called attention to the important 

place of figurative language. Here attention is given to 

Aldington's rhetorical use of the literary image. His 

handling of images from this standpoint may be seen in 

many of his poems written in the imagistic manner, v/hich 

tend to be composed entirely of a single metaphor or simile, 

or of a series. In "Images," for example, the first of 

six similar statements concerning love reads; 

Like a gondola of green scented fruits 
Drifting along the dark canals of Venice, 
You, O exquisite one. 
Have entered my desolate city. 

In other poems, the figurative comparisons occur singly 

within the literal development of an idea. For example, a 

catalogue of remembered realistic details in "At Nights" 

includes "the pattern of tne ducks' feathers— / Like a 

Japanese print," and the wealthy tradesman v/hom the 

travellers of A Fool i' the Forest encounter is described 

28 
as being "strong and cruel as an Assyrian King." 

28poems, pp. 23, 34, 270. Though in theory, at 
least, the Imagist poets attempted to avoid the simile, 
in practice Aldington seems to make no distinction between 
the function of the simile and that of the metaphor. 
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Aldington uses a number of special figurative 

devices. One repeated technique involves the use of several 

"vehicles," or figurative subjects, within a single metaphor 

One example is the description, in "Soliloquy—II," of a 

dead soldier's hand, "more subtly coloured than a perfect 

Goya, / And more austere and lovely in repose / Than 

Angelo's hand could ever carve in stone." In another poem, 

"Terror," Aldington uses two comparisons—"as a beast, as 

an arrow of pine'^—to demonstrate the fact that strong 

emotion may "cleave" its victims. In a third, "Doubt,"2^ 

the speakers, compared with the hostile world which tears 

theiu from themselves "as a child from the womb, / A weak 

lover from light breasts," are "weak as wax," "faint as 

reed-pipes," and "driven as land-birds by the vast sea 

wind." In one case, the second comparison made contradicts 

the first, presenting, as the speaker's mood changes, a 

different image of the same object. In the poem "Be unto 

2^Poems, pp. 104, 119, 125. Further examples may 
also be cited. The nightingale's voice is like "the brief 
shrill clang of ice on glass, / The note of fragile metal 
sharply struck, / The lapse of waters." The lover in 
A Dream in the Luxembourg does not immediately embrace 
the woman he loves but stands "like an idiot / Or a good 
soldier waiting for orders." Even a rich man, according 
to "Death of Another Hero," must die "like a beggar, like 
a frowsty worm / Trodden beneath the contemptuous foot 
of Death." In "Verona," heat is spread across the land 
"like thick gold petals of a rose / That has the sun for 
heart" and "like three blankets too many / On a summer 
bridal couch." These additional references are from 
"Nightingale," Poems, p. 195; Poems, pp. 299, 367; and 
The Egoist 1:162-
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Me as Sunlight," the narrator, returning to London, 

notices the red buses, which seem first gay, then sinister: 

The beautiful scarlet motor-buses 
Seemed like gay lacquered coaches. 
A little later they appeared 
As sinister red hearses 
Conveying the dead souls 
Of a nation. 

A second technique frequently used by Aldington 

,is the extended metaphor. The idea implicit in the title 

"Beauty, Thou Hast Hurt Me Overmuch," for example, is 

extended through that particular poem, with the speaker 

being hurt, wounded, and consumed; the basic metaphor is 

then reinforced by the simile that beauty, like "a bird 

with strong claws," lacerates its victim. Even a short 

imagistic passage may employ the extended metaphor. In the 

second stanza of "Images," for instance, a girl is praised 

for being as beautiful as a red foxglove among green plants; 

then as the speaker perceives a further similarity, he 

concludes, "I stretched out my hand to caress you; / It 

is blistered by the envious nettles." Another short poem, 

"Insouciance," uses the extended metaphor to add a second, 

specific detail to the first, more general comparison; not 

only are the poems which the speaker composes in the 

trenches as delicate as doves; they also fly av/ay like a 

distinct species, a white-winged dove. A third, "An 

3^Poems, p. 346. 
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Earth Goddess,"^^ pictures the battlefield as a plague-

marked goddess who has been "sick of a long fever," "torn 

with throes / Fiercer than childbirth and yet barren," 

bruised and ravished by men, but now healing, with a few 

grasses growing amid the ruins. As a variation of the 

extended metaphor, "1933; To Eric Remarque"^^ simulta

neously develops three comparisons for unappreciated 

nobility: it is like a fire which has died down, "trampled 

by brutal feet" until only ashes, "the smouldering darkness 

of the universal hate," remain; like music fading, "killed" 

by ignorant clamour; and like vision trembling into mirage. 

Still another variation occurs in "At a Gate by the Way," 

31 
Poems, pp. 16, 57, 81, 112. Four other extended 

metaphors illustrate Aldington's use of this particular 
kind of comparison. First, in "A winter Night," the speaker 
encourages and welcomes fancies v/hich "wheel and flutter 
like moths around a campion flower" since, even as they 
"soar" away, they leave in his mind and heart a "coloured 
dust," comparable to the trace left by moths. In a second 
poem, A Fool i' the Forest, the narrator builds upon 
the familiar comparison of life to a game of chance to 
accuse the gods of playing with loaded dice, then prolongs 
even this idea with the thought, "And when we find it out 
/ And draw upon them— / Lol they are not." Third, 
Section III of "The Eaten Heart" extends the metaphor of 
man in a prison of loneliness to say that love can release 
him from that prison. Finally, "To One Dead" logically 
extends the idea of the subject's admirable characteristics 
as that part of his being which was "sharp rippling flame" 
to include his despicable traits as "dark smoke / Of evil 
and hatred and suspicion." The last four poems are from 
Poems, pp. 216, 251, 322-23, 362. 

32poems, p. 369. Both "Meditation" and "Doubt" 
contain similar multiple comparisons; the two poems are 
from Living Age CCCVI:493 and Poems, p. 125, respectively. 
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as one friend reminds another, metaphorically, that they 

have "hunted" vainly for truth and wisdom, then continues 

with the terminology of the chase; 

Either the game is scant, the luck is thwart. 
Or we are mole-eyed or the gods are cruel. 
For what v/e seized breathless with joy 
Turned rotten in our hands and v/hat we missed 
Seemed ever the one quarry that we sought. 

There is, however, another metaphor which extends through

out the poem and encompasses this one, namely, the compari

son of the peace and wealth of the field's harvest with 

the speaker's own restlessness and unproductivity. Occa

sionally, too, a comparison assumes the characteristic of 

an analogy, seeming to explain rather than simply to 

describe. For exaraple, a serious interpretation of the 

last few lines of "Bones" makes the entire poem an analogy: 

just as, when human bones lose their flesh, their particles 

disperse, so will the v/orld, v/hen it disintegrates, become 

a skeleton dancing around a dingy sun. In another poem, 

to explain the happiness he experienced in his reverie 

and the disappointment in realizing that his love is not 

returned, the narrator in A Dream in the Luxembourg33 asks 

his reader to imagine himself a clumsy glass-maker into 

whose one perfect bowl someone has poured poison so that 

the vase "collapsed / And crumbled to a little dust" in 

his hand. 

33poems, pp. 181-82, 309. 
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Symbols occur only rarely in Aldington's poetry. 

A few examples, however, may be cited. First, several 

colors are used symbolically. The garland of white violets 

hung on the door of Akmene ("Myrrhine and Konallis") 

represents the love the speaker once had for the maiden 

Akmene. A purple shroud is appropriate for Byron's bones 

(A Fool i' the Forest) because of Byron's right to poetic 

nobility. Gold, in one poem ("Life Goes On"), symbolizes 

that which is good and valuable and to be cherished, while 

in another ("A Farewell"), gold stands for the valor of 

the courageous men to whom the poem is addressed. In 

addition to color symbolism, there are a few miscellaneous 

symbols in the poetry, notably in the long narratives. 

Throughout The Crystal World, for example, the title words 

represent the happy but fragile microcosm of love; like 

craftsmen creating a crystal object, lovers form their 

world; when it is shattered, they carefully rebuild it. 

The fountain, motif in A Dream in the Luxembourg also has a 

function bordering on the symbolic. When the dream is new, 

the fountain jet rises and falls "in foamy parabolas / 

Like the path of a fountain fixed in tremulous water"; 

as the dream ends in disillusionment, the fountain jet falls, 

crumbling like dust. Finally, in A Fool i' the Forest34 

^^"Myrrl:\±ne and Konallis," The Little Review 111:4; 
Poems, pp. 233, 371; The Egoist 1:161; The Crystal World, 
passim; A Dream, Poems, pp. 285, 315, 233. 
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Penelope, having given up hope of Odysseus' return, 

symbolically strews her marriage bed with cypress. 

In approaching Aldington's poetry, the reader must 

be prepared for a wide range of allusions, the third poetic 

device to be considered. The greatest source of such 

references is Greek material, particularly Greek mythology. 

As discussed elsewhere, Greek deities frequently furnish 

poem titles ("Argyria," "Bromios," "Eros and Psyche," 

"Hermes, Leader of the Dead"), appear as characters, or 

are apostrophized. However, characters from tne legends 

of other lands also appear; Thor of Norse tales and the 

Valkyrie of Germanic myth; rsis and Osiris, Thoth, and 

Anubis of Egyptian legend. From Italy come the lemures, 

spirits of the Roman dead, and the legendary king Picus 

of Mirandola. And from the Hebrew-Christian heritage, there 

are references to Ged and the angels, to Satan, and to 

characters from the Old Testament (Solomon, Abraham, 

Isaac) and the New Testament (Christ, Mary, St. Simon 

[Peter3). Further, there are allusions to the "'Shemah 

Israel' [liear, Israel] " of Old Testament worship and to 

35 
the cross and the Place of Skulls of New Testament events. 

35 

'In the V 
^Poems, pp. 7, 21, 45, 13; "Barrage," Poems, p. Ill; 

.... ....̂  ,ia Sistina," Poems, p. 19; "^Lesbia," Poems, p. 11; 
A Fool, Poems, p. 256; "Lemures," Poems, p. 12; "Lesbia," 
Poems, p. 11; "Possession," Poems, p. 142; A Fool, Poems, 
p. 243; "Truth," Poems, p. 199; "The Middle Ages," The 
Egoist 111:94; A Fool, Poems, p. 244; "Lesbia," Poems, 
p. 11; "An Old Song," Poems, p. 140; A Fool, Poems, p. 255; 
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Another frequent source of allusion in Aldington's 

verse is writers and philosophers. Among these are the 

famous Greek writers Sophocles, Euripides, Socrates, 

Theocritus, Demosthenes, Sappho, Pindar, and Anacreon, 

as well as the Greek literary impostor of the nineteenth 

century, Constantine Simonides.-^^ Other allusions are to 

Greek philosophers Plato, Aristotle, Zeno, Epicurus, and 

lamblicus; to Greek historian Thucydides; and to church 

37 

fathers St. John Chrysostom and Gregory of Nezianzus. 

Simon Stylites, the Syrian ascetic and stylite, and Simon 

Peter of the New Testament are undoubtedly the two referred 

to in the lines "-How often you have corrected the errOa.s 

of one Saint-Simon / By the no less palpable errors of 

the other."38 

"The Middle Ages," The Egoist 111:94; "The Road," The Egoist 
V:97. Biblical allusions other than those already mentioned 
occur in "At Nights," Poems, p. 34; "To One Dead," Poems, 
p. 362; "Deaths of Common Men," The Egoist V:131; 
"Vicarious Atonement," Poems, p. 70; "R. V. and Ano^-her," 
Poems, p. 61; and "The Road," The Egoist V:97. 

•^^"The Eaten Heart," Poems, p. 329; A Fool, Poems, 
p. 249; "The Road," The Egoist V:97-98; "Hermes-of-the-
Dead," The Little Review 111:10; A Fool, Poems, p. 24 2; 
"Images," Poems, p. 58; A Fool, Poems, p. 241; "A Life," 
The Egoist 111:69; "Captive," Poems, p. 63. 

^'^These references are all from A Fool, Poems, 
pp. 263, 242, 232, 242. 

38..To France," Living Age CCCVIII:417. Additional 
important references in Aldington's poetry which may be 
cited are the Provengal poets Guilhem de Cabestanh, Peire 
Vidal, Guilhem de Poitiers, and Arnaut of Marvoil, as well 
as the French writers Alain Chartier of the fifteenth 
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There are, in addition, references to artists, 

composers, dancers, scientists, and miscellaneous historical 

characters. Pheidias, fifth century B. C. Greek sculptor, 

seems the earliest artist mentioned. Of painters, there 

are references to the Italian Leonardo da Vinci; the 

French Rembrandt, Goya, Gauguin, and Maurice de Vlaminck.3^ 

From the areas of music and dance come the German composers 

Strauss and Beethoven and the Russian ballet dancer 

century and Charles Maurras of the nineteenth and twentieth; 
the Italian poets Virgil, Petrarch, Dante, Lucretius, Ovid, 
and Marinetti; the Italian humanist Lorenzo Valla; the 
German philosopher Schopenhauer; the British writers 
Shakespeare, Blake, Byron, Shelley, V7ordsworth, Tennyson, 
Francis Thompson, Sir John Henry Nev/bolt, John Masefield, 
and F. S. Flint; and Americans Ezra p.ound, T. S. Eliot, 
and Amy Lowell. These references are found, respectively, 
in "The Eaten Heart," Poems, p. 333; A Dream,. Poems, pp. 282, 
297; "Penultimate Poetry," The Egoist 1:36, A Dream, Poems, 
p. 296; A Fool, Poems, pp. 234, 246; "The Eaten Heart," 
Poems, p. 327; "At a Gate by the Way," Poems, p. 188; 
A Dream, Poems, p. 288; "Daughter of Zeus," Poems, p. 89; 
A Fool, Poems, p. 258; "The Middle Ages," The Egoist 111:94; 
A Dream, Poems, p. 310; "Penultimate Poetry," The Egoist 
1:36; A Fool, Poems, pp. 233, 237; "Eunnuies (To a Poet)," 
The Egoist 1:161; A Fool, Poems, p. 234; "Synthetic Sonnets," 
The Egoist 11:23; "Happiness (To F. S. F.)," The Egoist 
111:26; "Penultimate Poetry," The Egoist 1:36; A Fool, 
Poems, p. 237; and "Synthetic Sonnets," The Egoist 11:23. 
Allusions to specific literary works range from references 
to Greek drama and Dante's Divine Comedy to the Proven9al 
legends, Shakespeare's King.Lear and Hamlet, and Aldington's 
ovm novel Death of a Hero. These final references are 
found, respectively, in "The Eaten Heart," Poems, p. 325; 
"Epilogue," Poems, p. 135; A Dream, Poems, pp. 296-97; 
A Fool, Poems, p. 261; A Dream, Poems, p. 310; and "Death 
of Another Hero," Poems, p. 367. 

^^A Fool, Poems, p. 232; "The Middle Ages," The 
Egoist 111:95; "A Village," Poems, p. 95; "Soliloquy—II," 
Poems, p. 104; A Fool, Poems, p. 243; A Dream, Poems, p. 299. 
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Nijensky, and from science, Einstein and Huxley."^^ Further, 

there are historical figures, important in various fields, 

such as the Florentine Lorenzo d' Medici, the Fascist 

Dino di Mordano Grandi, and the inventor of print, Aldus 
41 Manutius. 

Besides the locales of ancient Greece, the place 

names Italy and France occur; from World War I, there are 

Flanders, Taintignies (in Belgium), Hart's Crater, Maroc, 

42 and Vermelles. 

Personification is a relatively minor device in 

Aldington's poetry. Most frequently personified are the 

aspects of nature: the winds run, sob, and "titter a 

ferocious irony / Or gasp a misery not fit for words"; 

leaves dance; streams hear laughter or plough loose earth 

''The Parrot," Poems, p. 201; A Fool, Poems, p. 264; 
"Dancers," Poetry V:221; "Having Seen Men Killed," Poems, 
p. 194; A Fool, Poems, p. 260. 

•̂'•A Dream, Poems, p. 298; "At the British Museum," 
Poems, p. 33; "The Days Pass," The Egoist 111:169. To 
these may be added the following allusions to historical 
personages from other countries. From France, there is 
Maude Cambronne; from Scotland, Adam Smith, "the Saviour"; 
from America, Zachary Taylor, "noble patriarch," and Henry 
Ford, "the prophet"; and from Britain, sea captain James 
Cook, Field Marshal Douglas" Haig, and Sir Walter Raleigh. 
The references are from, respectively, "The Parrot," 
Poems, p. 201; A Foolr Poems, pp. 244, 273, 263; and 
"Childhood," Poems, p. 52. 

42..italy," The Egoist 111:53; "To France," Living 
Age CCCVIII:417; "Sunsets," Poems, p. 64; "Taintignies," 
Poems, p. 118; "Eumenides," Poems, p. 174. 
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ilow roots; the seas run past; the frost creeps; 

3 live contentedly, willows wave their boughs; flowers 

jd, dip, and smile; the ripe grape "yearns" to be pressed 

into wine; the wine itself is ardent and mysterious; 

"veiled" moonlight breathes on a woman's face; stars peer 

around rooftops; night-time gloom "battles with the 

radiance" of artificial light. An extended personifica

tion occurs in the first stanza of "Daybreak," which 

pictures dawn as a sleeping woman. Death is personified 

variously as either feminine or masculine. Throughout the 

poem "Choricos," Death is a woman garbed in purple robe 

.and sandals who comes "brushing the fields . . . / Searing 

the grass as with a sudden flame." Gathering poppies for 

chaplets, she fondly places flov>/ers on the heads of her 

kneeling devotees and seals their eyes, smiling "as a 

chaste woman./ Knowing love in her heart." A second poem, 

A Fool i' the Forest, personifies Death as a much different 

feminine figure, one who wears red cherries on her hat and 

walks with the narrator and his companions along the 

"̂ "̂ "Summer," Poems, p. 28; "And I Shall Wait," Poems, 
p. 348; A Fool, Poems, p. 272; "London (May, 1915)," Poems, 
p. 44; "Reflections," Poems, p. 27; "The Berkshire Kennet," 
Poems, p. 213; A Fool, Poems, p. 231; "A Mem.ory: Poem in 
Prose," The Egoist 111:50; "A Place of Young Pines," Poems, 
p. 369; "The Berkshire Kennet," Poems, pp. 213, 215; "Gold 
Head by Black Head," Poems, p. 342; "Meditation," Living 
Age CCCVI:493; A Fool, Poems, p. 272; "Cinema Exit," Poems, 
p. 41. 

^^Poems, p. 149. 
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Venetian canals. Reflecting on man's insignificance, the 

persona has previously considered yielding to Death; still, 

each time she has clutched him, he has repelled her through 

the strength of his will. That death is not feminine, but 

masculine is the argument of the speaker in A Dream in the 

Luxembourg, who reasons that Death, like a war lord, wants 

additional "man-power." In still another poem, a personi

fied Death of unspecified sex treads with "contemptuous 

45 foot" on the rich Tan as well as on the beggar. There 

are, in addition, sev ..ral other varied uses of personifica

tion. An entire city is personified in "Odelette," while 

in -A Memory: Poem in Prose" the lov/ wooden houses are 

shown to bend over v/earily, and the "grass-grown v/inding 

streets" are happy only when no step v/akes their echoes. 

A third poem ("Bones") mentions a "waggish" bomb and 

prophesies that the world will one day shed its flesh and, 

like "a mournful skeleton, " dance around the sun. In two 

final poems,.abstractions are personified. The first, 

"Death of Another Hero," characterizes Flattery and 

Servility as "whining Parasites." The second, A Fool i' the 

Forest,"^^ mentions Poverty as the friend of Greece and 

Virtue as the "daughter of wisdom and good government." 

45poems, pp. 4, 230, 262, 284; "Death of Another 
Hero," Poems, p. 367. 

46poems, p. 167; The Egoist 111:50; Poems, pp. 178, 
368, 245, 272. 
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Time, in another section of the poem, is pictured "gliding" 

over the buildings in the city. 

Tone 

Probably the most pervasive form of tonal implica

tion in Aldington's verse, as many critics and scholars 

have observed, is that of bitterness and an (occasional) 

attendant satire or irony. In the autobiography. Life for 

Life' s Sake, hov/ever. Aldington takes issue with those 

who claim he is too bitter, insisting instead that he has 

not been bitter enough, that his attitude is simply that 

to be found in any frank view of the contemporary v/orld.47 

Much of his work, especially from the Imagist period, 

reflects no bitterness at all. Probably the first expression 

of the mood is in the poems reflecting a certain unhappiness 

in childhood .and youth (in "Childhood" and "At Nights," 

respectively) and protesting ugliness, v/hether in people 

(••xn the Tube," "Cinema Exit") or in the noisy, indus

trialized city ("Eros and Psyche," "Whitechapel").^8 with 

the war, there came a special bitterness intrinsic in the 

contemplation of wasted years ("Time's Changes," "The 

Winecup"), loss of youthful promise ("A Young Tree," "The 

47Richard Aldington, Life for Life's Sake (New York: 
The Viking Press, 1941), pp. 189-90. 

48 Poems, pp. 3, 34, 39, 41, 45, 56. 
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Blood of the Young Men"), desolation ("An Earth Goddess," 

"Taintignies"), misunderstanding by others ("Resentment," 

"Replies"), desertion by the gods or by Fate ("Disdain"), 

or the irretrievable loss of something fine and frail 

within ("In the Trenches," "Concert").^^ Up until this 

point, however, bitterness, even in the v/ar poems, was not 

a major consideration. It is with the post-war poems, 

beginning with the Exile volume, especially its title poem, 

that Aldington's contemporary reviewers began to comment 

adversely on his bitterness, feeling that in some cases 

it was excessive, emotional, too personal. A few critics, 

•however, disagreed, praising Aldington as a spokesman for 

his times, an age in v:hich disillusionment, especially of 

the young, was inevitable.^'^ In Exile, besides the title 

poem, four others—"Eumenides," "Rhapsody in a Third-Class 

Carriage," "Truth," and "The Parrot"—reflect the intrinsic 

51 protest of bitterness. 

There followed, shortly after Exile, the first 

book-length poem, A_Fool i' the Forest, a long fantasy in 

which satire moderates to some extent the bitterness that 

is undoubtedly present. Art (its quality and public 

49poems, pp. 93, 97, 105, 132, 112, 118, 127; The 
Egoist 111:26; Poems, pp. 128, 83, 117. 

^°See Chapter VIII, "Critical Recognition and 
Judgment. " 

^Ipoems, pp. 171, 173, 189,' 198, 201. 
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reception), religion, materialism, mechanization, war, the 

"Empire-Builders," and taxpayers, all come within the 

scope of the poem's criticism. In this poem Aldington 

displays a bent for irony as well as for satire; his 

presentation of the comments of the tradesman (Part V) 

and those of the wealthy merchant (Part XXX), as well as 

the section on the public's "appreciation" of art and music 

(Part XXV), are examples of this rarely used tone. Even 

in the next volume, the love poem A Dream in the Luxembourg, 

there are intermittent attacks on contemporary religion, 

bourgeois morality, and the public school system. With 

the title poem in The Eaten Heart and later in Life Quest, 

the initial criticism of society as a whole moves to the 

partial resolution of a personal relationship of love and 

trust as a balance to the ills from which the human 

community suffers. With the final poem. The Crystal World, 

the vein of bitterness seems to have exhausted itself; 

the poet—as well as the characters—shows that an inhar

monious society need not preclude a personal fulfillment. 

Miscellaneous Rhetorical Devices 

A special group of rhetorical devices which 

Aldington uses more or less extensively in his poetry 

includes the curse, the epigraph, the catalogue, the 

epithet, and the apostrophe. Of the first of these, there 
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is only a single use; in the poem "A Piayntyve Ballade,"^2 

those critics who perennially prefer the last generations-

poetry are anathametized: 

The devil take 'em, gabbling geese. 
Make he take 'em cunningly in reverse. 

Plague 'em with boils and bees and fleas. 
In a seething cauldron their heads immerse! 

The second device is used more extensively. For the most 

•part. Aldington chooses his epigraphs from quotations, some 

of them in a language other than English. "Daughter of 

Zeus," for example, uses Marinetti's "Tuerons la lune 

[Let us kill the moonJ" as epigraph, then begins with a 

refusal to slay the mioon, "the fairest of the daughters 

of Zeus." Another short poem, "Daisy," v/hich appears in 

Poems without the epigraph, had, in Images Old and New, a 

fragment from Catullus as epigrammatic statement: "Plus 

guam se atgue sues amavit omnes, nunc [_More than he loved 

himself and his people, now . . . ] . " Since the poem makes 

no further reference to the epigraph, it thus becomes its 

own comment on the love which the speaker had earlier 

known for the child Daisy, now a prostitute on the London 

streets. Still other quotations used as epigraphs appear 

in English. "The Berkshire Kennet," for instance, quotes 

three lines from Drayton's Polyolbion as epigraph, almost 

as preface to the poem: 

52The Egoist 11:161-62. 
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Amongst his hills and holts, as on his way he makes. 
At Reading once arrived, clear Kennet overtakes 
His lord, the stately Thames . . . . 

"Words for Music," the title for the entire section of 

rhymed lyrics in which the preceding poem appears, uses as 

its epigraph Prior's "Od's life! must one swear to the 

truth of a song?" Further quotations appear as epigraphs 

to "Exile" ("Do you dwell on the snowy promontory of 

Mimas?") and A Fool i' the Forest (" A fooll A fooll I 

met a fool i' the forest" from Shakespeare's As You Like 

It, Act II, Scene 1). Besides these quotations, there are 

several epigraphs, apparently original with Aldington, in 

French or Italian. A Dream in the Luxembourg, for example, 

^ses "Si vis amari, ama jIf you wish to be loved, lovej," 

a maxim which, unfortunately, fails to hold true for the 

poem's narrator. A more fitting epigraph, "Che son contenti 

nel fuoco [_Who are happy in the firej ," prefaces the 

"Epilogue" in Images of War; through circles more desperate 

than Dante's, the poem asserts, love has sustained men. 

Finally, the English sentence "She is as good as nature 

53 

can make her" roughly translates the epigraph of "Ella" — 

"Ella e guanto di ben puo far natura." The girl, that is, 

embodies all nature's goodness. 

Still more frequently used is the third device, 

the catalogue. It appears, with some frequency, in poems 

^3poerns, pp. 89, 54, 212, 203, 171, 222, 281, 135. 
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which deal with war, either in its immediacy or in retro

spect. In "Fatigues," for instance, the task of loading 

and unloading bundles of hay is lightened for the soldier-

speaker, who realizes that only recently the plants 

whose names he lists—"waved and glittered in the fields 

of England." The same poem also catalogues the districts 

from which the hay comes; Somerset, Wales, Hereford, 

Worcester, Gloucester, "names v/e love, scented v/ith summer 

peace." Common sights in the hamlet where another soldier 

is quartered ("A Village") seem to him, after his time in 

the trenches, so beautiful as to be "worthy of Rembrandt's 

hand" with its 

Pigeons and fowls upon a pointed haystack; 
The red-tiled barns we sleep in; 
The profile of the distant town 
Misty against the leaden-silver sky . . . . 

Another war poem, "Meditation," has the soldier listing 

the pleasures of peace time (travel, books, calm or gay 

evenings, especially love), then reflecting that he may, 

after all, be experiencing his happiest time right there, 

in a cold Belgium house, "plotting gold years to come." 

When the war is over, horrible memories remain to haunt 

54 
still another speaker, the ex-soldier of "Eumenides." 

His catalogue includes: 

^"^Images of War (London: George Allen & Unwin, 
Ltd.), pp. 13-14; Poems, pp. 94, 164, 174. 
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Loos, that horrible night in Hart's Crater, 
The damp cellar of Maroc, 
The frozen ghostly streets of Vermelles, 
That first night-long gas bombardment . . . . 

Besides the war poems, those critical of various 

phases of British life occasionally employ the catalogue. 

In a notable example, "Childhood," the dullness of a small 

English tovm, remembered from the speaker's boyhood, is 

.conveyed through several lists, one of which describes the 

dingy street where he lived: 

There were the big college 
And the pseudo-Gothic town-hall. 
There were the sordid provincial shops— 
. . . . . . . . 

How dull and greasy and grey and sordid it was. 

Another picture of a dreary city occurs near the end of 

A Fool i' the Forest in the section "London by Night." 

Behind "those dismal housefrents" of the office buildings, 

the narrator realizes bleakly. 

There are the boxes for tomorrow's letters. 
There sit the typewriters, untouched, in covers. 
There lie the files, the tabulated documents. 
There are the cleared desks and the minutes 
Of yesterday's Board meeting, rigid, passive. 

Earlier in the poem, Mezzetin has commented, with an ironic 

juxtaposition, on the "desperate crimes"—"arson, incest, 

theft, charity and beauty"—to be found by inquiring into 

a man's past. A third poem, "The Eaten Heart," catalogues 

the false idealities of the previous age: 

• The humbug, the false cruelty, the mawkishness. 
The heavy tyrannical sentimentality. 
The inability to face facts, especially new facts. 
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And a fourth, "Stodge,"^- contains a satirical eleven-line 

catalogue of "middle-class" virtues: "Decency, / Reverence 

/ The home, / The school." Additional catalogues occur in 

poems on a variety of other subjects. For example. Part V,' 

"The Offering," of "Myrrhine and Konallis" is a listing 

of the goddesses whom women worship, each with its appro

priate epithet or descriptive phrase; "Aphrodite of the 

people . . . homekeeping Hestia . . . peacock-loving Here." 

A second poem, "Tender as Early Leaves on Fragile Boughs," 

lists stones and jewels which might be gathered to please 

a beloved woman. In a third, "At Nights," the speaker, 

now happy with books, friends, and lover, enumerates the 

beautiful, pleasure-giving objects of nature which, in an 

earlier period of his life, "not all the slights and the 

poorness and the worry / Could hide away." Finally, four 

56 
of the ten lines of "We'll Have No Stories or Dead Women" 

comprise an impressionistic catalogue of sights previously 

observed, apparently on the coast of some southern land: 

grey smoke drifts through the grey-green olives 
voices of children playing 
broken rhythms of people passing 
soft roll of the noon-blue sea . . . . 

The fourth special device, the epithet, appears 

almost exclusively in the poems with Greek themes. A 

55poems, pp. 49, 271, 231, 328; The Egoist 1:162. 

^^The Little Review 111:2; Poems, pp. 339, 34, 354. 
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iiotable exception exists, however, in the epithet "flower-

star-eyes" for the mortal lover in "Tender as Early Leaves 

on Fragile Boughs." Of the poems using classical material, 

"The Faun Sees Snow for the First Time" begins v/ith a 

prayer to "Zeus, / Brazen-thunder-hurler, / Cloud-whirler, 

son of Kronos." A second poem, "Prayers and Fantasies," 

refers to "Orcus the Foam-born, lady of many names." But 

it is in Section V of the prose poem "Myrrhine and 

57 Konallis," recently cited in the discussion of the 

catalogue as a poetic device, that the poet uses the 

epithet most extensively in listing the deities served by 

wom^n. "Astarte, daffodil-hair-curled," "the apple-bearing 

Aphrodite," "the narrow-eyed Isis," "Aphrodite of the 

people," "the violet-crowned queen of Athens," "homekeeping 

Hestia, " "peacock-loving Here, " and—the goddess to v/hom 

the offering .is finally made—Artemis, "the v/hite-fingered 

daughter or Mitylene." 

The apostrophe, the fifth special device, is 

frequently employed, v/ith many Aldington poems addressed 

entirely or in part to a human being or deity; to an object, 

living or inanimate; or to an abstraction. Some fifteen 

poems—including the "Prelude" to Images of Desire, 

"Possession," "Before Parting," and "Be unto Me as 

57poems, pp. 339, 25; Poetry XIII:67; The Little 
Review 111:4. 
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Sunlight"—address a beloved but unnamed woman, while 

"Daisy" and "Cynthia" apostrophize girls with those names. 

Both "Hermes-of-the-Dead" and "Thanatos" apostrophize a 

girl named Myrrhine, and several of the "Songs for Puritans' 

address Chloe (who, in turn, addresses the shepherd 

Daphnis). The phrase "dear little mistress," rather than 

a given name, is applied to the girl addressed in a final 

58 love poem, "A Lover. "~̂ ° In other poems, one man or several 

may be spoken to. For example, the titles of '«In Memory 

of Wilfred Owen" and "R. V. and Another" and the subtitles 

of "Two Epitaphs" ("H. S. R. Killed April, 1917" and "E. T. 

Killed May, 1917") indicate the addressees. "Papillons" 

is to someone v/hose beloved, a dancer, scorns him, v.'hile 

in "Epitaph in Ballade Form," members of a crowd gathered 

to witness a hanging are called "brothers" and asked to 

pray for Villon, the speaker, and his comrades. In "Deaths 

of Common Men," the speaker talks to "simple folk" like 

himself. The speakers in two other poems, "Sorcery of 

59 Words" and "The Blood of the Young men," are soldiers 

addressing those who have taken no part in v/ar. The first 

speaks to those who are "clean and warm in the delicate 

58poems, pp. 139, 142, 154, 346, 54, 162; The Little 
Review 111:11; The Little Review 111:10; Poems, p. 205; 
The Egoist 1:162. 

^^Poems, pp. 355, 61, 115, 197, 185; The Egoist 
V:131; Images of War, p. 12; Poems, p. 134. 
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leisure of a flower-scented library," while the second 

addresses the old men who have not gone to war and the 

women who, faithless to their lovers at war, have given 

themselves to the elderly, the weak, and the crippled. 

Three poems address poets. "To You O Poet" is the title 

of a short poem in Exile. A second poem, "Happiness," 

begins "Cease grumbling, brother"; the man complaining, 

we discover, is a fellow poet of the speaker. In the 

third, "Rhapsody in a Third-Class Carriage,"^ the speaker 

apostrophizes, in turn, a sculptor, a painter, and finally 

a poet. 

The gods are also frequently addressed, individ

ually' or collectively. In some cases, the apostrophe is 

an invocation to the gods generally or to a particular 

deity. Among the specific gods invoked are Zeus in "The 

Faun Sees Snow for the First Time," Argyria and Hermes 

in poems using these names in their titles, Potnia ("To 

a Greek Marble"), Artemis ("At Mitylene"), Pan ("Stele" 

and "Interlude"), the daughter of Isis ("In the Via 

Sistina"), lo ("Bromios"), and Eileithuia ("Solemn 

Meditation"). "You distant gods that dwell / Somev/here 

in earth or heaven or hell" are apostrophized in "A winter 

60poems, p. 353; The Egoist 111:26; Poems, p. 189. 
Other poems apostrophizing one or more human beings are 
"A Grave," Poems, p. 361; "To One Dead," Poems, p. 362; 
"St. Mary's, Kensington," Poems, p. 37; "La Rochelle," 
Poetry XXXVIII:80; and "Resentment," Poems, p. 127. 
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Night," while the speaker in "The Eaten Heart" prays 

simply, "O gods." Though the prayer is offered most often 

to a pagan deity, the Christian God is occasionally invoked, 

also. In "Dawn," for instance, soldiers pray that God 

will end their anguish, while in "Prayer,"^1 the speaker 

implores the "Lord and father of life" and "poor god without 

a lover" to allow him to live or to kill both him and his 

beloved. 

Though human beings and deities are most often 

addressed, there are several additional applications of 

the apostrophe. In a few poems, for example, a natural 

object is spoken to: plants bundled as hay ("Fatigues") 

or a bird ("Nightingale"). In other poems, three countries--

Italy, France, and England—are addressed. Further there 

are apostrophes to objects such as bugles and drums 

("Death of Another Hero"); printed matter, "dirty black 

marks / Ruining the paper" ("The Days Pass"); and a lamp 

(the first section of "Myrrhine and Konallis"). Finally, 

there are abstractions to which speakers direct their 

remarks. As examples, both Truth and "happy Falsehood" 

are addressed in the poem "Truth"; Servility and Flattery 

P2ems, pp. 25, 7, 13, 6, 8, 9, 42, 19, 21; The 
Egoist 1:162; Poems, pp. 218, 331, 77, 156. Other poems 
invoking the gods are "A Farewell," The Egoist 1:161; 
"An Earth Goddess," Poems, p. 112; "Prayer," Poems, p. 62; 
and "Retreat," Poems, p. 193. An irreverent miscellany of 
gods and mortals is summoned, too, in the final lines of 
"Stodge," The Egoist 1:162. 
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in "Death of Another Hero"; beauty in "Beauty Unpraised" 

and "Beauty, Thou Hast Hurt Me Overmuch."^^ 

As the references cited in this section of the study 

attest, Aldington employed a variety of rhetorical devices' 

in his poetry. Not only do the techniques discussed 

demonstrate the poet's virtuosity, but, much more important, 

they form a part of that intellectual quality which, 

together with its emotional and sensual ingredients, 

constitute his poetry's appeal to the reade':-. 

62images of War, pp. 13-14; Poems, p. 195; "Italy," 
The Egoist 111:53; '=To France," Living Age CCCVIII:417; 
"Verona," The Egoist 1:421; Poems, p. 367; The Egoist III; 
169; The Little Review 111:1; Poems, pp. 198, 367; 
Poetry XIV:177; Poems, p. 16. 



PART THREE: EVALUATION 



CHAPTER VIII 

CRITICAL RECOGNITION AND JUDGMENT 

Although critical evaluation of Richard Aldington's 

poetry consists primarily of reviews of the individual 

works following the dates of their appearance during the 

course of his career and consequently constitutes—much of 

it—merely the daily chore-work of the professional reviewer, 

it nevertheless furnishes an appropriate and necessary 

backdrop against which a more studied criticism may be 

established. 

The Poetic Sensibility 

It is generally agreed, among contemporary reviewers 

of Aldington's work, that he is an intellectual poet. 

Richard Church, reviewing Colleclied Poems, notes the 

"splendours" of his considerable scholarship. John Gould 

Fletcher characterizes him similarly as "a poet for the 

well-read, intelligent, cultivated man or woman,'" one who 

"never takes up the pen except when he has something to 

say."^ Other essays contain similar comments: one cites 

•'•Richard Church, "Three Established Poets, The 
Spectator, CXLIII (August 3, 1929), 165. 

2john Gould Fletcher, "Three Imagist Poets," The 
Little Review, III (May, 1916), 32. 
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Aldington's intelligence, honesty, and general intellectual 
3 

attractiveness; another notes that the poet tended to 

subject disillusionment to intellectual analysis;^ and 

still a third feels the intellectual emphasis to be an 

important developing element in his verse.^ Finally, warns 

Harold Monro in Some Contemporary Poets, the intellect 

behind the poetry may be excessive; "The brain is too 

much a master and not yet sufficiently a comrade in the 

imagination."^ 

A second area of agreement among the critics con

cerns the sensuous quality of much of Aldington's verse— 

especially with regard to the rove poetry. Paradoxically, 

according to an anonymous reviewer, the sensuous and the 

spiritual may exist side by side. Thus, A DreaT. in the 

Luxembourg, this critic notes, is a "slightly erotic and 

yet highly spiritual fantasy," a fantasy in which the 

spiritual and the erotic mingle and become one; and he 

concludes that "for those who desire a really beautiful and 

"̂ "Other Briefs," The Nation, CX̂ <VIII (January 23, 
1929), 114. 

"Drea.m in the Luxembourg," The Times Literary 
Supplement, May 22, 1930, p. 428. 

^"Richard Aldington Through His Poet.ical Development," 
Boston Transcript, June 30, 1934, p. 1. 

^Harold Monro, Some Contemporary Poets (London: 
Leonard Parsons, 1920), p. 101. 
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highly esoteric fragment" there is strong appeal here.7 

In his use of the sensuous. Aldington is unfavorably 

compared, in one instance, with poets like D. H. Lawrence 

because he did not succeed "in so living the life of the 
g 

senses as to be wholly possessed and unified by them," 

as writers like Lawrence were. Nevertheless, a Boston 

Transcript reviewer insists that there is, in Aldington's 

work, sufficient stress on appeal to the senses to effect 
9 

a balanced mixture of thought and emotion. 

One matter of dispute among reviewers is the degree 

and quality of emotion in Aldington's verse. Reviewing 

the volume Images Old and New (1916), John Gould Fletcher 

praises Aldington's images as being unclouded by vague 

sentiments or indefinite moralizings. Another reviewer 

commends the lack of sentimentality in the War and Love 

11 

volume, which appeared only a few years later.-̂  Subse

quently, however, critics tend to find an increased emotional 

element in Aldington's poetry. To some few, it is a pleasing 

"̂ "New Books of Poetry," The New York Times Book 
Review, June 22, 1930, p. 17. 

^"Dream in the Luxembourg," p. 428. 

^"Richard Aldington Through His Poetical 
Development," p. 1. 

10John Gould Fletcher, "Mr. Aldington's Images," 
Poetry, VIII (April, 1916), 47. 

ll"Books of the Fortnight," The Dial, LXVI (May 31, 
1919), 576. 
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addition—"a controlled intensity of passion," as A. C. 

ward denotes the quality present in A Dream in the 

12 
Luxembourg. To others, it seems excessive and annoying. 

For example, Blackmur, who concedes the poet's talent for 

feeling, nevertheless detects a lack of the controlled 

emotion necessary to great poetry. Along the same lines, 

Michael Roberts of The Spectator feels the raising of the 

emotional pitch at the end of each section of Aldington's 

Life Quest to be a factor that makes "the whole thing" 

seem, momentarily, banal. Aldington's long poem The 

Crystal World, according to one reviewer, also suffers 

.from its "unrefined, untransfused emotion"; 15 a second 

serious deficiency of this work, according to another critic, 

is overstatement, by which emotion and sentiment lose force.16 

In a similar vein, Quinn attributes the unpopularity of 

earlier works, such as A Fool and the poems in Exile, 

to their failure to "obey the Eliotic canon which decreed 

^A. C- Ward, The Nineteen-Twenties: Literature 
and Ideas in the Post-War Decade (London: Metheun, 1930), 
pp. 50-51. 

•'• R. P. Blackmur, "Richard Aldington," The Nation, 
CXXXVIII (May 30, 1934), 625. 

•'-'̂ Michael Roberts, "Conventional Poems," The 
Spectator, CLIV (May 31, 1935), 928. 

l^Kerker Quinn, "Aldington 1938," Poetry, LII 
(June, 1938), 163. 

•••̂ "Mr. Aldington'^ Crystal World," Christian 
firience Monitor, March 30, 1938, p. 12. 
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that poetic emotion be depersonalized."17 That the poet 

was, of course, aware of, but undisturbed by, the emotional 

element in his verse is borne out by a 1922 letter in which 

he states about the verse of himself and other contem

poraries, "Our poetry was the poetry of the emotions and 

beauty, of instinct and sudden impulse."^^ But as Kerker 

Quinn notes about the harsh criticism evoked by the 

collected works, few honored the poet's apparent conviction 

that "the spurt and flare of imagination" are more essential 

to poetry than formal control.1^ 

There are varying responses to Aldington's general 

.subjectivity, which—in his case, at least—is closely 

allied to the emotional emphasis in his verse. Among 

appreciative reactions to this fact are C. P. Snow's 

insistence that Aldington's work is "personal" in the best 

sense and full of a "passionately felt experience,"^^ and 

the comment of another reviewer that poems (like those in 

Exile) evoked by the poet's own experience "say more than 

l^Quinn, p. 160. 

18 
Herbert Read in Richard Aldington; An Intimate 

Portrait, ed. by Alister Kershaw and Fre'd̂ 'rick-Jacques 
Temple (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Univ. Press, 1970), 
p. 124. 

l^Quinn, pp. 160-61. 

'̂ '̂ C. P. Snow, Richard Aldington: An Appreciation 
(London: Heinemann, 1938), p. 4. 
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most Imagist poets have ever had to say. "21 Alan Porter, 

on the other hand, objects that introspective poems of the 

sort that characterize Aldington's verse in general have 

grown shabby: "A poet would be best advised to leave him

self entirely out of his poems," Porter comments, "or, 

if he cannot do that, to dramatize and objectify his 

thoughts."^^ 

The terms bitterness, disillusionment, and rebellion 

occur repeatedly in the criticism, usually in connection 

with the tendency to presuppose the existence of these same 

qualities in Aldington himself. There are, however, some 

exceptions to this general view—e.g., Roy Campbell, who 

sees in Aldington's work "none of the collective disillusion

ment which for so many years sold both itself and the 

public so successfully";^ and C. P. Snow, who argues that 

readers too frequently allow critical catchwords to dominate 

their responses to Aldington's writing. Though agreeing 

that the bitterness is there. Snow claims about Aldington's 

work that "in everything he has written" there are far 

different and more important qualities to be found. Further, 

Snow continues, to understand the bitterness that is present 

21"Books in Brief," The Nation, CXX (February 18, 
1925), 192. 

22Alan Porter, "This Deluge of Egocentrics," The 
Spectator, CXXXII (March 22, 1924), 461-62. 

23Roy Campbell in Kershaw and Temple, pp. 10-11. 
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will be to put it in its place and see beneath it "the 

particular conception of life, the particular kind of 

passion and sensitivity, of which it is only one result. "̂ "̂  

Most critics, however, take the sterner view 

already mentioned in the matter of Aldington's presumed 

bitterness. Douglas Bush, for example, designates 

Aldington's entire professional life as "a career of 

disillusioned bitterness";25 similarly, another reviewer, 

in The Nation and the Athenaeum, sees in Aldington's 

Collected Poems a "recurrent sense of the injuries and 

outrages of experience. "26 ..Qnly Aldington," declares a 

third critic, "can know the cause of his rebellion against 

27 
life." ' One perceptive reviewer sees Aldington's bitter
ness as accompanied by a sardonic humor and finds both 

qualities "latent in much of Aldington's work," though 

28 
"seldom given such free expression" as in the long poems. 

With this point Herbert Gorman of the New York Times Book 

Snow, p. 3. 

25Douglas Bush, Mythology and the Romantic Tradition 
in English Poetry (Cambridge: Harvard Univ, Press, 1937), 
pp. 468-69. 

^^"The Progress of Poetry," The Nation and The 
Athenaeum, XLV (July 29, 1929), 539. 

27Richard Church, "Three Sons of Strife," The 
Spectator, CXLIV (May 3, 1930), 746. 

28percy Hutchison, "The Poetry of Richard Aldington," 
The New York Times Book Review, May 6, 1934, p. 2. 
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Review concurs, citing A Fool i' the Forest as part of 

that "rapidly growing bulk of poetry of disillusionment 

that this unhappy era has called forth."^^ In Aldington's 

expression of his anger—attributable in part to his war 

experience—there is, says Sir Alec Randall, a "far greater 

dignity and sense of human values than in the cynical 

and tedious work of certain 'angry young men' after the 

30 
second World War." The poet himself offers some defense 

of the bitterness in his verse by reviev/ing in general 

the evidence supporting the view of the contemporary loss 

of human values and subsequently asking, "How can we look 

on ourselves and our species with anything but disgust?"31 

Somewhat related to the preceding question is that 

of irony—"the only secure foundation for bitterness," 

according to R. P. Blackmur, who finds this necessary 

32 quality lacking in Aldington's poetry.~^^ In contrast, other 

reviewers perceive in Aldington's work, especially in 

"Exile" and A Fool, an irony which is often associated with 

satire as ŵ ell. For instance, Glenn Hughes sees in the 

Exile volume "the white fire of irony which cleanses even 

^^Herbert S. Gorman, "Three Poets and One Antholo
gist," The New York Times Book Review, May 10, 1925, p. 7. 

30Alec Randall in Kershaw and Temple, p. 111. 

•^^Richard Aldington, Life for Life's Sake (New York: 
The Viking Press, 1941), pp. 189-90. 

32Blackmur, p. 625. 
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33 

as it sears" and in A Fool i' the Forest the same "hard 

intellectual irony," now made more entertaining and 

palatable, nearer the "Meredithian" ideal of humor.^^ 

In the latter poem Herbert Gorman observes a more general 

manifestation of a "semi-pathetic, semi-ironic exposition" 

of a materialistic civilization.35 Several reviewers 

prefer the term satire to describe the tone of A Fool, a 
>* 

term Percy Hutchison reinforces with the adjectives 
36 "scathing" and "cleansing." Another critic praises the 

poem as being "as good a bit of satiric writing as has 

appeared in many a day," ' and a third commends Aldington 

as "the true satirist, working on emotion by mind, rather 

38 

than the tragedian working on mind by emotion. "-"̂  Con

cerning the objects of Aldington's satire, in general. 

Church insists that he attacks what, if we were courageous 

and honest, we vTOuld all attack: "the creeping comfort. 

33Glenn Hughes, "Exile," The New Republic, XLII 
(February, 1925), 24. 

34Glenn Hughes,"A Fool i' the Forest," The New 
Republic, XLII (July, 1925), 160-61. 

^Gorman, p. 7. 

36Hutchison, p. 2. 

37..verse and Free Verse," Boston Transcript, 
June 13, 1925, p. 2. 

38Richard Church, "Degrees of Fire," The Spectator, 
CXXXIV (March 28, 1925), 509. 
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the hypocritical smugness, the pious materialism, which we 

find poisoning our life, both personal and national."39 

Theme and Technique 

In the discussion of theme, reviewers often betray 

a somewhat superficial reading of Aldington's poetry. A 

writer in The Booklist, for example, mentions only war and 

love as important subjects in Collected Poems, "̂ ^ and with 

respect to the same volume R. P. Blackmur lists only one 

additional subject, namely, hypocrisy. It is in the 

first sense, perhaps—that is, as a war poet—that Aldington 

has received his greatest critical acclaim among the 

reviewers. For example. Alec Waugh cites Aldington as "one 

of the best English war poets,"^2 and Quinn places Images 

of War, in company with Wilfred Owens' and Herbert Read's 

work, as "the most pov/erful poetry of the war." John 

Wheelwright, reviewing the later volume. The Poems of Richard 

Aldington, judges the war poems still the most timely in 

-̂ Îbid. 

"̂ "̂New Editions and Series," The Booklist, XXXI 
(September, 1934), 31. 

^iBlackmur, p- 625. 

^2Alec Waugh in Kershaw and Temple, p. 162. 

^3Quinn, p. 160. 
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44 the volume. In an essay on this same work, Percy 

Hutchison calls the war poems "canticles of the soul," 

adding that, "like the lamentations of David," they are 

at once exquisite and compassionate."*^ Finally, another 

reviewer sees in Aldington's achievement "a delicate and 

moving portrait of the sensitive spirit in the zone of 

46 
guns and trenches." 

Regarding his war poetry. Aldington himself explains 

in a foreword to the collection War and Love (most of whose 

poems also appear in either Images of War or Images of 

Desire) that he had written more for the men he knew in 

camp and in the line than for those "interested in sub

tleties" and that possibly his verse had suffered because 

of the approach. "̂  Yet v/hatever Aldington has lost in this 

respect, according to one reviewer of this volume, is 

"richly returned" in a warmer passion and a new humanity; 
48 

the war, he says, has produced no more genuine poetry. 

Another critic agrees that Aldington's writings on the 

thoughts and emotions of the infantrymen in the line 

"̂ Ĵohn A. Wheelwright, "Poet of Three Persons," 
Poetry, XLV (October, 1934), 47. 

^^Hutchison, p. 2. 

46.iThe Progress of Poetry," p. 539. 

^'^Richard Aldington, Introduction to War and Love 
(Boston: The Four Seas Co., 1914), p. 5. 

48 "Books of the Fortnight," p. 576. 
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comprise a remarkable memoir of two years of conflict."^^ 

Further, though he concedes that Aldington has given a 

more complete picture than many other war poets, another 

critic, Herbert Palmer, feels compelled to add that because 

these "carefully executed cameos of beauty and terror" 

are written in free verse, they are therefore lacking in 

carrying power.'̂ '-' Similar criticisms are elicited from 

Bernard Bergonzi, who blames Aldington's "loose, casual" 

versification for a lack of concentration and tautness 

51 desirable in war poetry, and from May Sinclair, who 

contends that some of the war poems seem "not so much to 

.have sprung spontaneously" from the poet as to have been 

torn from him by a "cruel external compulsion, a compulsion 

52 that does violence to his genius." As a final note—and 

one which may extend to the entire poetic corpus—one 

reviewer remarks that the war poems demonstrate one 

principal truth, "namely, that in the final issue flesh and 

53 spirit are one and indivisible." To illustrate, however. 

^^"Volumes of Poetry," The American Review of 
Reviews, LX (October, 1919), 446. 

^^Herbert Palmer, Post-Victorian Poetry (London:. 
J. M. Dent & Sons, 1938), p. 228. 

^^Bernard Bergonzi, Heroes' Twilight: A Study in 
the Literature of the Great War (New York; Coward-McCann, 
1965), p. 82. 

^2May Sinclair, "The Poems of Richard Aldington," 
The English Review, XXXII (May, 1921), 405. 

^3nvolumes of Poetry," p.' 446. 
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chat Aldington insists on his own interpretation of these 

two words, Hutchison quotes from "The Eaten Heart," not 

in itself a war poem: 

For our bodies are we, and the "soul" is a metaphor 
To express the unknown in ourselves. 

As "God" is the unknown in the universe.^"^ 

These words, Hutchison feels, though not among the earliest 

Aldington wrote, "should be kept in mind from the first 

poem onward [this would, of course, include the war poemsj, 

for they are the key to all of Aldington."^^ 

Aldington's love poetry also comes in for con

siderable discussion by the critics. Unlike war, which 

Aldington rarely used as a poetic subject after World 

War I, the theme of love continued to account for a con

siderable part of his artistic production. Among those 

who feel that Aldington is at his best in writing of love 

is Alec Waugh, who cites A Dream in the Luxembourg and 

The Crystal World as poems in which there is "no spleen, 

no venom," simply the expression of memories of delight. ° 

One criticism of A Dream, hov/ever, centers around its 

possible lack of universality of expression, one reviewer 

calling the long love poem a thrust "which can pierce the 

lover's soft armour" but which does not seem strong enough 

^4poems, p. 317. 

^^Hutchison, p. 2. 

^^Waugh, p. 163. 
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to get through the "steeled exterior" of calm considera-

57 
tion. The sentiment is echoed by the agreement of a 

Times Literary Supplement critic that "this candid and 

tender record of a transitory love" lacks the imaginative 

penetration necessary to give new and universal meaning 

to personal sentiment and physical desire.^^ About The 

Crystal World C. P. Snow, who elsewhere calls it the 

finest of all Aldington's poems,^^ remarks, "This last 

poem convinced many oi what they had gradually been 

suspecting for some time, that Aldington has written some 

of the best love poetry in English."^^ 

It is a series of poems, collectively titled "The 

Love of Myrrhine and Konallis," in the volume The Love of 

Myrrhine and Konallis and Other Prose Poems, that seems 

to have received most of the attention in still another 

discussion of Aldington's love poetry by May Sinclair, in 

which she calls the group "the most exquisite love poems 

in the language, poems that, if he had never written 

another line, ought to be enough to secure for him a high 

and permanent place in literature."61 

57'.Some Poets," The New Statesman, XXXV (May 17, 
1930), 190. 

58iij)j-eani in the Luxembourg," p. 428. 

^^Snow, Richard Aldington: An Appreciation, p. 5. 

^^C. P. Snow in Kershaw and Temple, p. 140. 

^^Sinclair, p. 403. 
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At the opposite ends of the chronological spectrum 

so far as subject matter is concerned are, on the one hand, 

the critics' comments directed toward Aldington's use of 

Greek themes and, on the other, those pointed towards his 

treatment of contemporary culture. Regarding the classic 

influence, John Wheelwright finds the "pseudo-Greek" poems 

the most pleasant in the Aldington canon.^^ In these 

poems, adds Richmond Groom Beatty in Yale Review, Aldington's 

extensive knowledge of Greek literature lends wisdom and 

felicity, enabling him to borrow from Greek culture 

"something more impressive than cameos and figurines." 

•This scholarship, however. Amy Lov/ell insists, has nothing 

pedantic in it: use of Greek materials is second nature 

64 
to Aldington and not a pose. ' But if the verses with 

Greek influence are the most pleasant, the most penetrating 

poems, as already indicated, are those—according to John 

Wheelwright—which "show up that somber complex, British 

culture, in province and metropolis alike debased, and 

65 the poet's nihilistic hatred of debased humanity." 

Such poems include, presumably, "Exile," A Fool i' the 

^^Wheelwright, p. 47. 

^•^Richmond Croom Beatty, "Poets, English and 
American," The Yale Review, n. s. XXIV (Autumn, 1934), 196. 

"̂̂ Amy Lowell, "Two Imagist Poets," The Poetry Review, 
I (June, 1916), 11. 

65wheelwright, p. 47. 
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Forest, Life Quest, and "The Eaten Heart."^^ The first 

two, "Exile" and A Fool, Glenn Hughes compares with Robert 

Frost's Notes and Grace Notes ("in reverse order"), noting 

that the two poets shared an unhappiness with features of 

modern civilization, from which both escaped—Aldington, 

in his early v/ork, to ancient Greece, Frost to New England 

67 
orchards.°^ The essence of A Fool i' the Forest is 

summarized by Richard Church as "a disintegrating culture" 

68 disintegrating the individual v/ho compose it and by 

Harriet Monroe as "civilization defeating itself and 

69 destroying v/ith its own excess the spirit of man." 

."It is," according to still another reviewer, "a cross 

section of the most 'modern' minds, of a brilliant, inquisi

tive culture gone somewhat sour and querulous, but lit by 

7 0 bitter humor and unafraid of burlesque."' In the third 

poem. Life Quest, one critic finds "a compelling sense of 

the ugliness and futility of certain aspects of modern 

lire," but at the same time a poetic statement v/eakened. 

66p,2ems, pp. 171, 223; Life Quest (London; Chatto & 
Windus, 1935); Poems, p. 317. 

^7Hughes, "A Fool i' the Forest," p. 160. 

^8Richard Church, "Degrees of Fire," p. 509. 

^%arriet Monroe, "An Imagist at V7ar, " Poetry, 
XXXIV (April, 1929), 46. 

"^^"New Books in Brief Review, " The Independent, 
CXV (August 1, 1925), 136. 
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in his opinion, by the poem's tone of bitter mockery.71 

Finally, "The Eaten Heart" is seen by Eda Lou V7alton as a 

kind of inner monologue based on the idea that the modern 

tragedy is inner loneliness,'^2 which, as another critic 

suggests, may be obliterated, in part, by a spiritualized 

love.'̂ ^ 

Regarding Aldington's mastery of poetic technique, 

the critics are by no means of a unanimous opinion. The 

uniform technical excellence, at least of Lua^es Old and 

New (1916), is conceded by two reviewers. Any Lowell 

commenting in Poetry Reviev/ that "Mr. Aldington's stroke 

74 is alv/ays sure and keen," and John Gould Fletcher stating 

that Aldington's style "is like a sword-blade, bright, 

7'5 

keen, nervous, and never exuberant," Of a certain loose

ness of form characteristic of Aldington's later poems, 

C. P, Snow remarks that it suits his poetry "as very few 

new techniques suit their users"; another reviev/er, 

citing A Fool as a case in point, regrets this same looseness 

'̂ -'•"Sensations of Life," The Times Literary 
Supplement, September 12, 1935, p. 563. 

72Eda Lou V7alton, "Images of the Present," New York 
Herald Tribune Books, May 6, 1934, p. 13. 

73Beatty, p. 196. 

Lowell, p. 11. 

'^^Fletcher, "Mr. Aldington's Images, " p. 49. 

763̂ 0̂̂ ^ Richard Aldington: An Appreciation, p. 17. 
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of style and structure as adversely affecting the serious 

passages of the poem.'̂ '̂  Roy Campbell, speaking of the 

longer poems—A Fool as well as A Dream in the Luxembourg 

and The Crystal World—see.g in them a strong sense of form,' 

citing with regard to the last named a perfect construction 

of crystals, formed of smaller crystals, each of which is 

a separate whole which retains the wit and passion charac-

78 
teristic of the shorter poems. 

Another technical component remarked on is the 

great variety in Aldington's manner of presencation. In 

A Fool, for instance, as Richard Church points out, "we 

find hexameters—and good ones—jostling free verse on the 

one hand and jazz-verse and parody on the other."' These 

qualities, together v/ith quotations from otlier v.-riters 

embedded in the text, and the juxtaposition of the old 

romantic, heroic world v/ith the new materialistic, 

scientific civilization, remind another critic of Eliot's 

or) 

The Waste Land. In contrast, according to Conrad Aiken, 

A Dream in the Luxembourg is a straightforward story told 

77..A Time to Build Up," The Nation and The 
Athenaeum, XXXVII (February 21, 1925), 721. 

78campbell, p. 6. 

79church, "Degrees of Fire," p. 509. 

80Gorman, p. 7. 
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in a relaxed, colloquial manner,"^1 though, as another 

reviewer notes, concerning the mode of presentation, as 

the dream becomes fainter, the images dim and the story 
go 

breaks up "superbly in the dream method." 

A few critics have seen both a humorous mode—one 

ranging from the sardonic to the playful and fantastic -• 

and an imaginative vein in Aldington's efforts. Allied 

with the poet's "divine gift of poetical humor" George 

Lane perceives, notably in the poem "The Popla.:, " a "fine, 

poetic imagination which is the hallmark of MJ". Aldington's 
gc 

best work." Complementing the poet's imagination are a 

"v/armth and appetite for living," which, according to 

C. P. Snow, are "the essence of his gift, vitalizing 
86 

everything he has to say." 

The Imagist Imprint 

Perhaps the most important consideration in the 

reviews of Aldington's poetic efforts regards his role as 

^Iconrad Aiken, "Death of an Imagist," The New 
Republic, LXXIX (July 18, 1934), 272. 

^^"Some Poets," p. 190. 

^•^Hutchison, p. 2. 

^^Fletcher, "Three Imagist Poets," p. 35. 

^^George Lane, "Some Imagist Poets," The Little 
Review, II (May, 1915), 29. "The Poplar," Poems, p. 30. 

86 Snow, Richard Aldington: An Appreciation, p. 2. 
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an Imagist, especially since, as Harriet Monroe notes. 

Aldington followed, throughout his career and with some 

consistency, at least, "the stern principles under which 

he and the other Imagists began their revolution. "̂ "̂  

Indeed, Aldington's poetic reputation is linked, by the 

reviewers, irrevocably with that school, among whose poets 

critics consider him one of the ablest practitioners— 

Arthur Waugh rating him "by far the most successful of the 

88 
Imagists,"°° R. A. Scott-James as "the ablest of the 

exponents of Imagism,"^^ and Mary Butts as "the most 

QO 

Sincere and competent" poet of his group. ̂ ^ All the early 
_ 91 

poems, Rajan declares, are xmcigist classics. And though 

his poems of "pure or partial Imagism" represent less than 

half his output in verse, they are, Herbert Palmer insists, 

"of such a quality that they stamp him with its insignia 
92 from the outset." The "sensitive, firm, and clean-cut 

87j^Qj^j^Qg^ p^ 4^^ 

^^Arthur Waugh, Tradition and Change; Studies in 
Contemporary Literature (Freeport, N.Y.: Books for 
Libraries Press, 1919), p. 128. 

8%. A. Scott-James, Fifty Years of English Litera
ture, 1900-1950 (London: Longmans, Green, 1951), p. 164. 

^^Mary Butts, "Aldington's Images of Desire," The 
Little Review, VI (August, 1919), 36. 

^^Balachandra Rajan, ed.. Modern American Poetry 
(London: Dennis Dobson, 1950), p. 92. 

^Palmer, pp. 328-29. 
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lines" of Aldington's poems (and those of H. D.), remarks 

Untermeyer, "put to shame their scores of imitators. "̂ -̂  

An equally numerous and even more vehement group 

of critics are associated, on the other hand, with the fear 

that modern poetry's affiliation with Imagism has basically 

hindered contemporary poetic development. "The excitement 

of a fresh, superficial view coupled with an easy, not to 

say laxative, method of writing produced or encouraged a 

good many rather fluid talents to whom the finished, the 

solid, the mature seemed stale," charges Blackmur—who 

then adds that the final effect of Imagism was to prevent 

poets from doing the work necessary to complete their 

94 poems. Blackmur's contention that association v/ith the 

Imagists turned out to be, for everyone in the group, "a 

heavy cross to bear" is echoed by Percy Hutchison's warning 

of the danger to an artist like Aldington, in the longer 

95 view of history, in belonging to a particular school and 

by Kerker Quinn's pronouncement that Aldington's "pj.ime 

96 misfortune" was his association with Imagism. The poet 

himself, it may be noted, retained a high regard for the 

^•^Louis Untermeyer, ed.. Modern British Poetry (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace, &. Howe, 1920), p. 216. 

94 Blackmur, p. 625. 

Q5 

Hutchison, p. 2. 
96 Quinn, p. 160. 
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movement of which he had been a part, crediting the 1912-

1917 "school" with varied achievements: 

Well, they did some useful pioneering work. They 
dealt a blow to the post-Victorian magazine poets, 
whose unappeased shades still clamour for Imagist 
blood. They livened things up a lot. They made 
free verse popular . . . . And they tried to 
attain an exacting if narrow standard of style 
in poetry.^' 

And that the achievement has been lasting is conceded by 

scholars like Herbert Palmer, who feels that their influence, 

"for good and ill, on traditional poets as well as eccentrics 

and border-liners," has been and will probably continue to 

be considerable. ̂ 8 r^^ie Imagists' influence on poetic 

.diction, as Herbert Read puts it, was "decisive for a 

whole generation"^^ and, in the words of another critic, 

performed a service that v/as much needed, one v/hich, 

especially in the use of "sharp-edged words," had a benefi

cial effect on later writers. 

Aldington's continued use of free verse, a trademark 

of Imagist poetry, combined with his "keen instinct for 

rhythm and tone and v/ord music," enabled him, according to 

Harriet Monroe, to achieve in certain poems and passages 

^'^Aldington, Life for Life's Sake, p. 133. 

^^Palmer, pp. 329-30. 

^^Herbert Read, The Tenth Muse (London: Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, 1957), p. 131. 

lOOnRichard Aldington Through His Poetical 
Development," p. 2. 
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an effect of beauty rare in modern poetry.1^1 Not all 

critics, however, agree that the continued choice of the 

free verse medium was a wise one. Of the dissenters, 

Percy Hutchison, one of the most vocal, insists that, in 

Aldington's general adoption of vers libre, 

he too often permitted himself to yield to the 
laissez-faire temptation of this, the most facile 
of poetic methods. In consequence, the many, 
the very many lines of high lyric fusiori with 
metrical power are countered by many—though 
happily far fewer--lines of mere prose.1^2 

Indeed, most of the critics of Aldington's Exijê  prefer, 

not the title poem and other free verse offerings, but the 

1 03 "Words for Music" section, variously praised as "a series 

of delicate, rhymed lyrics in conventional form written 

after the manner of Cavalier poets" ^ and as "exquisite, 

105 bold songs" in the seventeenth-century manner. Of the 

poems in this section, which comprises about a third of the 

volume. Porter labels the "Songs for Puritans" 1*̂ ^ as "a 
1 07 

very neat copy of Restoration verse," while another 

•'•̂ •'•Monroe, p. 46. 

102 
Hutchison, p. 2. 

^^-^Poems, pp. 203-18. 

lO^Hughes, "Exile," p. 24. 

105..Books in Brief," p. 192. 

IQ^Poems, p. 205. 

lQ7porter, p. 462. 
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reviewer likes the "hard, brisk, regular measures"^^^ of 

both "Songs for Puritans" and its companion piece, "Songs 

for Sensualists."10^ On the other hand, A Dream in the 

Luxembourg elicited from the reviewer for The Nev/ Statesman 

the comment that the "Imagist" free verse, usually annoying 

to him, was, in that narrative poem, extremely suitable, 

the prose cadences corresponding perfectly with "the 

matter-of-fact externals of the story."H^ James Thornton 

of The Nation and The Athenaeum also praises Aldington's 

command of tempo in the poem. 

With free verse, the Imagists also demanded the 

exact word and the language of common speech, ideals to 

which Aldington adhered most strictly in his early poems. 

The first volume of collected works. Collected Poems, 

illustrates the purity of Aldington's verbal technique, 

112 according to Richard Church, whereas in the later v/ork 

The Crystal World, though one reviewer commends the poet 

113 for his use of straightforward language, another finds 

108..other Briefs," p. 114. 

IQ^oems, pp. 205-10. 

^-^^"Some Poets," p. 190. 

^^^James Thornton, "Sorts of Poets," The Nation and 
the Athenaeum, XLVII (June 7, 1930), 325. 

^^^Church, "Three Established Poets," p. 165. 

•'•-'••̂"Mr. Aldington's Crystal World," p. 12. 
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in the same poem a regrettable number of cliches. •'•"̂'* 

Similar comments greeted two other long poems. A Dream in 

the Luxembourg contains a quantity of "stock" poetic 

diction, according to Conrad Aiken of The New Republic,^^^ 

while Michael Roberts of The Spectator finds Life Quest 

unremarkable in its verbal quality. •'••'• ̂ Like E. E. Cummings, 

R. P. Blackmur complains. Aldington "uses words as he finds 

them," making little effort to particularize them in his 

117 poems.^^' 

The Collected Poems 

The appearance of Aldington's two collected editions. 

Collected Poems (1929) and The Poems of Richard Aldington 

(1934), elicited a number of general appraisals of his 

work, among them articles by Harriet Monroe, John Wheel

wright, Eda Lou Walton, and Douglas Bush. Not many years 

after the appearance of Aldington's first poem in Poetry, 

says Miss Monroe in her comments on Collected Poems, "ironic 

destiny" led the young poet to war and changed the glamor 

he had earlier seen in death to the realism, even cycnicism, 

portrayed in Images of War. War, in turn, inspired "the 

!•'•'*Quinn, p- 163. 

11^Aiken, p. 272. 

^^^Roberts, p. 928. 

117Biackmur, p. 625. 
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absent lover's mind-pictures of his beloved," which were 

the basis for Images of Desire: and the later volumes. 

Exile and A Fool, were the bitter and sardonic reactions 

"to all this violent experience of life and death. ""'••'• ̂ 

In another review of Collected Poems, Miss Walton notes 

that in Aldington's earlier work he achieved in his pictures, 

ideas, and symbols of the Greek past a certain security 

against modern religion and ugliness. Later, finding no 

"ultimate solution'- to or retreat from life in love, nature, 

or religion, he sumnied up his poetic position in A Fool 

and, with the additional poems in The Eaten Heart volume, 

119 •accepted life "as continuous defeat and renewal." 

John VTheelwright, in a review of The Poems of 

Richard Aldington, divides the poems into three groups: 

those which present Aldington as a leader of the "reclama

tion of Anglo-American poetry" from its slump early in 

the century, those which show how his work slumped after 

the war, and-those which illustrate his renewed mastery of 

1 20 
"the direct and elegant record of sensation and opinion. "•̂ •'̂  

A similar progression of ideas through the collection is 

demonstrated by Douglas Bush: the first Images volume, 

far from being wholly Greek, he suggests, also contained 

•'•^^Monroe, pp. 42-46. 

•'••'•^Walton, p . 1 3 . 

^^^Wheelwright, p. 47. 
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realistic, angry pictures of London. Later, to the ugliness 

of peace was added the greater ugliness of war, and, with 

a further change in subject matter after the armistice. 

Aldington turned from Imagism to "verse of the Pound-

Eliot kind."-*-̂ -̂  

A still further recurrent mode notable in the 

reviews of Aldington's poetry is the comparison of his 

work to that of other poets. A Dream in the Luxembourg, 

for example, McGreevy characterizes as a poem which in 

spirit, if not in form, recalls the Greek poet Theocritus 
1 OO 

of the third century B. C. Critics notice no other 

pre-Elizabethan echoes, but they do observe certain late 

sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century influences; for 

example, the "slightly Shakespearean flavor" of the prose 
1 23 lines in Exile, the "typical Donnesque manner" of the 

lovers in The Crystal VJorld,-'•̂ '̂  the "Marvellian lines" of 

the "Metrical Exercises" in the Exile volume. 125 Reviev/ers 

also tend to note parallels to several poets of the 

^^Wsh, p. 469. 

•'•̂ T̂homas McGreevy>. Richard Aldington: An 
Englishman (London: Chatto & Windus, 1931), p. 65. 

123..Richard Aldington's Poems," Boston Transcript, 
January 31, 1925, p. 2. 

124Quinn, p. 162. 

125v. Sackville-West, "Five Poets," The Nation and 
The Athenaeum, XXXIV (January 12, 1924), 548-49. 
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Romantic period more than a century later. For example. 

May Sinclair^26 -̂ d̂ Richard Churchl27 ^^^ reminded of 

Shelley, Church specifying the similar satirical tendencies 

of the two poets. Miss Sinclair adds that Aldington's 

prose poetry also owes a "great debt" to Walter Savage 

Landor.128 A lone unsympathetic note is O. W. Firkin's 

reference to Aldington's line "O blue flov/er of the 

evening" 12^ as a travesty of Keats. •'•30 Of the Victorians, 

to move to another literary epoch, Clough, according to 

Richard Church, "paved the way" for Aldington's use of 

Expressionism in A Fool i' the Forest with his own "Bothie 

131 of Tober-na-Vuolich." One special Aldington poem, 

"Choricos,"-^ v/ith its "melancholy, regret, satiety, 

death, and eternal sleep" reminds another reviewer of 

133 Swinburne's "The Garden of Proserpine," but for still 

another, memories of Swinburne keep "butting in" rudely 

126sinclair, p. 398. 

127church, "Degrees of Fire," p. 509. 

128sinclair, pp. 408-09. 

129..The River," Poems, p. 14. 

•'•"̂ Ô. W. Firkins, "New Movement in Poetry," The 
Nation, CI (October 14, 1915), 459. 

131church, "Degrees of Fire," p. 509. 

-'•'̂ P̂Qems, p. 3. 

^^^Bush, p. 469. 
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throughout the pages of Images of Desire.1^^ Even a few 

American poets are evoked in comparison to Aldington. In 

practice, instinct, and desire to express the primordial, 

Percy Hutchison likens Aldington to Walt Whitman;^^^ the 

poet himself, in fact, confesses to being, prior to World 

War I, "deep in Whitman" and greatly excited about him. 

It was Whitman, "the only poet of the nineteenth century 

to tell the truth about war," Aldington says, who made 

him see war's reality.-'•^^ And Aldington's thoight, in the 

opinion of one critic, at least, resembles to some extent 

137 
that of another American v/riter, .Henry David Thoreau. 

In further comparisoncD, Bush comments that Oscar 

Wilde might have written a line like "Sappho and Shelley 

you no longer bring"138 ^j^^ insists that Aldington's later 

realistic verse is similar to John Davidson's thesis 

139 

poems. Hutchison, in contrast, perceiveo the "cameo-

work" of A. H. Housman in Images Old and New, though 

Aldington lacks, he concedes, "the close intimacy with life" 

1 "̂4 
Monro, p. 100. 

135 ^ ^. 
Hutchison, p. 2. 

136 
Aldington, Life for Life's Sake, pp. 119-20. 

137 ,,j^^ Aldington's Quest," Christian Science 
Monitor, September 6, 1935, p. 16. 

-"••̂ B̂ush, p. 470. The line of poetry is from 
A Fool, Poems, p. 237. 

139lbid., p. 468. 
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which makes Housman's poetry so lasting and remarkable. I'̂O 

Another reviewer uses Aldington's poem "Bones" and Housman's 

"The Immortal Part" to demonstrate the almost identical 

philosophic points of view of the two poets.1^1 Further, 

in A Fool i' the Forest, more frequently compared with 

Eliot's The Waste Land, Whicher sees also the "muted 

hesitant, intricate manner" of Henry James.14 2 still other 

comparisons with modern poets include John Wheelwright's 

note that Aldingtor i s "sympathetically richer" than Pound 

or Eliot, but less rj.eh, "though prosodically neater," 

than D. H. Lawrence.143 incidentally, it is Lawrence, 

.another reviewer insists, who seems to have influenced 

Aldington most, "not alv/ays to his good. "-'-44 Further, 

Aldington is likened to contemporaries Jean de Bosschere 

145 in having no illusions and F. S. Flint in his ability 

to express "the sharp contrasts and incongruities in modern 

life."l^^ His early "hellenic-Imagist" poems, says Douglas 

-'•'̂ Ĥutchison, p. 2. 

•'•'̂ •'•Hughes, "Exile," p. 24. 

-'•̂ Ĝeorge F. Whicher, "Intellectual Vapors," New 
York Herald Tribune Books, July 12, 1925, p. 3. 

^^^misel\jriqlnt, p. 49. 

^"^^Palmer, p. 330. 

145sinclair, p. 401. 

146Monro, p* 100. 
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Bush, except for "a more diffuse softness, a more open 

Victorian weariness and nostalgia," are similar to 

147 •!_ H. D.'s. Another reviewer notes two comparisons—love 

of Greek locale and richness of word and image—in the 

work of these two Imagist poets, •'•̂^ while Coffman likens 

Aldington to Ezra Pound so far as their concept of the 

image is concerned.1^^ 

Aldington's Stature as Literary Artist 

Various judgments regarding Aldington's place and 

power as a poet occur intermittently throughout the reviews 

.of his works. Several writers—among them Eda Lou 

Walton, •'•̂^ Conrad Aiken, •'-̂•'- and Percy Hutchisonl^2—predict 

that Aldington's poetry will prove less important than his 

prose. But while conceding that Aldington may be remembered 

more as a novelist, William Rose Benet nevertheless argues 

that his verse "will always delight lovers of the beauty of 

147Bush, p. 468. 

•'•̂ "̂Richard Aldington Through His Poetical 
Development," p. 1. 

149stanley K. Coffman, Imagism: A Chapter for the 
History of Modern Poetry (Norman: Univ. of Okla. Press, 
1951), p. 166. 

^^^Walton, p. 13. 

ISlAiken, p. 272. 

^^2Hutchison, p. 2. 
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the world."1^3 ^^y Campbell insists even more strongly 

that in Aldington's case (as, he adds, in the rare cases 

of Hardy and Lawrence) a fine novelist "has been equalled 

if not excelled by his own achievement as a poet."-'̂ '̂̂  

This poetic achievement, which includes, as Herbert Palmer 

comments, "some exceptional and curious work," has "invited 

an attention that has swayed continually from unreasonable 

depreciation to over-estimation." ~̂̂  Agreement on this 

point is voiced by Percy Hutchison, who adds that with the 

passing of "the tumult and the shouting" associated with 

the poetic "rebellion" of which Aldington v/as a part, the 

poet emerges v/ith "originality of approach, metrical 

sensitiveness, and, at his best, the ability to fuse into 

156 a glowing whole sensation, emotion, and intellect." 

That Aldington is a poet of "great gifts and frequent, 

though not steady, high achievement," is the conclusion 

reached by Hutchison, \yfho feels that Aldington has too 

often been dismissed as the mere standard-bearer of a 

rebellion.-'•̂ '̂  Like Palmer and Hutchison, Kerker Quinn sees 

1̂ 3v7iiiiam Rose Benet, "The Phoenix Nest," Saturday 
Review, X (April 28, 1934), 665. 

l^^Campbell, p. 6. 

155 
Palmer, p. 328. 

•'-̂ Ĥutchison, p. 2. 

^̂ "̂ Ibid. 

file:///yfho
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Aldington's success as intermittent but insists that, 

like other impulsive poets such as Lawrence, Emerson, and 

Shelley, he can be read with as much pleasure as the 

"more disciplined, uniform poets. "•'•̂^ Concerning Aldington's 

most successful poems, it is the opinion of several critics, 

among them George Lanel ^ and Percy Hutchison, 1^^ that 

those which yield the greatest artistic satisfaction to 

the reader are the short lyrics. "The perfection of scores 

of these short pieces," Hutchison comments, "is something 

rarely exceeded." 

Concerning the longer, book-length poems, critical 

opinion is much more diverse. As examples of the opposing 

comments regarding A Fool J.' the Forest (whose similarity 

•to The Waste Land is invoked in each case) , at one extreme 

Harriet Monroe insists that Aldington, in approaching the 

theme from a different perspective, reveals a poetic 

161 
personality "secure in its own inspiration and art"; 

at the other, a reviev/er for The Nation maintains that 

Aldington's effort is "rendered practially negligible" by 

l̂ Q̂̂ înn, p. 161. 

l^^Lane, p. 29. 

160Hutchison, p. 2. 

l^lMonroe, p. 46. 
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the earlier, more successful Waste Land.^^^ A conciliatory 

view, presented by Herbert Gorman, is that though Aldington's 

poem does not possess either "the concentrated poetic 

force of the beautifully condensed ironic power" of Eliot's, 

"there is yet enough bite and ability in it" to make it 

well worth reading.163 

Like Gorman, several other writers carefully 

qualify their praise—to such an extent, in some cases, as 

virtually to negate it. Of The Poems of Richard Aldington, 

for example, Conrad Aiken's evaluation is that, although 

the work is often charming, "one feels that Mr. Aldington 

1 64 lacks the final energy . . . that marks the true poet.""^" 

In a similar vein, "a certain fastidiousness and disdain, 

a partronizing air towards his loves and enthusiasms, 

which betray a lack of vitality and emotion" are noted by 

Richard Church. "'"̂^ A few critics, even harsher, are almost 

entirely negative. One cites Collected Poems as evidence 

that Aldington had never possessed "the necessary spark 

166 
of whatever it is" that makes a poet, while another 

1^2„Qoo]^s in Brief," The Nation, CXXI (July 8, 

1925), 77. 

1^3QQ]r.j^an, p . '7. 

164Aiken, p. 272. 

•'•^^Church, "Three Established Poets," p. 165. 

l^^"Other Briefs," p. 114. 
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directs his criticism toward those elements—missing, he 

claims, in Aldington's work—of composition and style 

"which persuade us finally of a poem's existence."^^7 

A third reviewer, Richard Church, sees a similar want, 

specifically in A Dream in the Luxembourg, of the quality 

which might "convert" Aldington from a "sort of poet," as 

1 68 

the poem's narrator calls himself, into a true poet. 

In one specific case, a positive characterization— A. C. 

Ward's notation that Aldington is a spokesman for the 
169 bitterness of his generation —is countered by the 

negativistic charge on the part of Richmond Croom Beatty 

that the poet's point of view "is predicated upon soiuething 

rather shoddily journalistic in character" and that 

Aldington has alv/ays done "the kind of verses v/hich suited 

the hour."170 

The opposite end of the critical range, however, is 

occupied by a number of reviewers, who accord high praise 

to various aspects of the poet's work. One critic, for 

example, insists that even the least successful of Aldington's 

verses are poems in the original sense of the v/ord, "things 

1^7Biackmur, p. 625. 

•'•̂ Ĉhurch, "Three Sons of Strife," p. 7 16. The 
expression "sort of poet" occurs in A Dream, Poems, p. 302. 

l^%ard, p. 51. 

I'̂ B̂eatty, p. 195. 
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made, products of the mind, not the tav/dry phantoms of 

incommunicable sorrows and delights. "•'•'̂^ Another describes 

Aldington as a "gifted annotator of life and a resourceful 

artist of word and tone,"-̂ *̂ ^ while a third, Dilyara 

Zhantieva, characterizes him as an artist of integrity 

who, "to the end of his days," strove to serve the truth.-'•73 

Even in the early volumes such as War and Love, according 

to a fourth v/riter, in almost every poem one feels "the 

maturity of his genius, the widening and deepening of his 

174 

poetic power." ' /̂ nd to offset any artistic loss trace

able to the v/ar, a fifth poet notes in the post-war poems 

a nev/ release of energy. 75 j^ general, these scholars 

agree v/ith Herbert Gorman's evaluation of Aldington as "an 

able secondary figure"176 or Quinn's similar assessment 

of him as a worthy figure in the first line of minor 

poets.177 Quinn's final comment that such minor poets are 

often overshadov/ed by their greater poetic contemporaries 

•'•'̂•'•"New Verse, " The New Statesman, XXXIII 
(September .14, 1929), 684. 

172..The Progress of Poetry," p. 539. 

l'̂ 3j)iiyara Zhantieva in Kershav/ and Temple, p. 171. 

174..Volumes ^f poetry," p. 446. 

175Benet, p. 665. 

-'•'̂ Ĝorman, p. 7. 

177Quinn, p. 160. 
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may help to explain why (as Roy Campbell, a more partisan 

writer, insists) "one of the best modern poets" has been 

178 
shamefully neglected. Perhaps, two favorable critics 

suggest, this era of neglect is to be followed by a period 

of greater appreciation. One of these, Lav.Trence Durrell, 

predicts that "when the smoke of battle has died down 

around his name" Aldington will assume his place among the 

17 9 important writers of our time, while the second. Sir 

William Haley, foresees that Aldington's best works will 

180 

be periodically "rediscovered" for many years to come. 

Another possible reason—this one paradoxical—for the 

neglect of Aldington's poetic achievement is, according to 

C. P. Snow, his production, simultaneously v.dth at least 

part of his poetry, of considerable fiction end criticism. 

"Success at one thing," Snov/ notes, "makes people irratio-
181 

nally depreciate one's accomplishment at another." 

Aldington himself, concerning the reception of Life Quest 

in particular, recognized the effect of this human quirk. 

"In the literary football scrum," he commented in Life for 

Life's Sake, "it is considered a foul for anyone who writes 

178campbell, p. 6. 

^"^^Lawrence Durrell in Kershaw and Temple, p. 23. 

180v^illiam Haley in Kershaw and Temple, p. 43. 

181snow, Richard Aldington- An Appreciation, p. 1. 
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novels which are read to write poetry as well, and the 

reviewing umpires blew disapproving whistles. "•'•̂2 

Despite disapproval at home, however. Aldington, 

spending his seventieth birthday in Russia in 1962 at the 

invitation of the Soviet Writers' Union, discovered himself 

to have achieved a degree of international fame. "Readers 

from all over Russia," Lawrence Durrell attests, "slogged 

up to Moscow to shake his hand," while from London there 

was "not one telegram of congratulations, not one line from 

the press" commemorating the anniversary.183 it is probable, 

hov/ever, according to Alister Kershaw, that this silence 

•was related much less to Aldington's poetry than to his 

biography of Lawrence of Arabia, an expose which had 

angered both critics and the public. After its publica

tion, Kershaw reports, Aldington's name was scarcely men

tioned in the English press, or, if mentioned at all, was 

"invariably accompanied by some insolent attempt at 

belittlement. "•'•̂^ Even Aldington's death, as Temple notes, 

185 
occasioned little interest in England. 

The earlier critical judgments, appearing in reviews 

as, in effect, spur-of-the-moment evaluation, plus the 

p. 144. 

^^2Aidington, Life for Life's Sake, p. 399. 

lQ3i3ui.rell , p . 2 3 . 

l ^ ^ A l i s t e r Kershaw i n Kershaw and Temple, p . 4 6 . 

^^^Frede ' r i ck - Jacques Temple i n Kershav/ and Temple, 
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posthumous tributes in Richard Aldington: An Intimate 

Portrait, constitute the only previously existing efforts 

to offer any valid weighing of his role and value as a 

modern poet. 



CHAPTER IX 

ALDINGTON AS TWENTIETH-CENTURY POET: 

A CRITICAL ASSESSMENT 

In view of Aldington's productivity and versatility 

as a poet and the degree of his skill as a poetic crafts

man, the mold into which he has so often been cast by his 

critics—as Imagist poet or war poet only—is much too 

narrow, though admittedly the recognition afforded him in 

these two areas, as reviewed in the preceding chapter, is 

certainly appropriate. The Aldington canon includes verse 

.written over a period exceeding twenty-five years and 

extends through thirteen volumes of poetry. As an Imagist, 

he was a contributor to, and editor or assistant editor 

of, five Imagist anthologies: Des Imagistes, 1914; Some 

Imagist Poets, 1915, 1916, and 1917; and Imagist Anthology, 

1930. His literary endeavor included, in addition to his 

verse, numerous translations (especially from the Greek 

and the French), critical articles, both long and short 

fiction, biography, and autobiography (viz.. Life for Life's 

Sake, 1941). Though his literary "periods" overlap somewhat, 

they fall largely into the follo\>/ing categories: In the 

years prior to 1920 Aldington wrote mainly lyric poetry, 

much of it in the Imagist manner. In the next tvrc) decades, 

he turned to narrative, both in prose (with the first novel, 

302 
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the successful Death of a Hero, appearing in 1929) and in 

poetry. A Fool i' the Forest, the first of the long 

narrative poems, appeared in 1924 and the last. The Crystal 

World, in 1937. For two decades thereafter, nonfiction— 

biography and autobiography—claimed most of his attention. 

Whether because of his abdication from poetry and fiction, 

or because his biographies, notably Lawrence of Arabia: 

A Biographical Inguiry (1955), displeased numerous readers. 

Aldington's popularity, especially in England, declined 

greatly in the years preceding his death in 1962 and, to 

this date, has not been re-established. 

Aldington, a prolific practicing poet, was also a 

theorist of considerable stature, with important formal 

critical statements presented as Introductions to Some 

Imagist Poets, 1915 and 1916 (though unsigned, these are 

consistently.credited to Aldington) and the final collec

tion. The Poems of Richard Aldington. Additional essays 

appeared in contemporary magazines such as The Dial, Poetry, 

Chapbook, Saturday Review, and The Egoist (for which 

journal he served as literary editor for a time prior to 

World War I). Further remarks gleaned from his letters 

also reveal elements of his poetic philosophy. Perhaps 

his overall critical thesis is that the sole function of 

poetry is to give pleasure to the reader. To write poetry 

capable of providing such enjoyment, according to Aldington, 

the poet must possess, in addition to his vocation, the 
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specific gifts of words and imagination as well as wide 

personal experience. Throughout his career, the poet 

maintained a sense of mystery and reverence toward that 

power, a power outside of himself but speaking through him,' 

a force which not only enables but, in effect, compels the 

poet to write: the creative energy, which, for convenience, 

he termed poetic inspiration. But he insisted also on 

(1) the necessity of difficult and conscious work and 

(2) the value of training and experimentatirvn, Two sources 

of worry—public indifference to good poetry, on the one 

hand, and, on the other, their adoption of poetry as a 

"hobby" or affectation—plagued the poet, who felt that 

these factors were at least partly responsible for the 

decline of the arts and their tendency to become stereotyped 

Still, he could not agree with advice he frequently re

ceived to ignore the public. Instead, he felt that the 

public apathy which he deplored might itself be traceable 

to the poetry—much of it unnatural, unemotional, and 

uninteresting—of the time. Responsible for such poetry, 

according to Aldington, was a lack of style—the first 

technical recjuirement for a v/riter and one closely aligned 

with both sincerity (the poet's willingness to tell himself 

the truth) and personality (his having something worth 

saying). Nearly all of the Imagist principles, for which 

he is, historically, the principal speaker, he insisted, 

were stylistic, and he took occasion—even apart from the 
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early prefaces—to publicize, explain, and even defend the 

now famous Imagist Credo or Manifesto. Next to style. 

Aldington maintained, originality is the most important 

poetic quality, though he warned against mere novelty as 

a substitute. He frequently commented, also, on the 

necessary balance in poetry of the senses, the emotions, 

and the intellect. An important early article detailing 

six hopes for the poetry of the future—that it be dis

tinguished ("aristocratic"), expressive of h'lr an nature, 

competent, individual, and progressively artiscic, and that 

it find an appreciative reading audience—expressed, as 

it were, his own personal poetic creed. 

The present survey of Aldington's poetry supports 

the conclusion that in actuality—contrary to the view 

generally held, namely, that his subject matter was limited 

solely to v/ar and love—he treated all of the great uni

versal ideas of poetry. These themes, which do, of course, 

include those just mentioned, at the same time embrace as 

well the subjects of death, mutability and mortality, 

beauty (including that of the natural world), the nature 

of poetry, the ills of society, religion, and the classical 

world. In point of time, classical themes were among the 

earliest that attracted him and parallel his youthful 

translations of Greek subjects. Another early theme, love, 

having found its first expression in short, imagistic 

lyrics, continued as a major interest throughout his life. 
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culminating with the long narrative A Dream in the 

Luxembourg and the final, book-length poem The Crystal 

World. It was during World War I years that the subject 

of war and the related concepts of death and mutability 

furnished Aldington's primary subject matter. In the post

war period, his unhappiness with the British peace-time 

scene caused him to turn out poems bitter in tone and 

critical of various aspects of that society. Poems about 

religion and poetry, the other two main subject-matter 

areas, reappeared from time to time throughout Aldington's 

poetic career. 

Aldington's war efforts may be classified as poems 

which deal with a soldier's varied duties; his increased 

awareness of beauty or-'Conversely—of v/ar's damage to the 

self which had previously responded to beauty; death as it 

occurs on the battlefield or haunts the returning soldier; 

love in v/artime, whether that which sustains the lover in 

absence or that which causes desolation, and whether 

resumed successfully later or obsessed by memories of war; 

honor and courage; the wasted lives and the barren earth. 

Though most of the war poems are early, and confined to 

the period of World War I, the love poems are more 

scattered—both in time and in volumes of their publication 

throughout his career. As with war, many different phases 

of love are treated. Almost always, however, the love is 

exalted, never commonplace or "domestic." In a few poems. 
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love is unfulfilled, usually because of apathy on the part 

of one of the lovers, war-related obstacles, or imminent 

death. Among the other recurring ideas or situations in 

the erotic poetry are parting and separation of lovers 

during wartime, a nearly religious devotion on the part 

of the lover, and a tribute to feminine beauty. A special 

technique in Aldington's love poetry is the presentation 

of the poem' s idea in the form of a reverie, with the 

persona remembering the past, anticipating the future, or 

simply weaving a fantasy of love. 

Two other principal subjects, death and a concern 

with mutability, are closely related to and occasionally 

overlap in individual poems with war and love as poetic 

substances. Poems dealing with death frequently constitute 

valedictions to the dead, especially, though not exclu

sively, in wartime; portrayals of or memories of death on 

the battlefield, or expressions of regret and anger at 

their necessity; or statements of fear of, and resistance 

to, death; or, on the other hand, acceptance and even 

celebration of death. Mutability most often deals with the 

shortness and uncertainty of human life—the sense of 

awareness often heightened by the phenomenon of war or 

love—and, in some cases, an accompanying determination to 

live life henceforth even more fully. Immortality, in 

Aldington's verse, is primarily figuratively conceived: 
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it may be achieved by poetry or children. The afterlife, 

when literally contemplated, is of Greek dimensions. 

Beauty, for Aldington, may refer to the beauty of 

women or to the varied aspects of nature. With respect 

to the latter, he often juxtaposes, simultaneously with 

the scene of natural loveliness, an ugliness of human 

squalor or of sordid surroundings. In fact, numerous 

poems lament the passing of beauty and the increasing 

distortion in nearly every area of English life. Fre

quently a beauty which men are v\/illing to serve and, if 

necessary, to suffer for is acclaimed as a sustaining 

power. 

Ideas which Aldington expressed in his poems con

cerned with poetic theory often parallel closely those 

which he expressed in prose. Included among these are the 

importance of the poet's response to beauty and his percep

tion of detail, a belief in the poetic calling and its 

power to help endure, the ability of poetry to immortalize, 

the universality of great poetry, and the circumstance of 

poetic creativity. A few poems criticize or parody the 

verse of others, or regret the contemporary sterility of 

poetry and the perverse attitude of critics who value old 

forms over the new. Aldington's treatment, either by satire 

or direct criticism, of social problems focuses generally 

on the lack of appreciation of the artist or other gifted 

individuals; the dullness of society, reflected also in 
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the individuals who compose it; the institutions, values, 

and moral standards of the middle class; the materialism 

and mechanization of modern England. 

Aldington's religious poems, whether on Christian 

or pagan subjects, vary in tone from firm faith to total 

disbelief. Several are invocations or prayers; others 

express a belief in fate or chance; while still others 

explore the possibilities of indifferent, aloof, or cruel 

gods. As mentioned earlier, there are also several poems 

in which a religious devotion is expended upon a beloved 

human being. The poems which are devoted solely to the 

•classical world frequently employ gods and demigods either 

as personae or as objects of a speaker's praise or prayer. 

Despite critical avowal to the contrary, the breadtl 

of Aldington's poetic subject matter, as well as his 

versatility in dealing with all of the universal themes, 

seems manifest. 

Most of Aldington's poetry, whether in conventional 

meter or in free verse, is lyrical, though he wrote a 

number of narrative poems as well. The conventional 

dramatic monologue occurs relatively infrequently; many 

of the lyrics, however, suggest dramatic situations, 

implying, by the use of imperative verb forms, a second 

character, usually a friend or lover, in the poem. As a 

variation on the basic dramatic monologue technique, in 

several cases in Aldington's poems of this type all or 
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part of the poem represents the persona's unspoken thoughts 

rather than words uttered aloud. 

Interestingly enough. Aldington's prose poems are 

excluded from his collected works, appearing primarily in 

a single volume. The Love of Myrrhine and Konallis and 

Other Prose Poems. The poems in prose deal with a variety 

of subjects, especially love, war, and social criticism. 

Further, they follow no set pattern: both long and very 

short verse paragraphs exist, sometimes v/itnm a single 

poem, and various organizational or structural devices are 

utilized. Though figurative language appears in such works, 

it is less in evidence than in his regular poems, as the 

conversational medium and the bluntness of prose assume 

a relatively greater importance. 

The majority of Aldington's poems, as one might 

expect, are in free verse, the form most favored by him, 

as with most of the other Imagists, as an expression of the 

determination to create new rhythms as a method of express

ing new moods. So important did Aldington consider the 

form, as a matter of fact, that he devoted considerable 

space in the Introductions to the Some Imagist Poets volume; 

and in numerous critical articles to explaining the form 

and propounding its advantages. As indicated by his own 

practice, he did not insist on the sole use of free verse, 

only on the fact that it 1̂= beneficial in allowing the poet 

greater individuality, accuracy, and style. Actual 
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examples in his own verse demonstrate his skillful use of 

the strophe, the variation in line length, the parallelism 

of line grouping, the prosodic importance of the poem's 

appearance on the page, the close relationship between 

form and style, the semblance of regularity, the frequently 

desired prose-like element in free verse. 

In the present study, the first of two discussions 

of tone limits itself to the role and attitude of the 

personae in the works. There remains, then, treated 

separately in this investigation, the poet's own attitude 

as isolated from that of his narrator. The mood (of 

•devotion, humility, awe, or apprehension) and attitude or 

tone exhibited by the first-person speaker, usually the 

only rounded character in a poem, are of great importance. 

While the poet's tone—as identified by critics, at least— 

is often one"of disillusionment, relatively few of the 

speakers exhibit personal attitudes of bitterness; such 

attitudes are, in fact, no more frecjuent or important than 

the other positions to be cited. In all, fourteen specific 

tones—fanciful, melancholy, meditative, troubled, intol

erant, critical, personally bitter, defensive, apathetic, 

cryptic, frenzied, stoical, compassionate, and affirmative-

may be ascribed to the personae in the various poems. 

Most of the recurring scenic and figurative detail 

in Aldington's poetry is drawn from five phases of nature: 

plants, animals, weather elements, the sky, and stones and 
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metals. In each category nearly all of the objects 

referred to are common, familiar ones which, though they 

sometimes may appear to be synonyms, are in actuality 

carefully chosen as the exact word, an Imagist ideal. 

Generally, in this respect—following another Imagist 

principle—he employs few adjectives with the nouns which 

name the various objects. The motifs, which recur from 

poem to poem, also occur in surprising numbers within a 

single poem: thereby achieving a re-inforcing concrete-

ness and high degree of verisimilitude. Aldington's 

references to pi«rtt life fall into fcmr major categories: 

.natural habitats; trees, bushes, and shrubs; flowering 

plants, water plants, and field and garden flowers; and 

cultivated plants. His use of animal life falls into three 

classes: birds (the largest category); butterflies, moths, 

and other small flying or creeping creatures; and beasts 

of wilderness and field. Both plant and animal life are 

used both as-literal detail and as the basis for figurative 

language. In addition, a few animal references are 

impressionistic, onomatopoetic, or allusory. Included in 

Aldington's use of natural phenomena in his verse are 

other elements of nature as well: lightning, thunder, 

mist, dew, rain, snow, ice, frost, and wind; objects 

associated with water (sea, rivers, pools, brooks, etc.) or 

the sky (clouds, moon, sun, and stars); and metals and ston( 
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Aldington's use of imagery, an important element 

because of his association with the Imagist School, may 

be considered as either "imagistic" or conventional. 

Imagistic usage here connotes the special application in 

Aldington's poetry of the six principles of the Imagist 

credo in the creation of typical imagist poems. In this 

strict sense, as has already been observed in considerable 

detail, there are, strangely enough, relatively few 

"imagist" poems—poems whose very existence is defensible 

solely because of presentation of an image in a manner 

reflecting the ideals of common language; hard, clear 

•poetry; and concentration. Many other of Aldington's 

poems, however, do contain "imagistic" passages; and 

indeed, the entire body of his poetry may be said to reflect 

the influence of those early ideals. 

In Aldington's use of conventional imagery of the 

sensuous type, he reflects eight important types: gustatory 

tactile, kinesthetic, synesthetic, olfactory, thermal, 

auditory, and visual. These are used primarily to evoke 

a physical reality in his frequent description of the 

physical phenomena of scene and setting. In his use of 

the literary image, it may occur as the single or most 

important component in a short imagistic lyric or simply 

as a trope in nearly any of the longer poems. Among 

Aldington's characteristic uses of figurative language are 

the employment of several vehicles within a single metaphor. 
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the extended metaphor, and the simultaneous development 

of several comparisons. 

Rhetorical pattern, in Aldington's verse, is 

characterized principally by syntactical, metaphorical and 

syrnbolic, and tonal designs. With respect to syntax. 

Aldington's specific methods include, first, the use of 

numbered or subtitled sections within many individual 

works, whether short imagistic lyrics or long narrative 

poems; second, a parallelism resulting simply from regular 

reinforcement of key words or phrases or from more complex 

patterns of repetition such as repeated sentence patterns 

or methods of stanza organization; third, extensive, 

specialized use of parentheses and italics; fourth, 

variations of basic sentence patterns such as sentence 

fragments, questions, commands, and uncapitalized, unpunc

tuated, run-together sentences (in impressionistic passages] 

fifth, alliteration, conventionally used; sixth, compound 

terms, both nouns and adjectives; and, finally, incorporatic 

of languages other than English as title, epigraph, or 

passage within the body of the poem. Aldington's metaphori< 

and symbolic devices include the literary usage, already 

discussed, and symbolism, allusion, and personification. 

Whether because of personal inclination, implications of 

the Imagist theory, or both. Aldington seldom uses symbolisi 

Colors, however, frequently retain their conventional 

symbolism, and each of the two long poems The Crystal World 
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and A Dream in the Luxembourg uses a single symbol through

out, the lover's microcosm implicit in the title of the 

first and the fountain's operation paralleling the persona', 

hope and disappointment in the second. Aldington's numeroui 

allusions refer to Greek myth and the Bible; writers and 

philosophers and their v/orks; artists, composers, dancers, 

scientists, and other historical characters; events in 

history, and geographical place names. Last, personifica

tion applies mainly to nature, to death, and to abstraction! 

The charge of bitterness cited by many critics 

regarding Aldington's poetry is perhaps less the result of 

deliberate intention on Aldington's part than the fact that 

he treated the waste of war and the loss of values in 

peace time realistically. Hov/ else, one might respond to 

his critics, may these topics be presented convincingly— 

without explicit and undesirably didactic statement—if 

not by a severity of tone? The protesting and disillusionec 

voice of the poet who loves beauty and feels an affinity 

with the classical world is evident even in a few early 

poems about unhappiness in childhood and youth, and about 

the ugliness in human attitude and in a mechanized society. 

Aspects of war, the presence of human misunderstanding, and 

a suspicion that the gods had deserted man subsequently 

led to an increasing element of protest. After the war, 

an even greater proportion of the poetry than before was 

somewhat bitter, since Aldington found most aspects of 
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English society—especially its materialism and mechaniza

tion—disheartening. Specific facets of society to receive 

his censure are the contemporary status of art, religion, 

and "middle class" values. Especially in A Fool, bitter

ness is moderated somewhat by both satire and irony, as 

well as by the form of the phantasmagoria. Beginning with 

the title poem in The Eaten Heart volume, but especially 
> 

in the late poems Life Quest and The Crystal World, a 

personal relationship of love is offered as antidote to 

the many ills of the world. 

Five other miscellaneous rhetorical devices—the 

curse, the epigraph, the catalogue, the epithet, and the 

apostrophe—appear with varying degrees of frequency in 

Aldington's poetry. The epigraph appears rather often, 

frequently as a quotation (sometimes chosen from a foreign 

language). Aldington's catalogues tend to lend themselves 

especially well to v/ar poems and those critical of British 

life, though they appear in a few poems on a variety of 

other subjects also. The fourth device, the epithet, 

possibly borrowed from the Greek, Aldington most commonly 

applied to the deities in the poems having classical themes 

and ideas. Finally, Aldington's apostrophes address either 

a human being (often a lover, but occasionally a comrade 

or even a group, either sympathetic or hostile to the 

speaker) or deity (often in the form of invocation or 

request); a living or inanimate object; or an abstraction. 
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Aldington's treatment by the critics, generally 

speaking, leaves something to be desired, possibly because 

the bulk of critical observation concerning him consists 

primarily of reviews written—perhaps at times hastily—to 

meet a deadline, rather than thorough-going systematic 

studies of the poetry as a whole. A few volumes which 

might appear to be such—e.g., Richard Aldington: An 

Intimate Portrait, Richard Aldington: An Englishman, 

Richard Aldington: Ai'. Appreciation—are really only 

superficial critiques. The primary findings of the critica] 

material which exists may be listed under four headings: 

.(1) Aldington's balance of the intellectual, the sensual, 

and the emotional, (2) his subject matter and tone, 

(3) his poetic manner, including adherence to Imagist 

principles, and (4) his stature as a poet. The first point 

is one that consciously concerned Aldington himself since, 

both as a poet and as a theorist, he held the ideal of the 

perfect balance of these three elements in poetry. The 

first, the intellectual quality of Aldington's verse, is 

conceded by the reviewers, the great majority of whom 

praise Aldington's intelligence and scholarship. Concernin< 

the second, only the love poetry, notably A Dream in the 

Luxembourg, has elicited substantial comment; however, 

reviewers who take note of the sensual quality in that long 

narrative are, again, favorably impressed. But the 

emotional component in Aldington's verse—perhaps because 
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of a coexisting countermovement toward depersonalization 

in poetry—has received more condemnation than praise, with 

reviewers objecting, first, to the poet's failure to contro 

or subordinate the emotion present and, second, to its 

seemingly personal basis. 

As indicated throughout this study, critics who 

discuss Aldington's subject matter generally mention only 

war and love, though—by implication—many also recognize 

two other main areas, namely that of the classical v/orld 

and that of contemporary society. Although individual 

reviewers praise specific poems under each subject heading, 

it is the war poems—partly, perhaps, because of their 

timeliness—to v/hich reviewers accord the most favorable 

reception. Acceptance of the love poetry, at least up 

until publication of The Crystal VJorld, is also fairly 

general. In addition, most of the critics who mention 

them at all li]^ at least some of Aldington's "Greek" 

poems. Opinion on his poems about miodern culture, however, 

differs sharply, corresponding somewhat to the particular 

critic's reaction to the "bitterness" in the work under 

consideration. That is, those who equate such bitterness 

with a personal, entirely negative disillusionment or 

rebelliousness are likely to censure the poetry in which 

it appears, while those who perceive the same quality as a 

satiric or ironic approach to a contemporary problem tend 

to admire the poetry itself. 
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Critical attention to the third topic. Aldington's 

poetic manner, has centered largely around his role as an 

Imagist and his subsequent adherence to the Imagist doctrin 

Whereas numerous scholars praise him as one of the best 

Imagist poets, others feel that his very association with 

the "school" not only accounts for continued critical and 

public refusal to view him outside of this narrow scope 

but actually hampered his poetic development. Of the 

specific Imagist characteristics, his use of the free 

verse medium has probably attracted the most comment, about 

equally divided between the favorable and the dissenting. 

Related critical censure focuses on a "looseness" of style, 

for v/hich some reviewers blame the general adoption of 

vers libre, though comments about such presumed slackness 

occur most often after the Imagist period and with the 

advent of Aldington's longer narratives. The exact word 

is another Imagist ideal which reviewers find less strictly 

observed in the later long poems, a few critics even 

pointing out the occasional presence of cliches and stock 

poetic diction. 

Attempts to assess Aldington's stature as an artist 

frequently lead to a prediction that it is as a novelist 

rather than as a poet that he will finally prove more 

important. Concerning the poetry itself, several critical 

stands have sufficient numerical support to merit review. 

While one group of critics maintains that a lack of genius. 
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'final energy," or "necessary spark" has kept Aldington 

from writing excellent poetry, others have high praise 

for, especially, the artist's resourcefulness and integrity 

and insist that Aldington is among the best minor poets of 

his time. Still others expect that his poetic reputation 

will continue to grow as the poetry is accorded the studied 

and unbiased attention which it has heretofore been denied. 

When the entire Aldington canon is surveyed in the 

light of earlier criticism, certain conclusions evolve. 

To begin—though, of course, individual poems might be 

cited to the contrary—the balance of the intellectual, 

the Sensual, and the emotional is established, with each 

of the terms assuming a wider connotation that has usually 

been assigned in the discussion of Aldington's individual 

volumes of short lyrics or long narratives. The intellectu 

component, comprised of innate intelligence and wide readin 

since childhood as well as university scholarship, is 

indisputably.present. Yet, the poetry is not difficult; 

in fact—especially in view of the leadership established 

by poets like T. S. Eliot, the later Pound, and W. H. Auden 

for example—it is perhaps too simple in the sense of 

lacking the obscurity and ambiguity which the major poets 

of the era have established as the "type" of excellence. 

Instead, Aldington's own term, used in discussing his 

wishes for poetry of the future, might be applied with 

greater suitability: his poetry is aristocratic "in the 
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root sense," as he phrases it, of expressing a distin

guished mind in a distinguished manner. His deliberate 

shunning of the "highbrow," to use another Aldington 

phrase, and his desire to write for the many real readers 

rather than the one ideal patron may have led him (as he 

anticipated in v/riting the Images of War poems specifically 

for the men in the line) to sacrifice, deliberately, the 

intellectual quality which his own inclination dictated. 

The second part of this triad of characteristics—the 

sensual—has, as mentioned above, been limited by critical 

treatment to the erotic quality of the love poetry. The 

sensuous, in the more basic meaning which includes all 

physical representation, is a virtually ignored quality of 

excellence in the verse. Simply in the presentation of 

literal scenic detail, recurring patterns of imagery evoke, 

in practially every poem, one or more of the basic senses. 

It is as though the attention to detail expected of the 

artist had combined—as indeed it did in Aldington's case— 

with a keen, almost scientific observation and appreciative 

response to natural beauty. As to the third part, the 

emotional aspect, there exists a seeming paradox in that 

the Imagists' determination to allow into their verse no 

sentimentality did not preclude an intensely and deliberate] 

emotional quality in their poetry. It will be remembered, 

in fact, that Aldington considered the lack of emotion in 

contemporary verse to be at least partly responsible for 
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public apathy to poetry. Genuine emotion—even a certain 

subjectivity—was part of the individuality he desired in 

the poetry of the future and presumably in his own poetry, 

as well. On the other hand, a distinction not made by most 

reviewers, a certain portion of the emotional quality of 

a poem is in the portrayal of its persona and not directly 

ascribable to the poet himself. With these logical qualifi 

cations in mind, the reader will find that though Aldington 

poetry does indeed contain emotion in the sense that genuin 

feeling prevails, its sentiment can hardly be considered 

excessive or too intimate. 

Perhaps the real starting point for a new apprecia

tion of Richard Aldington is simply the realization that— 

as this study has, hopefully, demonstrated—Aldington wrote 

admirable poetry on a great variety of subjects. To dismis 

him, as scholars have tended to do, as "merely" an Imagist 

or World War I poet is not only unfair to the poet, who 

treated in some depth and with great versatility all of 

the great literary themes, but also indicative of a super

ficial view of at least this particular aspect of Aldington 

poetic achievement. Even in the early volumes which includ 

the terms war and love in their titles, many of the indi

vidual poems deal with other themes—especially death, 

mutability, and the classical VNTorld—as well. Particularly 

in the later poems dealing with contemporary situations. 

Aldington's treatment of subject matter can hardly be 
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considered without attention to the bitterness which is 

certainly present in his verse. However—and this point, 

too, has been made earlier—the mere calling of attention 

to such characteristics of post-war Britain as materialism 

and mechanization is itself a protest against ugliness, 

dehumanization, and loss of values and beauty. From a 

later perspective, it is more nearly apparent than it may 

have been to Aldington's contemporary critics that the 

existing system deserved such attack and that, in poetry, 

the artist who will avoid the didactic must use as a primar 

weapon, tone. In this regard, critics have deplored the 

.fact that Aldington did not, to a greater extent, temper 

the bitterness of his criticism with irony or satire since, 

as he showed in the volumes Exile and A Fool i' the Forest, 

he had both of these means at his command. But Aldington 

was, in his own estimation, something of a romanticist, 

and thereby was not motivated by any strong neo-classical 

inclination toward satire. Perhaps, too, intellectual 

honesty kept him from minimizing in any manner the bitterne 

which contemporary situations and attitudes evoked. 

A realization of the versatility and excellence of 

Aldington's poetic technique is a second requisite—rankinc 

next to subject matter concept—in consideration of his 

poetic stature. Though his short lyrics continue to be his 

most admired, his short narrative poems as well as the 

book-length narratives, the dramatic monologues, and the 
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prose poems deserve recognition. At the same time, his 

vers librist label needs to be amended to include also the 

poems written in conventional verse forms (sonnet, ballade, 

and madrigal) as well as others in regular rhyme and meter. 

Such recognition should, in turn, lead back to a greater 

respect for the free verse efforts, since—contrary to 

even critical opinion often expressed—free verse is not 

the facile form it appears, but one which only an artist 

who has mastered the more basic forms can write well. 

Aldington, it will be remembered, not only, as a theorist, 

championed poetic experimentation but, as a poet, experi

mented widely, not only with the ne\^ rhythms made possible 

by vers libre, in which he had found his forte even before 

the official "Imagist" period, but also with the more 

conventional forms of poetry. So far as rhetorical matters 

are concerned, it is, of course, an artistic tribute that 

they harmonize so well with the other elements of the poetr 

that they do.not call attention to themselves; nevertheless 

this very subtlety seems responsible for the lack of critic 

commendation directed to such matters, all of which are 

necessarily observed by any but a casual reader but which 

are, somehow, virtually ignored in the extant brief 

appraisals. Finally, in regard to technique, it may be 

instructive to note that Aldington eventually came to feel 

that "ease, fludity, and clarity" were more important than 

the absolute concentration demanded by the final Imagist 
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tenet. And though the resultant "looseness" of style in 

the later poetry, especially, disturbed some reviewers, 

it was nonetheless the effect desired by the poet. Indeed, 

the move away from the degree of concentration found in the 

short "imagistic" poems seems an inevitable direction and 

was, in fact, one which most of the Imagists followed 

when, after the years of experimentation, they began to 

adapt the basic principles to their own inclination and 

genius. That is, concentration in poetry, like the other 

tenets, was a needed corrective to the trend of poetry in 

the pre-war period, and the production of "imagistic" 

.poems was a demonstration and popularization of the 

significance of the poet's doctrine; but afterwards, for 

the good of poetry as well as of the individual artist, 

each poet had to develop in his own manner. With Aldingtor 

a greater freedom in style accompanied his growing interest 

in narrative forms after the Imagist years. 

Though lacking a certain depth regularly associated 

with great poetry. Aldington's poetic canon consists entire 

of eminently readable verse of technical excellence. It is 

to be hoped that the factors contributing to his neglect 

through a half century may soon be corrected—that 

Aldington's long, prolific career in fiction, biography, 

criticism, and translation, but primarily in poetry, may 

be known and recognized, without a doubt, the poet and 

his work will then be valued more highly than they are 
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currently. Aldington, as he wrote in his autobiography, 

considered his career to have been interesting, fortunate, 

and happy. It was also one which must not be casually 

dismissed by anthologists and forgotten by scholars. As 

a poet and a theorist, he played a decisive poetic role in 

the direction of early twentieth-century poetry. Indeed, 

his influence as an Imagist and as an individual poet 

continues, often unrecognized, well past the mid-century. 
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